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TWo modes of singing were evident in narrative performances recorded by Scots travellers: singing set melodies to memorized or re-created texts,and improvising on a variable melody to a memorized or a variable text. In travellers' society both modes are acceptable but the majority of travellers today prefer set melodies. The improvisatory mode
was traditional and used by the older travellers born before World War I,
five of whom became my infonnants or Ewan NacColl's, re. Travellers'
Songs from England~ Scotland (1977). The tradition of narrative improvisation appears to be obsolete with the death of Mrs Martha Johnstone (Perthshire), 1980. But her 108 sung performances, 66 songs and
34 narratives recorded. between 1955 and 1978, by four fieldworkers,
provide valuable material for the study of strophic variability -- its
function in the singer's interpretation of an essential storJ (Lord, 1960
and Buchan, 1972) in performance. Strophic variability is related to
the Danish ballad singers' usage of variable intonations, and the author's
musical analysis of the diachronic variants of Martha Johnstone's improvisatory ballads follows Thorkild Knudsen's theory of ballad melody or
nmelodic idea" ( 1967, 1976).
The majority of travellers• performances, however, do not exhibit
such extreme structural variations. Their ballads feature regularity
manifested in a "standard strophe." In performance the regularly recurring standard strophe is fluid, composed of musical equivalents or structural options at the level of pitch, figure, motive, phrase or strophe,
which the singer may or may not choose to realize~
Explanations for the
presence or absence of variation or variants (musical equivalents) are
discussed, particularly memory failure and uncertainty on the part of
the singer.
A high frequency of irregular strophes is evident in travellers'
narrative songs. It can be shown that irregular strophes are often
1
I! fixed" in singers
versions. According to the author• s thesis on variation as a process of volition and cognition, such irregular strophes are
-viewed as intentional anci purposeful e.g., for expressing-tb.e clirilax-or-~enouement of a narrative, or for heightening a particular dramatic or
narrative episode within the singer's story. Testimonies from singers,
their explanations and definitions bear out the truth of the analysis.
Fifty-three examples of narrative performances by seven of the author's
informants and six of-MacColl's are featured in the work;thirty-nine are
complete song transcriptions; fourteen are included on an acc~~panYfng
cassette. Three especial singers, a.11d from diffe~ent "homeground areasu
~-the travellers in Scotland, are the subjects of the study 1•1artJ-l.a
Johnstone'(Perthshire), Duncan Williamson (Argyllshire) and Johnnie
Whyte (~~s). The work is the result of ten years' fieldwork among the
Scots travellers and four years' continuous travelling with one extended
family.
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Preface
FIELDWORK, TEE RECORDINGS AND THE THESIS

~ieldwork

Objective

~

Techniaues

In November 1974 when I began fieldwork among Scots travelling
families, my objective was to record narrative singing in whatever
form it was manifest and in circumstances as natural as possible, the
travellers' environment.

From Hamish Henderson's lectures in the

School of Scottish Studies on Scots song in the travellers• society,
and from dissertations on the sociology of the travellers in the
S~hool's libra~J,

I knew I would have to try and win the travellers'

trust before I could gain true insight into their culture and obtain
worthwhile recordings.

In his report on "Tinkers of Perthshire and

Aberdeenshire," Rehfisch had written,
Getting to know tinkers is a slow process •••• They are extremely
susp~c~cus of any and all outsiders ••••• none of our subjects
belonged to any voluntary associations and enjoyed no social
interaction with outsiders •••• the Tinkers are ascribed very
low social status, in fact they play no role at all in the
social life of the community [of non-trave llerSJ in which
they live.

(1957, pp. i, iv and 58)
When approaching a travellers• encampment for the first time,
my idea was to show them I was worthy of their trust.

To this end I

offered to join them in their everyday work, offering a helping hand
with their jocs

picking berries, hawking potatoes or

round the doors" with paper flowers.

"goir~

I wanted to show my would-be

informants I was willing to learn from them at the level of everyday
work; giving them every indication I would not exploit them or take
adv2~tage

of their knowledge.

I would hopefully use

what I learned from them for their benefit ae well as my own.
After the work was finished and after a family had had their tea,
I would ask if it was aJ.l right to record and if the children wanted
to record something -

to sing or :play (the chanter or pipes) or

whatever they wished.

It was no mystery that the children came first

in every traveller family, eo I always gave them first priority.

'lb.en, depending on the nnmber of travellers present and the atmoephere, whether the gathering was lively
chapter one)

as in a ceilidh (see

or a more quiet visit, I might ask particular indi-

viduals if they wanted to sing.

Sometimes I did not need to ask an

individual; he or she offered to sing.

In the quiet circametances of

a viai t, I would play a more dominant role and ask more direct
questions about songs and family history.

But the particular content

of the recording session duri..'lg a visit was very much dependent on the
inclination of the informant

-

whether he or she was wanting to

sing or not, whether he or she was disposed to answering questions
about songs and singing.
During more gregarious occasions, and a visit could easily tur.n

into a more spirited session if friends or relatives came by to
enjoy the get-together or "sprachnich," I tried to merge into the background as far as possible and not exercise any kind of direction.

Bu.t

I had to give the travellers some idea of what I vas particularly
interested in or they would not have respected the fact that I was
working; they would have thought I was only there to enjoy myself.
During traveller ceilidhs I wouldn't need to ask individuals to sing;

individuals would come forward willingly to record songs, or they
would indicate that their performance for another traveller or travellers present (e.g., honouring another's request) was perfectly

,J

•

.I.~

all right to record.

Often in ceilidhs entire groups would sing, all

the members joining in a narrative song.

(See chapter two.)

When individuals came forward or showed a preference to be recorded over others in the group, then I would show a willingness to
listen to, and an appreciation of, their own choice of songs
ttthe old songsn or country and western songs or their

whether

own compositions.

Some of these I would record even though they

weren't the narratives I was eeeking, because I knew it was important
not to insult the singer.

I continued to be appreciative i f a travel-

ler continued to sing country and western songs, but I would switch off
the tape recorder after one or two of these.

The singer and others

present realized then I was more interested in something else.

But

I

never "switched off" my attention, and thus they never took offense.
Once the travellers learned what my objective was, and after I
had given them

all who wanted to

opportunities to record

whatever they wanted; I would perhaps start questioning singers in
between performances about their knowledge of "old songs."

Many

individuals preferred to sing rather than speak replies and sometimes
I did not get very far with direct questioning.

With some individuals, however, after I had visited them two and
three times, it was possible to discuss performances and musical
concepts.

But often the circumstances of recording in tents, in the

close quarters of caravans or at the firsides in small houses were
not conducive to discussing abstract concepts.

Children and other

members of the family were needing the attention of my informant
at the same timel
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In general, the travellers preferred to sing or demonstrate
their knowledge of songs for me.

But with some families with whom I

developed a close rapport e.g., the Why-tea in Montroae and the
Williameons near Lochgilphead, ceilidhs would ensue when all members
of the extended family present might join in discussing ideas about
old songs, good songs, good singers, good singing, etc.

These discus-

sians were not necessarily started by me, and they never took up more
time or were more important than performances of songs, stories or
music.
From the very start of my fieldwork it was not difficult for

travellers to understand my goals, or for them to accept me as a
song collector.

Their easy acceptance of me was contingent on the

good work of those who had preceded me.
~

Predecessors in

~

Field

less than thirty-five years ago the tape recording of oral l i te:rature from Scottish travellers had begun, for academic study of native
traditional culture in the School of Scottish Studies, Edinburgh
University.

Hamiah Henderson, a member of staff from the time of the

School's official beginning in 1951, had been the first scholar to
meet the travellers in their camps and record them there.

Hamish was

the first to recognize the dynamism of the travellers• oral culture:
•••• in 1952 and 1953 to be precise, when concentrated fieldwork
started among the travelliDg people, and hundreds of songs and
stories from non-li terata informants were recorded. At camp
fires in the berryfields of Blairgowrie, in council houses at
Perth, and in the heart of secret-looking woodlands in the
Mear.ns (an ancestral hideout) members of the travelling fraternity,
young and old, sang rare Child ballads, lyric love-songs, execution broadside ballads, kids' rhymes, contemporary pop songs, you
name it they sang it. The only trouble (if you can call it
trouble) was that everyone sang, or wanted to sing, right down
to the smallest children •••• What one encountered, in that d.ry-
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stick wood, in Jeannie Robertson's house in Causewayend, and
at the Standing Stones berry field on the road to Eseendy, was
this wonderful fluid thing representing the actual world of the
ballad singers, a shared sensibility still artistically vital
and fertile.
(Henderson, 1980, PP• 85-6)
Other reputable song and folklore collectors, Alan Lamax, Kenneth
Goldstein and Herschel Gower were introduced by Hendereon to his
traveller informants, streetsingers and narrators.

Not only

dinary performances of songs and stories by travellers, but

extrao~

entire

evenings spent in company with them had impressed these collectors in
the 50s sufficiently so that nearly three decades later at least one
was still thinking about his experience of the travellers' oral tradition in superlatives.

Herschel Gower recollected in 1979 that the

ceilidh he and Rusael Hart had participated in at Jeannie Robertson's
house in Aberdeen during September 1953 had been "indeed, one of the
unique nights of our lives because never have song and story had such
force as for the group with whom we sat." (Gower, 1983, p. 138)
In the 1960s song collectors, Peter Shepherd, Helen Fullarton and
Geordie Mc!ntyre made further contact with traveller musicians and
storytellers, visits and re-visits which resulted in close friendships with some travelling families.

Hamish Henderson had distinguished

between the rtreaident collector," who is in many ways an integral "part
of tradition, a chronicler and remembrancer of the culture around him,n
and ·the collector who enters a community from the outside.
Goldstein, 1964)

(Preface to

Shepherd and Fullarton were not native Scots and it

is perhaps for this very reason that they were able to penetrate the
barrier of suspicion which the travelling people normally put between
themselves and the

V

"country hantle," the non-travellers or the host cOIIDIIU.ni ty so often
responsible for the hardships travellers as a minority group have had
to endure.

(See Munro, 1984, pp. 207 - 210.)

Bat successful field-

work among the travelling people is not dependent on the researcher's
national! ty; it depends on something far more human:
•••• moat successful collectors, do, in fact, have something
in common. Dr Goldstein comes near the heart of the matter
when he says, commenting on a remark by Samuel B. Ba.yard:
'The collector who is incapable of becoming involved with his
i.ni'ormants, of developing a 'deep loving regard' for them, had
beet restrict his collecting --to --- 1-ira.ns.fen-t-.---folklore.
(Henderson, 1964, pp. ix - x)
For Peter Shepherd, the exhilaration of hearing songs he had
never expected to have been sang by singers of this century, the excitement of discovering the rich bounty of ballads the travellers
knew, was still vividly memorable fifteen years after he had made his
recordings.

~ery

one was a Child balladJ" he exclaimed to me in a

discussion about the common ground of our work in February 1982.
Shepherd's recordings are lodged in his archives at Balmalcolm House
and his work

collecti~g

among

the travellers of Scotland and Ireland

should be considered an important achievement.

As a later researcher

I was positively received by the travelling people after Shepherd had
impressed them by his friendly approach and honest desire to learn
from his infonnants 1 great traditions.
Another important collector among the Scots travellers was Maurice
Flaming.
Henderson.

He began his work in the 1950s and worked closely with
Although Fleming had not been able to take up folklore

research among the travelling people as a professional or academic,
his abiding care for the welfare of the travellers and their just

recognition continues to this day.

He has written me about the effect
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on his life the travellers made.

I am quite certain the admiration

and respect was mutual, for when I first visited the village of
Blairgowrie in 1975, the travellers there spoke fondly of Maurice and
encouraged me to see him.
So one evening I toiled up to a traveller encampment (in the
early fifties] above Rattray and asked about old songs. The
man I spoke to directed me down the hill again to the Stewarta'
home, then a wooden house at the Rattray Cross, near where Belle
still lives. •••• Before long I had a tape recorder lent to me
by the School •••• with it I recorded Belle, Alex, Sheila and
eventually Cathie (she didn't sing to begin with). They arranged ceilidhs in their house to which other travellers came
Kelbies, Whytes, Blgginses ••••• There were also recording
sessions at the home of Bella Higgins (Alex's sister) and I
recorded her and brother Andy. •••• the Blairgowrie days ••••
were certainly the most exciting of my life and I only wish I
had done it a lot more thoroughly and systematically than I did.
(Flaming, Letter, 1/8/84)
Taped recordings of traveller singers, storytellers and musicians
multiplied in the 1970s with staff members of the School, Peter Cooke,
Ailie Munro and Alan Bruford, becoming involved in the documentation of
tradi tione among the travelling community.

They were most interested in

understanding travellers' testimonies and realized the distorted picture
single items, songs and stories collected out of context, could give.
The richness of the travellers' culture was easily misinterpreted or
misrepresented, and the sensitivity of these researchers in the field
was the model for my own approach.

!!z

Recordings

~

Essential

~

From 1974 - 1976 I made visits from my Edinburgh base to traveller
families in the following regions:

in Tayside

Perthehire (19); Fife (1 family); Grampian
Aberdeenshire (2); Strathclyde

(6); Lothian --

Midlothian (2).

--

Angus (16 families),

Kincardine (2 families),

Argyll (15 families), Lanarkshire
In the Coatbridge site (Strathclyde)

vli

I recorded one English traveller family.

The rest were Scots.

During the summer of 1976 I married traveller Duncan Williamaon.
For four and a half years, until October 1980, we belonged to the no-.
madic fraternity of Scots travelling people and lived exclusively
in a "gelly, 11 an enlarged version of the nonnally four-foot bow

See plates 1 and 2.

tent.

The aims of my research were not altered

by my becoming a traveller's wife, but they were necessarily restricted

in geographical scope.

My attention was focused on a select number of

singers and musicians as I endeavored to assimilate the culture of a
minority group and experience directly a nomadic way of life purported
to be vanishing.

During my travelling years, recordings from another

six traveller families (Argyll, 2 and Fife, 4) were made.

Since set-

tling into a farm cottage in Stratbmiglo, Fife, 1980, I have recorded
totalling 70 traveller

members from a further two families

families in nine years, a total of 138 informants (136 Scots, 2 Romany).
Forty of the families I recorded were living in tents or caravans,
still travelling all the year round during the period 1976 - 1980.
Over half of the forty families still in "camps" before 1980 were
recorded in Strathclyde Region (18 in Argyll).

Six were camped in

Fife, ten in Tayside and two on Duddingston Site in Edinburgh.
Twenty-five traveller families were housed, living in Tayside; four
resided in Grampian Region.

Five families were camping but spent

the worst part of the year (winter months) in houses.
All informants considered themselves "travellers."

Many had been

born in a camp i.e., a tent, and were still camping and proud of the
fact

-

often marking their identity as a

11

traveller" by birth

out-of-doors and a life-long ability to endure the hardships
camping {nomadic) life.

Those who were

...

Yl.11

of a

housed still considered

themselves travellers because of their personal habits, work and outlook on life.
by settling.

They did not think they had become any less a traveller

Not every one I recorded was regarded as a "full"

traveller, for the travellers distinguish between those who are born
of two traveller parents and those who are offspring of one non-traveller -

these children, male and female, are known as "bucks. n

every traveller

clan

But

has its "bucks" and I did not discriminate in

my re search.
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Plate 1.

Encampment of traveller Williamsons, Lingerton
Lay-by, A83, near Lochgilphead. My summer "home,"
1976 - 1980.

:X

Plate 2. Winter camp in Tarvit Farm wood, near Cupar,
Fife. My husband, Duncan Williamson, is going to
put on a good fire inside the gelly! This wood was
our winter quarters, 1976 - 1979.

Of the 136 travellers recorded, 102 recorded songs.

50 sang ballads.

Of these,

34 of these singers of narrative songs are listed

with their addresses at the time of recording, and other pertinent
information, in Appendix B.

I have selected them because they were

moat helpful in my research into old songs or balladry and also because they or their relatives or familiae might prove to be useful
contacts for future research.
Of the 50 who sang narratives, six became my special informants
whom I recorded intensively or frequently.

They are:

Bessie Why-te

and Johnnie Whyte of Angus (Montrose); Nellie Stewart of Kincardine
(Banchory); Martha Johnatone of Pe:rthshire; John MacDonald of Lanarkshire and Duncan Williamson of Argyllshire and Fife.

The narratives

these six singers recorded are listed under their names in the
appendix.

John MacDonald, Nellie Stewart and Johnnie Whyte each

recorded ten narratives in song.

Bessie sang eight complete narra-

tives and knew another five as fragments of fuller songs she couldn't
remember.

Duncan has recorded twenty-two complete narratives in song,

but he knows an additional eighteen which have not been recorded in

full because they are not part of his "active" repertoire.

Martha

Johnstone was recorded singing thirty-four ballads out of a sum total
of sixty-six songs

perfo~ed

for four different fieldworkers who

visited her from 1955 - 1978.
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The songs.

From 1974 - 1983 I recorded a total of 196 hours of

music and lore from travellers, including oral history, biographical
information, cracks, stories and riddles, etc.

136 hours were

musical performances, mostly singing but including a total of about
two hours of piping, diddling and playing of the chanter.
mately

500

different songs were recorded

Approxi-

-- many of which were re-

corded in multiple versions, sung by different travellers, and many
totalling approxi-

of which were repeated on different occasions
mately 1300 aung items.

400 of the 500 songs have been catalogued

according to narrative and non-narrative types
have yet to be entered in the catalogue.

--

the other hundred

75 per cent of the 400 were

non-narrative songs with a wide range of textual content.
eluded lullabies, many bawdy

They in-

songs, bothy ballads, singing games,

working songs in Gaelic and love songs with texts about separation,
rejection, defiance, faithfulness, the girl's beauty, parting, meeting
and waitingo

There were also songs in praise of the Scottish and

Irish homelands, songs of invitation and courtship
failuxe or refusal.

--

usually

Burns's compositions, pop songs, country and

western (especially songs learned from Gene Autrey discs), and songs
commemorating war heroes and battles were popular.

The ballads,

numbering a hundred, represented 25 per cent of the total catalogued
songs.

The travellers 1 definitions of "ballad," and its inclusion

in the "old song" genre, are discussed along with other song
categories in chapter two.
The Thesis

Aim and Method
-----

The aim of the thesis is to clarify a formal feature of story
singing, to make steps towards a truthful understanding of narration

xiii

in eong as it survives in traveller culture, a dynamic culture where

storytelling together with singing have been traditional activities
for centuries.
After introducing the travellers as a distinct minority group, I
discuss their singing tradition, beginning with the travellers'
concepts of "singer" and "good singer."

The emphasis of the first

chapter, when and why travellers sing and why sane don't sing, is comparable to Lord 1 s opening account of gu.slars in The Singer of Tales

(1960).
Cha~ter

two also begins with travellers• definitions.

Here the

emphasis is on "what" the travellers sing, and the ballad as a "long
song 11 is defined.

elements

A discussion of narration in song with prose

i.e., the perfo:z:ma.nce practice of "song with speech" as it

pertains to specific ballads, points to the concern of traveller sing-

ers with communicating a complete story.

In this chapter the subject

of transmission in an oral culture is discussed and the travellers'
general bias against book learning.
Chapter three begins the musical analysis of variation in strophic
performances of narrative songs.

But first the travellers• concepts

of "tune," "proper air, 11 "wra.ng a.ir, 11 "different" and "similiar 11
[ai~

tunes are discussed.

regularity in strophic songs
singers today.

The chapter centres on the element of
perfo~ed

by the majority of traveller

Definitions of "standard strophe" and "variant"

are

provided as key terms for the analysis of variation in strophic narrative singing.

The ideas in the second half of the chapter are

basically a criticism of Ewan MacColl's method of presenting tunes and
texts of songs he and Peggy Seeger collected from travellers, 1962 -

1975, in Travellers•

Songs~ England~

xiv

Scotland

(1977).

Chapter four focuses on the irregular! ties of strophic structure
in travellers' narrative perfomances; the study is confined mainly to
those narratives which feature consistent irregularities in one
singer's version of a ballad i.e., strophe variants.

This

particu~

kind of variation is analyzed aa an intentional device by singers to
express certain parts of their stories e.g., the dramatic climaxes or
the denouements.

Here I have found it appropriate to follow Hendren'a

lead on the significance of irregular! ty in the sung ballad as outlined
in his Study of Ballad Rhythm .

( 1936).

Chapter five is concerned with atrophic variability in the narrative songs of Ma.rtha Johnatone.

Fourteen perfonnances of four bal-

lads sung to ''melodic ideasn (as defined by Knudaen in his editorial introduction to Danmarks gamle Folkeviser XI ( 1976)) are analyzed.
The aim of the chapter is to understand how and why one siDoa-er of tales
should perform a story with variable texts or variable melodies in
diachronic performances
clearly memorized.

--

even when the verbal text has been

Differences in perfonnancea of an "essential story"

(Lord) are analyzed, according to the singer's musical and verbal
testimonies; and discussed, within the context of ballad improvisation
as a traditi.on among the Scots travellers.

Chapter six concludes the thesis with a summary of the different
kinds of strophic variation in the narrative song perfonna.nces of
Johnnie

w~e,

Duncan Williamaon and Martha

Jo~~stone.

Tentative

explanations are offered as to why the more extreme kind of variation,
strophic variability or intoning a melody, is now, with the death of
Martha Johnstone in 1980, apparently obsolete.

Johnnie 'Nbyte has also

died recently, but his sty la of singing and the kinds of irregularities
and phrase variants found in his narrative performances are still
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evident in traveller singing tradition.

Duncan Williamson 1 a perfor-

mances of narrative songs share some of the same variability present
in Martha's narrative repertoire, but not to the same degree

he

prefers the quatrain form and a rhyming verse to Martha's more
I

prosaic improvisations.

In this last chapter I briefly review a few

topics for future research, questions raised by my study of narrative
singing and atrophic variation which I could not answer adequately
because certain details about the travellers and their culture remain
unknown.
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speak directly for the travellers in the thesis; but from the very
beginning of my fieldwork Fred had the patience to work with me.
Fred made it possible for me to buy a portable Uher so I could become
more independent in my work, and he was moat generous by giving me
equipment the School no longer needed.

My fellow research workers, Maurice Fleming (The Scots Magazine)
and Peter Shepherd (Springthyme Records), were very helpful in
giving me objective accounts of their fieldwork and their relationships with Martha Johnstone.

Peter was especially kind to make

copies of Martha's songs from the three visits he and Lena made to
her cottage in Bankfoot in 1967.

These recordings supplied the

"missing link" between the earlier and later sessions with Martha

(in the 50s and the 70s).

David Clement of the Linguistic Survey

of Scotland must also be thanked for his assistance in my early
research among the Argyllshire travellers.

I should never have made

friends with "Clachan Jake" and the Kintyre Townsleys so readily had
it not been for David's excellent way of making travellers feel his
equal.
I should like to acknowledge the publishers

Routledge and Kegan

Paul, who granted me permission to use xeroxed copies of songs from
MacColl's and Seeger's 1977 collection, Travellers• Songs from
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England

~

Scotland in the main text.

My bank manager, Mr John Brodie of Cupar, must also be thanked.
Without his lucid financial advice and encouragement on my work as an
editor and musicologist, I should never have had the peace of mind
requisi.te to finishing the thesis.
To the travellers of Scotland I owe the maturity of my education.
In writing, my gratitude will not be appreciated by them; I will only
be able to impress them by giving in return.
this work will be a credit to their nation.

And I sincerely hope
Although the Whytes

of Montrose and the Williamsons of Lochgilphead were my dearest informants, I could never forget the hospitality of all families I stayed
with.

There were, of course, a few who simply couldn't understand my

work and my motives

--

I was chased away on a number of occasions!

But these travellers were not at fault
I apologize.

--

for my upsetting them

Duncan's first family, my seven step-children, and

their families have been most tolerant of my marriage to their
"naiscowl."

When, as a traveller's wife, I should have been content

with two beautiful children and a good husband; they overlooked my
predilection for

study

and accepted me as "Linda."

[naiscowl =
fatherJ

Finally, I should like to acknowledge the financial support I
was granted from the Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Music of
Edinburgh University.

The three-year Gatty Scholarship, 1974-

1977, and the Helen Doig Bursary, 1981 - 1983, not only enabled me to
get on with the work; but also gave me confidence that the task was
worthwhile and could be completed.

For allowing me extra time to re-

formulate chapters and revise certain parts of the thesis, I am
indebted to the Postgraduate Studies Committee.
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Table of r1usical Signs
In general, the transcriptions are not detailed
especially to rhythmic features.

this applies

Depending on the particular purposes

of a transcription, more details may be shown; the table of signs
explains the meaning of extra conventions which are adopted.
Meaning

Sign
Pitch
I)

a.

I
I h
\\ I

/"\

•

f
I

l

"'

b.

-.!,

1'

r

\

.•
•

absolute pitch is
to the right of ' =
pitch is sharpenad or flatted

Articulation
a.

main pitch is
preceded or followed by a
pitch of attack or release

b.

main pitch is
preceded or followed by a
slide from or to an
indefinite pitch

c ..

pitches are
separated by a descending
or ascending slide

,
d ..

e.

sound cut short

\

(staccato)

'

pause or breath

Tempo
a.

J ==

bb

constant
metronomic speed applicable

b.

metronomic speed
only approximated

c.

an average speed
is partially or often
applicable

-------------------

!<leaning

top dieit = nmnber
of beats p3r measure; bot torn
note = given beat value;
~~hdivisions of the beat
are joined with beams e.g.,
~
or
or
= J
v1here J is the
given beat value

2..

a.

i

m

b.

c.

l
~~

~horteping Qf pitch
or e1ongat1on of p1tch

+
)

metre is organized
according to poetic stress
generally two beats
per measure, following the
stresses of the verse

(-!=-~_-~--=--·_

Rhythm

n

\

Speech Sounds
a.

half spoken pitch

b.

speech within the
song metre

)()(

Mistakes
a.

bracketed pitches
indicate singer's
mistake
followed
by the correction

b.

mistake not
transcribed, or not
completely notated

Labels

a.

I

b.

(1)

upper case Roman
numeral indicates
strophe number within
a performance
Arabic number in
parentheses indicates
musical phrase within
a strophe, unless otherwise indicated
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Sign

r1eaning

A

c.

upper case letter
refers to a phrase or
intonation within a
strophe

d.

lower case letter
generally refers to a
motive within a phrase,
unless otherwise indicated

e.

lower case Rcman
numeral refers to figure
within a motive or phrase,
unless otherwise indicated

f.

Ao...

g.

I( Atl_

h.

1$ .

. .

phrase motive
identified
strophe motive
identified

... CIT.) .

above the staff,
a Roman numeral in parentheses with dots on either
side, means the music of
that strophe is repeated

~

1

Stanza definition
a.

,,,,

two broken vertical
lines indicate uncertainty
of strophe division at end of
incomplete measure

11

b.

one broken line after
solid line indicates uncertainty of strophe division at end
of complete measure

\I
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List of Abbreviations
BR, ST

~Singing

BR, Tl'CB

The Traditional Tunes of the Child
Ballads, compiled by B.H. Bronson,
4 vols.

Tradition of Child's Popular
Ballads, ed. B. H. Bronson.

Eetsy (Bessie) Whyte, informant.
CH

The English and Popular Ballads, comp.
5 vols.

by F.J. Child,

CS

Re.

DCTS

Report of the Departmental Committe on
Tinkers in Scotland.

DW

Duncan Williamson, informant.

G-D

~

Greig, FS

Folk-Song in Buchan ~ ~-Song of the
North-East"l"Transactions of the Buchan
Field Club, IX).

JM

John MacDonald, informant.

JW

J ohnnie \.fhyte, inf orma.n t.

1

Linda Williamson, the author.

MC

Travellers' ~ngs from England and
Scotland by ~ an MacColl ~~d Peggy
Seeger.

m.

motive.

MJ

Martha Johnstone, informant.

NS

Nellie Stewart, informant.

Sharp CEF
Sharp, SFS

casette recording of the example
accompanying the thesis.

Greig-Duncan Folk
8 vols.

~

Collection,

Cecil Sharp's Collection of English
Songs, ed. M. Karpeles, 2 vols.

~olk

English Folk-Song:
by C.J. Sharp;--xxviii

Some Conclusions

ss

Scottish Studies, Journal of the
School of Scottish Studies (University
of Edinburgh, 1957 - )

-STP

Scotland's Travelling Peoule. Three
reports of the Secretarf of State's
AdvisorJ Committee on Scotland's
rr.ravelling People.

(71/11/A1)

Following a quotation, inside parentheses and outside, a six (or a four)
digit number refers to the registration.number of a 5-inch reel to reel
tape recording lodged in the Sound
Archives of the School of Scottish
Studies (University of Zdinburgh).
The first two digits refer to the
year of recording
minus the
"19". The second group of numbers
or number refers to the chronological
position within the series of all
tapes recorded that year. The third
group, including an upper case ! or
B, (missing in the 1955 and 1957
tape registrations) refers to the
track and the item number on the tape.

(PS 67/3)

Copy of a tape recorded by Peter
Shepherd in 1 96 7 , lodged in his archives
at Balmalcolm House, Kingskettlee,
Fife.

( LS T. 10 • ~. )

Copy of a Linguistic Survey tape made
by David Clement, lodged in the
Archives of the Linguistic Survey,
University of Edinburgh.

....

An editorial omission

• • •

Elipsis indicating speaker's hesitation
or interrupted thought,

--

by this

author.
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Annotated Glossary
Scots and Cant 1h'ords
1be spellings of Scots words in the thesis will not be consistent
because they are dialectal, varyine according to the singer's own
I have follo¥1ed the spellings of ·..~ords

pronunciation of the language.

as published in 'rocher, the magazine "based on a selection of traditional material and memories from the archives

[souncTI of the Scho.ol

of Scottish Studies in the University of .;dinburgh.u
introductory note to Tocher)

(Bruford,

1980,

I have also used David I1uri son's The

Guid Scots Ton~e (1977) for guidelines on spellinG, v~ctuation
and grammar.

But in every case, I have presented the words of my

informants exactly as they said them
"right" and "wrong" grammar.

barring any concept of

Some of the Tlford forms are "unetymologic-

al" because, as Eugh Shields noted about the folk singing in North
Derry, "The singer cares less for etymology than for phonetic

(1981, p. 34)

effects.u

Another characteristic of the singers' texts

and verbal testimonies is the presence of English pronunciations and
words; this bilingualism, or linguistic mixing, is typical of Scots
song

re.

Hamish Henderson's article on the language of Scots

folksong in Scotland and the Lowland Tongue

(1983).

Words used occasionaly in the thesis are glossed in the margin.
Some of the more commonly used words are listed here.
one
supplementary syllable
mansion
a lady
go away, be away!
come; take
brew
came
tning

ae
~

bene cane [been kan~
bene mort (!,een ••• J
bing avrie [ •••• avre~
bing
bray, bree
earn

chaet
chiel
gadgie
gurie
mort
shan
wad

man, young man
man

girl
woman
shameful
would

XXX

Analytical Tenns
essential story

in traveller tenns, "the
way the story eoes;" the basic
nc:.rra.tive of the tale which remains
the same through differences in
perfonning (Lord, 1960, pp. 97,

117)

intonation

synonymous with phrase, but
connotine a higher degree of
variability; used in the context
of improvisation

line

denotes a verbal ph~ase
only
does not apply to
musical phrase

motive

melodic move or motif
(Cowdery, 1984) generally coincident with the textual half-phrase
or half-line

phrase

does not apply to verbal
text; strictly applies to music;
a musical unit, often four measures
in length and terminated by a
cadence; is, with very few exceptions, associated with one or
more phrases (cf. Stein, 1962,
pp.

rubato

22 - 27)
press the tempo onward

strophe

musical division of a
song
usually coincident with
the textual verse or stanza

subjective tonic

the tonality of the song
has an acoustic-psychological
basis which is not necessarily
universal, true for all listeners;
hence allowance is made for an
alternative tonic, one which could
be determined on a set of criteria
derived from travellers' own
understanding of "key-noten or
cadence

variant

a structural equivalent
at the level of pitch, motive,
phrase or strophe, evident in its
repeated or re~~lar use in a performance or performances; not
applicable to occasional variation
which may originate in error or in
improvisatory passages; the term
is related to Lord's definition
xxxi

of "fonnula:" in the course
of time and of much practice,
the need for a particular phrase
arises over and over again, a
phrase becomes set in the poet's
mind
he uses it regularly;
then, only then, is the formula
really born." (1960, p. 43)
yariant (of a ballad)

one performance of
a singer's narrative song; used
in the discussion of diachronic
performances of a singer's
song
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Introduction
THE SCOTS TRAVEI.TJ"'!RS:

Who

~

SCME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GROUP

the Travellers?

Defining the origins of the travellers in Scotland is a subject
for an entire dissertation.

"Tinker" is the traditional appellation

of members of the group

but it has derogatory connotations due to

--

the group's history of adversity and poor social relationship with the
settled community.

Frank Vallee •a definition of "tinkers" in hie

sociological dissertation, ''The Tinkers of Scotland" (1955) is
commendable; they are a "general category of the Scottish population
outside any particular community context."
page number)

(1955, chapter two, no

But the definition is vague and nondescript.

The generally accepted theory of the Scottish travellers• origin
is that they were aborigines, belonging to an early caste of metalworkers, probably of high social standing.
ficer and the Scots, "caird," was used

11

"Ceard" is Gaelic for arti-

specially" in the Scottish

Highlands for tinkers who "required the epithet •wandering' to
distinguish them."

(Report of the DCTS, 1918, p. 5)

Although the

~

travellers 1 racial origin has not been proven, one fact seems most
certain:

they are an indigenous group with different origins from the

gypsies in Britain.

(Vallee, 1955, chapter one)

This truth was

officially recognized by the end of World War I in the 1918 government
Report.
• ••• the tinker is less an imrnigTant than the
cescendant of an aboriginal native race ••••• although
they have inherited much of the gypsies' blood,
something of their language •••• they are to a consi-

2
derable extent a product of our oHn race
men and
1tromen of a primitive type whose forbears reacted against
the conditions of organised industrJ, and who, by will
po~Ter or by cha.nce, ':rere able to avoid the discipline
forced on most men by the common needs of life.

(DCTS, 1918, p. 22)
The travellers• physical characteristics, according to Gentleman's
official report of 1971, are not distinct in appearance from the rest
of the Scottish populaee.
PP• 57, 84)

(Scotland's Travelling People, HMSO, 1971,

This bears out the theory that Scottish travellers are not

of gypsy stock:

many, at least half, are fair haired and the blonde

trait ia dominant in mixed marriages between paler and darker skinned
travellers.

Same facial features do distinguish one traveller clan from

another, and some travellers recognise subtle physical differences
between the clans.

The common marriB8e pattern, between

first cousins,

would naturally reinforce strengths and weaknesses within particular
family groups.

But marrying out of the traveller community has been a

trend since the postwar period of the

ethnic composition of the group.

50a,

thus complicating the

1

Because the origin of the Scottish travellers as a single group is
impossible to prove or determine with precision, the Secretary of

State's Advisory Committee on Scotland's Travelling People, appointed
in 1971, has refrained from discussing the subject.

( cf. Third

Report, 1982, p. 17) Determination of the ethnic composition of the
group could, however, have important political ramifications for the

community's future:

for example, the provisions of the Race Relations

Act, 1976, protects against discrimination of ethnic minority groups.

Whether or not the Act applies to Scottish travellers remains controveraial until they are officially defined as an ethnic minority group.

3
~

Where

the Travellers

~

Scotland?

The travelling people of Scotland are a minority group diatinguished from the main community of Scots and Gaels by their nomadism
and habitat.

They may be found in each of the nine regions in the

country and also in the Island ~as, though many travelling families
in the Orkneys and the Hebrides have settled in houses.

p. 26)

(STP, 1982,

The region with the highest concentration of travelling people

is Strathclyde and another main area is Tayside.

Accurate and compre-

hensive information on the numbers and distribution of travellers in
Scotland is lacking.

But the Advisory Committee to the Secretary of

State for Scotland has been issuing reports at three-year intervals on
travellers in Scottish regions, and in the Second Report (1978) are
tables with data on traveller numbers in the various regions based en
surveys conducted by local authorities and travellers themselves.
(See STP, 1978, Appendix 2, pp. 27 - 37~)
The

official estimate of travelling travellers, according to the

Advisory Committee, is five hundred families.

"Family" was defined

in the explanatory notes of the Scottish Development Department 1 s

"Census of 'Travellers'" form of March 1969:
The family unit can usually be regarded as those members for

housekeeping and cooking is done communally. They may
be living in more than one caravan or other dwelling and may

whan

include more than two generations.
(~ntleman, 1971,

Appendix 1, p. 118)

A statutory definition of the travelling segment of the group has been

included in the Local Government and Planning (Scotland) Bill, 1982:
n

•••• persons of nomadic habit of life, whatever their race or

origin

....

n

(STP, 1982, p. 17)

The

main feature of the Scottish

travellers' naaadism is their attachment to home areas.

"Evidence

suggests that •••• travellers will retain links with their home areas

I
I
\

I

4
even if this means that they have to live under difficult conditione."
(Gentleman, 1971, P• 113)
A map (fig. 1) shows the homeground areae where some members of

extended traveller families may regularly be found living either in
houses or in caravans or, lees likely, in tents on authorized or unauthorized sites.

A traveller family's home area ia not defined by

the birth of family members; it is marked by an ancestral burial ground.
The map does not show the newer regional division of the country
because it does not correspond to the home areas, the boundaries of
which in nearly all cases coincide with the older county or shire diviaions.

2

Common surnames in different counties signify different

branches of a single clan.

The

distribution of the clans is based on

the testimonies of Duncan Williamsan, originally of Argyllshire and
now living in Fife. 3

The separate family branches of a traveller clan

often claim "no connection" to each other, but traveller genealogists
can and do trace common ancestry of distinct branches.

Among the

group it is a truism that all travellers bear kinship relation to one
another or are related through marriage.
single group.

Scottish travellers are a

Figure 1. Homeground Areas and Distribution of Traveller Cla.nes
Extended familiee known to Argyllshire and Fife Traveller
Duncan Williameon since c. 1939.
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Bx

Cb
Cl
Cm

Cr
Dn

Dr
Dx
Fx
Fy
G
Hg
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Jo
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-

L
Lw
MA
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I
I
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I
I
I
I
I

-

MDlxME
MG

-

Mh Mi MilxMK

-

---

Burke
Burns

--

Munro
MacWilliam
Nelson
Nl
New land
Nw
Robertaon
Rb
Re id
Re
Riley
Ri
Stewart
St
Stx- Stewart, predominantly mixed ••••
Sutherland
Su
Townsley
T
Wh:yte
Wy
Williamson
Wm

Mr

MW

-

Baxter
Camp bell
Croal
Cameron
Crawfurd
Donaldson
Drummond
Dixon
Fox ton
Foyes
Gillins
Higgina
Hutchison
Y(I)Johnstone
Y(r)Jamieson
Kelby
Lindsay
Lowder
MacArthur
MacAllister
MacCallum
MacCallum, predominantly
mixed marriages between
traveller and nontraveller
families
MacConnachie
MacDonald
MacDougal, •••• mixed ••••
McEwan
MacGregor
Maholan
Michie
Miller •••• mixed ••••

---

--

MacKay

MKe - MacKenzie
MKex- MacKenzie •••• mixed ••••
Mac!Aren
ML MM - MacMillan
MMx- MacMillan •••• mixed ••••
MN - MacNichol
Moirx - •••• mixed ••••
Morx- Morton •••• mixed ••••
MP - McPhee

Young ~Irish)
Young

resident)
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~ Characteristics .2!.1!!! Group Relevant .!.2!

Study

.2!. Va.riatioa

The official research project on Scotland's travelling people was
conducted by Hugh Gentleman and Suaan Swift in 1969 and published by
the Scottish Develo:r;nent Department in 1971.

Gentleman • 8 work: is

undoubtedly the most comprehensive study of the life and needs of the
travelling people in Scotland and no sociological or anthropological
study on the same scale has been attempted since his :report.

It will

be helpful to review a few of his important points as they relate to
my study on traveller singing and variation.

Gentleman noted that the diversity within the traveller c~ty
ia extensive:

"•••• in Scotland the differences within the group can

be almost as great as the difference between the group and the settled
population."

(1971, p. 57)

And he also wrote in a chapter referring

to the travellers' special problems in Scotland,
Although the travellers can be defined as a single group by
many aspects of their way of life, they are divided into many
types of subgroups -- regionally, ethnically, by social class,
occupation and family structure -- possibly to a greater
extent in Scotland than in England and Wales.

(p. 93)
The

significance

of this point for the study of singing by

travellers is that we might not expect singers from different regions
to have the same attitudes towards specific songs.

For example, the

supernatural ballad of "The 'l\ta Sisters•• (CH 10) was considered "silly"
by two narrative singers, Duncan Williamson and Jimmie Hnghes, both

from Argyllshire.
by one traveller

(75/97/A1 and 76/42/B2) Yet
clan

it is so well liked

in the North-East that it has crystallized

into a family version. It is sung by \ihytes in Angus and Aberdeenshire
to a. fixed tune and text -

featuring a consistent i.rregulari ty in

one part of the story when the magical fiddle is made.

(See ex. 12 '

8

chapter four.)

Also, versions of songs known by travellers from dif-

ferent regions of the country will feature different metric peculiari tie3 stemming from the different dialects.

'!be prominent "ie" end-

ing a of spoken words by travellers living in the North-East find their

way into the singers' performances, and these supplementary syllables
undermine a strict musical metre.
ex.

11 , chapter three.)

(See Johnnie Whyte' 8 trDowi.e Dens,"

In the We stern Highlands, verbal texts are

not so very ornamental in song and musical metre is, on the whole, more
regular.

Singere' attitudes and atyles~f singing may vary greatly

within the traveller group, depending on the particular regional
subgroup to which a traveller belongs.
Gentleman also noted that "the travellers• life is on the whole
a. very competitive one and their individualisn largely amounts to an
instinct of self prese~ation."

(1971,

p.

93)

He had been discussing

the economic hie~chy within the traveller community and the hostility

between the different "social classes" of travellers.

Rivalry and

jealousy can be strong and bitter especially by travellers to~ards
others outside their extended family who are more fortunate or more
financially secure.

But the basic hostility of travellers towards

one another is not because of economic differences.

Antagonism exists

when traveller ethics and mores have been violated;

a most serious

crime, for example, is cursing another's forbears.

Verbal insult

invariably leads to fighting with fists and an attack

against one is

an attack against one's family, extending to the in-laws as well.

Acta

of revenge or vengeful behaviour and attitudes are justified according
to traveller mores.
expected.

w'hen ethical crimes are committed, retaliation is

Clemency is cowardice.

In this way, personal issues

9
automatically assume the status of familv
J

i

gr evances.

And the violent

feelings associated with feuds are still very much in evidence between
some familiee and clans.

"Feuds between families are often of very

longatanding and it ie recognised by the travellers that certain
families are hostile towards each other and all contact between them
ie to be avoided."

(Gentleman, 1971, p. 56)

In accordance with the violent feelings members of families are
wont to express, we can expect to find etrong allegiance to song
versions transmitted within the family and a concomittant attitude of
conservatism towards variation and change of those songs.

Irregular!-

ties in song etructure may have a long history within the epecific
family tradition of same singers' old songs.

Memories of ancestors are

very sacred to travellers and the einging of an old song that has been
handed down from a grandparent or great-grandparent usually carries
with it intensely emotional feeling.

Some traditional family songs

were too emotive for the men to perform, such that they could
not sing without taking alcoholic beverage to help sober the
song's effect.

(See chapter two.)

Another characteristic of the traveller community which may be
most pertinent to the study of song form and variation is the group's

lack of internal organization

beyond the family

-

the diain-

clination of families and clans to join forces, together or with
others, other than as squads for gathering potatoes.

According to

the Advisory Committee's Second Report, travelling people are individualists or family based "by nature." (1978, p. 21)

In each of the

Advisory Committee's three reports, the travellers' family traditions
and independent outlook have been cited ae the cause for the travellers•
failure to organise themselves into a. unified body, ttlike most other

10

disadvantaged groups in society.

This

has affected their capacity

to put their case to local councils and communities." (STP, 1982, p. 45)
It may well be the case that travellers do not see any advantages
to their joining organisations or forming a traveller organisation
covering the whole of Scotland because the quality and longevity of
their traditions have proved to them conclusively, survival depends
on the traveller's ability to resist integration with the settled
community.

Survival is not contingent upon order or coherent unity

but rather upon diversity and adaptability.

Travellers have had to

develop resourcefulness and improvisation at the level of the individual,
to be reinforced at family level.

To physically organise or participate

at group level would counteract traveller logic and repel the natural
life force of a traveller's world.

'~e

now recognise that a formal

organisation of travellers may not be practicable or appropriate in
the Scottish .. context."

(STP, 1982, p. 21)

Reflecting the travellers' disinclination to organize, it will
be unlikely to find standardized texts and tunes of songs common to
members of different families.

Regularity may be prominent in some

songs by one traveller and those same songs might be disorderly or
improvisatory in another traveller's performances.

We might expect to

find individual singing styles, or individual preferences for songs and
themes or melodies.

A consensus of opinion on good songs, good singing,

and good singers wi 11 be none xi a tent.
Oral Literature as a Focus for Understanding~ Travellers'
----

Culture

The tinker cant, in widespread use by Scottish travellers at the
beginning of the twentieth century, with its roots in Elizabethan

11
English, wae ueed as an argument for the tinkers' presence in Scotland
long before 1 5°5 when the gypsies• entry from Europe was recorded in
the Accounts of the Lord High

P• 5) •
language

__

Treasurer (cited by the DCTS , 1918 '

Today the travellers' cant is commonly held to be a "secret

,.4 .

~ • e • t uae

while in shops, etc.

d

by trave llera when in the presence of outsiders,
But aa Gentleman pointed out, there is no reason

to suppose some travellers do not regularly use it among themselves.

(1971, P• 57)

The Johnatone travellers of Dunoon "spoke nothing but

cant" according to Duncan Williamson who was frequently in contact rl th
them during the 1950s and 60s, as was his mother who also commented
on this.

"Gedtt and "Naiscowl" were the cant words used by older

traveller children (after the age of ten) to nanally address their
father; "Hoy" or "Naismort 11 were used for "Mother."

Today the English

"Daddy" and "Mummyn are more usual.

Cant songs composed by the travellers are numerous but opportunities to record the material are rarely had because the sung texts are
intended as

private communication between singer(s) and listener(s).

Peter Cooke has intuited that singing in cant by travellers is a fom
of joking.

This is probably a correct interpretation, for as Frank

Vallee also observed, "Tinkers operate in a shame rather than a guilt
culture." (1955, p. 40)

The function of cant songs ma.y be to ridicule

tTaveller values or heroes e.g., "Big Jimmie Drummond."

ex. one.)

(See

Gae lie cant is also spoken by the Highland travellers

though very 1 itt 1e has been reco rded •

The

fo llowin~
--o

is a list of Scots

cant songs recorded from 1974 - 1978 by the author:
1.

o Bechts in the Gurie Cane wi a sban Jeerie; Cissie
Johnstone, 76/222/!1.
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2.

Blee-blaw Bubbly; Katie Johnetone, Beeaie Whyte and
Duncan Williameon, 77/143/A6.

3.

Big Jimmie Drummond; l1arion Townaley, 75/43/B12. Also
sung by Isabelle and John Towneley and their children,
75/43/AS; John MacDonald, 75/98/A3; Mary MacDonald, 75/100/
B2; and Duncan Williameon, 75/192/B3, 78/35/B4.

4. My wee Maggie; John Towneley, 75/42/B1S. Also sung by
Duncan Williameon, 7B/107/B1.
5. Stall yir mangin, bing avree; tune diddled twice by Katie
Johnstone, 75/99/B1.
Example 1. Willie McPhee, ttBig Jimmie Drummond," in MacColl, 1977,
PP• 296- 297.
slow and steady

n
0.

I J. ; J I J J'1 I J

my

name

J I J
name

I

I

Big

I

Jim- mie.

I

will

nev-er

I1

the

bod-y

dae

gang a-

de-

ny:

;. j

gah-nies

J FJ I

Drum-mond,

J I ~-

r: 1 I 1 J.

nae-

be

ev-er

But if

lie

I1

And there'll

is

i J._ f J
moo-

1

it

J..

J
there

J .. I
do-zens,

in

m
for

to

chor- in'

1

1.l

11

tell

I'll be

sure for to (etc.)

0, my name it is Bigjimmie Drummond,
My name I will never deny;
I ~ill moolie the gahnies in dozens,
And there'll be naebody there for to tell.
2

0. last nicht I lay in a cauld granzie,
(Last nicht) I lav in the cauld gaol;
0. mv mort and mv kinshins are scattered,
And I dinna jan whaur they may be.

(tonight?}
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But if ever I dae gang a-chorin'
l'll.be sure for to gang by mysel',
I wtll moolie these gahnies in dozens,
And there'll be naebody there for to tell.

3

Glo55ary
moolie
gahnies
granzie
mort
kinshins
jan
chorin'

kill
hens
barn, granary
woman
children
know
stealing

The main languages of the travellers are Scots and Gaelic.

Their

oral literature traverses the linguistic barrier between the Scottish
Highlands and Lowlands e.g., Scots songs may be sung with partial
Gaelic refrains and traditional Gaelic stories may be told in Scota.5
David

Clement of the Linguistic Survey of Scotland has published

a brief introductory study of the etymological problems presented by
the Lowland cant.

His prognosis for the travellers' cant is conceived

from a non-traveller point of view:

"When the travellers cease to be

a distinct social group, one feels that their language will also disappear." (1981, p. 25)

This assessment of the travellers' society is

not appropriate for it is based on the presupposition that pressures
from outwith traveller society are stronger than the forces of
tradition from within.
The proper understanding of "tradi tiona.l" in the context of oral
narrative study was given by A.B. Lord who had concluded,
Oral tells ue "how," but traditional tells us "what," and
even more, "of what kind" and "of what force." ••••
For it is of the necessary nature of tradition that it seek
and maintain stability, that it preserve i taelf. And this
tenacity springs neither from perverseness, nor from an abstract
principle of absolute art, but from a desperately compelling
conviction that what the tradition is preserving is the very
means of attaining life and happiness.
( 1960, P• 220)
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A close examination of travellers• own concepts about their
tradition, especially as regards family histories, will reveal not
only a positive outlook on the future of a travelling people, but
also an unconquerable worldview.

The evidence which has been

gathered on the travellers 1 erc.di te subject of genealogy is a case in
point.

To begin with, the traveller concept of clan is hardy and

explicit.

Mrs Beasie Whyte, Angus traveller, has explained:

Each different family is a different tribe, a different
breed. Families kept together •••• certain tinker
families did not mix and the old travellers knew
which families mixed without producing children who became
lawbreakers.

(73/161/A2

and

75/10/A3)

This testimony bears out the truth of Gentleman • s statements on
feuding and restrictive contacts between families.
of the pattern is also true:

And, the converse

contacts between some area travellers

were enduring e.g., between families in Argyll and Perthshire, and
families in Invernesa-shire and Perthshire.

(Gentleman, 1971, p. 56)

6

According to Mrs Whyte, beliefs, physical features and personality
traits of the different breeds were identifiable:
The Johnstones and Townsleys \9f Perthshire and Angus] -did
not eat hare, liver or shellfish -- hare was enchanted
~itches took their form] • Johnstones were big men but small
in the hips and feet, and there was always one red-head in
every family. The Whytes {f>f Aberdeenshi~ were quiet .folk.
Some families were easily insulted [the JohnstoneS] •

(BW, 75/l2/A6, 75/107/B4,
75/150/A2, 75/191/A2)
Each breed has a nickname.

within traveller clans separate

ancestral lines are distinguished by different nicknames.

Descendants

of the Kintyre Townsleys may be called either "Bubblie.s" or "Treacle,
while the Perthshire Townsleys are nicknamed ''Meal."

11

Members of the

Jolmstone clan in Perthshire are either "Hens" or "Pigs."

Nicknames or

15
by-names are conferred upon a family or person by (a) member(a) fran
another family.

They are not only conferred upon separate families

within a clan, but also upon individuals.

stop there:

And

the tradition does not

nicknames are also given to a family 1 a homeground area

and in this way acme clans share the same by-name.

"Meal" refers to

all Forfarahire (Angus) families; Aberdeenshire travellers are known
as "'Breid and Milk;" "Braid and Jam" travellers come fran Dunbartonshire; "Herring" from Argyllshire, and

11

Peata" from Skye.

Speaking a nickname is governed by strict rules.

names are never mentioned to the owner.

Personal by-

Family by-names are mentioned

for the express purpose of insulting the owner, the speaker indicating
his superiority.

This is taken by the owner as a challenge of strength

and the only means of settlement is a fiat fight.

With delicacy and

by careful inflection a family or hcmeground area nickname can be

mentioned to an owner in jest -

usually to reinforce friendship

ties between the two different families or secuxe a friendly visit.

In general, the tradition is not as strictly observed today,
though exceptions do exist, notably among some families and clans who
live moat of their days on the threshhold of violence e.g., some
members of the McPhee clan.

In the past, mention of words even associa-

ted with the nickname was interpreted as an insult and challenge to
fight:

speaking about nuts to an

Aberd~enshire

offensive, they were nicknamed "Squirrel3."
traveller

\thyte would have been

Even the words of a non-

with no knowledge of the tradition

could be deemed

affronting if the words were even remotely associated with the nickname
of a traveller who was in earshot.
as strong as ever today.

In some respects, the tradition is

Some traveller sons are called by their
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father' 8 by-name e.g.' "The Hedgehog."

And in this way new branches

of a clan are continually defined ae personal nicknames become family
~

l.
I

I

I

I

by-names.
Nickname songs, composed by travellers about something actually
said or done by a family or members of a family other than one's own,
are numerous and a few have been recorded as natural in-con text performances.

The nickname singing tradition is not only private, like

the travellers' singing in cant, but is also exclusive; only those songs
with texts about families or members not in company are sung.

When a

!

nickname song is sung it never fails to elicit peals of laughter fraa
the travellers, most of wham are singing along as well.
usually to ridicule the awner(s).
composition, "The Nicknames."

company when sung.

One exception is Duncan Williamson's

It is intended to rally travellers in

The tradition is objectified in this song as all

travellers• nicknames are recalled.

The following is a list of nick-

name songs recorded by the author from
1.
2.

The intent is

1974 - 1977 :

Gie the Craw Breid and Milk; Bessie Wh:yte, 74/244/B4,

75/99/Bl2.

Molecatcher 1 s Fli ttin; Be ssie Whyte and Duncan
Williamson, 77/139/B4; Bessie Whyte and Katie Johnstone,
The

75/99/!10.
3. The Nicknames; Duncan Williamson, 76/148/A3, 76/214/B2.

Opening his official report on the travelling people of Scotland,
Gentleman stressed the strong group consciousness many travellers
have and the pride some take in their way of life, despite the
sufferings they have had to endure in order to retain it.

(1971, P• 1)

Closely linked with pride in themselves is the acute sense of nationalism
many travellers have, notably the singers.
to engender national consciousness:

The Scottish songs are felt
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Anything in Scottish history at a song ia sung it is
absolutely true. Well, when you 're aingin it you can feel
it, you fell it within yourself. When I'm singin I really feel
that I'm aingin history. History is Scotland. • ••• It is
Scotland when you 're aingin the aonge ••••• Every country hae
got i te traditional songs that they sing, but I really think
that Scotland ie the first, it is the beat for the old songs.
(Nellie Stewart,

78/103/AS)

Patriotism ia also keen among the travellers ae a. group.

'Ihey

never forget the bravery and fortitude of their men who fought in two
world wars to keep Britain free.

Traveller Duncan Williamson's

composition, "The Hawker's Lament," recalls the life-giving service of
traveller men in World War II; it has been learned and sung by score a
of travellers of every age group.

Although this lament cries out on

behalf of the travellers who are victims of miSl.Ulderatanding, the

song expresses at heart the common privilege, a basic freedom, all
British citizens must appreciate.?
Oh come all youse hawkers, you men of the road,
Youse hawkers who wander around,
My story it is sad, for it saddens my heart.
For they've closed all our campin grounds down.
Though we fought for we'r country and we fought for we'r king
An some gave their life for this land,
It's out there in Dunkirk it's many they fell
With their blood mixed up with the sand.
But what did they fight for and why did they die?
For freedom to wander around!
But where can we wander? We have no place to go,
For they've closed all our campin grounds down.
They say we are not wanted, to keep movin on,
Though it be rain or be snow:
For where can we move to when we move along,
For we have got nowhere to go?
So listen, my boys, if another war should come,
just you keep moving around:
You have nothing to fight for, you have no house nor home,
And they've closed all your campin grounds down.
But maybe some day, when we've gone from this world
An we're buried deep down in the ground,
\Vill God make us welcome, will lie give us a home,
Or will He tell us just to keep movin on?

(DW, 79/19/8)
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Chapter One

THE TRAVELLERS' SIN;ING TRADITION
I.
The concept of

A "Singer 11
11

Definitions

good singer 11 is widespread among the travelling

community, as may be inferred from the wide reputations within their
own minority group of several travellers from disparate regions of
Scotland who were and are considered "good singers":

Johnnie Ba.xter

of Ayrshire and the Borders (d. c. 1955), Jeannie Robertson of Aber-·
deenshire (d. 1975), \~illie Townsley of Kintyre (d. 1983), Naggie
Burke of Fife, Duncan Williamson of Argyllshire and Lizzie Higgins of
Aberdeen.

Jeannie Robertaon commented during an interview by

Herachel Gower, "Amongst my people there was fiddlers, accordion
players, squeeze box players, mouth organ players, pipe players, and
sometimes a lot of very good singers."
Particular traveller families
by travellers:

(Gm-1er, 1968, p. 118)

were noted for their singing prowess

"Whytes are famous for their voices;" (BW', 74/245/A8)

"Jock and Hughie and them all [Whyte~ , they were all good singers."

(JW, 75/106/Bla)
The converse, that sane travellers can't sing, is not easily
verified.

Jeannie Robertson had told Hr Gower, her people "who

lived in the caravans and tents •••• cuid all play
fiddles, accordions or mouth organs
p. 126)

-

bagpipes,

they cuid all sing."

(1968,

'llas Jeannie referring to all travelling families as "my
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people"?

For it is not uncommon to find travellers who profess they

"canna sing" e.g., Mrs Betsy MacDonald.

(See MacColl,

1977,

In this case "ca.nna" should not be interpreted literally.
indeed sung and I have recorded her singing:

p. 20) 1

Eetsy has

75/98/ AA,, 5.

The truth

would be more nearly approximated to describe Nrs MacDonald as a type
of traveller singer who says "ca.nna sing" but means "not able to
sing well."

If asked and encouraged by the right person, Betsy would

sing, probably apologetically.

Mr MacColl noted that ten of his

eighteen traveller info:rmants who sang did not "regard themselves as
singers" and only sang because "they were merely the best that were
to hand at the time" and "knew a version of a song that had been

(1977, p.

asked for •••• "

20)

Honouring the request of the fieldworker is not inconaistent with the custom of performing within traveller society.
When Johnnie Whyte explained to me during an interview, "Well, I

mean if you sing a song often enough you're bound to ken't, ye ken,

every word;" I asked, "But what makes you sing a song often?"
He replied,

\o/ell, just the same as you would jist say to me, ''N'ill ye sing
sic- 'n-sic ? ' Mebbe, somebody mebbe twa or three days after
that mebbe some other body would jist say, mebbe say, 'Oh,
'
. - ' n-s~c.
. ,
I would
like you to sing your mother's song s~c

(78/107/A2)
It is in fact the repetition of requests for songs which had
been sung by departed family members that gives a traveller the
opportunitj' to fulfill a significant role as tradition bearer in his
or her family.

For a period of time immediately following the death

of a loved one, at least a fortnight, the songs the departed was
noted for

sir~ing

would not be sung.

But after the initial bereave-

[sic=
such]
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ment period, upon request, a close relative or friend might oblige a
listener with the

sin~ing
~~

of

a song or songs the one who had died had

sung.

Jeannie Robertson had also testified to the ritual of request
at the "little sing-songs" when the Aberdeenshire travellers used
to sit round the camp fires in the 1920s and 30s:
I was aakit to sing and of course I w.d sing a few sangs
what the people likit me to sing and it was the ballads
that they askit. And some o the older people wad sing.
And some o the ones aboot my age that was very !ruid at the
auld sang s. That' s how we passed the time.
o

(Gower, 1968, p. 126)
1

Duncan Hilliamson has explained that many good singers among
the travellers were known only by members of their own family
group, their reputations for singing were not known by many different
clans of travellers.

They may be classed as "family singers" though

they were not necessarily the favourite of all members of their
.
f am1.'1'1.es. 2
respec t 1.ve

A family singer was rarely adept at more than

one type of song, and his or her specialization in the "auld sangs 11
or "cowboy songs," for example (see chapter two), may not have
appealed to every family member.

Regardless of what type of song a

family singer sang well, however, he or she expected
~·

1£ ~

asked !£

(DW, Interview, 2/84)
A "traveller favourite,n a singer who is deemed "good" by all

travellers,

i~

nonexistent.

.And the idea of a "queen of traditional

singers," an ascription given to traveller Jeannie Robertson by Fred
Woods and reiterated by Herschel Gower (1983, p. 26)3, is illogical
unless one is defining "tradi tional 11 outside the context of traveller
society.

There is no consensus among travellers on the criteria of

good singing.

Standards of excellence are not delimited.

The "good
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points" of singing, explained Dunca.n Williameon, pertained to a
singer's being "good at such and such songs," when aingera and aong
~ereione were diecueaed around camp fires.

(Interview,

2/84) Nellie

Stewart made a similar pronouncement, "Different types of songs were

made for different types of singers and different voices."

(75/198/A4)

Traveller criticism is characterized by an absence of experts
within the community; there is no appeal to individuals with
authoritative opinions on singing.

And acclaim from critics or pro-

fessionals outside traveller society is, from a traveller standpoint,
no credit to a singer.

Publication or recognition by the media does

not make a singer "good" in traveller society.

I1ost highly rated is

the opinion given by a competent piper, singer or storyteller, a
traveller who has gained knowledge firsthand, by experience.
Yet it was not infrequently the case that a piper or singer who
oould play or sing well, would not know the tunes or auld sangs,
would have a small or limited repertoire.

Thus it happened that

some travellers were given recognition by members of their group

for their knowledge of material
iee

songs, pipe tunes, stor-

without being adept performers.

A traveller, not

neoeeearily a good singer, would be asked to sing when he or she
knew songs, perhaps good versions of some.
For the purposes of this study two types of singers among
the travelling community can be distinguished:

those who were

known for their singing of a certain type of song and were recognized
for their singing primarily by their family or clan; and those who
sang not as well as some, were ordinary singers and might have had
good songs.

The tenn "natural singer" may be used by some travellers
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to refer to those members of their group who sang moderately well but
yere not especially proficient.

Mre Martha Johnstone'a singing wae

described by singer Duncan Williamaon and his definition is pertinent
to the discussion:
As far as the auld woman 1 s singing went I mean the auld
woman was just a natural singer like on~ other traveller
woman • • • • she wasna better or nae worse, ken, she wasna
worse or nae better than anybody else.

(83/73/A)
Thus any traveller might be requested to sing, and in a gettogether or "sprachnich" (see section two below), everyone participated or else they were ins t:ructed, "Te 11 a story, sing a sang, show
you:r bum or out ye gang! n

4 The distinction between good and ordinary

singers was not a concept of exclusion, but dependant upon an individual's propensity to respond to an audience.

A good singer was expec-

ted by traveller audiences to treat their requests for songs with
deference.

A good singer's refusal to sing was interpreted as

hostility, insulting behaviour and the violation of a social rite,
the sharing of his or her songs.
The

ordina~r

singer, however, was exempt from

tP~s

responsiblity.

Declining the request to sing was acceptable and caused no ill feelings, he or she could "please theirsel."

(DW, Interview, 2/84)

He

or she was thus allowed a greater degree of participatory freedom.
P~

ordinary singer could choose not to sing a narrative, opting to

tell it, perhaps narrating only a part
listeners.

without offending

The narrative might then be critically discussed but

would not be devalued on account of the perfozmer's lower standard

of singing, or a decision not to sing.
The author's use of the term "singer" is based on an open
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concept of singing.

Any attempt by a traveller at rendering a text,

poem or story' or compoai tion in song may be considered "singing."
No distinction is made between good and poor

or average singing.

Any traveller who attempts to sing, any traveller who was reported to
the author as having sung, may be tenned "a singer."
II.

Occasional Singing

The study of when and why travellers sing or have sung ie germane
to understanding their narrative singing, because originally narrative
songs were not abstract art but integral to life, death and matters
the travellers held to be of ultimate importance.

Albert B. Lord's

conclusions are apt:
The roots of oral traditional narrative are not artistic
but religious in the broadest sense. •••• The traditional
oral epic singer is not an artist; he is a seer. The patterns
of thought that he has inherited came into being to serve
not art but religion in its most basic sense.

(1960, pp. 67, 220)
The two main occasions which reinforced the traveller individual's
permanent place within his community were the reception immediately
following his birth and his funeral.
funeral period of mourning
II.l.

Birth reception and the post-

have been defined by singing.

Birth
The celebration of birth ·11as called "e'lightnin."

reception of
head,
womb.

~arking

dr~nkir~

It ·11as a

and singing to symbolically wet the baby's

its entrance into light out of the darkness of the

Traditionally a

cr~ld,

especially a woman's first child,

~as

born in the grandparents' tent where the woman's mother acted as
midwife.

~eryone

related to the newborn and close friends ou~~ith
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the family were expected to attend
on the evening of the birth to
'
hansel the baby 'h'i th silver coins,
and drink and sing until the first
morning light. Songs of every type
could be sung, but not ones with
texts about death and suffering.

-

1

After the Second tlorld 'liar the tradition faded as more traveller
children were born in hospitals and the knowledge of midwifery was
not passed on to younger female members of a family.

·my the attitude

of the younger generation of postwar traveller mothers changed is a
subject worthy of research, but it is sufficient to note that today
they prefer doctors and nurses to the traditional "granny midwives."
Now the e'lightnin ceremony has been supplanted with less ritualized
social visits to welcome the newborn.
II.2.

Death
The most important event in traveller life is death.

Music plays

an integral part in the funerals of many travellers who are led to the
graveside by a traveller piper playing a lament.

The piper is one

singled out among many traveller pipers for his musical
and he is !mown as "a funeral piper. "5
funerals may be described as follows:

competence,

The piping ritual at traveller
once the hearse has arrived at

the cemetery, the piper leads it and the procession

members of

family, the deceased's relations and friends following the hearse
to :he grave side playing "The Flooers of the Forest."

Until the

cortege has assembled around the grave the piper may continue playing.
Cnly after he stops playing is tee coffin lowered, by
the deceased's closest of kin.

~ales

Nho are

The piper does not play again

as those attending the funeral disperse to the gate.
Today the graveside

·tua 1 ,

r~

· ded over by a minister from a

pres~
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local church, is no different f

1

rom Nest-European convention

throwing handfuls of earth on th

e co

ff

in when the minister says,

" . • • • from ashes to ashes, dust to dust •••• "

But in the past, be-

fore a minister or church official was called upon to preside over
the burial, travellers would have buried their closest of kin with
certain articles they believed the deceased would need

a

tin

cup, a piece of scone or bread and two or three silver coins.

The

belief was that the traveller would need a drink along the way into
eternity, "the bread was to keep him going and the silver coins were
to pay his way into eter:ni ty."

(DW, Interview, 10/83)

These artic-

les do not accompany the dead now, but it may be noted that traveller
pipers are buried with their pipes, a custom significant of
the esteem with which travellers regard their pipers.
Members of the deceased's immediate family may spend weeks or
months, perhaps years, in sorrowing over the loss of a loved one.
Singing to a bereaved lmsband or wife is a strong trad.i tion among
the traveller community.

While Gentleman had reported, "It is taboo

to cry at a funeral or at any tirne after death," (1971, p. 58); the
author, having attended six traveller funerals across Scotland to
date, finds this statement

untrue.

The feeling of loss at a

death is sometimes expressed by crying or wailing, and is acceptable
behaviour at the graveside by a wife or women.
perhaps a fortnight after a funeral,

listenir~

At a later time,
to a traveller singer

performing one of the deceased's favcurite songs also incites a
bereaved partner or family member to tears.
show the bereaved partner

tr~t

the

me~ory

The singer intends to

of the dead one is alive and

that in the song the spirit of the dead person lives on.

The effect
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of the performance is cathartic.

The song provides a spiritual

experience for both singer and listener.

As the listener's response

to the singer in crying causes a sympathetic reaction in the singer of
deep emotion, the intensification of rernember;ng, the
•
live spirit is
shared.
II. 3.

Marriage
Traditionally, marriage is not ceremonious among the traveller

community·

'v/hen ~~~o tr;1.vellers make up their minds to live together

and procreate (a woman's primary duty is to produce offspring and
the travellers recognize their purpose in life is to procreate )
they run away together, in cant --

"bing avrie the gurie. "

distance actually "run" may be less than five miles.

The

But marriages

among travellers were never planned or arranged between families,
in contradistinction to Gentleman's report, " •••• arranged marriages
within or between particular families are declining."

(1971, p. 58)

"Running away" is rationalized as a more lasting type of union than
taking oaths in front of a registrar or minister.
girl's line of reasoning is,
it, why shouldn r t I do i tl"

11

The traveller

My Gra.ru'"ly did it, my great-granny did

Runaway marriages of the traveller

girl's ancestors never ended in divorce, and separation between
spouses was rare, so she has good reason to follow suit.

Some

travellers today do plan their weddings and announce them; and a
legal union at a registrar's office may take place shortly after
elopement by those traveller couples who do not marry officially in
a church.

Fonnal receptions follow the planned weddings whic!1 are

held in village hotels or dining halls.

Singing, dancing and drinking

make up the festivities; but only a very small percentage,
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perhaps as few as five percent, of traveller marriages are formal
and public.

III. Everyda;r Singill8
III.l.

Visiting

Singing may occur during the moat common of traveller activities,
the visit

.--

the social pastime of meeting· friends to "hae a

crack" (discussing and conversing on topics of interest to both
parties) •

Visits in which singing takes up more of the time than

the crack, or conversation, and when travellers are more occupied
with entertaining one another than with casual discourse, are defined
by travellers as "sing-songs."
• word
Gae 1 ~c

t1

Synonymous in many respects to the

6
I ' 1 • dh" ( • , t •
ce1
1
v~s~ ~ng ) , a sing-song is not usually

prearranged but arises spontaneously without notice being given the
host.

The cant word "sprachnichu was used by traveller men or

women when they met in towns or villages; it meant "get-together" at
a later time in the evening after everyone had returned to camp and
had had their tea.

According to singer Duncan Williamson, the psychological
climate of a sing-song is essentially harmonious and those present
who would wish to argue are curbed by others attending.
2/84)

(Interview,

But disagreement is certainly allowed; it is a lively part

of the "crack" between performances of songs

during_ the discussion

and criticism of storytellers, singers and musicians.

[crack

v~':~~-!~~-----

Mr Willie McPhee, Ferthshire traveller and funeral piper, made
some distinctions between the modern traveller "ceilidh" and the
sing-song

during an interview in December 1983:

=con-

the sing-song may
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be a fSIDall gathering of two or three

ceilidh ia aix."
be

' whereas the ''minimum for a

Mr McPhee alao made it clear that a sing-song could

held among member a of a single h

h

(

ouae old a nuclear family living
in a single tent or caravan) but the
ceilidh featured a guest perfor-

mer from outwith the household.

See plates 1 and 2 •

Mre Martha Jolmstone (also of Perthahire) did not use the terms
"ceilidh" or "sing-song" but she had an

·

en t concept, evident

eq~va 1

in the following discussion with Hamish Eenderson.

He had asked her,

H

Tell us, . would. folk come in about and sLng
·
·
songs ln
the even1ng like, like at a, what you'd call a 'ceilidh'
or anything o that sort?

M

Just that. Just maybe getting a wee bottle o beer like
you and having a jollification and the one would
sing to the other.

(57 /7)
III.2.

Assimilating Songs

~Childhood

The singing of songs, especially the old songs which had been
sung by a family's forbears(see chapter two), featured prominently

in the environment of traveller children --

not for the sake of

the song's survival, but as a permanent token of familial love,
something a child would not forget. 7 Testimonies from travellers
today in their fifties, sixties and seventies bear out this truth.
The most common verbal response to the fieldworkers 1 queries about
song sources was,

nr

heard that first when I was just a child."

often if a lack of continuity in the

sir~ing

And

of some narratives was

evident, singers would not hesitate to explain why they ~ere incamplete or sung with hesitation
since I

~as

saying, "I never heard that

a child."

Apart from the deliberate occasions of being taught songs,
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Plate 1. Singing occure during the most common of
trave ller activities , the visit . Duncan Williamson sings
"The Shepherd Lass" to Bessie Whyte and Katie Johnstone .,ho
remember the s ong a~ one of their mother's .
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Plate 2. The ceilidh featured a guest perfonner from ouwi th
the household. Duncan Williamson, from Argyllshire, is joined by
the Stewarts and Whytes of Montrose as be sings a traditional
song during a ceilidh (Montrose, 1978).
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(discussed below) a child w ld ha
ou
:ve assimilated songs as part of
1
! rs Logie

everyday life.

MacC~een, an Angus traveller, explained

why her daughters remembered parts of her narratives in 1975 she
had since forgotten, "I used to sing all my bairns to sleep, bits of
songs, not songs full out.

As they grew up they learned the words.

Nelli~ ,.,as interested in them." (75/105/ A3)

She @aughter
III.2.1.

Martha Johnstone's childhood.

A

traveller child's

assimilation of songs depended on his or her interest in them.

Mrs

Martha Johnstone had explained to me in 1978 when I last visited her,
You see, because the old songs
the people sung them,
they were easy picked up, the young people easy picked them
up, if you were willin to learn, ken? And I likit the old
songs although I was young, little.
(78/109/A3b)
It was integral to Martha's retention of the old songs that
she had heard them sung at an early age.

.A.bout "Sailor 1 s Return 11

(Laws N42) Martha said in 1955, "Oh, I've haen that since I was a
baby."

(CH

(55/44)

Her great-grandfather's song, "Eanks of Airdrie 11

14), ~artha showed to be of verJ early learning when she

answered Hamish' s question in 1957,
who had it?"

"Ah, where' d you learn that one,

''Well, as long as I can mind, as long as I can mind

I've heard that."

(57/7)

After singing n1 or d Randaln (CH

12) in

1957 to Hamish, Martha told him she'd first heard it when she was a
chi 1d,

~
exc1a~1ng,

· ·

"It' s JUS
· t the
auld yins, ye know, it's the ones
!

that I heard when I was younger;

I can r!lind o them, ye see l"

(57 /7)

Singing had been a feature of ner environment as she explained
to Eamish Henderson in 1957, after he had asked her where she had
heard "Sir James the Rose" (CH

213):

tha. t up Aberfe ldy way when you heard that one,
where abouts was it, Aberfeldy was it?

v!as
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M
H

Well it was, it was my grandfather
I heard at that one.
Oh aye.

M

He was an awfae man tae sing that one •

H

~hen would he sing, like>would he sing in the evening?
Nhere abouta would he sing~

f1

He wtould sing tae hissel, ye ken, he wis • • • evenings
an hat. ''le used tae aye be 31. tt1· n as1de
.
him, ye ken,
when I was little,like! Ye see, we were aye together
some way and we'd aye hear the au ld yins singing. hnd
the? we picked em up better because there was nana o this
mus~c now, there were none o these musics like tae we
hae • • • anything that we did pickit was off the older
people because we had nae wirelesses no gra.maphones
nothi ng l'k
·
'
1 e th·t•
d •
And we Just
had tae
amuse wirsels' 'n'i
'n'ir own songs. Ye see~ • • • . That was the way it 'n'as.

(57/7)
The singers in Martha's childhood from whom she learned songs
are discussed in appendix B•. Here it may be noted that her
great-grandfather, David 1lliyte of Aberdeenshire, influenced Martha's
early musical development more than any other individual.

Her

enjoyment of singing was assimilated from his, as she described
this to Hamish:
Yes, of course he was an awfae man for singing, singing,
singing. And ye ken, when I was little I just sat beside
him, ye ken, listening tae him and I pickit them up.
Of course I lost a lot. Aw, I had lots and lots and I used
to sing them when I was little.

(MJ,
III. 2. 2.

~

57/7)

\.Jilliamson 1 s childhood.

In some families fathers

and grandfathers were the dominant figures in homelife.

Until the

middle of this century when motorized vehicles came to the fore and
supplanted t!!e travellers' preoccupation with

craft\o~ork,

usually

caTried out at home, a typical working day for some traveller men had
been sitting at camp weaving baskets, making leather bootlaces,
heather besoms and scrubbers, making tin jugs or repairing tin
articles.

The women then bartered the hand-made wares for food or
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hawked them round the houaee in villages or on farms. Thus the children of
these travellers, like Mary,were reared mainly by their fathers and grandfathers (or great-grandfathers) and it is not surprising to hear singers

attributing their narrative songs, frequently heard sung in their
childhood, specifically to paternal rather tr~ to maternal forbears.
"He [my fa the1j was a good singer of old songs.
his father

not his mother."

He learned them from

(r1ary Williamson, 76/204/B5)

Mr Charlie Townsley of Campbeltown was Mary Williamson's grand-

father, one of the Kintyre Townsleys, a large extended family who did
not travel north of Lochgilphead.8

For long periods during winter,

September to March, and for shorter periods during summer, perhaps
a week, as many as ten nuclear families would return to camp
together on Campbeltown Moss, where many members of the extended
family of traveller Townsleys were born.
There was a big crowd of people -- Granny, Grandfather,
uncles and aunts. The camps Qmmmer bow tents] were open
at the front •••• placed or built in a big ring, nine or
ten families with one master fire in the centre. Every night
they would sit up till one or two o'clock in the morning
baking scones, bannocks and soup.

(MW, 76/64/Al, 2)
During these gatherings narratives were told and sung.
In the summer the group dispersed often, families went separate
ways to earn their living.

The men would have been more active

away from home, playing pipes for tourists or taking temporary
employment thinning turnips on f a.nns.

Mary •s father and mother

s t aye d reg'..l 1ar 1y On Or near f arms in Clachan, Kintyre.

evenings, summer and

W;nter,
...

father had "sung to her
drunk.''

(76/64/Al)

~~.d

~.

after the day's work Mary

In the
sai~

her

her brothers and sisters when he got

Then he would repeat his favourite songs, for
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example, "Lady Margaret" (CH
Pretty

iaters"(CR

7, 75/131/B3, 76/64/A1) and "Three

14, ex. 1, Conclusion).

Plate 3. Mary Williamaon sings her father's favourite
"Three Pretty Sisters" for me in the gelly, Lingerton,
Lochgilphead, Argyll. June, 1977.
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IV.

~ ~~ctions

2£

Singing

In Private, Remembering~~ Consciously

IV. 1.

£E

Subconsciously

Singing to ones-self is done, according to Duncan v/illiamson,
11

for the sake of keeping up the song," for remembering and practicing

it.

(Interview, 10/83)

a conscious activity.

This kind of private singing is undoubtedly
But most testimonies recorded from travellers

about singing to themselves reveal a partly subconscious function
of private singing.
when I feel like it."

Ne lJ.ie Stewart has said, "I have a song to myself

(78/l03/A5) Clearly perceived reasons for

singing to ones-self are seldom given.

In private, usually during

the course of menial tasks, partially forgotten songs and narratives
can be entirely recalled
willful.

and the process of remembering is not

Martha Johnstone had explained how she recalled old songs

while alone at her domestic chores, songs that were otherNise difficult or impossible to remember consciously in a recording session:
"The only way that I iilind ••• if I 'm daein anything in the hoose
here they all come into my he id when I 'm here masel." {Ps ·67 /3)

rv. 2.

Bringing back Memories

.££

Forbears

After the day's work was finished and families had had their
tea, narrative songs were sung by travellers often for the express
purpose of brir..s?;ing back positively affective :ne!Ilories "of their
father and ~other before them ~ho
202/Bl)

had]

sung the. t

song· 11

(B'II,

77/

A sir~er of cld songs and traditional traveller narratives

in particular, Duncan ·-~illiamson had explained to his traveller
audience during a ceilidh (see 1t'/illie i•IcPhee' s definition above,
p. 28) in

1977,
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I try to rack my heart and get as much feelin in it '@
1
song].; ~ryin to produce my mother and father there .~ ~ ~d
m~e 1 t Just as f!te] were then. When I 'm singing I 'm still
w~th them.
(77/202/B3)
Duncan had asked his audience on this occasion, "What made
the old folk Q;raveller§ greet when they heard an old song?" after
having sung "Down in Yonder Bushes."

(Se e ex. 1 • )

Bryce t.fh..rt
nU.,]
e

replied,

[greet=
cry]

It's the simplest thing in the world •••• at the New Year time
it is the same with myself, tears come to my eyes because I
can see my father sittin in that chair, rockin back and forward;
can hear his voice, can see his smilin face. It's the people
not the song.
(77/202/Bl)
Bryce then added that 'when he sings a song of his mother's he does
not sing to his audience, he sings to his mother'
in front of me. n

(77 /202/Bl)

"I can see her

.After his wife Bessie had sung a

phonetically remembered Gaelic song together with her cousin during
this ceilidh, Bryce confirmed his answer to Duncan 1 s question, referring to their Gaelic singing, "When youse is singing that song I bet
youse is thinkin about your ain folk.
aboot."

Well, that's what singing's

(77/202/B3)

Traveller listeners in a traveller ceilidh may not nece$sarily
experience the same psychological state of the traveller singer
who reproduces the song as closely as possible to the way it had been
sung by his source· singer

-

but the singing may stimulate a compa.r-

able affection in the listener's rememberance of loved ones lost who
had sung the same song or liked it.

Bryce explained:

It is not §y brothe~ Jolmnie 's voice which appeals to me
so much ~hen he sings the old song~ , but rather the
thought that Mother and Father sang that way.

(77/202/B3)
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During the first six months of Beasie Whyte's acquaintance with
Duncan Williameon, of an Argyllshire traveller family from a part of
Scotland distant to Eeaaie'a homeland of Angus, whenever Duncan sang
old songs she knew but in moat cases had not heard since she was a
child, Bessie would respond sincerely with coozments such as, "Every
song Duncan sings my mo-ther used to, and I am moved
again."

he~ing

them

(76/215/B2)

Example 1. Duncan Williamson, Katie Jolmstone, Bessie Whyte, Bryce
Whyte; "Down in Yonder Bushes," ccmplete performance, 76/73/B9.
D -

I'll sing ye ••• when your mother was peevie
[ d.runkj she would sing this and all the
travellers used to greet over it • • • she would
sing this --

K:

My

mother's sang too.
B:

Aye.

~~: UIJ@DltJJ£,alraDIJ
VJ"-'~> s~ "'.! "- ~.; ~e. wit.~ ~
~
It

lll4ul

,.

tbr

K: I remember it was ma mother's sang • • •
ye must have been a Burke too.
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Br: Good, Duncanl
Bee: Ye ken this Duncan, that's the very song my mother aye sung.
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IV. 3.

Arguing

.!.!!

~

A function of singing which has not been recorded in its natural
context is the use of songs for arguing.

Music is an affective art

and among the travellers, singing is generally associated with the

expression of feeling.
by travellers.

Emotionality in song could have been exploited

Mrs Wbyte has explained that her mother,

had different songa for different moods ••••• It was time for
a song when she was happy, time for a song when she was sad and

time for a song when she was angry. There was a song for
eve~J different moment •••• She made up bits and added them
to existing songs. Men and women often sang instead of
sperucing to each other especially when angry.

(75/190/A2 and Interview, 10/76)
After Bessie had sung ten verses of "Barrin o Oor Door" (CH

1975, she said,

275) in

'~other and Father would sometimes put their ain

words into it, according to what they were wan tin tae say at the
time bein."

(75/190/M)

An example of what Bessie 1 s mother and

father might have said to each other in singing during an argument
was recorded from her in the summer of

1984, after a performance

and discussion of the "Earrin o Oor Door 11 for traveller friends and

the author.

IV.4.

(See the end of ex. 2 below, p. 43.)

Competing

1£

Wittiness

A very common function of singing was competing in song, impro-

vising on text lines to show superiority in wit.

An

example of this

playful sport was recorded from Duncan Williamson and Bessie Whyte
after her performance of Child 275, at the request of the author.

See ex. 2, pp. 40 - 43.
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Example 2. 'Bessie Whyte, Duncan Williamson
'
Linda Williamson,
Bryce ilhyte, "Barrin 0
.
i
84/41/Al. Oor Door," song and follow-up
dl. SCUBS on,

Th<. ba.r-rti-1
2

0

oor tLoor

wt..t..l.

The wind got up fae north tae south and blew across the floor-0,
Says oor guid man tae oor guid wife, get up and bar the door-0;
The barrin o oar door weel, weel, weel,
The barrin o oor door weel.

3 Ma hand is in ma hoosewife's skirt --

(.spoken~ Ye can imagine what the travellers would put to thatl
\J?hrase one re sumedj} guid man as you can see-0,
Should it no be barred this hunderd year, it'll no be barred by me0;

The barrin o oar door weel, weel, weel,
The barrin o oor door weel.

4

So they made a pact atween them twa, they made it firm and share-0,
That war'er wad spark the foremost word would rise and bar the door0;

The barrin ••••

5 Noo along there cam twa gentlemen at twelve o'clock at night-0,
But they could see nae boose, nae ha, nae coal, nae candlelight-a;
The barrin ••••
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6 0 whit~er is this a richman's hoose or whither is it a poor-0?
But ne er a word did ony o them speak for the barrin o the door-0;
The barrin ••••

7 Noo first they ate the white puddins and then they ate the black-0,
And muckle thought the guid auld wife yet ne'er a word she spak-0;
The barrin ••••
8

Says the yin untae the tether yin, here man tak ma knife-0,
And you cut aff the auld man's beard and I'll kiss the guid wife-0;
The barrin ••••

9 [This verse sung after the perfonna.nce as a missed stanza:l
But there is nae water in the hoose and what will we do tlten-01
v/ha t ails ye at the puddin bray that IS beilin in the pa.n-(}l
The barrin ••••
10

And up then jenti t oor guid man and. an angry man was he-0,
Tae kess ma wife afore ma face an scad me wi the bree-0!
The barrin ••••

11

Then up and jumpit oor guid wife, gied three skips roond the floor0,

Guid man ye've spoken the foremost word, ye can gang and bar the
door-0!
The barrin

....

~poicen~

That's it!

....
B

....
D

B

•••• but that was the words as I'd heard them and any
words that the travellers put in was maistly bawdy chat •
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I' 11 gie you a coinc 'dent @ngs ~

D -

$r uIcrr rr trl r rr: et 1~~ c
$~~&~n,r!.!ffi£g,!!J%.~QJ k G
llte. Q.u\' ~~_6,.~\t, ~ ~ot \lf 01\d. he.. p.rt. hL~ h~n-t~ IUs tAr-ie -01

I

J•ll

~

I

L

Aye!

Br
B

(}.aughing]
Aye!

D

This is the kind o thing-

Br

,I

~Uf b~Jtt- 0,

[9arie =
peni~

[pecht

= vagin~

that could have happened.

-

D

This is the kind o things that happened!

B

Aye, or [singsiJ

~ %! )(f LJa rt Irr t) ~ lr Ler 6
Wo.d ~t.. ri.sc.. "P <lff ~·u.r jw·4 .w..9""'

B

B

ye ken!
(jeer=

Ka.tie, Katie would be good at tellin ye aa things, bits
like that.
Here would be another bi ·t ~ings

il

D

D

~"'* i; ·,-lzlt. II'IA:'"

backsid~
And right oots and they wad say •t that way!
And this went on for hoor and hoor. And some other traveller roond the fire would say, he had another bit --

D

Br

"" '"f'-'"9

~estureJ

-

Oho

[iaughinil

Aye!
These are the kinds o things they made ••••• They made their
5
own ideas o the 'Barrin o Our Door.

---1
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B

And other songs as well.

D

No

Br

as part o the song, but they had it in fun.
'!'hat 1 s right.

D

Well, everybody took part and you were interested when somebody made something new.

L

B

But they would be interested in the straight way as well?
Oh aye.

D

Of course they would.

Br
B, Br
D

Br
D

Br
B

Aye, they werenae makin a fool o the song or nothing.

No.
Bessie, they were ony makin a comic version o the song, no disregard tae the song ••••• Tae keep the thing goin.
Just for a laugh, that's right, aye.
And them that made the queerest thing and said the funniest
thing and the ugliest thing and then maybe, ·prob 1 ly the dirtiest
thing was the person who had done the best job.
That's right, aye.

That's right, aye.

Ye'. Well, I seen my father and mother maybe arguin wi one
another, ye see, and they were arguin aboot money this
mornin. And he startit tae sing ••• ye ken my mother's
real nickname 1 s 'The Guffies 1
Mother. He says @ingsD

tC.

H~t. Shll·ll~,, hl titL ~;~ .. ~ie. byt1tt t..t.l!

And quick as lightnin she cam oot wi,

D

~ings ~

They were cried 'The Heals,' ye see! Townsleys was tThe
Meals'. So, they couldnae dae nothin then but laugh at
each other. They forgot about the fight and argument.
They were that quick on their answer.
The Johnstones were really good at that. They were quick-witted.
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IV. 5.

Teaching Songs
The teaching of songs by a.;.ng~ng
·
t o chil dren and interested
Mrs ~~tha

listeners was a deliberate activity by some travellers.

Johnstone made an effort to teach her grandchildren her old songs but
she was not optimistic about holding their attention.

'Nhen I first

visited her in 1975 she told me she had been trying to teach her
youngest son's children, who were living in the same house with
her, "The Golden Vanity" (CH.

286).

After singing it she explained

why she thought they '"ere not interested in the song.

"Aye, I was

trying to learn the wee yins but they would rather ~Ae something •
they see too much o this carry-on on the television."
Mrs

~ellie

Stewart,

of the

North~East,

(MJ, 75/197 /El)

attributed nearly

all of her narrative songs (ten recorded) to Jean Stewart, her
mother-in-law, who had taught her the old songs.
Really I learned a lot of songs • • • my mother-in-law • • •
she had a lot of Scottish songs. She was a really, a good
old ballad singer. She learned us a lot. I picked up a lot of
songs from her, nearly every one I know, 'The Laird o Drum,'
•••• Old Jean Stewart from Buchan, when she was young she came
up here l}?anchoriJ • I wasn't very old when she learned me a
puckle songs, about seventeen. She knew that I was interested
in singin and she said to me, 'You really like the old songs.'
I said, 'Yes.' Well maybe she would sing a song for me. And
I would say, 'I'd like to learn tha. t one. ' And then she ".vould
write them down for me, and then she says, 'Now you can learn
them yourself.' She would give me the tone, the air, the
tune of them.

(NS, 75/130/Bl)
It

c~

be inferred from

production in

na~ative

.Nellie 3tewart' s !"..ighly stylized verbal

singing that the exact transnission of

~ords

from one singer to another in the Stew2..rt family of the

i~orth-East

was important.

in the a.rticu-

Yet the pervasive vocalic

element

lation of consonantal word.-endings, the use of !1asals as continuants
and supplementary syllables

certainly doesn't stem from a
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written form of text transmission.

It is fairly evident from Nellie'a

laboured delivery of words in "The Laird of Drum," see ex. 3, that
her teacher's sinsing of the song would have been necessary to ensure
transmission of its characteristic sound.

This "sound" could not have

been learned from print; it is partly derived from the music of the pipes and
especially canntaireachd •.

The great influence of pipe music on

narrative singing has been studied in detail in the performances of
traveller Lizzie Higgins.9

Nellie's singing style is comparable.

See ex. 3.
Example three. Nellie Stewart, "Laird o Drum," 78/105/B3;
detailed transcription showing supplementary syllables,
continuants (nasals) and the vocalic element. CS
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Plate 4. Nellie Stewart
sings a narrative
dramatically. Blackball,
Banchory; June, 1978.

Plate 5. Mr and Mrs Tommie and Nellie Stewart,
Blackhall, Banchory. June , 1978.
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rv.6.

Cheering 'Horkers
An obvious use of singing by travellers is to accompany their

work, particularly while they labour at their many different
agricultural jobs e.g., spreading dung, pulling flax, thinning turnips, picking berries, gathering potatoes and planting them.

These

jobs require continuously repetitive hand and body movements and
provide little mental challenge.

Singing thus helps keep the mind

agile, relieving some of the boredom.
Mrs Bessie Whyte has remembered her childhood years in the most
sensitive and truthful account we have of traveller life in her own
writing, ~ Yellow _£!! the Broom ( 1978) •

As an adult, I1Irs Whyte has

spent the majority of her years as a housed traveller working on
farms in Angus.

Farm

wo~k

for her and many travellers is not

drudgery, though it is hard and laborious.
You are free to let yourself go, to feel yourself. Being
close to the land brings you out of yourself. You are a
different person, you feel different all together from
being inside [a house] • You feel that good you ~~~ant to sing.
(BW, Interview,
The songs Bessie would sing on the fields were

h~orous

10/76)

traveller-

made songs, bawdry and short rhythmic Gaelic songs her mother had
also sung while. doing fa:nn work. "Nether was always singing

••••

she would keep time tae the music wi whatever she was doin."
(BW,

75/150/BS)

The purpose of singing was to entertain wo~ates,

to eradicate thoughts of long working hours with cheery, lighthearted songs.
been made, and

No recordings of travelle-rs singing while working have
t~ere

is scope for research on the subject.
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IV.7

Earning~

Income

Music-making has often been a means to an end for travellers

'

serving some purpose outside the art of love of manipulating sounds
for their own sakes.

One specifically traveller female occupation

was "singing the hooses" for money.

Not many traveller women are

known for having supplemented family incomes by singing for villagers
at the front doors of houses, or for townsfolk in closes at the
backs of houses.

But Katie McCallum of Stirling is remembered by

some travellers for her songs and having 'sung the houses' in the
early 1920s.

Mrs t1artha Johnstone 's youngest son, Jack Reid, who

stayed with his mother all her life, testified that she had sung the
hooses as a young adult in the 1920s and 30s, when she would have sung
"Silver Threads among the Gold" (77/146/M), and "Flow Gently Sweet
Afton."

(Interview, 11/83)

The richness and vastness of the travellers' Scottish heritage
in song was brought to the attention of the public at large during
the 1960s when exponents of the singing tradition

Jeannie

Robertson, Donald Higgins, the Stewarts of Blairgowrie and Davie
Stewart

performed as guest artists at organized concerts held

in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee and Aberdeen.

These events were part

of the folk music revival, a phenomenon described recently in detail
by :·1rs Ailie ~·hmro, ~e Folk r•!usic Revival in Scotla..."'ld (1984).
3ut before

t~e

revival, the one

music-making was busking -

p~blic

outlet for the travellers'

street-sir...ging for money.

Not only

singing, but also fiddlin~, spoon and bone playing (rattling polished
ham bones between the fingers); playing the

mo~thorgan,

melodeon,

banjo, concertina and occasionally the accordion by travellers was
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a means of their earning a few shillings.
11

t1outh organ players also

played the houses" in the same way as the women sang them.

Busking

was done in small villages as \oTell as in large to,.ms 1,1herever numbers
of people were standing, usually in queues at picture halls, bus stops
and train stations.

Ferry depots were another favourite place.

Pubs,

depending on the inclination of the individual publican, hotel entrances and bothies were frequented by traveller men buskers; but women
were not excluded from the other locales.

Songs sung were comic songs,

war songs, bothy ballads and Scotch and Irish homeland songs.
general, long ballads were not sung unless requested.

In

"MacFherson 1 s

Rant" (MC 88) ,..ras a shorter narrative well received, memorably sung by
traveller Davie Stewart.

(See Tocher 15, pp. 262-80.)

Busking was a

solo tradition, although a mate or family member often accompanied to
hold the hat or shoebox for collection of the loor (cant= money).
The tradition faded during the 1950s and 60s as transistor radios and
other mechanical aids to music listening became popular.

Today bus-

king has been revived at the Glasgo\v Folk Festival and some fairs, but
whether or not these will attract the travellers as entertainers
remains to be seen.
Since the formation of the Traditional Music

~~d

Song Association

in 1965, traveller men and women singers have been recogni:sed for
tb.eir

~astery

of traditional song and folkmusic. It is not uncommon

for travellers ta be invited to·public concerts to entertain guests
in hotel lounges or village halls, though their songs are not always
thoroughly appreciated by nontraveller audiences.
instrumentalists sometimes
unsatisfactory results;

t~r

\~ell-meaning

to accompany travellers' singing with

the metre and fluid

rhyth~s

of their traditional
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singing are not suited to ensemble music-making.
V•

Why ~ Travellers Don't Perform

Three of the eight narrative singers who became my main informants,
three of the four female singers
Johnetone and Mrs Bessie Whyte

-- Mrs Mary Williamson, Mrs Martha

-- were inhibited as song performers

during their early married years.

Two suffered in their marriages to

jealous men who condemned their socializing.

Merely sitting at camp-

fire gatherings, unaccompanied, was forbidden or penalized by their
husbands' beating them.

The severity of the inhibition experience by

Mary Williamson may be measured by her denial of learning any new
songs during forty years of travelling across Scotland, through
Inverness, Forfar, Banff, Perth, Fife, Argyll and Skye from 1935

1975; after she married at the age of fifteen she learned two songs
ones her husband sang, "Duncan Campbell" (Laws Q20) and "Come open
the Door"

(76/204/BS).

learned in childhood.

The balance of her repertoire consisted of songs

See plate 6.

Mre Bessie Whyte was never restrained from performing, but participating in ceilidhs with her husband's relations was curtailed because of their pre-emptive "cracking" ~talking) and the 'w'byte 's eminent
singing.

Mrs Martha Johnstone

w~s

another woman who had little oppor-

tunity to develop her interest in singing old songs for her peer
group.

If she had attended sing-songs with different traveller

families around camp fires in her adult travelling years, c. 1917 ~
d 10
1950, she would have upset her jealous husoan
•

This she did !lot

want to do in case he would have turned on her and given her a beating.
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Plate b. Mary Williamson, an inhibited performer during
early married years, from 1934. She sings "Lady 11argaret"
(CH 7) introspectively for me· alone. Cumlodden camp,
Argyll, 1978.

No, she wasna a battered wife, she waa afraid tae be a
ba tte:red wife. She'd seen so much o it and she knew her
man waa jealous •••• he was jealous o old Peasie ®artha's
nicknam~ having a good time, he was jealous o old Peasie
speakin tae somebody else, he was jealous o old Peasie ifshe went among other traivellers in case aome other man maybe
speak tae her • • • • When Peaaie cam back fae the toon she
couldna walk across and sit and crack at some other woman's
fire and crack to another woman
she had to always be
there \1n or by her own ten~ •

(DW, 83/73/A)
Waa thiS normal?.
vas like that.
as auld Peasie."

Dun can W.~ 11·~amson ha s a.newere d , "Yea a 1 ot o women

See the Campbeltown women, they were the very same
(Idem.)

According to Duncan, who had camped fre-

quently with Martha Johnstone•s parents and occasionally with Martha
and her husband in the 1940s,
Martha and Sandy \ber husbanill were kind o close-kni tti t folk,
they kept to theirsel, ken, in Fife, doun Tayport, Newport.
Auld Sandy was there for about a year on a fairm, he used to
take casual work • • • • But if auld Peasie and Sachie @a.ndi)
came to a group o folk, they would pass on, they wouldna camp
beside other folk. Well, they liked to be by theirsel, ye
see. Some traivellers liked to be by theirsel and they didna
JO~n • • • we had traivellers who went in kind o groups and
who liked the company o other traivellers. And ye had the
like o Peasie 'n Sachie who never •••• camp beside somebody
else. See what A mean, that's what we call 'close-knit folk,'
we call them 'close-knittit,' like.

(83/73/B)
Jealousy affected the behaviour of spouses in the "close-knit"
families of Kintyre and Perthshire such that some wives became selfeffacing in order to avoid punishment.

This introversion was

bound to affect their potentiality for performance adversely.

Thus

it required a certain amount of encouragement from Martha 1 s listeners
before she would attempt the singing of some songs.
It would be false to give the impression that a traveller man,
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by

virtue of his sex, would necessarily have had more opportunities to

perform than a woman traveller.

Duncan Williamaon has testified to the

acute feelings of jealousy some traveller women as well as men were
prone to harbour.

Attention given a man for his singing could be and

was easily interpreted by a jealous wife as a deceitful ploy on the
singer's part to gain the sexual interest of a female listener.

Or

if a married man praised a woman for her singing, a wife might take
offense and "batter" the husband with abusive language.

Rather than

upset their spouses, some men who were married to jealous wives and
enjoyed singing, avoided joining a campfire get-together and would
sacrifice opportunities to perform.
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Chapter Two
THE OLD SONG GENRE AND TRAVELLER BALLADRY

I.

~

Categories

There are fou:r main categories of songs distinguished by
travellers:

a)

''Western cowboy songs" which became popular in the

1930s when most traveller families acquired wind-up horn gramophones

for playing 78 rpn records of the American singer Jimmy Rogers, the
general favourite for hundreds of travellers who learned and still
sing his songs; b)

travellers• "ain sangs 11

composed by various

i

travellers about their life, other travellers and their customs;

i

c) "pop songs" which are heard over the radio and seen on television

~·

I;.
I

accompanied by video recordings; d) nold songs" which are usually but

I
I

not exclusively rooted in a family tradition, and are learned from the

t

other travellers who are interested.

l

elderly who pass them on by singing, or by teaching, family members or

1.1.

Western Cowbor·songs
These are equivalent to "country and western" songs,

travellers born after World War II call them.

as the

Today they have the

widest appeal among the traveller community of any type of song.

The

"cowboy" songs fulfill both a private and a social need for many
travellers.

The ethos of "The w'est," pioneering days in America with

wagons rolling westward and folks gathering around outside fires, has
for several decades led the majority of travellers• choices for subjects with which to occupy their private leisure time

singing
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country and western songs, listening to musical recordings of country and western artists on cassettes, records, radio and television
and reruling "westerns."

1

The pleasure most often afforded by this

type of song is basically simple and direct.

Ita expression is not

confounded by abstruse content, gravity or seriousness requiring
comment or thoughtful interpretation.

A traveller will often acknow-

ledge the end of a friend's visit or a ceilidh with the saying, "Dinna
gang awa wi a sad

he~rtl"

and sing a country and western song.

Country and western songs are sung both during quiet visits and
more gregarious gatherings, and may be sung for the express purpose
of reviving the memory of a deceased family member.

Some Western

cowboy songs were and are cherished by, and identified with, certain
individuals, so that singing a song favoured by someone departed from
life.

elicits

vivid memories of the loved one, and a strong emotion-

al response in the singers as well as in the listeners (discussed in
chapter one).
I.2.

Their Ain Sangs
The travellers• "ain sangs" (songs made by travellers) would be

sung during their ceilidhs, when singing them would strengthen family
solidarity among those actually present, and also reinforce the spiritual bond with those travellers long since departed from life
whom the song texts are usually about.

Traveller-composed songs

which are not about particular travellers or their customs are still
associated with specific emotions, ones which the travellers are
moat familiar with:

e.g., mother or familial sentiments (Duncan

Williameon 1 a "Home to Barra,"

76/35/A4), sympathy with the kindly

"Hielander" (DWfs "Angus was a Policeman 11 ) and longing for
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one 1 s homeland (DW' s "Cuillins of Skye," 76/47 /B3 and 77 /221/B4, sung
by DW's second cousin, John Townaley).

Such songs are most often

composed at the request of a close traveller friend or relative.
Thus it happens that a composed song, sung by a singer/composer,
may reinforce group unity on two levels if listeners present know
why and for whom the composed song was made
recipient of the composed song

if the original

has died, then the singing of

that particular song may kindle memories of the departed traveller for
those present, replacing a broken physical bond with a renewed apiri-

tual one.

Pop songs may be learned by younger travellers.

One favourite of

travellers born in the 1960s was "It's Cryin TilDe Again," sung in the
early sty le of Dalmy Osmond ( re. Marion Townsley, 75/213/AS and

Colleena Price's daughter, 76/14/B?).

Travellers born in the 1970s

are attending disco dances, though the extent of this socializing
among non-travellers by younger travellers, its acceptability to a
wide cross-section of traveller parents, has not been determined.

It

does indicate a preference or inclination, at least, for pop music by
some younger members of the traveller community.
Pop songs were clearly distinguished from "old songs" by Martba
Johnstone in a discussion we had about ngood songsu in 1978:
,.

i

I
t

I
1

M -

Ah, I like the old songs.

Yes, there 1 s something special

in them. More the, you would think the words are more
placed together better as these pop songs. I dinna like
these pop songs. You see, aa the young yins is canin
up now, even yourself, it's aa they pop songs, isn't it?
It's not the same.
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L

The pop songs mean something to the ymmg people.

M --Oh, oh it's just for a jollification; it's no for samethin
hearty that you want to hear! You see, the old songs,
there 1 s something into it that makes you listen, ye ken.
The way they're ffihe word~ are placed. But you see,
they pop songs, they're no the ~ame at all. No.

(78/l09/B5)

I.4.

~Songs

"Old songs" can be Scots or Gaelic songs with texts about a

homeland or songs with texts about love, friendship, death,
condemned criminals, soldiers, fishermen, sailors, orphans, travelling,
comic and bawdy subjects, fam work and holidays.

The fttnction of the

old song tradition is to pass on knowledge that was the province of
a particular family, real heritage, sanething a traveller family could

claim as their own.
Martba Johnstone had contrasted pop songs with old songs not onlT

in 1978, but also in 1977 and 1957
sung "'Banks o Airderie-0" (CH

14).

and always after she bad
I questioned her about her

meanjng of "special," for she had said, "Ye see, the songs they make

nooadays is • • • thee things on the wireless, ye ken, there 1 s
nothing special about it."
L

Why is that? • • • • Wbat do you think makes this song

different from ones that they sing today? .
M

Well, I think the songs that was made in the olden
time were more cheery, hearty! .And T.fell put together.

(78/109/!5)
The "special" quality of old songs for many travellers ia

not something intrinsic to the song per .!!!.•

An old song is meaningful

for a traveller singer because it is inextricably connected in his
mind with the person who had sung it.

Duncan \t/illiamson has said

that when he sings an old song, "I sing about my father and mother;
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at's what makes a good song
you." (77/202/B3)

if your father and mother sang it to

And the point of singing is to impress upon the

listener a respectful attitude towards the singer of the past who was
responsible for the song, who had kept it alive in memory.

Whenever

a narrative or old song was sung, tribute was always made to the man or
woman who had possessed it

" • • • another one o ma mi ther' s"

(Johnnie Whyte) or "This is my daddy's song" (Duncan Williamson, see
plate 1).

And if an old song bad been regularly sung by a traveller

to a child or interested listener, the singer eventually became
identified with the song.

Plate 1. Duncan Williamson sings one of his
father's old songs. Montrose, 1978.

In a discussion between three travellers during a ceilidh in Hontrose in

1977, the appeal of old songs was explained. Duncan William-

son thought the subject of the story in an old song, especially if
it was ab?ut courage, appealed to the travellers.

(77/201/

B2)

But

ae a listener, more than a singer, of the old songs, Mary Stewart
answered my question,

L

Why do you like hearing about things that happened eo
long ago V,n song] ? ••••

M

I think it' a just because it was auld sangs that you
heard yir people singin. •••• I think it's really,
it takes back memories. I think it just puts ye on
mind • • • well, your grandfather sung these songs
and aa thing like that •••• You think you're relivin it,
it reminds you o a certain person.

(77/201/B2)
At least two travellers who took pride in singing the old
songs, Martha Jobnstone and Duncan Williamson, were recorded talking
f

about their fidelity to the original words'(Martha) or story (Duncan)

l

of an old song.

I

the original singing of an old song, having recourse to ita origin.
L

When do you think they were made E>ld song~ ?

M

Oh, they'd be made, made about, oh made about, I think
long, long long before Queen Victoria. Because they
went through the older people, the older people, you
see •••••

L

Where did the words come from?

M

The words, well, they placed the words together to match
each word, you see. It's just the same as Robert Burns
done. Ye ken, he tried to place his words • • • well,
the old people at one time, that's what they done,
they tried for to get a word to match with the next word
and then that made the song.

L

.Do you do that when you sing it now? Do you try to
match the words when you sing it now7

M

That's the way that I, that you hear, that you will hear
me sayin it. That's the way it was placed when it was
made, ye see l

I

'

I

I
I
,
f

I
I

I
l

f

I

Both felt they were in a direct line of descent from
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L

~ak1ng sure that I understood Martha, I repeated ~
Ya. 'Ihe way you do it now[and she confirmed--:1

M

yea,

1

is the way-

M

yes,

L

it waa done when it--

M

yes,

L

was made.

(MJ, 78/109/A5-B1)
The

same fundamentally conservative view of ones-self as a tradition-

bearer was evident in the following testimony from Duncan Williameon:
I regard myself as a kind of minstrel, passing songs on to
others who like to hear them ••••• To sing the original you

would have to be there when the story took place ••••• Listening to songs down through the years, listening to so many song;3
gives a sense of knowing when you hear the true thing •••••
You can know the true story, the original. No body can reproduce the original, but there's degrees of getting close to
it. I try to bring the listener's mind to the place and time
when the thing really happened, to show the listener, convey to
him what took place at that time.
(Interview,

20/5/77)
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II.

~

Traveller Ballad

Ita Distinctive Features

No special category of "storied eongs" or "sung stories" was
defined by any traveller.

In

there's a story in every song.

1972 Jane Turriff eaid, "Dae ye ken,
There's a story."

(72/208)

This

comment wae quoted by James Porter in support of hie concluding argument in an article on the Turriff family songs, that 'the distinction
between narrative and lyric songs is "uneasy" and "inadequate.'" 2
While the term "ballad" was only used by two of the author's info:nnants
(prior to the author's acquaintance with them), some old songs were set
apart from the others in their class because they were also known as
stories and indeed told as stories.

Some old songs were part of a

storytelling tradition as well as of a singing tradition

some were

partly sung and partly told, or recited without a tune, or were narrated in prose.

And there were likewise some stories partly sung and

partly told, or stories which travellers reported they'd heard as songs.
(See section IV below.)

In general, a traveller ballad may be defined

as "an old song that had a story along wi it."
I.l.

(DW, Interview,

2/85)

Its Length
One of the earliest discussions with Duncan Williamson, when he

expressed his concept of "ballad," was recorded by David Clement of the
Gaelic Linguistic Survey (Edinb~~gh University).
I
and his friend Brea.ndan
0I

I

'

C~obhain

During a ceilidh he

had with Duncan and his brother

George at Lingerton Lay-by (near Lochgilphead, Argyll) in April
the song about the three brothers and a jailbreak (CH

188) was reques-

ted from Dunca.n by Breandk; he called i t "The 'l'wa Brothers" by
mistake a

1976,
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D

DC

D

No, no 'Twa Brothers,' it's no 'Twa Brothere.' You got
lost somewhere
it's four brothers. An I'll tell ye
a wee story, A'll tell him the wee story. Put it on,
ye can put it on tape if ye wantl See, away back
•••• aboot the fifteenth century, there used tae be a
great prison doun in Carlisle •••• and Dumfries jail is
a big jail, well there's nothing left o it, it's a• ruins
today •••• there were four brothers •••• the oldest
brother was in jail in Carlisle an he was gaunna be hung
tomorra at six o'clock when the cock crowed. An the
story is not startin off fae where the brother goes to
pri-- but it was a wee lassie eittin lookin oot her
window haerd the story be these two brothers •••• but
one brother was a better man than the rest, he ~as the
stronger and more powerful than anybody else •••• He says,
'Wir gaunna go and get wir brother out o jail' •••• and
the other brother says, 'We cuid never dae it.• He says,
'Luik, A can dae itl' 'Well,' says the other brother,
'Right, well, you're the boas, we'll follae you' ••••
Noo, this is a song, ye know, Hughie, it's a ballad.
You know what a ballad is, a ballad is an awful long
thing is -- Sir Walter Scott cuid never write a ballad
in his life. He said about a ballad -- a ballad is a
thing, ye 1 re better tellin a story as singin a ballad.
Well, we feel the other way around, we'd rather hear
the song thanWe'd rather hae the song, we'd rather hae the sing
as tell the ballad •••••
( LS T. 1 0 • A.

~i~

)

In quite a different context, eight years later, in 1984, Duncan
was telling me where he had first heard a story called "The 'Broonie of
Torquil Glen."3

He recalled "a wee party" in Fraserburgh where he'd

told the story to Betsy Whyte while visiting her in 1948, and Betsy
had responded, "You might think that 1 s a story, but my faither used to
sing that song."

(84/ 65/A4)

Betsy had told Duncan, "I dinnae ken

the tune very well, but A remember a wee bit o the

verse my faither

used tae sing, " and then she gave him two quatrains in rhyme.

Then

Duncan explained,
A long time ago the travelling people got round the campfire,
told stories and sang songs. But someone sang a long song,
then saw it was too long and the people around the fire were
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getting a bit fidgety and disinterested. So the singer stopped
and told a wee part, sang another part
and I do that myself
sometimes with ballads. Probably 'The Broonie o Torquil Glen'
wae sung in verae as a long song.
(84/~-)

Johnnie Whyte often used the descriptive phrase, "long song" in
recording sessions,
All the songs that I've got, they're all high songs and they're
all long songs. There's nae songs with one or two veraee with
me, they're awa about seven or eight, maybe mair verses.
They're all long.

(JW, 75/125/A2)
Although Johnnie's use of "long" was adjectival, it was significant
that he prided himself on being able to sing the "long songs."

As

a. term, "long song" is the closest equivalent to "ballad"

in the travellers 1 vernacular.

"Muckle sang," used in the North-Ea.stJ

is the literal translation in Scots.

II.2.

Its Import
Because ballade belong to both musical and storytelling traditions

in traveller society, they function in a special relationship to cultur-

al values of the group.

The content of ballads takes at least part of

its import from storytelling, the educational vehicle of the commnni-

ty.4

In the traveller ballad there is a frontier, a touchstone of the

farthermost limits of knowledge or experience, which more than one
singer have cOUliilented on.

About the story of "Tam Lin" (CH. 39) or

"Lady Margaret," as many travellers know it, Duncan Williameon has said,

"It' s really sane thing you can't explain • • • could be fictional or
re all ty, too far back for us to understand."

(75/192/A4)

After sing-

ing "The Cruel Brother" and "Bonnie George Campbell" (CH. 210), during

a ceilidh with her family and the author and her family, Nellie Stewart
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explained what she thought about the content of "George Campbell:"
All Scottish songs -- there're a story attached to them, I
think they're true. Anything in Scottish history at a song
is sung, it is absolutely true. • ••• When I'm sL~gin I really
feel that I'm eingin history. History is Scotland ••••• It is
Scotland when you're aingin the songs. All Scottish ballads
they're really history and that's why I'm so interested in
them. They' re true • If you 1 re singing, you 1 re singin a.
legend.

(NS, 78/103/AS)
The meaning of a ballad was not discussed in an abstract way by
the old travellers.
performance.

It was talked about in the context of the song's

Thus when I asked Martha Johnstone the philosophical

question, ''What is it about the old songs that makes them good?" she
gave only half of her answer in speech, "You see, there' a something
into it that makes you listen, ye ken; they way they're ~he words
ar~

placed.

(7B/109/A5) Her complete answer was given in song,for

with no further prompting she sang the following version of Child
Martha Johnstone, "He '11 Never be Welcome by Me, 11
78/109/B6. Standard strophe established at vs. 4•

Example 1.

52.

2..

Oh he may be welcome by you dear Mother, he may be welcome by youJ
He may be welcome b~ all in the house, but he'll ne'er be welcome
by me.

3
Oh [~ hope the ship at he sails on, may never reach dry land;
Nor yet the land that he walks on, but the grass may refuse to
grow.

5
A heavy stone dropped on my foot, it's down by yo~ woodside'
So I hope the ground that he walks on, that the grass may refuse
to grow.
ft,

And I hope the ship that he sails on, may never reach dry land;
For he may be welcome by you dear Mother, but he'll never be
weloome by' me.

That this particular song, a ballad, was pregnant with meaning

for Martha, she made clear in an earlier recording session with Peter
Shepherd in 1967.

After singing the ballad she had told Peter,
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•••• I mind on my mother used to tell us, sing that ~on~ •
then she would tell us the meanin o like what it wae.
The way my mother told us is • • • 'when there be five or six
when her brother Q'o~ was young • • • at those days they
got in the Navy about twelve or thirteen, and he was a long
long time away in the Navy. And this girl was • • • when he
was comin home on leave and he met the girl in the wood, and,'
as you 1!'ete~ say and I say, the done his job' [!ie raped he~ •
And when she cam back to her mo 'ther and she was cryin when she
cam back to her mother. And the mother saye,
Oh dry up yir tears my Rosie Ann
And welcome home your brother John;
For he's newly home from sea,
See he's newly home.
And ehe says,
Ae I bein walkin down by thon woodside
A heavy stone dropped on my foot
And ruined my fair bodie.
You see? So it's jiat tellin you as well
isn't it?
With that. So she says tae • • • the mother still wantit
her in the house and she wadna. go and she said tae her
mother,
A hope the ship that he sails on
That he may never reach dry land,
Nor yet the land that he walks upon
That the grass may refuse to grow.
Ye see?
And

(PS, 67/5/B31)
While this explanation of the story meaning is disjointed, it's
excusable because Ma.rtha was telling it to a non-traveller man whan
she did not know intimately!

One can easily picture Martha' s mother

telling the meaning of the incestuoue relationship between a brother
and sister to her own children, in order to educate them

-

and

first einging the song to them to rouse their interest and attention.
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Plate 2. Martha Johnstone singing,
"Oh the smith, he spoke oot wi joy," from
"The Tailor and the Plouman." Coupar Angus, 1977.

11.3.

The

Ballad's

Function~~

As an old song, the ballad's function was to move the listener to
feel joy or sorrow, to instill the actual sensation of pleasure or
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grief.

The story by

itself

could not move the listener to feel

happiness or sadness; only in song was the full emotive potential of a
story realized.
It is a tribute to the health of the travellers• ballad tradition

that the stories they sang were
situation.
introverted

~

about themselves or their own

Their ballad singing tradition was not pathologically
for the stories that moved them to feel happy through

the medium of song were about folk they looked up to, idealized.

Martha Johnstone's view of the differences between the rich and the
poor would seem to have been a typical outlook on life of one who was
deprived of schooling and felt inadequate because illiterate, but this
following discussion shows quite clearly that making and singing the
ballads were pleasurable-activities because the subjects of the songs
were the aristocracy.

M

•••• well, them that could write, ye ken • • • there
were very very little children at school once upon a
time. Aye, it would need to be people with high, plenty
money that could afford to pay for their children at, to
get education. The poorer working class couldna. That
was the way of it. And then they had tae make the eongs
to please theirsel to keep a wee jollification! See!

L

\tt'ho do you think made the [olcY songs? The poor working
class or the ones that went to sch-Oh, the worker, the poor working classes would make them
more than likely. And then, ye see, maybe a lady or a.
gentleman or a king or a queen -- they would make
songs about them. And then, you see, this kept them
happy when they had a wee jollification, ye ken? ••••
That's'it.

M

L
M

L
M.

W'h.en they got together

Got together. That's the way it world t out. And I think
they were much better than the way they're doin the day.
Do you no think so?

Qaug~
Happy, they were happy.
Oh yes 1

(78/109/Bl)
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T.he listener's emotional involvement in a sung performance of a
story was a moat important function of the ballad as song.

It was

probably a reason why same stories were sung rather than spoken.

To

instill deep sorrow in a listener, to move him to weep, was the
special province of a long song.
L --

Why do you think they're eo long, these old songs?

Bee and A

Just telling a story •••••

L

But why did your mother sing instead of tell it?

B

She sung it and tellt it ••••• During my mother's time
there was nothing else.

L

Now we like to sing gay, cheery things • • • don't seem
to have so much time for dreary things.

B -

They didnae.

The story was actual, it really happened.
These old ballads really happened. And this was tellin
the story in song. They liked itl They would sit
greetin, aw they would listen for hoors!
(EW and sister Alice Marescht,

78/108/A2)
The word "coniach," connected with the Legend of the Weeper,
by

5 was used

traveller Belle Stewart (Blairgowrie) to describe the good singer's

ability to move the listener in his performance of a narrative.
III.

~

Speech

~ ~

Narrative

~

Performances

There are three obvious reasons why some ballads are not performed
completely in song, but have a. spoken part or parts.

The first is that

the singer cannot remember the complete song text so he _resorts to
speech when his memory fails him.
factor of the audience

A second reason stresses the important

a performer may decide his listeners would

pay closer attention to the narrative if it were spoken.

Perhaps he is

not communicating the song effectively, to his satisfaction, so he
reverts to speech, re.
above, p.

67.

DW 1 s explanation of performing "long songs"

The third reason a ballad may be partly spoken in perfor-
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mance is because the song

itself

~not

adequately hold the complete

story; in song, not enough of the story can be expressed.

According to

Gerould, a traditional ballad has "a good deal left unexplained.

What

lies before and after ~he song text} remains in darkness, and can be

learned only by inference."

(1932, p. 89)

Some specific examples of ballad performances will help show how
communicating the complete story was important to traveller narrators.

And their reasons for partly telling certain ballads will be examined
in the context of their performances, which is the best way to understand the singers' intentions.
III.1

-

Telling it for the Listener who Doesn•t Know

-----~-

On

----

my eecond visit to Beseie Whyte with Peter Cooke, Beseie

explained the story of "Young Johnstone" (CH
recall the complete song text.

88) when she couldn't

And she told us, "Away back before

my grandfather there were lots of auld songs that needed explaining."
(74/63/Al6)

Bessie offered her interpretation of the ballad story

to us because we were without knowledge of the song as she knew it,
and indeed that was the main reason for going to see her for a second

recording session.

In the natural traveller context of singing to

an audience of listeners who were ignorant of a story, e.g., singing

to traveller children or distantly related travellers from another
part of the country,
before singing.

a singer would

probably

tell the story

After Beseie had perfo:rmed "Young Johnstone" in 1975

(completely), she told her audience of young non-traveller women,
"Mother would tell the story to the bairns before she sung the song."
(75/150/B5)
The best example I have recorded of a ballad performed as a
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story

~

a song ia Duncan Williamson' a "Hind Horn" (CH

17) as he

performed it for traveller Mary Stewart in a ceilidh with the Whytes
in Montrose.

See ex. 2.

singing was to make

~

Why Duncan "wanted to tell the story" before

Mary was interested.

Duncan has reservations

about performing thie narrative in song because he dislikes the
interlaced refrain form of the text.
performance in

1977, and

This he explained after the

I have quoted him in chapter four on hie

understanding of the refrain, its function for the ballad story.

Here

the point about "Hind Horn" is that the singer feels he will not get
get enough of the story acrose to his listener, having to weave his
narrative in and out of the refrain, "O lee lye an sae lonely 0," so
he tells her a very detailed story first

--

and with much of the text

in cant so that Mary should not fail to understand his explicit meaning.
Unusually, Duncan had offered "Hind Horn 11 to his audience on this
occasion.

This was unique in that he does not sing this ballad unless

requested, because he feele basically frustrated with the interlaced
refrain form of the song; he thinks the continuous repetition is boring
to the listener.

Holding the attention of his audience for thirty

etrophes,when half the text is repetition1 Duncan finds problematic.
In this example, ex. 2, note the increased repetition of narrative

lines from vs. 21 and the pitch rise on the final of vs. 23, evidence
of the singer's impatience with the song form

and most telling is

the increase in tempo, the greatest increase in the performance, after
vs. 24, from ..~"

= 100

to )

= 120.

Example 2. Duncan Williamson, "Hind Horn," 77/202/Al, 2. Complete
performance, including story told to Mary Stewart before the song.
D --

I'll sing something better for ye than 'John Barleycorn.'
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D -

'Ihls is a grand bene gadgie, he was a good gadgie, ken.
And he's in love with a gurie, young gurie, see!
And a:n.yway, the faither and mother says tae me, says tae
him, he says, 'You 're no fit • • • that woman's no good
enough for you,' he said. They were eerie
like you or ~erie =
son Hend.ry, ye see: and Hendry' s said he 's in love wi
afrai4]
a woman and you think that you 're no, that the woman waena
good enough for him, ye see. So naturally, nothing ye can
dae • Send Hendry be it tae the Army or send him
to the sea or send him to be a airman o-r something else.
So this man said the best thing he could dae is send his
son to the sea and be a sailor -- to get rid o the gurie!
But anyway, he wouldna get rid o the gurie, the bene
gadgie, the young ged wouldna get rid o the gu.rie. So he
[ged =
went an tell t the gurie his fai ther an mother wasna pleased
man]
aboot the cairyy-on. And they were gaun to send him away to
the sea to be a sailor, ye seeJ So away, way, away he goes and
tells the young lassie, 'Look,' he says, 'my faither and
mi ther doesna want me to marry you, ' he said.
And she says, 'Well,' she says, 'what are ye gamma dae?'
'Well,' he says, 'the best thing (.ta'J dae, •••• if ma fai ther
and mi ther wants tae put me away to the sea and be a
sailor• • • • So I want to tell you the story, ye see!
But she says, she took the ring off her finger, she says,
'There's my ring! Gold ring, 1 she says. She said, 'Talc
that wi ye and go to sea,• she said. 'But if you ever see.•
she said, she says, 'lit] gettin dull and wan,' she says, 'you' 11
ken I 'm in trouble. Come back to me immediri te1y. ' @ic]
•o.K., sweetheart,' he said, 'I'll dae that.'
Away goes the young ged to the sea, ye see. But anyway
he goes to the sea and he sails around the sea for years an
years and a day and he looks one day and he sees his ring oh! Couldna look at it! Like at ma ring there
couldna
look at it.
He says to the captain, 'My ring,' he said, 'I'm goin back
to the sea \}an~ • ' Back he goes. He said, 'My girlfriend's
in trouble. '
So he lands back to land and the first thing he met was
an old beggar, an old, an aul1 beggarman, see. An au~gadgie,
an old beggar in the street, you see. He said, 'You're ol~
beggar,' he said, 'what happened?' he said.
'Oh,' he says, the old beggar, he said, 'You canna go
doun to that toon,' he said. 'There's the beggest weddin
goin on there,' he said, 1 in the world,' he said, doll ~a.riJ
he said. 'The biggest weddin in the world, but,' he said,
'the fai ther wants the gurie to marry this gadgie and she' 11
no dae it. She wants,• he said, 'to marry somebody else.
But,' he said, 'her father wants her to marry • • • and there's
the biggest cairry-on in the world and I wouldna advise you to
go to that place,' see?
So •••• he said to the old guy, he said to the aul' buck,
aul' buckman, he said • • • in auld days they wore wigs, ye ken,

,

(buckman=
tramp]
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wigs in their hair, they've wigs • • • he said to the old tramp,
'Look, wa.d you gie me yourold coat,' he said, 'to put on me?'
[moich =
The old tramp thocht he was moich, ye see ••••• 'You're
1
crazi)
moich, the tramp-'You gie me your coat,' he said. He said, 'Gie me your auld
grey hair and I'll gie you • • • (aul grey hair,' he said) • • •
\my sword and-- you awitchl Switch places wi me,• he said, 'and
let me be the old tramp, and you go as me.•
Oh, the old tramp thocht he was moich, ye see, doll.
This young ged dressed as the auld tramp gadgie and down he
goes to the bene, to the bene cane where everyone to the
weddin's going, ye see.
He knocks at the door. Out comes the maid, ye see. He
says to the maid, he said, 'I want a drink.'
She said, 'You want a drink o what? 1
1 Anything,' he said,
'I 'm an old tramp.' Now this auld
gadgie was dressed in rags, ye see, and the maid comes oot.
She goes back to the bene mort and she said to the bene
mort, she says, 'There're an auld tramp,' ehe said, 'at the
door wantin a drink,' she said.
'Well,' says the bene mort,' she said, 'what does he want a
drink for?'
She says, 'He wants a drink,' she says '"for Hind Horn's
sake.'"
Noo when the bene mort he.ard the name m~tioned, "Hind
Horn," she couldna resiathersel
she must see what the old
tramp was wantin, ye see. So she filled a glass o wine. She
goes to the old tramp and she gies it to the auld tramp, ye see.
The auld tramp drinks the wine up and he take a the ring
off his finger, like the ring I've got there, and he places it
in the glass and he bands it tae the bene mort.
And the bene mort looks and she sees the ring in front o her.
And the bene mort kene then in her own mind what had happened,
eee? The bene mort knows then right away. She says tae him,
she says • • • Noo this is a long long song and a long ballad,
maybe you dinna even want to hear about it • • • • She says,
'Where did you get that ring?' she says to the old buckman, see?
She says, 'There's only one ring like that in the world,' ehe
~ays, 'I give it to my young friend before he went away to sea,'
she said. tDid you get it,' she says, 1 by sea or by land, or
did you get it frae a drowning man?'
'No,' says the auld buckman,' he says, 'I never got it fae
naebcdy,' he said. 'I got it fae you!' he said. And you know,
he pulled off his auld grey wig and he flings it doun
there' e
a bonnie set o curls on his heid. And he takes off the auld
buck's coat and he flings it doun, ye see.
And then the young gurie looks and she seee it's hiem and
she puts her air.ms roond him and she gets mairred tae him and
that's the end of the wee story.
M

End o the story.

D

That's the story, that's the end o it.

L

Well, how does the song go?

•
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Then he grew up to be a handsome man,
0 lee lye an sa' lonely 0;
With his cloak on his back and hi a sword in his hand,
0 lee lye an aae
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4 Sayin, Son I 'm sending you to sea,

12

0 ••••
Oh for a captain oh you must be,
0 ••••

5

tain man,

Bu.t Hind Horn loved his lady fair,
0 ••••

She had rolling eyes and dark brown
hair'

0 ••••

13 I must leave the sea and come
to the land,

0 ••••

6

Then he saw his ring get tin
dull and wan,
0 ••••
And he goes right to his cap-

0 ••••

Oh

.f' ::=.90

stand,

Then straight awa to his lad.J he did

gae-

0 ••••

'

0 ••••
Sayin, my father • s sending me off

tae sea,
0 ••••

7 So she offered him her right hand,
0 ••••

captain you must under-

14

J' =9~

So he left the sea and he cam
to the land,

0 ••••
And the first thing that he
met was an old beggarma.n,
0 ••••

Sayin, Hind Horn will you be my man?
0 ••••

8 But I am off, said he, to the sea,
0 ••••

15 Oh there is a weddin in oor
king's toun,
0 ••••
And the bride won•t marry her

bridegroom,

To be a sailor I must be,
0 ••••

0 ••••

9 .~::. ~~
Then she took a ring from her finger-0,

0 ••••
You' 11 take this ring from me,

she said,
0 ••••

10

If you see this ring gettin dull

17 He said, you gie me your aul'
grey hair,
0 grey 'ye and sa' lonely 0;

Tae cover up mine o sae fair,
0 ••••

.

18 ~:. lOO
Oh you gie me your auld ragged
coat,

0 ••••

0 ••••
And I 1 11 gie to you my great

You must leave the sea and you'll
come to the land,

0 ••••

and wan,

new cloak,

0 ••••

11

So young Hind Horn, he sailed the
world around,
0 ••••

19 Oh you gie me your aul1 crooked
stave,
0 ••••

And I ' 11 gie to yaa. my grea. t

broad sword,

For a sailor he was bound,
0 ••••

0 ••••
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20 Young Hind Horn goes tae the great ball door,
0 lyee lye ••••
Dressed as the beggarman he's never been before,
0 ••••

21 Then he asked for a drink for Hind Horn's sake,
0 ••••
And a maid hie message she did take,
0 ••••

22 She took a message to her maiden fair,
0 ••••
There 1 a a beggarman standing 'i th aul grey hair,
0 ••••

23 And he asked for a drink for Hind Horn's sake,
0 ••••

$
;
\
t1) •?';J I~~ 1'

He asked for a drink for Hind Horn's sake,
0 ••••

.

l~t~ \'

11

o.
R=-

24 When the lady heard it, it made her heart quake,
0 dree lye an sa' lonely 0;
When a beggar asked a drink for Hind Horn ' s sake,
0 ••••
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!6
So he drinks up the drink and he place e in the ring,
0 ••••

The hight of it made her heart sing,
0 ••••

27

[sic]

Oh where did you get that ring, that ring?
0

••••

Where did you get that ring, that ring?
0 ••••

28 Oh did you get it by sea or by land?
0 ••••
Or

did you take it from a drowning man?

0 ••••

.?9

I did not get it by sea or by land,
0 ••••

I got it from your right hand,
0 ••••

30 .f' :

I -z_k,
Then he pulled off his wig ao rare,
0 ••••

And then stood young Hind Horn sae fair,
0 ••••

31

Then there waa a weddin in that king's toon,
0 ••••

And the bride wae happy to wed her bridegroom,
0 ••••

M

That's a good song, tha'!

D

There're too many'lee lyes' and too many 'lee lows.'

M

That was good!

(77/202/Al, 2)
Perhaps Duncan' a attitude towards the song fonn of "Hind Horn" will
change in years to come.

But for every one of the eight recordings of

this ballad made between 1975 and 1978, Duncan

always told at least

half of the story first, often all of it before singing.

And the future

of this ballad in song will undoubtedly depend on the inclination of
Duncan's future audiences

whether or not they would take pleasure

in hearing this long song performed, and if they can convince the singer
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thex have the ability to attend to his long ballad, its repetitiveness.

III. 2.

Saving the f1oat Meaningful Part

.2f

the Narrative for

~

Mingled speech and song, chantefable or partially sung stories,
seems to have been an authentic form of traveller narration.
no acarci ty of recorded examples:

There is

"Lord Beicham" (CH 53) on The

Muckle Sangs disc, (Tangent 'mM 119/D); "The Cruel Mother" (CH 20),
55/64/Al in Bronson, 1976, p. 79; and "The Tramp and the Farmer,"
67/140/BB in Tocher 3, pp 69 -

10. Certain eonge in certain travel-

ler families were not sung unless accompanied by the balance of the
story told.

For example, "Canny wee Thing 11 (DW, 75/135/B4) was the

song within the narrative of "The Cruel Mother," narrated only partly
in song by members of the extended family of Argyllshire WilliamsonTownaleys.

(DW, Interview, 2/84)

The best example I have recorded of a ballad that in one
traveller family was traditionally told as a story with a part of
it sung, is Duncan Williamson's "Shanghai Ballad" (MC 99).

It hae

been recorded from Duncan on five different occasions between 1975 and
1984, and only on the last occasion did he
'

~

because I asked him, "Could he?' See ex. 3·

the complete story

Martha Johnstone had sung

him the complete ballad in 1977 and an Aberdeenshire traveller's short
version (3 verses) was published in MacColl (1977, pp. 300-1); so I
wondered about its song fonn in the Williameon family.
never sung the "Shanghai

Duncan has

Ballad" without taking a drink of beer and he

has testified that his father, from wham he learned the song, would
never narrate the story unless he was drinking. (re.

75/141/A3)

According to Duncan, alcohol is a necessity to the singer of this
song for it helps a traveller cope with the emotional effects of the
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aong, the overpowering feeling of grief as the singer can't refrain
from identifying with the person in the story.

6

Why this song was

so very emotive, and why his father never sang the whole story were
questions I put to Duncan in the following interview.
Example 3. Duncan Williamaon, "The Shanghai Ballad" and contextual
discussion about ita meaning and form, 84/38/ A1.
D -

Linda, this is a great ballad that was sung to me by my
father, way back in the thirties. But to me it was just
more •••• a story than a ballad. So he sang it when he
had a little to drink. But I '11 sing it to you the way
he used to sing it to me.

tl:
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men
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see those young and strappin '

re.

o.nd. btmeJ
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They cursed the day

:re.

They cursed the

~
tJ\e.

~CA J

D --

That's the way my father used to sing it, Linda, and
it makes me a bit sad when I remember that his
voice comes back to me when I try to sing it but I
could never sing it the way he did. But it makes me
a wee bit sad. •••• It was only a story to me, but
years later I discovered what ballads really were and
I knew that my daddy was tryin to eing to me a story in
song.

L

Did he sing the whole thing?

D

He sang the whole thing through and through

he didna really sing the whole thing through and
Linda, because I don't know if he wanted to sing
not, but sometimes he told part of the story and
he sang the most important part that meant to be

L

What part was that?

D

The part that he sang mostly was this:

but
through,
it or
then
sung.

[re-sings verse one, above~
•••• I met an old traveller man away back in Aberdeenshire
a long time ago, away back about the 1950s, who was
really interested in the song, was an old man called
Hector Kelby. • ••• But the only part that I didn't
know that he gave me was this • • • my father even
knowing the song for eo long (prob'ly his parents had sung
the eong down through the agee) but the part that I
didn't know that old Hector Kelby had was
f:"e-ainge first line of verse two, above~
He'd counted these links, Linda, ken what A mean, the
links attached-L -- Your father never sang that bit?

~.
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D

My father never had that bit, no; but old Hector
Kelby bad that bit, see what A mean? ••••

L

Did your father start it with 'Above the window of my
cell•-- is that the way he started it?

D -

No, my father didna start it with 'Above the window of
1
my cell.
My father told the story.
•Above the window
of my cell' came after the version •••••
He started the story about two young lads, who might
have been traveller people, who couldha been, walkit down
to Liverpool tae have a drink, tae have a night out on
the town. And then they had a drink and they had a wee
sing-song and they cam out walkin the street when up
cam the Prese Gang and took them and threw them on the
boat! It was all sail boats in these days •••• threw
them on deck and they were drunk, so drunk they did.na
know what they were doin and they fell asleep on the deck.
They fell asleep on the deck, but when they wakened up
they were out in the middle of the Atlantic •••• the
sea to fight against the Spanish! Because Queen
Elizabeth the First had give permission, bad gave orders
that any young man who wouldna join the Navy should be
pressed and ~ aboard the ship to fight for, to fight
for the Navy. And that 1 s why we beat the Spanish .Axmada,
darlin. It wasna just by the Navy they had, but by the
Press Gang, all the young men that was willin that was
pressed inta, pressed means pushed into, ye see, that
was pushed into the Navy and they fought.
But there was one particular ship that the Spaniards
had, the Spanish had captured, they captured this one
particular ship. And these two traveller boys was aboard
the ehip, and when they land.ed back ihey were prisoners o
war, you understand what A aean? They were took back to
baee and they were threwn in a Spanish jail, in the jail,
threwn in the jail in Spa.in. And they lay there.
And to keep them frae gettin away in case the jail
wasnastrong enough, they put a ball and chain around
their leg •tached to a ball of lead. This is back in
the sixteenth century! And the one particular chap who,
who kept his mind, who was free many a mind, many of
the m-mind'S had cracked up but one partic.ular chap,
he might hae been a traveller, nobody knows, he couldha
been a traveller -- whose only, only comfort he had was
a wee aparra who had come inta his cell and built his nest.
And he watched it lay ita eggs and he watched it
flyin from his cell, from window to window to lay i te eggs
till tr~ young one cam oot, and i t used to sing the wee
song when it chirped and this is what he made up!

....

L

• • • • you said you never heard very many travellers at that
ballad?

D

'!Wo, two travellers my fathe,; and ol~ Hector Kelby in
Aberdeenshire. • • • • And Martha l!!ohnston~, Jr1artha' a
.people ••••• They just didna pick it up as a song, Linda,
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they picked it up because it meant 80 much to the
t h
b
.
m •••• so
there mne
ae een a meanm .. • • • There must hae been some
mea.nin that that song meant so much to them because prob'ly
they had an idea that it was mebbe some o their relations was aboard the Spanish ship.
L

It's interesting that your aunts sang that • • •

n

Aye, ma Aunt Rachel and ma Aunt Nellie father's sisters
sang it, because they loved their father's song. I
mean if your father ainga something, naturally you're
gaunna •••••

(84/38/A1)
Incomplete songs. Now it could be argued that Duncan•s

III.2.1.

.father and~ father simply didn't know the whole song text,
80

the aong was mainly told as a story with the wee part in the middle

being sung.

Evidence to the contrary has come from Duncan himself; he

has insisted his father could have sung the canplete aong if he had

wanted to, but he preferred to tell the story and save the most meaningful part for singing. '!he evidence to support Duncan' s testimony that
his father was not singing a half-remembered song comes from the one

hundred and two travellers from whom I recorded songs over the past
ten years.
mmg

Although every one mentioned that they had heard or had

some narratives which they had since partially forgotten; whenever

a song had been partially remembered (i.e., partially forgotten) in
perfomance, the fact was always noted by them afterwards.

more, immediately after singing the last phrase and

l:.!!.

Further-

~ ~

breath,

a fragment would often be identified with a remark such as, "That's
all I ken o • t. "
III.2.

The Devil's questions.

The narrative status of at least

one ballad? recorded frcm travellers is enigmatic:

an adequate story in the tradition?

was Child 3 ever

In the Blairgowrie berryfields in

the 1950a, and in Aberdeen in the 1960s, Hamish Henderson recorded
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versions of "The False Knight" (CH
fragmentary.

3).

All versions were described as

(See Henderaon, 1965, pp. 9- 13.)

Three of the four

travellers from whom Henderson recorded this ballad fragment used the
same tune as Johnnie Whyte, whom I recorded singing a comparable
fragment in 1975 and 1978.

See ex.

4.

Johnnie's version is more

blatantly sexual (note vv. 3, 4) than the other published versions,
but his song was no longer than any of the others.
to call this song "a fragment?"

But is it correct

Was there a longer song, a complete

story, in the travellers' singing tradition?
Johnnie had explained that he 1 d learned the song from his
mother (75/106/A4 and 78/108/All), and he told me that she had
travelled a regular circuit to Alyth and Blairgowrie (76/213/B2)
probably to join the berrypickers in the summertime.

Thus Johnnie's

version would seem to be a good example of the ballad as it might
have been sung in Perthehire by the travellers.

Each time after

having sang hie version, in 1975 and again in 1978, Johnnie immediately
referred to a more complete song he couldn't remember.

But in 1978

I asked him about the balance of the song and his reply included
doubt about there being any more to the song,
L

Do you think there waa more to it?
questions?

J

Mair questions 'n that, ye ken. But I suppose it was
lost
how they mebbe met and what it was aboot
more, mebbe.

L

Who did you hear that from?

J

Oh, I just heard that, it was one o ma mother•s.
dinna ken if she kennt it all either.

(78/108/All)

Waa there more

I
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Example 4. Johnnie Whyte, "The False Knight upon the Road," 78/108/A.
Complete song and explanation of the text.

I!
A¥ ..~ lilt~~ le I a.. crwnb! sild. -tht
1[:.

14~

wet boJ «Ni ,till h~ sinoO. ·

u n .1 Jl J11.1J r g er c,
~

1

1
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L
J

Do you know what it'a all about?
Ha-ha-hal Well, it 'a supposed to be a wee laddie gaun tae
school wi his bannocks and his books, his bannocks was
his dinner •••• the False Knight wa~ supposed to be
the Devil and he wae tryin to get him, ye ken.

L

Did he get him in the end?

J

It's_just what I tell ye-wee laddie at the questions

he was tryin to catch the
[repeats lines from the son~.

(78/108/All)
There is little reason to suspect that more of the story about
the False Knight confronting the school boy ever existed for the
travellers.

This song may never have originated as a narrative i.e.,

with a complete plot structure.

Coffin's research into the history of

the song shows it is likely to have originated as a challenge song
which "developed along more complex story lines" as it exerted its
influence on balladeers.

(Coffin, 1983, p. 36)

Why this song was not "a long aong 11 in traveller tradition (as
far as we have been able to ascertain) is moat intriguing.

Another

devil ballad, Child 2, has been recorded from Perthshire travellers,
and it is half again as long, and has been recorded as a complete

narrative by John MacDonald for me and for Ewan f'tlacColl (in song,

1967; and in speech plus song, 1975).8 But in this ballad also, the
beginning of the story is usually missing from the song text, as it
has been recorded from Hartha Jormstone (five variants, discussed in

chapter five) and her son Alexander Raid ( cf. ex. 15, chapter
And.ra Stewart ( re.

SS 9, 1965, p. 6)

v),

all from Perthshire.

and

Is

there any significance in the fact that neither of these two devil
ballads show any indication of their complete narratives
been sung?

Was the False Knight taboo to speak about'?

ever having

Were his dia-

logues with the "wee laddie" going to school and the "fann girl" going
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for a walk meant to be sung because His riddling waa too powerful to
say in speech?
Oh, there 'a hundreds o tales about the ()evil, hey?

Duncan

Oh dear, I dinna like His name!

Martha

Linda

No.

-

name.

The

I 'm no holy but I d.innae like His

Mmmm. • • •
(DW and MJ after a devil story,

D

III.3·

f=ant = devi~

CogJ

{laugh~

M

[Laugh~

Speaking~ Point

-

His

77/146/A1)

.2[.! ~ Song

converse of singing the most meaningful part of a story in

a narrative perfonnance, is speaking the point of a song.
1~atives

Sung

with spoken last lines have been recorded in Ireland, noted

as a practice of sean-nos singers

/

by 0 Canainn (1978, p. 80), and the

older folk singers in North Derry by Shield.a ( 1981, p. 30).

Both

/

Shicl ds and 0 Canainn have interpreted spoken endings as audience

directives.
When the sea.n-nos singer of today speaks the last few words
of the song, instead of singing them, he is telling his
audience that all is over, that he is bringing us back down
fram the heights of our involvement in the sean-nos experience
to the hard facts of everyday life.
I

(o Canainn, 1978, p. 80)
Spoken endings were uncommon

in

travellers' performances, but

were always performed for one narrative sung by Johnnie Whyte of Mon-

trose.

The spoken ending does not function like the spoken introduc-

tion or the spoken story before the song; it is not directly related
to the singer 1 s concern about his listeners not knowing the story or
the legend.

Johnnie Whyte was only recorded singing in natural,

spontaneous, traveller ceilidh circumstances, where his audiences were
always composed of his nearest relatives whom he had

sung

for all his
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life, in addition to the author who was not given any special attention as an outsider --

after our first meeting in

1975. The

spoken last words of the song "Jolm Barbro" were inspired by the
ainger•e interpretation of the story, not the audience.

Johnnie

never failed to comment in speech and laughter on the greed of the
father in his three recorded performances of "Jolm Barbro."
See ex.

5.

Example 5.

Johnnie Whyte, "Jolm Barbro," ende of three performances,

75/106/!4, 76/214/Al, 77/140/A2.

fntwtt :IX:

~

, \~ 75·

I

rrt · · - -

- . .

'I
\
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Why did J ohnnie. speak about the greed of the father upon ending

the song, every time he sang it?

I never asked him, for I did not

consider his spoken ending to this song extraordinary; it seemed
integral to his version and I did not take notice of the speech at
the time.

(Framing a song with spoken introduction and spoken final

comment is a frequent practice of Scots singers, and others.)
Now we shall never know, but the father's greed might well have been
an important theme to him

the interference of parents in their

children's choice of mates and the parents• basic misunderstanding
of the love relationship.

For Johnnie never married,and eight of the

ten narratives he sang me were about broken coutshipa or traumatic
experiences in marriage.

Johnnie may have been "signing" "John

Barbro 11 every time he perf omed it, by speaking the moral paint of the
story.

94

Plate

3.

Johnnie Whyte singe a narrative
on Hogmanay. Montrose, 1978.
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III.

III.l

Transmission

Sources of Narrative Songs
The theory of a purely oral transmission of narrative song in

Scotland is not viable:

Hamish Henderson has cogently argued

that "there has for centuries been a constant fruitful croes-fertilisation in the fields of literary and 'folk' poetry in Scottish
cultural tradition."

(1980, p. 105)

He has viewed Mrs Brown of

Falkland, whose narrative songs were chosen by David Buchan and
analyzed as exemplary models of oral re-creation

in~ Ballad~

~~'-as

an outstanding exemplar of a ~ of creative literate
folkainger t1hich is one of the most characteristic: types
of folksinger on the Scottish scene • • • • in Lol-rla.nd (or
Seats-speaking) Scotland, we have been encountering this
type of folksinger all the time \!n the thirty .]ears since
the inception of the School of Scottish Studiety .•

{1980, P• 106)
. Among the Soots tra.vellers)composed "literary" ballads may
occasionally be sung, by literate as well as non-literate singers:
"Lord Uillin's Daughter" (attributed to the authorship of Thomas
Campbell) is sung by Duncan Williamson and incompletely by Bessie
Vhyte (see ex. 2,

chapter three); both are literate.

It was also

recorded on one occasion by Peter Shepherd from non-literate traveller
Martha Johnstone.

1

But

few of fJ[artha's other thirty-three narrative

songs may be traced to a specifically composed text.

The historical

ballads she sang, ''Mill o Tifty's Annie" and "Bonnie Hoose o Airlie,"
may owe parts of their origins to lettered poets or singers, but it's
more than likely that these narratives have been in the oral or popular
tradition from the time of the actual incidents they chronicle.

Thus
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a kind of communal authorship might be proposed i.e., a community of
singers from various sectors of society and perhaps from different
periods of time, taken together, have "maden and transmitted these
and other historical ballads right down to the present

resulting

in different though similar versions for each particular narrative. 9

Book versions of those narratives travellers heard regularly in
childhood are generally distrusted by them.

The eong versions sung

by members of a traveller's own family had different words and a less

sophisticated language than book versions.

In the majority, printed

versions of ballads do not conform to the travellers' own sense of
traveller singers can rarely make printed verses fit tunes

style

they know, though of course exceptions may be cited.
has been reported by Gower

(1983,

Jeannie Robertson

p. 134) and Henderson as having resor-

ted to books for missing, or forgotten, verses of songs she knew.
Bessie Whyte (Montrose) has augmented the Wbyte family version of
"Jimmie Bracklow"

(CH 203)

with eleven verses from Child's

"C" text.

(78/107/AS)

The attitude towards printed versions similar to traveller family
songs, or old songs, by some singers is notably condescending.

Du.ncan Williamson had a derogatory opinion of a "Lochmaben

Harper" text, fragments of which he had heard from his father
which he tried to sing from print, 76/31/A4.

'

From the same song

book, found by his sister-in-law in the local rubbish tip and
without a title page, "Thomas the Rhymer" and the "Wreck of the
Hesperus" were negatively criticized by Duncan.10
David Buchan has made a case for the "oral ballad" versus
the written ballad, defining the former as "a genre of literature

•
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whose very difference liea in the fact of transmiAsion."
P• 272)

(1972,

While the term "oral ballad" may be a. misnomer for the

ballad of tradition in Scotland, it might accurately denote the
prim~

sources of narrative songs among the travelling people.

For even when a. narrative text sung by a

travell~r

can be traced

to a printed version, it should not be inferred that the printed
text lia.s the primary source for the traveller singer
narrative.

of that

Wha.t may be hypothesized is th8.t a traveller

mo~t

likely learned a printed version of a song from another singer's
performance

the singing of a literate shepherd, crofter,

fisherman or busker.

The follovring excerpt from an interview

Nith Dunca.n Willia.mson on 28 July 1984 is pertinent:
L

Well, where did they get their songs from do you
think?
Well, Linda, •••• they prob 1 ly learned th~ along the
way, maybe somebody come in and talked • • • to somebody in a pub and maybe had a. drink with somebody
and he says, 'Look, I'll sing you a song,' in a pub
or a inn or a hotel ••••• If the travellers were
interested in something then thev went to the end of
the world to get that source o that thing. Say for
instance that two traveller men went tae a pub for
a drink, mebbe a inn •••• And then they talk and they
were singin to each other and some nontraveller man
walked u~
couldha been a farmer or a crofter,
and he said, 'Look, boys, will you listen to this
song?' And then they liked itt Then they like it;
then they would pester, they would pester the life
out o that man till he taught it to them •

D

L

..Where
.. did this happen besides

the inns?

D

Happened markets, fairs, games, it happened all
over the place\ •••• How 'bout the shepherd comin
dou.n tae a. camp Gravellers' encaml)ment]wi th fire
at night, comin do~n weary off the hill?

L

Would they\

D

Heyt

And he seen this camp fire, all travellers
gathered roon 1 the oamp fire, the shepherd comin doun
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fae the hill one night and a shepherd's alwaye carried a
wee, they carried their ha~bottle in their bag, ye know!
And he 1 d a couple o sooks oot his bottle comin doan.
'Ach, there's a puckle tinks,' he says, 'I'll hae to go doun
an join them.• •••• And the travellers said, 'Oh here's
a gadgie bingin, mebbe he's the fairmerJ'
'Och, I'm not, I'm just the shepherd,' he said. But to
keep in good terms with the shepherd, the shepherd would
put a good word in for them wi the fai:rmer, right? ••••
'Och, dinna worry about these people, they're nice people, A
was along wi them last night and A had a nice sing-song with
them,' [he'd say to the farmer on whose ground the travellers
were campec!)

••••

1

What other kind of people besides shepherds would be
welcome?

D

Crofters, fairmers and shepherds and ploumen, ploumen
· camin back at night fae the bar with their bicycle
and their tight troosers and their blue suit cyclin
doun, fling'd their leg off their bike and said, 'Ach,
thee is a few tinkers• camp, come on and we'll hae a
wee crack to youse before A go home.•

1
D.

••••

Then what about buskers and street musicians?

Buskers and street musicians? !hey brung them hame
with them! The old traveller men met a busker or a
street musician, he met him in the street. .And he
said tc his wife, 'Look, doll, I met this • • • this
is the bonniest singer you ever • • • I met the day
in the toon, he was singin and playin in the street 1
•••• He brung the laddie back wi him to let his
family hear what a good singer (he wa:!J •

(84/40/B3)
It is conjecture, how much nontraveller singers have contributed
to the travellers' narrative singing tradition.

What can usually be

determined, by direct questioning, is who the source singers were for
any

one traveller --

especially of their old songs

for this

ea tegory of songs was delim.i ted by the "auld yins" who sang them.
(See Appendix C for the oral sources of Martha,Johnstone's and Duncan
Williamson 1 s narrative songs.)
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Group Forms

££ Narration

The form of story transmission in the travellers' narrative
tradition has and continues to be a solo activity, with a precise

separation between narrator and listener(s).
tion is differentt

But the song tradi-

it has and continues to be a social phenomenon,

distinct from storytelling.

Narrative singing has sooietal force

because it is a form of music-making

with a potential for

group interaction.
The act of "catching hands" while singing to someone, an intent

listener or audience, is very muoh a part of the old song tradition.

Some ballads were

sufficient!~

deep and engaging, that

those who remember having heard them for the first time, being
sung to around the campfire, and again

time and time again

while they were young with their fathers and mothers
recount the experience

l·Ti thout

excitement.

After Kintyre travel-

ler John Townsley sang a four verse fragment of
(Child

cannot

"La~

Margaret"

39), his wife Isa.belle exclaimed,

Nhen they ~he older members of the famil~ were alive you
always sa~ the songs
at night you oould pick it up.
When they had a drink they used to catch hands and sing
songs ~e' ~ take songs in. Around campfires in
summer they 't-:ould drink, sing, take hands and move back
and forth. We'd be sittin and we'd be there listenin and
you oould maybe take it inl
(75/ 42/BlO)
Not only ballads, but also other family songs may be physically
1

imparted to a listener, young or old, traveller or nontraveller
friend

if the singer's

response of close attention.

perform~nce

effects the appropriate

Usually it is the listener's hands

which are "caught" but sometimes the singer may embrace the
listener's knee (if he is sitting on a chair) from an adopted
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kneeling position on the floor .

Or singer and listener may encircle

one another with their arms in more comple t e body contac t .

See

plates 4 and 5.

Plate 4. Singer and listener encircle one another
with their arms in close body contact. Duncan Williameon
sings "Johnnie o Monymusk 11 (CH 114) for Nellie Stewart.
Banchory, June 1978.
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Plate 5. Catching the hande of a listener. Ae Duncan
Williamson sings "Johnnie my Man," Katie Johnstone
"takes it in." f1ontrose, July 1978.
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Physical contact was not as vital to the transmission of narratives when they were told as stories.

Travellers have a strict code of

performance practice for storytelling.

Silence must be maintained and

an interruption from an older listener would evoke the retort, tnllho •s
telling the story, you or me!"

Children would be scolded or removed

from the premises if they could not keep quiet during storytelling.
A father would tell them, "I'll be the cause of your death if you
don't be quiet while the old man 1 s speaking!"
A narrative singer would not expect such disciplined restraint
by his audience.

Verbalized comments of support from a listener may

be given if the listener senses the singer is making an extraordinary
effort to recall or perform a long narrative and these do not
necessarily disturb a performer. (cf.

Douglas Stewart's encouraging

remarks during Bessie Whyte 's performance of "Young Johnstone, n
Hogmanay,

76/3/B4) And the participation of a listener in refrain

songs is expected by some ballad singers.

Duncan Williamson has

indicated that refrains should be sung by listeners, thereby
permitting the singer a moment of rest and preparation for the
following verse in a narrative without loss of continuity in singing.
(Interview,
I~

2/84)

Solo singing of narratives by some traveller singers recorded may
have been coincidental with the fieldworker's visits when members of
a

family happened to be absent.

Nellie Stewart of Banchory was

recorded singing solo when her older married daughters were net present,

but if they were visiting her when the fieldworker was, then they sang
narratives together:

75/104/A3.

"Laird o Drum," 75/104/A6, and "Charlie Mackien
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Family perfonnances by members of the nuclear unit in a house-

hold were not uncommon in my fieldwork research.

Even when a father or

mother sang solo, the children attended the singing ao closely that

when a word or line was forgotten, one or more of the children could
and would prompt the singer without interrupting the tempo

song.

of the

This practice was also noted by Ewan MacColl who commented on a

"kind of camnuna.l participation which characterized the recording
sessions he had with English and Scots travellers."
Group Narratives.

(1977,

pp. 12, 20)

SQme narratives in some families may have been

traditional group songs.

Both parents, John and Isabelle Townsley,

sang a three verse variant of the bothy ballad "Jimmy Foyers" (MC 84)
in unison during a visit to them in

1975, 75/42/B9.

After singing it,

John said it was one of "his mother and father 1 s songs" and his wife
added, "They used to sing it quite often."

(75/42/139)

"The Bonnie Lass o Fyvie" ( GD 84) was sung as group perfonnances

by more than one traveller family visited.
~

in unison by everyone present

--

A five verse variant was

Katie Johnstone, her sister

Bessie Whyte, Bessie's sons and daughters-in-law
ceilidh in Katie'a house.

(75/99/B5)

--

at a spirited

During another family ceilidh

in Pitlochry with Bessie Whyte's cousin, Cathie MacQueen, the entire
family, parents and three children, contributed to a dramatized ten
verse variant of this military ballad.
Several narrative songs were given choral treatment by the trave 1ler family of Townaleys in Clachan, Kintyre.

"Erin go Bragh" (Laws Q.20)

was sung by six: members of the family in December 1975, 75/42/BS; and
by Marion, the oldest daughter, and her two brothers on a subsequent

visit in February 1976, 76/43/B3.

The four verse fragment of Child
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39 was begun

by

father John during the first visit, with his wife and

Marion joining in, 75/42/B10.
'~y

sang eight verses of

John's brother Sandy and the children

Son Ronald" (CH 12),

75/43/A3. During the

second visit in February 1976, four narratives were sung ae duets,

"Jimmy Foyers" (John and his wife), "Willie's Ghost" (a revenant
1
night-visiting love song regarded by some travellers as a narrative 1)
(John and Marion), "Western Eurailway 11 (Marion and Uncle Sandy),
12

and "Lord Ronald" (Marion and her mother).
~

narratives.

Generalizing about the solo or group form of

narrative song performance in traveller society is impossible at this
stage of research.

Evidence for the widespread practice of solo

singing of narrative songs is very clear.

In the extended Whyte

traveller family in Montrose, the oldest singing members, Johnnie
and Logie, were given full recognition for their songs and their
individual, sometimes differing, interpretations of narratives.
Johnnie Whyte was only recorded in the company of his relatives
and never in my presence were his narratives sung any way but as solo
variant.s.

The argument might be raised that his listeners did not

accompany him because they were inhibited by my presence.
is to the contrary.

The evidence

If his brother and sister-in-law, Besaie Whyte,

who were his constant companions (because Johnnie never married he
spent part of every day with his brother for companionship)

had sung

along with Johnnie regularly during his performances over the forty
years of weekend ceilidhs the Whytes had held, then couldn't it be
presumed,Bessie and Bryce would have known Johnnie's songs well enough
to sing them alone?

With the exception of one narrative, ffJimmy Brack-
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low" (CH 203, see ex. 1, chapter 3), Bessie could not sing any of
Jobnnie's ten narratives completely.
parts of same of his brother's songs.

Bryce was unable to sing even

Why?

When I asked Bessie why

she would not sing "Jimmy Bracklow" except on request, and other
songs she had heard so very often from Johnnie and Logie (his sister),

she replied, "Because they are Johnnie ~ songs."

(Interview, 10/82)

It was clear that a code of respect for the singer's own songs prevented her from singing them.

Belle, Sheila and Cathie Stewart of

Blairgowrie have a similar attitude towards each others' repertoires:
Belle has taught her songs to the girls but if she feels
that one of them sings a son~ better than she herself
does, she will not sing it. In the Stewart family, there
are 'my mither's sangs' (generally the big ballads, the bawdy
songs, oertain of the love-lyrics), 'Sheila's songs (some of
the ballads, a number of Irish songs , the sad love-lyrics)
and 'Cathie's songs (the Irish and more popular material).

(MacColl, 1977, p. 20)
The following inference could be made:

on some songs sung by

traveller singers, including refrain ballads, singing along might be
disrespectful

--

if the singer was a senior member of the family.

Or, as Duncan Williamson ha.s pointed out, "It might be impossible to
sing along" on a narrative when an older singer with a fully matured

style may take the liberty of changing words or phrases, linger on
sustained tones or alter the melody of a strophe.

(Interview, 2/83)
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Chapter

~rhree

The subject of my thesis is travellers' ballad singing, an activity of cognition and volition.

1'he presupposition is that all

traveller singers knO\v what they are doing, are fully conscious of
performing, and they perfonn narratives in song deliberate·ly
reasons which I have outlined in chapters one and two.

for

The focus of

the study in this chapter and the folloHing two is on melanic structure
or strophic form in the singer's performance.

r.rhe aim is to understand

the form of the ballad tune in perfonnance, how the traveller singer
formulates the framwork or component parts of melody each time it is
repeated from stanza to stanza in one song, and from performance to
performance.

I will begin with a discussion of some travellers'

concepts of tune, to shov1 that my concentration on strophic constructs
accurately reflects the musical thought of those singers I have studied.
I.

Tune Importance and

~

Identification

According to Johnny Whyte, knowing the tune is essential to
learning a song text.
See, the worst part o ony song is gettine the proper air o
a song. If you can get the air, you can near fit the words in
as you go along. But if you're off the air, it disna matter if ye
ken the words or no, ye canna sing it
ye have to have the
proper air.
(~..J, 78/107/A2)

I

And it is true for some ballads, their tunes will attract the attention
of a learner before the words:
When I was a bairn, I wadna learn a sang off my mither -- she'd
plenty o sangs
if the air wasna bonnie. I didna like it,
though the words was guid. When I was a bairn the air caught
my fancy first. I learned the air first, and I think if you get
the air o a sang, the words are nae ill to learn. TI1e words or
the idea would come second. That's my opinion. And once you get
the air in yir heid, then ye can easily learn the words ••••
(Jeannie Robertson, in Gower, 1968, p. 121)
But not all travellers would agree with Jeannie.

Not all would

consider the tune or the exact words of a ballad as essential as the
story.

Indeed, some travellers may not have heard fixed song texts or

a fixed song for any one ballad.

f

l
!

;

!

------

Some heard and remembered
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the ballads as stories in the first instance.

Tlms Beeeie Whyte explained, "See, what you remember is the story of
the song •••• and then you put in yir ain words, what makee the
story."

(78/107/!2)

She had been referring to travellers who were

"quick to learn the song and then when they'd gone hame they'd forgotten some o the words."

Duncan Williameon has also explained that

the narrator's expreee purpose in telling the story of a eong was

that it should be positively remembered by a young traveller
listener.

1

With a young audience, travellers five to twenty years of
age, the old ballads would be told ae stories sooner than
being sung, because the narrator felt the story would be
retained in a child's memory better that way. It is easier
to remember a story than to remember a song.

(DW,

1978)

Interview,

Whether Duncan'e or Jeannie's view represents the majority
view of the travellers can't be said at this stage of research.

But

it ie clear that some singers are attracted more to the tune of a
ballad than to its story.

I

I
i

Mra Nellie Stewart•s attitude was not

atypical, "The story is not so important as the song

-

if it has a

fine lilt, something to interest you to sing it, that's what I like."

(75/189/A3)
But there is another attitude.
may be superior.

Neither words, story, nor music

'Hhen Herschel Gower pressed Jeannie Robertson to

decide one way or the other which was more fmportaut, the music or the
story of a ballad, she was adamant in her answer,
JR

The music
of both.

HG

If it had to be that one was more important tmn the
other, which do you think is the more important?

~

the story.

It's got to be a ccmbination
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JR

--

Well, the words, I suppose appeal tae people, and I
suppose i f it 's a bonnie air appeals tae people. Both
o them.

(ss,

1968, p. 121)

In the travellers' tradition, ballads can be found which have a
text or a tune lacking in some feature, e.g., coherence or regularity.
In these cases, the weakness or want in one (either text or tune) is

reciprocated by strength in the other.

The

relationship of words and

music is often one of mutual benefit -- verbal and musical
are symbiotic in some ballads.

fo~s

For example, one narrative recorded on

several occasions from 197 5 - 197 8, from three members of the Whyte
family in Montrose (the two senior members and a sister-in-law),
featured a text which two found confusing.

Beseie Whyte and Logie

MacQ;u.een (one of the seniors) admitted to "not really knowing the
story" or knowing much about "Jimmy Bracklow" (CH 203) (re. 77/150/A1,

75/105/A1).

But they liked the tune and readily sang the song.

Bessie

was dissatisfied with the text to the extent that she searched for a
nsensible" (re. 75/11/A3) text in Child
his

and incorporated verses from

C version into the six-verse family version, 78/107/!5.~ The oldest

of the three singers who knew the narrative, Logie, was content to
have an "idea" of the story upon which she re-created a prose account
at the fieldworker's request,

75/105/A1. It is significant that this

narrative has survived in the Why-te family repertoire of old songs
despite an ambiguous text.
the tune ie memorable
strophe.

See ex. 1.

For in diametric opposition to the text,
tightly constructed, with a highly coherent
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Example .i. Johnnie Why'te, "Jimmy Braoklow," 75/106/B3,
complete song (with first occurrence of variations) and
complete text.
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Did you come by Bracklow,
Or did you come by thereie?
Did you spy a~a fair ladie
Combin her hair?
For it's I came by Bracklow
came-~ by thereies
I-~ saw a fair ladie,
She was combin her hair.

And I
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3 She was whistlin and singin,
She was danceen-d full o joy,
Beforie she would lie
In young Edward's arms.

4

Will you rise Betsy Gordon,
Will ye lend me my gunie?
If I do go out dear,
I will neverie return.

5 For it's

first he killed ae chiel,
A~and then he killed twaJ
He killed Jimmy Bracklow
That was the flooer o them aa.

6

By hedges and ditches,
I cannae be nurie;
By the woo-ds o Glen Tannerie,
We'll trip in an 'oor.

7 Fae the heid o the Tannerie
To the fit o the Dee,
They' 11 a.a 1 i e an mourn not·T
Jimmy Bracklow lies deid.
This ballad is a. fine example of a traditional eong that hae been

transmitted and remembered more for its tune than ita story.
I.(.

Melodic Entitiee

~

Ideae?

In traveller eociety the tradition of

piping and instrumental

music-making is strong and pervasive, so for instrumentalists tunes

are important and often are

se~rate

entities.

Singers who are

recognized for their singing or for their songs are also competent
in diddling or cantering, traditional forme of
which help them keep tunes

se~te

mout~uaic,

in their memoriee.

practices

According to

Duncan Williamson the older travellers were zealous in their desire to

learn new tune e.

( 85/1 / A2 )

Their musical! ty was not introverted,

but rather characterized by extroversion relative to a high propensity
for learning fresh material.
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The great thing among trave llera was swapping tunes • • •
a new tune would quiet them all. Tunes were passed on by
the old ones diddling to the children, who then learned to
diddle and play them on the chanter.

(DW, 75/193/Al)
I.1.1.

Different tunes.

The recognition of "different tunes"

was a widespread ability among the community because the men and women
prided themselves on their knowledge of old songs or, if a piper, the
tunee exclusively.

As I have heard often the elderly travellers say,

ttit \!heir music and tradition~ was all they \!he old one;_]

( cf. Beaaie Whyte, 78/108/A2)

bad."

Besaie and Bryce Wbyte had explained

about the travellers' desire to learn new songs,
They wou.ld stick to their own way ~f a so~ but would
learn from one another as well, especially ~f they had never
heard the song before. They liked to hear a new ~ng;
would listen to it for hours and hours.

(75/191/A4)
That songs would be sung repetitiously for "hours and hours" suggests
that same ballads or parts of the long songs, at least, would be

heard with a recUXTing sequence of phrases i.e., sung to a strophe.
Duncan Williamson has explained that travellers would repeat themselves when they were drinking while singing, although drinking was
not a frequent occurrence in the many traveller families he knew.3
(See fig. 1, introduction.)
MacColl noted that the singing of a succession of songs during
one recording session to one tune was a "tendency"

especially in

first stanzas of songs when a tenacious melody of one song previously
performed would cling to the beginning of another.

(1977, p. 22)

Whether or net traveller singers would use one tune for a succession of
songs in natural ceilidh circumstances, when a
present,is not known.

no~raveller

wasn 1 t

The indiscriminate use of tunes for a succession
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of songs was not a "tendency" I observed among the hundred singers I
recorded, but this is not to say it would not happen.

Martha. Johnstone

did in fact sing different narratives (as many as three) to the same
melody (discussed in chapter five), but never more than two in
succession during any recording session.

Many of my recording sessions were part of natural ceilidhs and
visits, when more than one traveller sang or participated musically.

And often it was the case that a singer 1 s choice of tune was noticed
by one or more members of his audience as "different" from the tune they
knew or had heard his song sung to, and they commented on it.

Indeed,

an unacceptable tune choice for a song would be met with the retort,
"Laddie yir words are aa richt but yir air 1 s aa. wrangJ"

The singer

would then ask, ''Well, let hus hear the way that you ken it!"

The

listener/critic, always an older traveller, might reply, "I'm nae
singer, laddie, but A'll let ye hear a wee bit o the air the wey A ken

it."

The air would then be hummed, sung (with words) or diddled.

But

the old traveller would not expect the singer to change his own tune,
only listen respectfully.

A fine example of one traveller's criticism of another's tune is
Bessie Whyte•s recognition of Duncan Williamson•s tune for "Lord
Uillin' s Daughter" (text attributed to Thcmas Campbell) as "a different
air," the air to her family ballad, ''Young Johnstone" (CH 88).

When-

ever Duncan sings "Lord Uillin 1 s Daughter" in company with Bessie, she
sings along, because she does not otherwise sing the song
doesn't know the complete text.

--

she

But when Bessie sings, she insists on

singing her own tune, the "tune that I heard it."

See ex. 2.

The

counterpoint of different tunes in a single performance is not typical,
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howe~er,4 and in this case one participating listener is attempting

to move the performer off her tune.

Beeeie's husband also notices it

ie wife' e ballad tune, but he is tolerant of the "wrang air."
Example 2.

Duncan WilliamBon, BeBeie Wby-te and Bryee Whyte, "Lord
Uillin' a Daughter," 76/148/B6-7. Complete perfonnance with
spoken interjeetione and Beeeie singing along on eome lines
with a different air.

D

-

~ontinuing aingi~
Three days we fled together,
And ehould they find me in the glen
My blood would etain the heather.
Br
Isn't it "Young Johnstone?"
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D -

(9ontinuing singi~
3 Up epoke a hardy Highland wight

I'll go my chief, I'm ready;
Br

-

Linda, ien' t it?

~~u,ie joine in singing in Duncan' e key -

D

J

~inging alontil
4 A ehip hae left a eto:rmy land
Br

-

Dune an hae the air o "Young
Johnstone," isn't it?

A stormy sea before her,
When oh too strong for human hand
The tempest gathered ower her.
5 Lord U'llen leaves those fatal shore
Hie wrath vas turned to wailin;
The waters wild

r, ·

. LBeaeie joins with Duncan' s tune

~: ~(?.

c.

8•. lJtrd" &WU' h\s c.ha\i.

Br

-

Very good, Duncan.

-3

•
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D

~ontinuing singing alone, firet three line~

-

6

Come back, come back, Lord U'llen cried,
Acrose the stormy water,
And I' 11 forgive your Highland chief,

6: my

d~':.\~~

~j

l;i-w!

I'P ~le 'f! ft~ I ~rji ~

You've got a different air
frae what he'd got.
He's got the air t' what--

Br

D -

[continuing ainging alone]
7 There ra'ee around, the waves were high,
One rarm wae round her lover;
One lovely hand was etretched for aid

And one was round

~

rr-~"1-/-U-11

f!ith Bessie_31r-Y-4ft:--fl-ef--l

her
D --

~ontinuing

lot,r-e r.

alone until the last line of vs.
8 The ship has left the stormy sea,
A stormy land before her,
When oh troo long for lmman hand
The tempest gathered ewer her.
singing

Bee -

A must get that.

9 Come back, come back, Lord U'llen cried,
Acrose the stormy water,
And I '11 forgive your Highland chief.
My
~~n-tef 1

[)~ do.~k- ra, oJ... '"1 <A~\l+- ttr ~
~ontinuing singing alone]

D -

10

Lord U'llen reached hie fatal shore,
to wailin;
The wa tere wild went ower his child
And he was left lamentin.
Bes
I must get that.

His wrath was turned

Br

-

Very good, Duncan, that's very good. • •••

iJ
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Bee -

A ken.

D

That's "Lord Uillin 1 s Daughter."

B

Ah, but that'a not the tune that I heard it to.

Br

-

Bee -

That's the tune that he's got there • • •
Aye, that's the tune they've got.

L

Well, what 1 a the tune that you have, Bessie?

B

[sings the following tune with variants to three verae:U
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I.1.l...

Similar tunee.

Duncan Williamson has used the tenn

"eimiliar'' ~i~ to describe tunes that sound alike to him and which
are "ao close together" that he sometimes has difficulty establishing
the right form of the tune for a particular ballad.

In Tocher 33

(1980, p. 159), Alan Bruford defined the following two strophes as two
"different tunee."

Duncan sang ttLady Margaret" (CH. 39) to the

first standard strophe, A, in 1976 (and also in 1984, transcribed
as ex. 11, chapter four); and
in

to the aecond standard strophe, B,

1977:

A

B

According to Duncan, these are virtually the "same" tune, and they
may appropriately be tenned "variants" of the "Lady Margaret" tune
idea.

He can contemplate both tunes on the same occasion and sing

first one, to one episode of the story, and then switch to the other.
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The two variants are exactly like each other in their second phrases;

the first motives of their third phrases are also the same.
have another structural similarity.

The tunes

In each, acrose the atrophic

boundary, phrases one and four for.m an organic whole respectively.
(1) in A is an arch;

(4) is ita inversion.

{1) in B ascends by

skips (of a. m3) and steps from the tonic {&) to the dominant; (4)
descends by steps and a skip (of a m3) from the dominant (d) to the
tonic.

It is interesting that the different ambits of each and the

different contours of three of the four phrases do not make the two
tunes "different" for Duncan.
Another of Duncan'a fairy ballads, "True Thoinas 11 (CH 37) (77/147/B3,
transcribed in Tocher 27, pp. 175- 178), is sung to another variant
of the "Lady Margaret" tune.

Dun can has testified to hearing this

ballad sung (~.) but not to the tune he uses for it; his tune, below,
waS' created on the analogy of the "La.dy

Margaret" A variant:

( 1 ) and ( 3) are the same as the corre spending phrase a in
Margaret" A.

a Lady

(2) and (4) repeat(1) at the octave and on the same pitch.

Another tune which could be considered a variant of this
"fairy" group is Duncan's air for "Hind Horn" (CH 17), transcribed
as ex. 1.. , chapter two.

Like "True Thomas's" tune, two of the

phrases were repeated, but in this strophe it is (2) and (3) which
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repeat. \1) is exactly the same as "Lady Margaret'a" (4) in the A variant.
( 4) in

11

.tiind Horn" is equivalent to the third phrases of "Lady Jt1argaret"

A and "True Thomas."

See below.

But significantly, Duncan does not

consider the ttHind Horn 11 tune similar to the other three.

This is

probably because of the tune's interlaced refrain and the rhythmic
articulation of each beat, a pervasive dactyllic metre.

I!.

~

Tune Performed:

A Theory

.£f. Variation

How a singer performs a melody, i.e., sings a ballad, such
that every repetition of the tune (beginning and ending coincident with
verses of the text) is new, may be defined as "variation."

Ewan

HacColl worked directly with traveller singers, seven in England
and eleven in Scotland.

His conclusions about variation,

the melodic 'alterations' from performance to performance of tunes by
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individual singers and a singer's 'employment' of different types of
variations(s) in the course of a song (1977, p. 17) are in accord with
my own theory.

Variations are the consequences of a singer's control

of melody in performance.

The degree of control is not always

the

same, but may fluctuate from perfonnance to performance or within the
course of a song.

The theory does not aim to under.mine the element of

spontaneity in narrative song performance.
respond freely to the essential story (
and

,r.

For the singer does indeed
Lord, 1960, pp. 105, 117

passim; also Buchan, 1972, p. 163) each and every time he per-

forms it; and he adapts the story and the melody to the requirements
of each performing situation, his particular audience and their needs
as he perceives them.

But the key factor in the theory is that

variation depends on the singer's musical awareness, the consciousness
of melody.

MacColl has also concluded that variations are far from

being the products of "unconscious minds" ( cf. Sharp, EFS, 1936, pp.
18, 34; Hendren, 1936, pp. 39, 54, 59; and Gerould, 1937, P• 187) •
•••• variations are neither accidental nor incidental.

They

are extremely important, not merely because each performance
is unique, but because they represent a singer's attitude
towards his or her craft and towards the tra.nsmissi on of an
inherited culture.
(MacColl, 1977, p. 17)

II. 1.

~

is the 'l'une Perfonned?

The form of a melody during performance is not rigid but protean.
In the n:elodic form,

~rhat

changes and what does not change?

why are such modifications made or not made by singers?

How and

Answers
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to these questions are prerequisite to comprehension of the •tune'
as it is actually sung.

II.1.1

~empirical

study.

The method of the study is empirical.

Analysis of the tune as it has been actually performed is the point of
departure for the thesis.

My approach differs significantly from

conventional studies of ballad texts and tunes e.g., MacColl's
T.r§vellera'

Songs

(1977), Bronson's Traditional

and the Singing Tradition

(1976), Child's

Tunes

(1959 -197Z)

English~ Scottish Popular

(1882 - 1898), Keith•s ~Leaves (1925) and Karpeles'

Ballads
i

edition of Cecil Sharp's Collection£! English Folk Songs

1975).

(1974-

In this author's thesis, an authoritative version of a tune

in print or anywhere outside the performer 1 s own singing is not
presumed.

Hence, none of my transcriptions bear the usual markings of

editorial interference

the dotted lines indicating "omission" on

the part of the singer in his verses or his tunes.

Such dotted

lines of omission are not based on the authenticity of the singer's
performance; they stem in most cases (unless otherwise documented)
from a transcriber's desire to show a tune or text as he or she thinks
it should have been sung, or might have been sung if the singer had
had more complete knowledge or more accurate knowledge of the song
he has sung.

See the example below (ex, 3) for an illustration of

editorial interference; for in this case, Charlotte Higgins never once
r

r

I

[

sang the quadriphrasal form of the tune MacColl has presented as her
song.

If the singer had testified to missing a. line or not having

I.

!
I

performed his "nonnal tune," as John MacDonald had said after one
performance (re. MacColl, 1977, p. 22); then there is every good reason
to show an omission in the transcription.

However, it is my contention
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that adding such marks of omission to a singer 1 s song is wrong because

it falaifles the performance, obliterates ita integrity.
I follow the travellers' lead by insisting on observable or
aural facts or events.

They value experience of music, the actual

performing of eonge and tunes.

Their judgment and assessment of each

other's musical ability are guided by the sound patterns that are

given, the sounds as they may be experienced.
Example 3. Charlotte Higgins, "'Bonnie Irish Boy" (Laws P26),
in MacColl, 1977, pp. 218- 219.

with a lilt

I

A

I

.

@~ J I 1 J I J r I tJ J I J1 I J) J I J~ I J.l lt's

first when

His cheeks they

I was

court-

were like the

ed

ro-ses

& J I J J I J r I tJ

D

And

o- ver

by

his broad shoul-

a

red. two

bon-

nie

eyes as

I-rish

black as

boy.

sloes.

I J1 I JJ J 11 1 I 1 1·II
ders the

ring-

lets

they did

grow.

Note: In vene I. Mrs Hiuins goes without hesitation from line A to line C.

It's first when I was courted by a bonnie Irish boy,
His cheeks they were like the roses red, two eyes as black as sloes,
And over his broad shoulders the ringlets they did grow.
2

He courted me for his own true love, his heart's delight and joy,
But he breaks the hearts of all fair maids wherever that he goes.

3

But now he's gone and he's left me to wander all alone,
But I'll bundle up my clothing, in search of him I'll go.
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4

. . .
I'll wander east, and I'll wander west and I'll wander all alone,
And when I'm tired and wearied I '11 just sit doon and cry,
And I'll think of all the joys I spent with my bonnie boJd Irish boy.

5

There's one request I'm going to ask before I'm dead and gone,
You'll carry my bones to Ireland and there y~:m'lllay them down.

6

You'JJ write upon a small stone to the passer·s who pass by:
'I die brokenhearted for the love of an Irish boy.'

II.1.2

The standard strophe in performance.

On the basis of the

empirical evidence, it is possible to detennine a. "standard strophe"
in moat perfo:rmances of narrative songs by travellers.

This 1'standard

strophe" is the form of the melody which recurs regularly or for a
majority of the stanzas in a song.

Some narratives, not many, were

sung without a definitive stanzaic form and these will be discussed in
chapter five.
From here on, the te:rm

11

variant" is reserved for the kind of

variation which is evidently a musical equivalent, an optional choice
for the singer

because he has established its structural efficacy

in regular or frequent usage during a performance or from performance

to perfonnance.

The term nvariant" is not applied to occasional or

inconsistent variation, improvisatory passages or mistakes.
II.2.

Classes

~

See below.

Variation

There are four classes of variation which can be distinguished
according to one of four possible origins during the singer's
mance of a melody in song.

1)

~rfor-

A variation may originate in error.

In
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this case the singer either makes amends for the mistake, correcting
the

usually a wrong pitch or a textual anomaly, adjusting

error

subsequent pitches, rhythms or words; or he comments on the mistake
after the performance.

2)

A "variation" may have been learned as

part of the complete song; it may have become a fixed irregularity
in the singer's version of the song (discussed in detail in chapter

four).

3)

A variation may originate as an improvisation, on the

basis of those tunes, phrases, motives or figures the singer knows.

4)

A variation may originate in the singer's formal knowledge of

musical alternatives for individual events.
II.2.1

Mistakes.

rectified often show
perfo:rmance.

a)

The singer's errore and the way they are
what structural units the singer works with in

.

Structural uni ta can be any or all of the following:

individual pitches; b) figures, consisting of at least one

characteristic rhythm and one

characteristic interval;

c) motives,

half-phrases usually; d) phrases, often though not always coincident
with veree linea; e) half strophee, delimited by the tune's medial and
final cadences; f) whole strophes, coincident with the song verse; or

g) groups of phrasee, musically unified and coincident with story
episodes or dramatic scenes.
II.2.2

Fixed irregularity.

A structural variation does not ne-

ce ssarily imply impromptu composing, for the "variation u may be
found in every performance of a particular narrative by a singer. The
"eet irregu.lari ty" claea of variation ie dependent upon a concept of
fixed-fonn song

a song that has become "fixed .. with regular

and frequent performances, the process of "gelling" as described by

5 But it is possible that a singer's version of a

Hamiah Henderson.

eong may regress or "diseipate" (Henderson, 1980, p. 86) with infre-
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quent performing.

It is impossible to determine whether a song version

is "fixed" or "...rariable" without recourse to recordings of diachronic
performances and this class of variation is not readily discernable.
II.2.3

Improvisation.

Roger Abrahams compared the traditional

singing of Almeda Riddle to jazz performing, but he made the distinction,
•••• that the jazz artist is consciously and intentionally
variation as a creative means of expression while the
traditional performer produces variations in an unintentional
or subconscious but nonetheless creative way.
seekir~

( 1970' p. 161 )
T.he "subconsciousness" of a singer's process of variation simply can't
be studied empirically.

And it is for this reason that I hesitate to

accept the theory that variation in particular is beneath the singer's
conscious awareness; as Bronson stated, "Within a tradition, variation
is almost subliminal."

(~, I,

1959, p. xxv)

When one learns to

comprehend a singing tradition and comes to understand the purposes
of singers• performances, then it seems to be missing the point of·
musical performance to relegate the "creative way" of varying to the
domain of the subconscious --

outside the range of attention!

The

class of variation which may usefully be termed "improvisation 11 is the
extemporaneous fonnula tion of music in performance.

Sane improvisa.-

tory perfonnances or parts of performances are readily discernable
because of their high(er) degree of variability or the singer's diaplay of effort as he

11

works 11 to express or re-construct a narrative

within the restrictions that are his tradition.

See, for example,

Duncan Williamson 1 s first perfo:rmance of the complete story of "Lady
Margaret" (CH 39) in versified song, 77 /149/A5, 6 before his version had
-------.#---·--··---- -------- ---·- - · · - · · - - · - - - - - -

"gelled" with the addition of lines and motifs learned from his second
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cousin Robbie Townsley in October 1982.
II.2.4.

Musical alternatives, variants.

includes the most positive examples of the
aver a. song as it is being sung.

This class of variation

sL~ger's

musical control

The singer who makes use of musical

variants at any structural level (pitch, figure, motive, phrase,
strophe or phrase-group) is a performer affected primarily by the act
of music-making, specifically the singing he or she has done so far.

He

or she is a singer who constantly interacts with the song as they

re-produce it and also as they have already re-produced it
ferring to previously heard or sung variants in their memory.

reWhat is

actually sung is the product of this interaction, choices between
musical alternatives for structural events.
III.

See section four below.

Establishing .! Standard Strophe

It is not unusual to find travellers singing narratives to a well

defined tune from the very start of a performance.

Johnnie Whyte

never sang anything but his definitive version of a tune from the very
first strophe of a narrative song, and only once in a recording session
did he have difficulty recalling the start of a tune

when his

brother Bryce immediately offered assistance by singing the first
phrase ("Young Elnily," 76/213/A2).

Now in Jobnnie's ease, the singer

had a fixed, pre-meditated idea of a narrative tune in his mind; and

this "tune model" led the singer in his delivery of a song.

Johnnie 1 s

ten recorded narratives were fixed verbally as well, and we may conclude his narrative songs were memorized.
But there are many travellers who don't begin songs with a clear
definition of the tunes, and it can be inferred that they do not have
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the completed song or tune in mind all at once, right from the very
start of a performance.

But it should be made clear, a traveller

singer will not attempt to sing a song unless he or she thinks positively in advance

before performing

be recalled in perfonnance.

that a complete song

~

This is a most important point, for I

have never met a traveller who would

~ ~

or story or tune and call it an "old song."

a song, fabricate a text
Martha Johnstone was not

adverse to improvising on old songs i.e., to provide narrative
perfor.mances in song extemporaneously for the occasion of my visits or
other traveller visitors.

But she adamantly refused to perfor.m

narratives or songs if she was not confident of remembering them
completely.

She would not improvise on something she didn't think

she lmew adequately to perform it properly.

For example, about the

devil story ''Waiting for One and Two passed by" (Laws M34?), !'lartha
said it "was an awfae good song, an awfae good story" to Hami sh
Henderson in

1957. But when he tried to persuade Martha to sing even

a phrase, she exclaimed, "I wadnae want tae make a fool o'tl"

(57/8)

There were at least five "good songs" Martha spoke about which she
would not sing because she knew she could not, and would not,
remember them in song.

And we may deduce from her concern for the

integrity of the song, that those songs Martha did
she did know and did remember
them otherwise.

perfo~

were ones

completely, unless she commented on

(The point of this diversion on Martha's memory and

her attitude towards performing a remembered song, is that we cannot
presume to criticize an unclear fonnulation of the tune as "memory
failure" on the part of the singer.

We should give the singer the

benefit of the doubt in every case and seek for explanations of unusual
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er unconventional phenomena in music which will confonn to the
singer's own understanding or interpretation of the event.)
Maud Kaxpelee was one musicologist who commented on the frequency
with which songs performed by the folk are begun with a strophe that
cannot be called the regular form of the tune:

"It will often be

found that the first few stanzas are irregular or indefinite and that
it is only after a few stanzas have been sung that the melody is

crystallized, so to speak."

(1958,

p.

27)

Among the travellers,

MacColl noted the same practice,
Many of the singers would get ~ a tune gradually, arr~v~ng
at a definitive melody by perhaps a second or third stanza.
Stability might never be achieved if the song had only
two or three s tanzaa.

(1977,

P• 22)

What is evident from the analysis of narrative songs

~rformed

by

some travellers is that some songs, or some strophes within songs e.g.,
the first one or two, are musically constructed phrase by phrase, with
each re-created phrase affecting the further process of re-creating as
the singer's mind interacts with the intermediate stages
tion.

of construe-

Examples from five travellers will be cited to illustrate this

re-creative process.
Carolina Hughes, MacColl' s chief English informant, sang two
narratives which began with unclear formulations of their respective
tunes.

Chi]d 43 was presented in MacColl's collection with the music

of verse two because the first strophe was variable and "the melody
did not stabilize until verse two."

(1977, p. 65) Unfortunately

MacColl did not show the music of verse one.

But for Child 84,

Carolina's "Barbry Ellen, 11 MacColl has shown the first strophe and
an additional three phrases labeled "most common ending."

See ex. 4.
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Example 4. Caroline Hughee, "Ba.rbry Ellen," in MacColl, 1977,
PP• 76- 77.
moderate. smoothly
(I)

@s~j=j
i

Rcad-inc Town where

0, in

(~)

6

I wu born.

There's a

~t

fair youns la- dy

dwell-inc; .

<~)

my bride, And her name was Bar-bry

El-len. El-len.

11
And her name was Bar-bry

El-len.

2

Now, mother dear, you make up my bed,
You '11 make it soft and easy;
That I might die for the sake of love,
And that she might die for sorrow, sorrow,
And that she might die for sorrow.

3

Now, mother dear, you'll look up over my head,
You'll see my gold watch standing;
There's my gold watch and my guinea gold ring,
Will you 'liver it to Barbry Ell en, Ellen?
Will you 'liver it to Barbry Ell en?

4

Now, mother dear, look at the side of my bed,
You'll see a bowl there standing,
It is full of tears that I've lost this night
For the loss of Barbry Ell en. Ellen,
For the loss of Barbrv Ellen.

5

Now, as I were a-walking across the fields.
I met a corpse a-coming;
(0, you put down, my six young lambs)

(0, put him down, my six
young lads?)

That I might well gaze on him, on him,
That I might well gaze on him.
6

While (strollily) I walked on,
I heard the (knell a-telling),
And as it tolled, 0, it seemed to say:
'Hard-hearted Barbry Ellen. Ellen,
Hard-hearted Barbry Ellen!'

(strolled I, strolling there?)
(bell a-tolling?)
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It can be observed from this layout that the last half of Caroline'a
melody was not formed precisely until she had sung (5), the refrain
phrase; the second motive of (3) was not fixed in the singer's mind
before singing.

She had to sing the refrain, which evidently was

fixed melodically in her mind, before a correct (3) and (4) could
be sung for II and thereafter.

The very same process was evident in Charlotte Higgins' performance of Child 75, see ex. 5.

The "more common ending," (4), was not

sung in strophe I; but was recalled properly only after the refrain
burden, (5), had first been sung.
Example 5. Charlotte Higgine, "Lord Lovett," in MacColl, 1977,
PP• 71-2. Copy of the tune only.
fairly slow, smoothly (I)

I J J J I J I J J I J Jd I J I

i
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r I r rJ
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door,

-

J.

, I f J J J I(L f I
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by

while
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hut

steed:
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Nan-

IJ J J I J J J I f--rWish-ins

her

lov-

er

cood

$J#•J IJJJIJJJI

J

Belle.

...z:__J-+---1- - - ! - -

speed.-

J.

-

speed.

(La-dy Nan-cy Belle, I'll come and see

ye.

La-dy Nan-cy 8elle.l11 come snd see.)

11
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Bronson had commented on the fourth phrase of many ballad tunes
being "strongly conditioned by ita approach to the concluding tonic."
(TTCB, I, 1959, p. xxvii)

And one might deduce that singing the last

phrase of a tune would help a singer establish a standard strophe
for a performancejbecause once the tonality of a tune has been
firmly established, then the precise contour of separate phrases
within the melody becomes clarified.

This might be one explanation.

But Bronson may have over-emphasized the "tonali ty 11 factor in a
ballad tune.

The traveller singer's response to a "tonic" might be

different from the response of a trained musicologist.

We don't

lalow what the traveller• s ''tonic'' might be for certain songs.
MacColl has come closer to a plausible explanation for

£2!

a

traveller singer could de£ine his tune within the short interval of
one or two strophes.

He wrote, "Occasionally, i£ a singer could not

recall the correct melody, he would substitute another tune of the
same metre, mode and general feeling.
to travellers."

(1977, p. 22)

This is not a practice confined

In short, the singer does not just

sing anything that pops into his head when he cannot produce the
correct form of the tune for a song.

He sings something he thinks

compares to the tune and has a metre and mood that fits the proper
tune.

Duncan Williamson has described this process, this conscious

activity, "It is like taking a

1

slip-road' to the main route; 11

(Interview, 17/2/85) it is like a tributary to the river.

But the

'slip-road' is a carefully chosen passage and controlled so that it
leads into the proper form of the tune.
Thus in !1arth.a Jghnstone 's perfonnance of "Lady o the Drum"
(CH 236), the first song in the recording session of 1978, the
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opening strophe wae not sung to an unrelated tune; although it certainly was not the standard strophe of "Lady o the Drum" as she eventually
established it in III, and as she had sung it twenty-three years before!
Three of the four phrases of the opening strophe, see ex. 6, were
ones belonging to the tune very cormnonly associated with nnowie Dens 11
(CH 214), a ballad Martba was recorded singing on three different
occasions to this common tune, see ex. 6a.
swng

''Dowie Dens" had not been

on either of the two occasions when Martha was recorded singing

"Lady o the Drum."

But a comparison of the "Dowie Dens" tune with

the "Lady o Drum" standard strophe, III, shows a fairly close correspondence between the phrases of each.

(1) and (2) of "Dowie Dens"

open similarly to (4) of "Lady o the Drum;" and the second motive of

(3) in "Dowie Dens" is a diminution of (1), (2) and (3) in nLady o
the Drum."

And it will be noted, after Martha had sung (3) of "Dowie

Dens," she began to make adjustments in pitches so that a smooth
transition to the "Lady o the Drum" strophe was made

the cadence

of (4) in I was the normal cadence of phrases (1), (2) and (3) of the
"Lady o the Drum" standard strophe.

The quadriphrasal for.m of the standard strophe was not set until
III.

Strophe II was extended by a repeat of (3) and (4), a typical

form of strophe expansion not only in travellers' narratives

(see

section two, chapter four), but also in the ballads studied by Hendren
(re. 1936, p. 41).

The end of the performance broke with the estab-

lished pattern as the singer reverted to alternating B and A phrases,
an irregularity which also
see ex. 6b.

occ~d

at the end of the 1955 performance,

Wh.y Martha did not maintain the standard strophe is bet-

ter understood by first citing other narratives which were regular
until the finish

-

"Sailor's Return," (Laws N42), recorded
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in 1955 and 1975 and evidently a memorized text, featured the same
break in the standard strophe at the end.

"Queen jean" (CH 170) .,as

memorized and sung to a rhyming quatrain until the last two strophes,
which were evidently improvised, see ex. 6 , chap·ter four.

And .,e

can conclude from these other examples like "Lady o the Drum," that
Martha probably did not know the exact verse formulation for the end
of the song, and that she improvised them to alternating melodic phrases,
based on textual lines she had heard sung in childhood.

(See Appendix

C for a summary of Martha' a oral sources.)
Example 6. Martha Johnatone, "Lady o the Drum," 78/109/A1; strophes
I, II, and III; full text with irregular strophe VIII.

-

-

I •.
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4

For wha's tae welcome your bra lassie in,
That's mair no' I can tell-o;
For Mother dear, I'm tae wed a wife,
I 'm tae wed yin o tae sp in-o.

5

She '11 put on my boot and spur,
And ride my eteed at the time of need;
For wha ehall welcome that bra lassie in,
The lassie I taen ower the knowee?

6

For who shall bake my wedding bread
Or who shall brey my ale-o;

~rey = brew]

For who shall welcome the bra lassie in,
The lassie I taen ewer the knowee?

7

For the baker '11 bake your wedding bread,
And the breyer will brey your ale-o;
For there're four and twenty fair young maids
Aa at the gate o the Drum-c.
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Example 6a.

55/44
•

Martha Johnstone, "Dowie Dens," standard strophe in
and 75/197/A5.

tl)
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Example 6b. Martha Johnstone, "Lady o the Drum," 55/51; strophes
IV and V (penultimate standard, and final irregular).

Establishing

~

Beginning of ! Standard Strophe

The very opening of a narrative in song, phrase one, may be
confused musically with the second phrase, the phrase carrying the
And thus the A of an ABBA tune may not be correctly

medial cadence.

formed until the fourth phrase is first sung, as in Maggie McPhee's
performance of Laws M13, ex. 7.

(1) of the standard strophe was not established until

Child 214,
II

-

In Jock Higgins' perfomance of

then it was a distinct phrase within an A:BCD standard

strophe, see ex.

a.

At the start of the song, (1) was more similar

to (2)B; although ~his particular opening is common to other travellers•

performances of the ballad.
Example 1.

PP•

Maggie McPhee, "Locks and Bolts," in MacColl, 1977,

257 - 259. Copy of the tune only.

i.

moderate, sli&htly free

{t) S' 2

~tJ

(z)f,

liJJrrJi JJJ •nltJJ rJI~~·'

~{,~

t l l in lovowi' •

bon-nio

lus(~lho

i I r r r J I~ JJJ d

But her

1- the
~ (l)

s

fath-er he had

me be-auiled And

most common openins phrase is:

A-

.

h"d-in'

0

;"·110:

I J JJj-/1 1t J ]II
he

sent me off

to

,

2

hor

5
0

bat- tie.
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Jock Higgins, "The Braea o Yarrow," in MacColl (1977),
PP• 100-102. Copy of tune only.

Example 8.

A

slow, with dianity

~.

t<•) g

~ 'J I J J r
There

was

a

la-

~

lz)

6

r: I J J J , J I J Jr· VI r E ,
· dy

in

the

-(~)c_

no~h. You'd scarce-ly find

her

mar-row:

(~-t)jD

To
1-most common openina

fi&hl for her

in

Yar-row.

for verse 10

~(t)A

~

j113 I JJJ.J I JtJ JJ J ! JJJJJ ~ n ~ J ' ~
11

"~ Golden Vanity" (CH

1

286).

ballads, "The Golden Vanity·," was

1

11

One of Martha Johnstone 'a fine
sung

consistently with varied

strophes I and II at the etart of the three recorded performances
in 1957, 1975 and 1978.

A stable form of the tune was finally estab-

lished by III (IV in 1978), but the consistent variability of I and I!
in every performance raises questions about the singer's intentionality.
(Might the singer have purposely started the ballad without the
standard strophe, the regular form of the tune? This question will be
discussed. in

chapter five, !!.2.1.)

The text of "Golden Vanity"

was obviously memorized for it did not vary over the twenty-one year
span of recordings, and the ballad was one Martha had been trying to
teach her grandchildren (75/197/B1).

It is moat curious why the

standard strophe of this fixed text ballad should not have likewise
become fixed and thus have been presented from the very start of
performances.

Several of Martha 1 s narratives with fixed texts were

begun with standard strophes

e.g., "Lord Randal" (CH 12), "Dowie Dens,"
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"Queen Jean," "Huntingtower" (CH 232, Appendix) and "Bonnie Hoose o
Airlie 11 (CH 199).

By comparison with these narratives, "Golden

Vanity's" irregular beginning can be explained as the result of a
faint tune "idea" which did not become clear until III, see ex. 9.
It is conjectural how often Martha performed the ballad, and it may
be that she sang this one less often than the other memorized ballads
which she had consistently (in different recording sessions) begun
with the regular formsof their tunes.
A closer look at the complete perfonnance of "Vanity" in 1975,
and comparing it to the two other variants, reveals· another factor
to be considered in the explanation of the ballad's irregular start.
The first variant of the ballad, recorded in 1957, was quite different
musically from the two later performances.

The form of the standard

strophe was CCC'R, contrasting with the CBCR form of the two later
variants.

The tessitura of the first was markedly higher, at the

upper octave from the first and final pitches of the refrain -Martha was, of course, only in her mid-50s then.

The later variants

both had tessituras at the third above tonics, ~',f· Martha's advanced
aged in 1975 and 1978 might have been the reason for those performances•
irregularity at the beginning, but it is noteworthy that even in 1957
the standard strophe was not established until III.
positive reason why she shouldn't have sung
the start
tune from the

Was there a

the regular strophe from

or was it merely lack of ability to conceive the
start~
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"Golden Vanity," 75/197 /B1. Complete
by stand~d strophes of 57/8 and 78/109/B3. CS

Martha Johnstone
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The 1957 Standard Strophe, "Golden Vanity"

~c

13 rr,rrlralr±rtlr a 1r lfJtr~\r±tr\r
c

~

c_'

.

An examination of the interior of the 1975 variant may provide a

possible clue to the question of regularity, why (1) and (2) did not
stabilize until III.

Phrases (3) and· (4) of the standard

strophe were clearly formed and stable from strophe I, until V.
At V, (3) was varied by
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beginning with the first motive of (2)B, first clearly formed in III.
Thia phrase variant, BC, was repeated again in

correspondence of phrases (2) and (3), B and

The close

in strophes V and VIII

I, where phrases (2) and (3) were confused

was very like

the proper fo:rm of B(2) was clarified in II.
iant of V

c,

VIII.

before

But was the BC phrase va.r-

and VIII a confusion or a purposeful musical equivalent?

That it was not a confusion is shown by

~artha's

control of it in VI and

BC was not used in these strophes; Martha reverted to the

VII

standard (3)C of strophes III and IV.
the variant in VI

Why didn't she continue with

and why did she resume it in VIII?

One ans~er would be that the sineer was interpreting the boy's
and the captain's lines in VI and VII, choosing the motive with the
highest pitch (the 6th) and tessitura of the song when the words were
in first person.

For the motive requiring less effort to sing, BCa,

when (3) began with the more gradual ascent to the dominant, occurred
twice only --

and only when the third phrase was in narrative i.e.,

in 2nd or 3rd person.
The phrases of nGolden Vanityn were melodic entities,· but they
were not fixed in the singer's mind.
figures were organic units
tion in different sequences.

Their component motives and

fluid and moreover capable of combinaIn this respect, the ballad compares

with at least two of Martha's other melodically variable narratives,
Child 2 and Child 106, discussed in chapter five.

Both of those

narratives opened consistently with irregular strophes

in five

and six different performances recorded over a twenty-three year
period.

They can be

und~rstood

as musical improvisations on fixed

texts, and "Golden Vanity" shares some of their improvisatory features,
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including a lack of regularity at the beginning of its story.
IV.

Structural Variants within the Standard Strophe

Establishing a tune was very rarely problematic for an accomplished perfonner, such ae Johnnie Whyte.

He had

sung

regularly for

an appreciative audience of relatives all his life, and took
being able to sing

-

pride in

"They' re all high songs and long songs wi me,

none of them one or two verses!"

(JW, 75/125/A2)

What could be

observed in performances of some strophic ballads by Johnnie Whyte of
Montrose was the incorporation of phrasal or motivic variants within
standard strophes, or the alternation of figural variants within a
standard strophe.

Most interesting is the fact that with very few

exceptions, the variants

--

phrasal, motivic and figural

curred in the third phrases of standard strophes.

oc-

Why this third

phrase should be subject to greater variation is a moot point.
Bronaon hae argued that the modal and tonal composition of
tunee,and phrases within tunea,are responsible for change (the eingere'
inclinations to alter or vary melodies) or ita opposite, stability
(and the controlling force of tradition).
funee," 19547)

("The Morphology of Ballad

And he has concluded after an analysis of 3450 tunee

taken from British-American records of ballad tunes dating back to
the 1600s that, "Least stable is likely to be the third phrase of
the tune

which is another way of saying that the popular memory

is weaker in the third phrase than anywhere else. 11
p. xxvii)

(TTCB I, 1959,
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As a counterexample to Bronson's conclusion about the memorial
weakness of the singer's third phrase, I would present the performances
of Johnnie Whyte.

It cannot be presumed he did not know his tunes

completely or adequately, or had any difficulty remembering them.
Johnnie was a confident performer and never failed to finish a
performance, though occasionally he erred, with words and missed a
and sane times complained of the song being "too high."

verse

But

this last characteristic showed his awareness of pitch and his selfcritical attitude towards performing.

He always made apologies for

not being able to sing as well as he would have liked to , and his
models were his mother's and father's singing.
J

Ma father was born in Perthshire, brought up in Aberdeenshire.

1

Did he sing like you do?

He was a better singer 'n me!

J

....

I wish I couldha sung like

ma faither •

J

Oh, it frhe Twa Sister~ was an old song. My
it and I suppose prob'ly her mother maybe sung
when she was quite young woman. That's when I
off her. That's hoo I have all that old songs
mother and my father.

L

Do you sing it like your mother did?

J

Yes, same say, same way. Yes
but no mebbe, not so
good • • • she was a braw singer. So was my father.

(JW, 75/106/Bl

and

mother sung
before her
lean1ed it
is off my

78/107/A2)

To support the thesis that variation ie a process of cognition and
volition, and that variants are purposeful structural alternatives,

,!!2! the resul ta of memory failure or uncertainty; the following analyses
of two

ballads in Johnnie Whyte 1 s repertoire are presented.

Each

ballad features musical equivalents known by the singer and his deliberate use of them is evidence of fine musical control.
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IV .1

Figural Variant in

~

Third Phrase

Jobnnie \tlhyte's "The Convict's Song" (MC 95) was a fixed text
narrative sung to a standard strophe in the ABBA form for three performances (once in 1975 for me, and twice in 1976

the first for

Duncan Williamson and the second specifically for recording purposes.)
The tune Johnnie sang, for all three performances, featured the same
standard strophe with the same figural variant but not used consistently in the same strophes.

(Although the variant only involved one pitch

change, the characteristic amphibrach was altered along with the
interval; so the variant is at the structUral level of the figure,
not merely pitch.)

The tune was highly repetitious at the level of

the figure and with identical motives in both A and B phrases, these
motives differing only in register, see ex. 10.

(Motive b's recur-

rence in all four phrases of the standard strophe in I is marked in
the example.)

The redundancy of the figures and motives in the tune

corresponds to the verbal pleonasm

the textual redundancies

of every verse, "so common in oral style," noted Lord.

~

(1960, p. 34)

Each recorded perf'o:nnance !eatu.red a figure variant in the third
phrase of II, a musical alternative which matched the stepwise ascending cadential figure immediately preceding it at the medial cadence.
This figural variant is marked "S" in II of the example.

Why this

particular figure occurred at this point in every performance of the
song by Johnnie is easier to answer than why it did not occur consistently in the

other strophes i.e., from performance to performance.
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Example 10. Johnnie Whyte, "The Convict's Song," 76/214/B2;
verbal rhythms approximated, beams indicating metric divisions,
half bare indicating poetic stress. Variations of internal
phrases shown after I, with figure variants identified.
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coming home forie to make up oneie;
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But the coe.st guaried, he} stood all on the beach,
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the coast guard, he,

played his noble pariet,

think young mannie, you're

~nd. "- s~ui·j llit~: itCAif1(_
1

»y

~ a.. sr~-~

a~

a Shamrock Green.

rosr

~ For to free the convict they thought was lost.

J~
11\Cl.'f!Cl.
~
·j~
I'\\ . .~ (IV"U\t.
rS h.c.o.\-iet~
f-~,owi(Y\-"a
AAnd I'll bid farewell to the Isle o France.
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Knudsen wrote about the melodic changes from verae to verse and from
performance to performance:
The singer can vary the melody from verse to verse following the
content and form of the text. And the singer can consciously
or unconsciously vary the melody each time the ballad is sung in
a new situation after shorter or longer lapses of time.
Evald Tang Kristensen was aware of the significance of these
changes and knew that changeability was a quality of the folksong
and not an indication of uncertainty on the part of the singer.

(197EJ '
On

p.

48)

the basis of the consistent ustof S in II, in all performancee,

the figure probably had an expressive function.

The singer preferred

it, a contrasting figure, to the entire repetition'of the b motive
snng once in every one of the preceding six phrases.

The use of a

"new" figure would highlight the sense of the line at that point,
the line carrying the peak of the storm, "a raging seas •••• "
The

.:!.21.2.

song without

performance.

s,

In

1975, Johnnie sang the balance of the

until the end when it was used again in VII(3).

decision at the end of the song in

The

1975 to use the stepwise alternative

was prompted, no doubt, by physical strain

--

for the pitch of the

song had risen a whole step from the original pitch, ~ ~

(at the

The original figure of the b motive, labled N in the example,

start).

entailed a leap of a fourth to the highest pitch of the tune, the
ninth,

!•

This figure N was the cause of Johnnie 1 s lose of pitch

control, for in

1975 he eaid immediately after he'd

sung

in phrase (3) of I,
(3)

-

~ 1,It§ J. y!kp fljJ !J Itfj J~
(75/106/AS)

the figure

By the end of the song the singer was tired of straining so he sang

the easier S, devoid of the leap and the ninth.
~~performance,

first ~·

A pitch rise, from the original

tonic of E~ , was also evident in 1976.

But S was repeated more

often, in III and V, and opting for the alternative figure in (3)
of these two strophes helped Johnnie maintain better pitch control
than he did in
tonic.

1975.

The S figure rose stepwise to the high

The singer•s more frequent use of S in 1976 may well have

been conditioned by the more relaxed performing eircumstances.

There

were no strangers present and Johnnie was singing specifically for
a traveller friend rather than for me.
~

second

~ in

121.2.•

This performance, ex. 10, was pitched

at the start a minor third lower than the other two, in C; this pitch
was maintained throughout.

The song was also performed at a slower

tempo than the other two and it is evidence of the singer 1 s very
relaxed approach to the song on this
perf onnance. .

repeat

Unlike the 1975 performance, when the first strophe

with N was repeated exactly for

eve~J

verse but two, this performance

only featured the N Yariant again for VIII.
featured the "easiertt S in either (2) or
the analysis because of a mistake in (2))

All other strophes

(3).

(VI is omitted from

But the standard strophe

in this performance could be described as more variable than the
tune in the other two performances.
Clearly, variability in "The Convict's Song", as it was perfo:rmed
by Jobnnie, was not a result of memorial weakness or uncertain formu-

lation of a phrase.

Variability is dependent upon the sense of the

text or the particular circumstances of performing

who is listen-

ing, for what reasons the singer is singing

and the singer•s

physical state in relation to the pitch he begins from.

And these

factors, the song text, the audience and the state of the singer, can
affect the song's regularity or variability in performance.

A singer

may respond emotionally or excitedly to the subject of the text e.g.,
a storm, and change a musical figure.
towards performing
IV.2

m~y

Or a more relaxed attitude

influence his choice of musical alternatives.

Third Phrase Variants in Child

~

Three J:erformances of "Dowie Dens" were recorded from Johnnie,
two were during Hogmanay,

1974 and 1976.

The other

(1975) was sung

during a Sunday afternoon ceilidh with family relatives from Aberdeen.
The

1975 performance differed from the other two in its more fluid

standard strophe. (3) took two forms: one was descent by a leap and undulations from the upper to the lower fifth (st. I and VII - XI in
ex. 11 , labe led "M"); the other was an nndula ting arch beginning on the third
(after an anacrusis on the lower fifth) rising to the fifth and
descending to the tonic, strophes II - VI of the example, labeled "S."
These two phrases are not part of two different tunes, but are again
musical equivalents.

This is shown by Johnnie's other two perfoxmances:

the 1974 song was sung with a fixed standard strophe
M as (3) throughout; the

inco~orating

1976 song featured S throughout. What are

the possible reasons for Johnnie's choosing one or the other, or
using them both in one performance of the ballad?
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Before answering that question, let us look at the other phrases
in the tune.

(1) and (4) were stable and involved no structural

alterations.

But (2) was slightly more fluid.

Before the medial

cadence in some strophes an alternative motive, labeled "S'" in the
example, outlining an inverted arch and ascending stepwise to the subdominant cadence, was used.

S' did not occur often, only twice in

1974 and 1976, in IV and VII, and in V and IX respectively.
it occurred in III, IV and XI, see ex. 11.

motive of phrase (3)S.

It is similar to the first

When S' was used in conjunction with (3)8,

the strophe had the form AS'SZ.
in conjunction with S'.

In 1975

The phrase variant (3)M was not use~

M was only used in conjunction with the more

regular motive ending (2), "P."

P is a repeating, anticipatory tone

pattern leading to the medial cadence.

wbat can these variant

combinations tell us?
It may be helpful to consider Thorkild Knudsen's ideas based on
his experience working with ballad melodies collected in Denmark.

He

was faced with variable melodies which he did not consider a unique
feature exclusive to balladry; he considered ballads, work songs and
laments to be connected (1976, p. 73).

Time and time again he wrote

that the music of ballads was varied according to the textual meaning
and the performance circumstances,
Every word-connection and every note~connection, rhythmic and
melodic, is formed on the spot by the singer according to the
meaning of the words and the nature of the performing situation.
Phrasing can be characterized by speech, by shouting and by
singing.
( 1 97 6 ' p. 49)

Of course Knudsen's examples of the different types of phrasing,
speech, shouting and singing were very distinct and they cannot be
applied

per~

to Johnnie's performances because Johnnie's narrative
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songs were neither improvisatory nor formulaic as were the "intoned"
ballads of Knudsen's study.

However, in an abstract sense, Knudsen's

distinctions might be helpful in understanding Johnnie's phrasal and
motivic variants.
In the first instance, "Dowie Densn belongs to the genre of
sung lamentation, for its subject is the separation of two lovers
by tragedy and death, and the sorrowful grievances of Saro comprise
the final half of the song.

The importance of death in traveller

society was detailed in chapter one, and Coffin's speculation on the
origin of ballads as narrative obituary verse is apt:
•••• my thoughts •••• have hardened along these lines: narrative
verses were commonly recited and sung at funerals in Western
Europe during the l"!iddle Ages; some of these narratives were
significant enough or memorable enough to be sung long after
the occasion for which they were composed had been forgotten;
from them, gradually, a secular song for.m which we now call
the ballad was developed.

(1983, p. 30)
(3)M in Johnnie's performances of "Dowie Densn could be regarded
as a cry of mourning.

It was used to open the performance in 1975,

in I, and then suspended until the "lassie" first enters the story and
speaks about sorrow.

M is used for the balance of the dialogue about

her dead lover, and also
from Yarrow.

throL~h

the scene when she carries the corpse

The final strophe is not about death and the variant M

is supplanted by (3)8, which had been used in II - VI.
defined as the t'singing phrase."

S could be

In 1976 Johnnie used this variant

exclusively for (3), and it may be purely coincidental, but Johnnie
commented immediately after the perfonnance, "That's the way I sing it."
Then his brother Bryce said, "That's the way ma mother sang it 'n aa."

(76/1/A4) I do not imply that Johnnie was referring to the variant S
when he made his comment, but that S characterized the performance
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that was specifically described by the singer and his brother as
the traditional way of singing

"Dowie Dens," "That's the real old way."

(BW, ~.)
In 1975, S' only occurred in conjunction with (3)8; in the other
performances it only arose twice.

It was consistently used, nonethe-

less, in the challenge scene and in the dream sequence of the ballad
story.

In 1975 it occurred three times, in III, IV and XI

the

only verses when Saro•s lover was involved in dialogue (III, IV) and
when Saro made her bold and singular pronouncement she would wed no
other.

This pledge was equivalent to her true love's verbal pledge

to defend his love for her in III, IV.

Whether or not S' was

deliberately chosen for this express meaning can't be proven now by
asking Johnnie, but the textual and musical connection is there in the
perfonnance.
The mourning phrase, (3)M only occurred after P, the alternative
to S' in 1975.

P might be described as the "speech phrase," not in

any literal sense, but because it only entailed three pitches a M2

apart, and its melodic movement was essentially stationary as the
pitches "turned around" the medial cadence pitch.

This particular

combination, a "speech" phrase before the mourning phrase may have been
the combination Johnnie preferred for this particular audience of
family relatives,for it was used in five of the eleven strophes in

1975.

During the other performances, for more distant relatives on Hogmanay

in 1974 and in 1976, the combination P (3)M was used rarely and not at all in

1976.

The correspondence between variability and social circumstances

will be discussed further in chapter

five~

It may have been significant

that "Dowie Dens" was more variable in strophic form in 1975 for
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an intimate audience, and more regular or constant on the other,
less intimate, occasions.
As mtpportive evidence to the use of a special variant for the
her true love, I can cite one final

stanzas on Saro's :mourning
example in this chapter.

John MacDonald also used a descending, fal-

ling cry of mourning1 a phrasal variant similar to Johnnie's during his
perfonnance of "Dowie Dens" for Ewan MacColl •. His variant was used as

(3), like Jolmnie'a, in a tune very similar to Johnnie's.

See ex. 12.

And the variant assumed its greatest range, falling the interval of a
M9 in the stanzas after the'plouman'was slain; it crystallized for
those stanzas when Saro wept, carried John out of Yarrow and made her
death promise.
Example 12. John MacDonald, "The Ploughboy Bold from Yarrow," in
MacColl, 1977, PP• 96
98.

For there

was

la- dy lived

a

in the nonh.

It been

hard to nnd her

mar-row:

J 1; r r rG 1J J J , ;= IJ J J ~~l J-11
1

She was

""'
v'2

court-ed by

nme

no-hie lords

6 ( I3)

4 ( 1..)

And

~1

a plough-boy bold from Yar-row.

\ (3) ,

?ea

$J J J r·n ~ JJr·~[J FE rJ J r! FFF J
11

11

For there was a lady lived in the north,
It been hard to find her marrow;
She was courted by nine noble lords.
And a ploughboy bold from Yarrow.

11

3

For as John gaed o'er yon high. high hill,
Ay, and down yon path so narrow,
It was there he met nine noble lords

They were comin' up through Yarrow.

4

I

For it's have you came my wine to drink,
Or have you came through sorrow?
Or it's have you came my broadsword to =try
On the dowie dens ofYarrow?
For it's we've not came your wine to drink,
Nor have we came through sorrow;
But it's we have came your broadsword to cry
On the dowie dens ofYarrow.
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I'V\'f

this variant for venes 7-10 (Incl.)

5

For there's nine of youse, but one of ISure, it is no equal marrow;
But it's I will fight youse one by one
On the dowie dens ofYarrow.

6

For it's three he dr~ and three he slew,
Ay, and three lay mortally wounded;
When her false brother, John, came in between
And he drew his sword and slew him.

7

For as he gaed up yon narrow path
He met his sister, Saro,
Sayin', 'Brother dear, I've dreamt a dream
And I dreamt it all through sorrow,
That my true love, John, lies dead and gone
On the dowie dens ofYarrow.'

8

0, it's sister dear, dry up your tears,
Ay, and weep no more through sorrow;
For your true love, John, is dead and gone,
And his blood runs down the Yarrow.

9

For she had long hair, three-quarters long,
And the colour of it was yellow;
And she tied it roond his middle small
And she pulled him out ofYarrow.

10

Sayin', 'Father dear, dig me a grave,
And dig it broad and deep;
For the one that died for me last night
Sure, I'll die for him tomorrow.'

11

0, daughter dear, 9ry up your tears,
Ay, and weep no more through sorrow;
Sure, I'll have you wed to a higher degree
Than the ploughboy bold from Yarrow. _

12

0, father dear, you've seven sons,
All ploughing down in Yarrow,
You may wed them all to your higher degree,
But you '11 bury me tomorrow.
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Chapter Four

THE IRREGULAR STROPHE IN STORY SINGING
Although J.W. Hendren did not have sound recordings of ballad
performances for study, hie close examination of stanzaic and musical
structures

(1936) warrants attention.

Folk songs from twenty-seven

published collections formed the subject matter for his Study
Rhythm, with Special Reference
PP• 176 - 7).

.1£

Ballad Music (re.

2£

Ballad

"Bibliography,"

Hendren was particularly interested in the irregularities

of strophes transcribed by Sharp and Barry for their collections,
~ Songs~ Dorset (London,

(London,

1908),

~Hundred English Folk-Songs

1916), and British Ballads from Maine (1929).

Hendren con-

eluded that frequently the structure of stanzas within any one
narrative song is varied:
Some stet.nzaa may a.ppe2.r to indicate one pattern and some
another. It seems to be felt necessary to attach some
single and final label to the ballad which uill apply to
it throughout, and the zealous effort to discover such a
label seems to postulate a consistent uniformity, perhaps
hard to recognize, in all of the stanzas of tr.e text. But
frequently such a notion fails to square with the facts.
It must not be overlooked that stanza pattern in ballads,
like everything else connected with them, is riddled t-ri th
irregularities and exceptions. Often a text appears to
have several different stanza patterns for the reason that
it actually does have them.

( 19 36 ' p. 94)
To cover the irregularities of versification, observed Hendren,
•••• the tune is prolonged, shortened, or otherwise
correspondingly adjusted by means of repetition,
transposition or other manipulation of its phrases.
New musical ideas are not employed •••• the custom is
to expand or rearrange the material at hand.
(Ibid. ' p • 46 )
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Analysis of the sound recordings of ballad performances yields
the same evidence:

narrative songs often have strophes of varying

length or form, but they exhibit "a conservatism of musical ideas."
(Hendren, Idem.)

Irregular strophes are one of

two types, either reductions of a standard strophe, or expansions
of a standard strophe.

Seldom do irregular strophes contain

new phrases or new melodic material 7 i.e., nonrecurring in the
performance or in other recorded variants of the song.

I.

The Reduced Strophe and its Function

The quadriphrasal strophe has been so very commonly observed
by collectors and musicologists of ballads that it has been
"reckoned the normal type" of ballad melody.

(Hendren, pp.

7-8)

Nigel Wilkins, author of the "ballad" e..rticle in The New Grove,

---

commented on the uni versa.li ty of the "four pulse beat of the
normal musical phrase" in 1tlestern music and related this "fundamental fact" to English and Scottish

balla~:

In the British popular tradition it is uncommon for there
to be fewer than four phrases of four pulses each
lin the ballad tune] •••• often there may be more than
four [_phrase~ •
(1980, II, p. 73)
Contrary to the norm of British melody, the narrative
performances of travellers, in England as well as Scotland,
feature strophes of fewer than four phrases
~1acColl

not uncommonly.

ha.s correctly noted that among his Scots and English

traveller informants, "Telescoping a. melody from a four-line to
a. two-line form •••• 'vould seem to exist as a practice among both
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••••

groups."

(1977, P• 24) His analysis of one-hundred-thirty-one

songs showed the practice occurs most frequently with tunes in the
ABBA form, when "the first two lines of a quatrain have disappeared

so that the song goes automatically into couplets."

(Idem.)

In MacColl'a published collection, as in every song book based on
actual performances, these irregular couplets are shown as verses with
lines of omission.

But the irregular couplets in a narrative song

must not be presumed incomplete verses;the singer should be given
the benefit of the doubt, for his version may be the authentic one for
him.

(re..

my

argument, section two, chapter three)

Thus, the altar-

native ±nterpretation of couplets within a quatrain song is that
these are short verses and unified.
out exception

Musically the couplets are with-

set to biphrasal units, either the first half of the

standard strophe or the second half.
I.1.

The Independent
Many of

~-Strophe

~~cColl's

narrative songs, more than one in five of his

twenty-four ballads, included half-strophes.

Typically, a detached

half-strophe occurs after the opening scene of a ballad drama is set;
as in Maria Robertson's "Dowie Dens" when the fight is properly
started with the ploughboy's challenge in the single couplet, vs.
"It's will you come

by

one,

by

7,

one, / Or will you come by three?"

The couplet was sung to the biphrasal unit "AA," the first half of the
standard strophe, AABC, used to render the other fourteen quatrains.
See

ex. 1.
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Example 1.

Maria Robertson, "The Dowie Dens of Yarrow," in MacColl,
1977, PP• 96- 98.
very freely

(t)

A

A

&t •1JJ1rt 1~ ' rrrrJ 1t ~ 1uJ J 1r:a r1r::J J.l
I

(1.)

There was a

la-dy

•

lived lntheNorthCoun-try,You'dacarce-lyfind her

(~) 13

mar- row;

(~ <..

~ •tJ rJIJ. DI [J 1JI • EJJ IZ:J.J I ~ ~]I
She was court-ed by

nine

no- ble men,

And a

plouah- man boytn

There was a lady lived in the North Country,
You'd scarcely find her marrow;
She was courted by nine noblemen,
And a ploughman boy in Yarrow.
2

0, will you tak' your gun, your gun,
Or will you tak' your arrow?
Or will you tak' your gey broadsword
To fight your cause in Yarrow?

3

I'll neither tak' my gun, my gun,
Nor I'll neither tak' my arrow;
But I wiJI tak' my gey broadsword
To fight my rause in Yarrow.

4

For he rode up yon high, high hill,
And to the dens ofYarrow,
And there he saw nine noblemen
They were drinking wine in Yarrow.

5

0, did you come to drink our wine?
Or did you come for sorrow?
Or did you come your blood to spill
In the dowie dens ofYarrow?

6

I didn't come to drink your wine,
I didn't come for sorrow;
But f come here to fight my cause
In the dowie dens ofYarrow.

7

It's will you come by one, by one,
Or will you come by three?

Yar-

row.
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8

It's three he slew and rhree they drew,
And three lay dead in Yarrow,
When her false brother, John, slipped behind the three,
And pierced him wirh an arrow.

g

Go home, go home, you false young man,
And tell your sister sorrow;
Her true love, John, lies dead and gone,
In the dowie dens ofYarrow.

1o

0 l~arlwr dear, I dream I a dream,
I hope it won't prove sorrow;
I dreamt I was picking heather bells
In the dowie dens of Yarrow.

11

0, daughter dear, I will read your dream,
I hope it won'c prove sorrow;
Ay, your lnl(.•love, John, lies dead and gone,
0 n du..· dowie dens of Yarrow.

12

She wrung her hands and she tore ht'r hair,
And the colour o' ic being yellow,
She lied ic roond his middle sma ',
And carried him ooc ofYarrow.

13

0, mother dear, come make my bed,
Come make ic long and narrow;
My rrue love, John, died for me cod ay,
And I'll die for him wrnorrow.

14

0, daughter dear, wipe away your rears,
And dry up your sorrow;
We will wed you eo a much higher degree
Than the ploughman boy in Yarrow.

15

0, the dead bells they tolled high and sore,
And dwy willtolltomoa-row;
And every wll they seem to say,
'I will die for him romorrow.'

By virtue of a detached couplet's final sound rhyming with lines
two and four of a following quatrain, an extended verse might be
plausible

what the singer had in mind.

"Young Beichan" (CH

53,

ex. 2) recorded from Scots traveller Jeannie Thompson by MacColl in

1962, is tightly rhymed with every one of its eight stanzas
rhyme scheme.

in the abcb

It could be presumed that the couplet, vs. 3, is the
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first in an extended verse of six linea because in every other stanza
two ideas are expressed.

If the couplet were tied to the next four

lines then two ideas would be presented, as the last two linea of
vs. 4 are an embellishment of its line two and do not carry a separate
idea.
Example 2. Jeannie Thompson, "Lord Ba teman," in MaoColl, 1977,
pp. 67 - 68.
moderate. rather free

Who owns all that

nod of

-

sheep? And

who owns all that

herds of kye?

11
And

who owns all that

sreat hu1e tow-ers

That

I

do

see

when

I pass by?

6

'

J J J J J 11 J J J J F 11 F FF

t Who owns all that Rock of sheep? a

The cups and saucers he made them Ree;b
I'll bet any man now my lands and kingdom c...
It's Susie Pirate from o'er the sea.b

? Out speaks his young bride's mother, a...
'Twas news to hear her speak so free: 1:7
'For you may make a wife o' my daughter'
Though Susie Pirate's come o'er the sea.' b

Lord Bateman owns all these herds ofk.ye;
Lord Bateman owns all these great high towers c.
I
That we do see as we pass by. 0

3 What news, what news, now, my little page?A

8There is your fine young daughter,"'"

What news, what news do you bring to me? b

,4.?

'There are a lady all2.t your gate, sir; c.
And the beat of her I did never see, '<J
For there are as much gold all around her body b
As would buy your kingdom and another three. b

5"'She said to send out one bit of your wedding bread~
And one glass of your wedding wine; b
And to ne' er forget of a fair young lady c.
That did release you from dose confine. b

11

h He kicked the table all with his foot,~

And who owns all that herds of kye? b
And who owns all that great huge towers c.
That I do see when J pass by ?11

1.. Lord Bateman owns all these Rocks of sheeb.~

~ ~

She's not one penny the better or worse of me.b
She came here on her horse and saddle,~
She may go home in her carriage-and-three.~
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But a reconstruction of the stanza form as the singer conceived it in
performance is speculative without diachronic variants of the ballad
from the same singer available for study.
A detached cou-plet may be a. "floater verse,'' vary in its

position, within a narrative song.

With respect to its

surrounding cou-plets, "Oh she vrashed her f~.ce and combed her hair /
As often done before that," in Mo.rtha Johnstone's version of
the "Dovrie Dens," Nas floc.ting.
before the daughter
in the

implores

In

1955 the couplet occurred

her mother to make her death bed;

1975 performance it occurred after the same event. From
recorded from Martha,

the two performances

it

evident thc.t the ballad \-Tas fixed in text and tune.

NC'.S

The t\vO

performances t·rere identical apart from the position of the floating
couplet, yet in each performru.::r.ce the couplet Has sung to the
same half strophe, AB.

In

1955 it was the first biphrasal group

of the extended penultimate strophe, II, in the form ABCDCD.

In

1975 it Y.ras the first biphrasal group in the final strophe,
ABCDAB.
To the trained musical ear, the
"-vrrong," ending in midstrophe.

1975 performance sounds

And Hend.ren noted,in his study of

trv.di tiona.l ballads on the printed page,
za extension of two lines •••• by

that "accommodating a stan-

re~eating

the latter half of the

melody is the most n2..tural and obvious proceedure."
Thus, 1·1artha' s 1955
of the two, see

performC~.nce

ex • three • .

might be judged

HoY.lever,

vra.s

11

(1936, p. 41)

more natural"

the 1975 performance

less correct, an unsatisfactory solution to the problem of the
floating couplet?

\~as

the musical finish of Martha' s "Do\'tie Dens"
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in

1975 a severed musical statement1

Or could it be interpreted as

an alternative ending, an equally viable ending from the singer 1 s point
of view ae ending the song with the last biphrasal group, on the final
tonic cadence?

Other narrative songs performed by Martha e.g.,

''King William" (CH

7, ex. '7 )

and "Lady o the Drum" (ex. b'
mi~-strophe,

chapter five), "Ba.rbro Allen" (CH 84)
chapter three) were finished in

and all featured a greater or lesser degree of musical

improvisation.

There is the possibility that the singer "goes wrong"

in these narrative J;:erfonnances, but there is another possible answer

that the ends of these narratives were improvised by the singer and
she was treating the melostrophe as a "fluid combination of phrases. 11
(Melodic improvisation was a traditional singing practice among
the travellers, re. chapter five, II.1.

But research into the tradition

is not advanced enough to answer 'if' or 'how far' the improvisatory
mode was conventional in the context of standard strophe singing.
For a relevant example, see ex. 1, chapter five; see also the discussion
of the hiatus in Martha's musical and textual forms, 11.3.2., chapter five.)
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3· Martha Johnstone, "Dowie Dens," final episodes, 55/44 and

Example

75/197/A5.
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I. 1. 1 •

!!!!.

unified second-half

£f. .!

standard strophe.

Much more

common in the author's recordings of narrative songs from tra,_vellers __
was the occurxence of independent half strophes, detached biphrasal
groups from the

~

of a standard quadriphrasal tune.

Why there

should be a higher frequency of strophic endings than of strophic
beginnings, in those songs featuring couplet irregularities, may be
conjectural.

But MacColl noted that by comparison with EngliSh

travellers, Scots traveller singers

~ay

have more of a sense of the

fonn of the texts •••• than that of the English Travellers, whose
tunes produced more pitch and structural variations, •••• and more
final cadences on a non-tonic note."

(p. 25)

The Scots song texts

were ''more complete, more coherent, more structurally sound" than
were the song texts sung by English travellers.
travellers MacColl recorded had

If the Scots

a higher regard for form than their

English peers, then the Scots travellers' preference for strophic
endings

-

which have a greater sense of finality, finishing on the

tonic or a final cadence with less kinetic energy than a medial
cadence

-- may have some correlation with a sense for the restric-

tive definition of movement.

1

That is, aimless wandering was not

characteristic of their musical forms, though that is not to say that
irregularities were not prevalent:

irregularities had a precise and

definite direction, or function.
Jolmnie Whyte's "Young Einilyn (GR 123) is an excellent example of
a narrative song incorporating two reduced strophes to deliver the
dramatic climax of the text
te~

-- verses six and seven, when the daugh-

vows to murder her parents after they
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have confessed to murdering her lover.
three times from

~ohn~ie,

The ballad was recorded

in 1975, 1976 and in 1982.

All three

performances were identical in text and tune and strophic form,
with the exception of the first performance vlhich featured a
first strophe minus its first two phrases, in the same fonn as

the reduced strophes VI and VII occurring in all variants.

The

form of the standard strophe was ABACD,.contrasting with the
internal repetition of lines in the stanzaic form, ABCCD.

The

irregular strophes \·lere in the form ACD , the last half of the
standard strophe,

matchin~

the stanzaic reduction, CCD.

The

irregular strophes were a fixed part of the narrative version,
the song,as Johnnie knew it.

The pair of reduced strophes was

an expressive device, stressing the emotional height of the story
climax.

See example 4.
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Example 4·

Johnnie Whyte, "Young Elnily," complete song, 82/188/

A3.

nouJ

fl1.r-en1~ K~et'5
• • ~ L:r..)

a. ,J ~ •
~e.. rl{ -\\c.-J

. - - - .

.

.

A
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Other examples of narrative songs in which reduced strophes,
biphrasal second halves, occur within the framework of regular
quadriphrasal strophes have the irregular strophes carrying verses of
least dramatic interest.

They facilitate the onward sweep of the

story, as in Duncan Williamson's "Three Brothers" (CH 188,

ex. 5).

~he

84/37/M,

verses carrying the lines with the brothers'

ride to and from Dumfries jail, vv. 7-10, 13, 20 and 23 in
example 3, are sung to the detached AC phrase group from the
quadriphrasal standard strophe, ABAC.

The verses carrying the

dialogue be·tween the brother and the sheriff revert to quatrain
form.

Interesting was the singer's mistake in verse eighteen,

a triphrasal strophe resulting from the contraction of phrases
(2) and (3)

mirroring the story's mixture of action

on horseback together with the brothers'
jailbreak:

~~spoken

joy in the

which of these sentiments to express confounded the

singer at that point and the second phrase of the strophe was
ill-formed.

5.

Example

84/37 /A4, complete song. CS

Duncan Williamson, "The Three Brothers,"
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In support of the theory that the reduced strophes were an
expressive device to parallel the advance of the narrative action, an
example can be cited when the

singer~

performed the narrative in

exclusively quadriphrasal strophes, 76/33/B2.

Every other perfo~ance

of "Three Brothers" recorded from Duncan, a total of ten variants

since 1975,. featured the reduced strophes.

The 1976 quadriphrasal

variant was a performance of the ballad made axpressly for written
publication in the magazine Tocher at my request.
pp. 237-239.)

(See Tocher 22,

The singer was not intent on giving as much expression

to the story as he would have been under more ordinary performing
circumstances i.e., for his pleasure or his listeners' enjoyment.
The very start of the story in 1976 was less exciting, vv. 4 - 6 of
the 1984 variant were not sung and the first dialogue between the two
brothers lacked the emotional drama of the 1984 variant.
TWo other examples of irregular reduced strophes carrying the
narrative action forward, in contrast to the dramatic confrontation
between characters being carried by quatrains, may be found in Davie
Stewart's "Jolly Beggar" (CH 279) in Tocher 15, pp. 278 - 280 and in
Jor..n i-IacDonald's "Sir Hu.gh" (CH 155), published in MacColl, pp. 87- 88.

I.2.

Contracted Strouhes

Mistakes

One type of strophic reduction that appears to result from
memory failure or accinental

dist~tVbance

stumble, is the contra.ction of a strophe
stropha is more or less intact.

of the metre, verbal
when the standard

The beginnir-g and ending of a

quadriphrasal strophe are presented but one of the internal
phrases suffers abbreviation,

t~xncation

or ommission.
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Martba Johnstone' s t1·ro record.ed perforr.1ances of "Queen Jean"

170) are illustrative of irregularity in strophic structure

(CH

due to mistakes.

The first recorded performance, in

1955,

fentured a contracted strophe III, carrying the queen's
formulaic reply to the formulaic question, "rlhc'1.t ails you Queen
Jean?"

"For my back it is \·rea.ried / For A had no sleep this

six weeks and mair."

The reply is repee.ted every second verse

in ~iarthdsversion, and in this instC~.noe the singer forgot line
tvTO

in the first occurrence of the verse, "And my tNa sides are

sair."

That the singer probably did not intend to sing half a strophe

or a reduced stanza is evident in the musical setting of the

text:

while line two was not sung, phrase two was, truncated and extended by
a modified (4)B'a, see ex. 6.
is remarkable.

The coherence of this contracted strophe

With the exception of the medial cadence figure, the

entire first half of the standard strophe, AB from ABCA, was sung.
Omitted entirely was C, but line three of the stanza was clearly formulated, complete in sense though reduced in syllabic ontent.

B'a was

comprised of only two pitches, the tonic and the third, before the
cadence on the 2nd.

The 3rd scale degree was the medial cadence of the

standard strophe and also the cadence of C(3).

Thus, while C(3) was

not sung directly, its major pitches were reiterated; its highest pitch,
the highest in the standard

stroph~

was also echoed in its lower octave

equivalent, see III in ex. 6.
The irregular strophe, IX, in the 1957 perfonnance of "Queen Jean"
also featured the salient pitches of the phrases from the standard
strophe which were contracted.

In

57, IX, the first half of the

standard strophe was reduced: A was truncated and extended by B, with its
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central pitches omitted; the medial cadence figure of the standard
strophe was intact along with the second half of the strophe.

57/IX/A, ex. 6.

The stumble at the beginning of vs.

See

9 upset the

poetic metre, resulting in the lose of the last half of line one of the
quatrain

--

a mistake.

Example 6. · Martha Johnstone, "Queen Jean," 55/51, complete song.
Followed by the irregular strophe IX from the 1957 performance,

57/7.

1222.
sn\~t>A

ttt:>

~:r' i;
Qf

mo- -tltu
II

IV

J j J
~

C.Oit1c..

a.rul

set- m~;

For the mother was sent for
And immediantely- oame J
[si <if
Sittin doun by her bedsideNhat ails you Queen Jean?

Oh Mother, dear Mother,
Will you do this for me:
Will you send for ~ father
To oome and see me?

11
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VI ~For
A
my baok it is wearied,

V AFor the father was sent for
dAnd immediantely came;
c., Si ttin doun by her bedsideA What ails you Queen Jean?

My twa sides are sair,

~And I didnae get a wink o

A'

sleep
Thes six weeks and mair.

VIIA

.
YIII . ~Ki ng Hen"'""-J
~-- wes
. sent·r
' or
Oh Father, dear Father,
5
.
And
immediantely
oameJ
~Will you do this for mes
c
~,Si ttin doL.ln by her bedsideA'Will
you send for King Hendry
What ails you Queen Jean?
For tae come and see me?

ll

X
AFor my back it is wearied,
r'JJ~ twa sides are sa.ir,
~And I didnae get a wink o slee~
Thee six weeks and mair.

XI

Aoh

Hendry, dear Hendry,
dwill you do this for mes
c,Will you send for the dootor
.\ To come an see me?

XII

~For the doctor was sent for

AFor my back it is wearied,
twa sides are sair,
c And I did.nae get a wink o

~ l~y

And immediantely camet

;sittin do~n by her bedside-

N

What ails you Queen Jean?

~A-

$.- J!l I ,r J
But ht.r

b-bt-~j

~r a\s: f

~~ K;~ \ttrui--~

Thee six weeks and more.

~

~

f=l.,,

UlCJ.S

b()rr'-'n

c.

E
w~c,

A'

ttJ

Se.r)t

sleep

:t ~~

il J
\o

h>r

s~~

h.ts love-~ '-hlltl

6

tt'li

_I

tC(f·

J

~J.. i:llc... kJa.t -tl~

well

A'

.~

l

_,1

I~ J l

I

J .J
LC,

o\er.
J

r:s

So un- te.rt.t c1..5

c.a.n

11

..J

lae.

I
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AU) Oh K1~

~tnd.- r~

~~~rEI Lt1 ~~ Dri'i .oJJ'11
Wi tl jD ll-

sc.n <l tl,r

II. Refrain

ll..

~~ !u c..o me.

dot- l1l r

Omission~

tttt<l Su

mt- l.

its Intentionality

An excellent example of refrain omission, too obvious and too
~eaningful

to be anything less than the singer's intention, occurs in

Maria Robertson's perfonnance of "Edward" (CH 13, ex. 7).

After

singing seven quatrains with the interlaced refrain pattern in every
stanza; verses eight and nine, the denouement and climax of the
dramatic dialogue between mother and son, have no refrain.

Line two

of vs. 8 was severely reduced, sung to a contracted (2), which may be
analyzed as an extension of (1).

The stopping of the interlaced re-

frain pattern for the last two stanzas of the song was to effect the
height of the drama, revealing the crime of fratricide

a revela-

tion framed in two-fold repetitions of the irrational cause of the
murder ..... arguing over "a silly wand;" and stress the death metaphor,;
"a bottomless boat."
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Example 7.

Maria Robertaon, ''f1y Son David," in HacColl, pp. 59 - 60.

very slow. very free

1.

'i J. ]
I

3

r.'\

fo< •mes 8 ond 9

J.llj;;J I J. ;S J. ) I~ J Jn
11 was the cut-tin' o' a

3

sil-ly

ay.

4

5

11

sil-

1

ly wand.lwasthe

lad-y Moth-er,

What's the blood that's on your sword?
Hey son David, Ho son David,
What's the blood that's on your sword?
Come promise, tell me true.

3

aI~ )11 JJ=
=3

8

Note: Mrs Robertson uses many mordants and often slides up to

2

~

wand,

4

Yes lad-y Moth-er.

5

4

That's the blood of my grey mare,
Yes lady Mother, ay, lady Mother,
That's the blood of my grey mare,
Because it wadna rule by me.
Thal blood is far too clear,
Hey son David, Ho son David,
That blood is far too clear,
Come promise, tell me true.
That's the blood of my hunting hack,
Yes lady Mother, ay, lady Mother,
That's the blood of my hunting hack,
Because it wadna rule by me.
That blood is far too clear,
Hey son David, Ho son David,
That blood is far too clear,
Come promise, tell me true.

1

note. Bar 5 is often omitted completel)'.

6

That's the blood of my brother John,
Yes lady Mother, ay, lady Mother,
That's the blood of my brother John,
When he drew his sword to me.

7

What way did youse fall out?
Hey son David, Ho son David,
What way did youse fall out?
Come promise, tell me true.

8

It was the cuttin' o' a silly wand,
A silly wand,
'Twas the cuttin' o' a silly wand
When he drew his sword to me.

9

I'm gaun awa' in a bottomless boat.
In a bottomless boat,
I'm gaun awa' in a bottomless boat,
And a good scholar I'll come hame.

-
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Testimonies from three traveller men singers were recorded
about their positive dislike of either the interlaced refrain
or the burden of narrative songs they'd performed.
MacDonald, Johnnie

~ihyte

John

and Duncan \iilliamson offered the same

critical remarks after singing refrain ballads.

These may be

insightful to an understanding of irregularity in those
songs.
John MacDonald (of Lanarkshire)
John sang two

narr~tive

songs with refrains, CH

2 and CH

14. Another refrain ballad, "Lord Rand.al," was also recorded
from him on one occasion, and it is a singular example of this
ballad without ita usual interlaced refrain; but its unusual triphrasal form can be related to a similar treatment of the interlaced
form of Child 14 by traveller Martha Johnstone, see ex. 9
Child

.:!!•

below.

Two perfonnances of this ballad were recorded from

John, one in 1969 (in MacColl, 1977, pp. 62-3) and one in 1976 by
me.

The text differed slightly in the latter performance when John

changed "Airderie-0" to "Airlie-0" in the burden of the last three
verses.

After singing them, he said,

It's supposed to be 1 Airlie 1 as there are no banks
about the Airdrie ••••• Too much 'Down by the bonnie
banks o Airlie'
I don't like things repeatin.
I like the songs that go straight ahead.

(76/27/Al)
MaoColl compared John's version with all other published texts
of the ballad and noted that John's was singular in its stanzaic
forms

without the interlaced refrain, but with line three

repeating line two , see ex. 8.
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Example 8.

John MacDonald, "Banks o Airderie-0," in f1acColl, pp. 62 -

3·

moderate, steadily

61 ).J IJ J J1) I ]) J. Jl J J J]j I J 3~
6 ?.; iJ EcJ J J1 J £J iJ P JJ JJ I
For there

were three sis-ters

I

They

2

met a rob-ber

went a-walk, They

met a

1

rob-ber

I

on the way, Down by the Bon-nie Banks o' Air-der-ie-0.

6

for verse 10

For there were three sisters went a-walk,
They met a robber on the way;
They met a robber on the way,
Down by the Bonnie Banks o · Airderie- 0.
2

He wok the first one by the hand,
He twirled her round till he made her stand;
He twirled her round till he made her stand,
Down by the Bonnie Banks o' Airderie-0.

3

It's will you be a robber's wife?
Or will you die by my penknife?
Or will you die by my penknife?
Down (etc.)

4

It's I'll no' be a robber's wife,
But I will die by your penknife,
0, I will die by your penknife, (etc.)

5

He catched the second one by the hand,
He twirled her round till he made her stand,
It's will you be a robber's wife? (etc.)

6

It's I'll no' be a robber's wife.
But I will die by your penknife~
But I will die by your penknife, (etc.)

7

He catched the third one by the hand,
He twirled her round till he made her stand;
He twirled her round till he made her stand, {etc.)

on the way:

I -
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8

It's will you be a robber's wife?
Or will you die by my penknife?
Or will you die by my penknife? (etc.)

g

If my rwo brothers was here this night,
You wadna be sae keen and bright:
If my two brothers was here this night, (etc.}

1o

What does your two brothers do?
The one is J ames and the other is John;
The one is a minister, the tither's like you, (etc.)

11

Ah, my God, what have I done?
I've kilt my three sisters all but one;
I've kilt my three sisters all but one, (etc.)

Although MacColl had described John's repeated verse-lines,
instead of the interlaced refrain form, "a fonn unprecedented in any
of the printed texts" (p. 61); John 1 s version seems to be fairly
common among the Scots travellers

the ones I have heard.

I have

recorded the ballad from three other travellers and theirs' also had
~

interlaced refrains.

Jock and Mary Williamsons' version was sung to

the same quadriphrasal strophe as John's and the same quatrain form,
with line three repeating either line one or two, re. ex. 1, Conclusion (Mary) and

76/49/A5 (Jock). Martha Johnstone•s version was a

regression of the quadriphrasal form, a three-line stanza sung to a
triphrasal strophe minus the second phrase of the strophe as was sung
by the Williamsone.

Martha's version had no repeated lines except the

burden recurring in every verse, see ex. 9.

The ·opening of the riarra-

tive was typically problematic and improvisatory, cf. ex. 6, chapter 5.
Here

may be noted her full quatrain form, ABA'C at II, a variant of

John's standard strophe A.A~"BC with internal phrases exchanged.
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Example

9. Martha Johnstone, "Banks o Aird.erie-0, 11 78/109/A3.

4

I wor{{: be aye a rant robber's wife,
I r1ould rather die be. your penknife;
On the dewry ...dewry banks of Airderie-0.
catcht the seoond pretty sister by th~~hand,
He wheeled her roond and he made her stand;
On the dewry dewry banks of Airderie-0.

5 He

6 Will you be aye a rant robber's wife,
Or shall you die by my penknife?
On the dewry dewry banks of Airderie-0.

-7

Oh I'll not be aye a rant robber's wife,
I would rather die by your penknife;
On the dewry dewry banks of Airderie-0.
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~ He catcht the third pretty sister by the hand,
He wheeled her roond and he made her stand;
On the dewry dewry banks of Airderie-0.
Oh will you be aye a rant robber's wife,
Or shall you die by my penknife?
On the dewry dewry banks of Airderie-0.
10

I'll not be aye a rant robber's wife,
I'll not_die by your penknife;
On the ~dewry. dewry banks of Airderie-0.

11 I have a brother in this wood,
If you kill me he is sure to kill you;
On the dewry dewry banks of Airderie-0.

1l

Oh come tell to me aye yot~ brother's name,
6ome tell to me aye your brother's name;
On the dewry dewry banks of Airderie-0.

13 My brother's name's'Bold Robber John,
And if you kill me he is sure to kill you,
On the dewry dewry banks of Airderie-0.

11-

Oh dearie me what is this I have done,
I've killed my three pretty sisters all but onet
On the dewry dewry banks of Airderie-0.

It is clear from these examples, and from John MacDonald's
performances of other refrain ballads (cf.

MacColl, pp. 49, 56), that

some travellers, including the Williamsons and Martha Johnstone,
prefer to sing texts without the high incidence of vocable repetition.
Finding repetition of verse lines dissatisfying in performance of a
narrative, a traveller singer may omit one internal line altogether.

Johnnie expressed dislike of the interlaced refrain in
hie version of Child

10, recorded four times from 1975- 1977.

The very first recording was delivered with a comment after
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verse one, "I tell ye, it's nearly the same thing repeated aa the
time."

( 75/106/134)

While that wasn't overtly negative, the third

recorded performance in 1976 was followed by the criticism, "It's a
long long song.

It's the same thing, it's the same thing and that's

what I hate about it."
of the

narrativ~

(76/213/A1) Every one of the thirteen verses

song was sung with the interlaced refrain, even the

expanded verse ten, discussed below.

However, the final verse was

reduced to a triphrasal strophe minus the second phrase and line of
the quatrain, the first half of the interlaced refrain.
section three below.

See ex. 11,

There was no reason for the omission other than

for the sake of the story, the denouement.

The irregular reduced

strophe was a fixed feature of the ballad as Johnnie sang it, occurring in each of three recorded performances.
Another narrative Johnnie sang, "John Barbro" (CH 100), featured a fixed
irregularity of refrain omission in the middle verse,
recorded performance (three from 1975 - 1977).

5, of every

The omission was un-

doubtedly intended, to highlight the dramatic confrontation between
father and daughter over her choice of a sailor as her lover.

The

stanzaic pattern is broken at that point of the story; the fifth line
repeat of four is substituted by a contrasting idea -the rebellious nature of the daughter's committement.

underlining
The strophic

form, established in I - IV as ABB'AB, is also disrupted, altered to
ABAAB and coinciding with the emotional vow of the girl, "No more noo
will you get the good of me," sung to the return of A for (3) instead
of B 1 ; which was immediately followed by the usual A(4), and the father's
expected response.

See ex. 10.

The irregular final strophe will be

discussed in the next section, expanded strophes.
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Example 10.

Johnnie vlhyte, "John Barbro," 76/214/A1, complete song.
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•

Duncan Williamson
Child

.:!1.•

Duncan sings only one ballad with an interlaced refrain,

"Hind Horn" (ex. 2 , chapter two) and he rarely sings it but on request

because he is dissatiofied with the frequency of the vocable
line, "O lee-lye and eae lonely O," repeated in every verse
as the second and fourth lines.

After the 1977 performance

for traveller Mary Stewart, in company with the Whytes of
Montrose, when Duncan offered the ballad to his audicnoe,

he

discussed the reason for his dissatisfaction with the refrain.
While "t-\ind Horn" does not feature any reduced strophes, the
idea expressed by Duncan in the discussion after the performance
of the ballad in 1977 throws light on the refrain omission in
one of his often performed narratives, "Lady Ma.rgaret" (CH

39).

f,

,

I
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Immediately after einging the thirty-one verse variant of "Hind Horn"
in

1977, Duncan eaid, "There're too many 'lee-lyes' and too many 'lee-

lows• in it for my sake."

L

(77/202/A2)

I

then posed the question,

What do you think of that song?

D

Well, I think it's a good song if there werena
so many lee-lyes and so many lee-lows in it.

L

Hhy.don't you like the 'lee-lyea?'

D

I think it distracts the attention of folks that's
listenin tae the song, because they get bored
listenin tae so m~ • • •

L

What do you think the 'lee-lyes' are doing in
there? Why are they in there in the first place?

D

It's just something, the lee-lyes and the lee-lows
are jist something tae stop • • • the lee-lyes and
the lee-lows are something that was meant tae, inatween the song tae make up for the lines that
wasnae said, tae make up for the linea that wasnae
said.

L

~

D

Well, why there l·Tere lines that werenae said is
just something made up to the story that wasnae said,
tae cover up for something that wasnae said other'~se, ye see what A mean.
My sister used tae sing
•••• well, they would do it because, she said,
she took 'Lady Margaret' into something • • • she
says •••• (I'm tryin to tell you the truth). She
said, 'He took her gently by the hand

would there be lines that weren't said?

ifdl
u
Cir
Ir cl U£~ 1rn c]a'§!r Fit
~11<\, lent-l~
=~..,a~~,.:~J ¥<h. .awn .
<..

l<tiO. htr" Jowl\ To..
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d'jt-~c, djr:·le..-

lhe.Y didnae want tae say wha.t was mea.nt in atween, _!ightJ
In atween the lines, they didnae want to say what
was in atween the lines •
• •••
Bryoe Whyte

D

But they kennt what that meant.
They knew what it meant and I kno,., what it meant,
I know what it meant.
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Br
D

Same as speak.in cant.
Same as speakin cant • • • • and everybody knows what
it meant, but tae make sane thing ~ • • •

(77/202/A3)
This interpretation of the function of refrains is not in
accordance with the conventional idea of ballad scholars who think,
"Refrains often reduced themselves to

~seauiturs,

entirely lacking

in both sense and function;" (Edson, 1978, p. 95) or that refrains
are exclusively musical elements.
Child

2.2•

(Hendren, 1936, p. 124)

In support of .Duncan' s comment about the relevance of

the refrain to the covert meaning of a story, his performances of
"Lady Margaret" (CH 39) are positive evidence.

This ballad is sung

with an end line refrain which is optional at the most sensual part of
the story, when William "gets the will o her."

Singing the ballad to

a young unmarried nontraveller woman, Mairi MacArthur, Duncan omitted

the refrain for those verses when Lord tofilliam "gently laid her
down," vv. 6 - 8, and included the last line repeat for every
verse before and after that part of the story.

Duncan intended

the performance to be a graphic portrayal of the story, note
his comments at the ends of verses two and three.

But he did

not wish to communi oate anything "unmentionable" to Mairi in
the part of the story where he omitted the refrain.

See ex• 11.

The next performance of the song, in the third week of January
1984 (not tape recorded), for Mary Whyte of
s~on

~lontrose,

featured an cmis-

of the repeated end line for every stanza until verae six,

the

"laying her do\t1Il 11 sequence, and the identification of Lord l,[illiam.
Mary Whyte was a young married traveller woman and Duncan felt at ease
performing the refrain line with its connotations.

It might be conclud-

187
ed that the refrain in "Lady Margaret" will be optional, depending
on the audience and the singer's ability or inability to establish a
rapport with the listener/receiver.
(In~erviewe,

Duncan has since explained

Feb. and Dec. 1984) that the refrain is for the participa-

tion of the listener in song, a factor in performance certainly
emphasizing the important social function of the refrain and its
meaning -

when it is and is not sung by the narrator.

84/37/A5; complete

Example 11. Duncan Williamson, "Lady Marga:ret,n
song. CS
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III.

The Expanded Strophe

~ita

Function

According to traveller storyteller and singer Duncan
Williamson, every story has three parts:
and an end.

The

stu~

a beginning, a middle

of atrophic irregularity in travellers'

narrative song performance mav be understood in light of this
fundamental organization of "every story.t•

The climax of a

story in song, the major turning point in a story, or the
point of greatest dramatic tension may be marked by an expanded
strophe

-- lengthening or widening the particular scene to

underscore its importance.

Rarely does a narrative end with

an expanded strophe, tor the

irregulari~r

of expansion requires

a moment of assuagement, a levelling after the climax or

dramatic height.
An exception is Johnnie
six, above.
ooincidin~

~e's

"John Barbro," example

This narrative ended with the story climax,
with the denouement, carried by an expanded strophe.

Significantly, Johnnie spoke a concluding explanation to the
stanza, reiterating the father's overriding concern that his
da~hter

marry a wealthy man so that he should benefit from

having a rich son-in-law!

The effect of the expanded strophe

in performance was such that it demanded an assuasive line,

to provide a descent from the emotional height achieved by
the performance.

The same phenomenon of spoken conclusions
I

to songs was observed and explained by 0 Canainn of sean-nos
singers:

191

He was not merely singing the story but attempting by
musical means to do much more. Sean-nos singing is an
expression of something whioh goes beyond mere singing
•••• When the sean-nos singer of today s~eaks the last
few words of the song, instead of singing them, he is
telling his audience that all is over, that he is
bringing us back down from the heights of our involvement in the sean-nos experience.

(1978, P• 80)
More typically an expanded strophe occurs in a narrative
song before the final scene of the story.

As, for example,

in Johnnie Whyte' s "Twa Sisters," when the \"londerful exposition
of the fiddlers' making a magical instrument out of the drowned
girl's body parts is set to a three-fold repetition of the
first two phrases of the standard strophe.

This nine phrase

strophe was a fixed irregularity in the version as the
Whytes and Kelbys have been recorded singing it, re. MacColl,
PP•

52-53

and~ Muckle· Sanes, TGM MD119, A/10.

Evidence of the intentionality of the expanded strophe
was given in a discussion of this part of the song with the
singer and his brother, Bryce lf.hyte, after Johnnie's performance
of the narrative for the author in 1975s
It's a long song that, though ••••• Ye see, that
was the breistbone that they made the fiddle to play the
tune alone. That was supposed to be at the fiddle that gied
her, the sister, away. She said, 'There sitS-my-father-the king.' Ye see, it's the fiddle supposed to be sayin
tha.t •••• her sister's breistbone. That's the way it goes.
L
And I like the part where it speeds up.

J

J

Br
J

Ahat But that's the way it goes, but I oannae come
aroond it sae good as what I used tae dae.
Many traivellers sings it that way, but that's
the properBut that's the prop er wa;v • But I cannae say it the
same a.s what I used tae dae, at one time • •••• Well,
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that's the proper way it should be sung, that's the
proper way it's sung.
Br--

That is the tickly bit.

J

That is the tickly bit, that's the way she [my mothe~
sung it.

Br J

None, hardly a:ny of the travellers can dae that bit.
•••• Aye, well you see the tune, that was to let her father
ken, lettin her father and mother ken referring to the tickly
bit • That was supposed to be her comin back in the fiddle,
•••• That's hoo the story goes, ye ken, ye've got tae tak it up.

(75/1 06/B5)
The form of the "tickly bi trt was AA' AA' AA 1 AA' 'B.

A'

1

was a:n

expanded phrase in dotted rhythm revealing the magical essence of the
fiddle in a dance-like pattern; the longer text line was sung in
faster tempo
12.

and

phrased without a break into the refrain,

see. ex.

Example 12.

Johnnie Whyte, "The Swan Sweems sae Bonnie-0," 75/106/134; complete song.
CS
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II

Dear sister, dear sisterie, we'll go for a walk,
Hy-ie-o, eae bonnie-o;
If you show me wonderiee before we oome home,
And the swan it sweema sae bonnie-o.
(speech)
II
Dear sister, dear aisterie, we'll go for a walk,
Hy-ie-o, sae bonnie-o;
If you show me wonderies before we come home,
And the swan at sweem sae bonnie-o.
III

Dear sisterie, dear eisterie, put your foot~n on mar~ble stonie,
Hy-ie-o, sae bonnie-o;
And I'll show you that wonderie before we turn home,
And the swan at sweem sae bonnie-o.

IV
Dear sisterie, dear sisterie, I put my foot on the marble stonie,
Hy-ie-o, sae bonnie-o;
But sly she~throwed her against a~the stream,
And the swan at sweems sae bonnie-o.

V

Dear sister, dear siaterie, will you take~ my handie?
Hy-ie-o, sae bonnie-o;
And I'll make you mistress of all my father's landie,
And the swan that sweem sae bonnie-o.
(mistake)

VI
Sometime she sunk noo, other time she swum,
Hy-ie~o~ sa~ bonnie-o;
At last 'he came to the millerie's dam,
And the s"'ran that sweem sae bonnie-o.

VII

VIII

The millerie's maiden was out forie some waterie,
He-ie-o, sae bonnie-o;
I see a maiden or a whitemilk swan,
And the swan that sweem sae bonnie-o.

Oh miller, oh rnillerie, oh dry up your dam,
Hy-ie-o, sae bonnie-o;
I see e. maiden or a \-Thi temilk swanie,
And the swan at sweema sae bonnie-o.
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The most common type of strophic expansion is the repetition of
the internal phrases, a return to B(2) after C(3) in those stanzas
featuring an incremental repetition of the essential idea normally
2
carried in line three.
A fine example is Charlotte Higgins'
perf onnance of "Bonnie Hoose of Air lie''

(CH 199) , when the penultimate
See ex. 13.

verse was sung to an expanded six phrase strophe, ABCBCD.

Example 13. Charlotte Higgins, "The Bonnie Hooae of Airlie,"
MacColl, pp. 90- 91.
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It fell upon a day and a bonnie summer day,
When the clans were awa' wi' Charlie,
For there arose a great dispute
Between Argyll and Airlie.
2

The Duke o' Montrose has ridden fast and hard,
To reach Dunkeld in the morning,
To lead in his troops by the back. o' Dunkeld,
To plunder the bonnie hoose o' Airlie.

3

Lady Ogilvie she looked fae her high castle wa',
0, but she sighed sairly
To see the false Argyll and hundreds o' his men
Come to plunder the bonnie hoose o' Airlie.

4

'Come doon, come doon, Lady Ogilvie,' he said~
'Come doon and kiss me fairly.'
I wadna kiss ye, ye false Argyll
Though ye wadna leave a stannin' stctnl" in Airlie.

5

0, I have re-cued seven bonnie sons,
The eighth ne' er seen his daddy;
But if I wad hae as mony ower again
They would a' gang and fecht for Charlie.

6

He took her by the middle sma',
Throwed her on the banks o' Airlie,
0, it's tell me, Lady Ogilvie,
Where is your dowry?

7

Its up and doon and doon and up,
It lies in the bowlin' green o' Airlie.
For they socht it up and they socht it doon,
They socht it late and early,
And they found it below a bonnie balm tree
That spread ower the bowlin' greens o' Airlie.

8

o

If my guid lord had been at hame,
As this nicht he's awa' wi' Charlie,
There's nae Campbells in a' the land,
Wad have burned the bonnie hoose o' Airlie.

The letters in parentheses indicate which line of music is used.

(A)o

(B)
(C)

(B)
(C)

(0)
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Another excellent example of internal phrase repetition as a
means of expressing the dramatic height of the penultimate verse,
marking the tension in the last act of a ballad drama, is Duncan
Williamson 1 s "Lady Margaret," verse 17, see ex. 11.

Every :t:erfonnance

of the ballad, nine recorded between 1975 and 1984, features the
very same irregular expanded strophe before the final scene when
the two lovers "ride merrily away."

A repetition of phrases BC occurs

in every variant after (3) in the penultimate strophe, carrying the
angry threat of the fairy queen, the most emotive line in the story.
In conclusion, the art of narrative singing by travellers, their
incorporation of irregularity in strophic forms, does not strictly
follow the "logic of music," as Bronson would believe.

He has

written that the lyrical statement of melody opposes the movement
of narrative "towards a goal" because lyrical statement is repetitive.
And only by understanding the ''logic of music" can the traditional
ballad be fathomed.

But here the point has been made that only by

understanding the creative force of singers, who can respond to the
needs of story-telling in song and who often do, evident from their
strophic reductions and expansions in performance, can we truly come
to know the ballad of tradition.
Bronson put his point of view eloquently:
Narrative travels toward a goal, along a path where fresh
objects are successively encountere~ incommensurate in
urgency and importance. A constantly varying pace and
emotional pitch is therefore all the while affecting, without
obliterating, the underlying drive to get to the end. Impose
upon such disparate matter an arbitr~-y and relatively rigid,
brief but inevitably delaying, levelling and equalizing, unit
of melodic statement, repeated from start to finish • • •
is a proceedure radically inimical to the needs of narrative
and could not arise from them alone. The music has its own
logic and the rationale of the traditional ballad can be

199
understood only in the light of that logic.
(Bronson, T~~B , 1959, p. xii)
But there is much more to be said about the travellers' art of oral
narration than what Bronson has implied.

A study of their narrative

singing will reveal principles of story-telling, formal characteristics
of far greater consequence in song perfonnance than the basic "drive
to get to the end."

Plate 1.

Johnn.ie Whyte sings "Swan Sweems sae
Bonnie-0." Non trose, 1977.
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Chapter Five
STROPHIC VARIABILITY

-

BALLAD IMPROVISATION

The aim of this chapter is to discuss the problems of understandj.ng atrophic variation in one traveller's narrative eong performances
which fe.a tured predominant irregular! ties.

Several of Martha Jolm-

stone's performances were without a standard strophe, and they call
into question the very· definition of "strophic song."
that a e:>ng without a

et~tndard

strophe,

~

It may be argued

regularly recurring melody,

a sung perfomance without a regular division of the text into uniform
verses, is not etanzaic and hence non-atrophic.
Oxford ~ictionarz:
atanza." 1

"strophe

Gr.

According to

~~

Shorter

occasionally (after Fr.) used as=

However, while dictionary definitions of "strophe,. or

"stanza" presuppose

~

no:rmal· form of atanzaic poetry or strophic

songs, this norm ma.y not be applicable to one individual' a perfo:rman:ces ae a product of a specific culture such as the travellers'.
What may be observed in Martha Johnstone's

~arrative

repertoire

is a variability of verse form within some performances. "Nonstrophic" would be the appropriate term for a perfonnance

~

verse structure e.g., the singing of a narrative to one phrase.
Martha'e performance of Lawe 14, ex. 1, was a singular example within
her recorded performances of a non-atrophic narrative for it was
sung exclusively to the A phrase of a more common ABBA tune which

Martha rendered for "Midland Green," eee ex. 1a.

r
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Example 1.
song.

Ma.rtha Johnatone, "Johnstone and Gibaon,"

57 /8; complete

+ 21
I~ (~I J. , tj IJ·] UJ I;: J 1J IJ \1
I

s

J:!::lf!,

I

-ne~'d

1a.l-lcutt btt+th-a bo~ kaA c.o ~c. to .feu. ~o,t {-.~«>.
AAs he 'd been riding through thon woods by speed and mighty
fame,
AHe saw a naked wooman and her hair bound to thy'e ground.
(thye =
4 rt'a Johnstone been feelin-hearted to all poor womankind,
th~
A He rolled her in hie jacketcoat aye and put her up behind.
Ashe put her fingers in her ears and gien three Skriecks and
·
cries.
AWhen four and twenty robbers bold had charged him for to
stands
~For can you fight says Johnatone or would you thole to run?
I would rather run says Gibston before I would fight a man.
AFor it's ten he slew and ten he lewgh and four had got away. [lewgh =
Ait'd been a false-hearted woman had spored him through and
lowere~
through.
Art's go and tell my mother as etill she cares,
A'At her weedow-womaned son been killed
the hard'est man
in Ireland.

Example 1a.
only.

Utcf'\ o.

Martha Johnstone, "Midland Green,"

~

;~5"'0

55/51, first strophe

~

~ ~c -~·~ JQ.1;~1£J mr 01

bn-1~ "' br1S~

.so.il-or )OJJ. ... ai~

l'ltW-

I~ ho~tt ~, ~)

~ ~ 1~hu•i er @·~nori)j \/J :t
P~
my

&

tl: lit s·,q

'" -

•n tltt:. har- btlll"

-.la. .

)

~au u t9J~·~·~-
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In the analysis of Martha Johnstone's narratives, the term "strophic

variability" is apt because versa structures '«ere definite in the
greater number of instances.

Stanzas were delimited by a refrain

line, for example, although regularity was minimal or absent.

A

standard strophic form, however, was not achieved or not operative in
several performances and irregularity was the rule rather than the
exception in some songs·.
A few other travellers' narratives, shown in MacColl's 1977
collection, also exemplified salient irregularity in strophic forms.
One was John MacDonald's "Carolina of Edinburgh Town, " ex. 2.

The

ABBA forq of I was not sung again in the performance, and the subject
of the song

suicide

was probably one reason why the foxm

of the strophes was not standardized.

Suicide is regarded by

travellers as a religious violation, "a sin in the eyes of God."

2

Although no specific contextual information from John was given by
MacColl regarding this song, MacColl's general description of John's
singing is probably true for this performance, "John MacDonald ••••
sang with tremendous pressure which gathered volume as the song took
him over."

(1977, p.

21)

In a discussion of variation MacColl had

written, "•••• the main attention of our singers was on the story
and the tune was taken for granted or allowed to go its own way. n

(1977, p. 19) No specific examples were given by MacColl, but this
song's irregularity, a strophic variability, is a good example of a
tune being "taken for granted" if I understand

~1acColl

correctly.
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Example 2. Jolm MacDonald, "Caroline of Edinburgh Town~J (La.we P27),
in MacColl, P• 185.

1 J J I J. l B ).

~Come,

all

ye

lads

lass-

and

es. and

lis-

ten

to

rhyme,

1

r Ir r vJ JIJ J J JJ I ~ J JJJ J llcet&\ I r r ~J JI JJ J J D I t J. JJ J J I~ '""+·
;

9

lt's

all

She

a-

bout

beats the bloom-

(_ Di& d

fair young maid. she was

1

in'

ro-

sy

red,

ad-

scarce-ly

mired

in

by

all

her

prime;

a-

round,

~ 1 I J J tJ 1 I J r rJ I tJ J J J I J And

that was

love-

ly

Ca- ro- line from

E-

din- bo-rouch

11

Town.

Come, all ye lads and lasses, and listen to a rhyme,
It's all about a lair young maid, she was scarcely in her prime;
She beats the bloom in' rosy red, admired by all around,
And that was lovely Caroline from Edinburgh Town.
2

6 ~o~n~ H~ndry bei~1' ~ High.lan.d l~d ~nd a-~o~rti~1' l~er i1e ~ar~e.

~Through lonely fields and valleys wide,

to gather the dead ... ,
Until he came to landing far li·om her happy home.

3

4

5

g

Some strangers they did pity her, ay, and some did on her frown

A And some did say she rued the day she left Edinburgh Town.

&

(Bl

6

(Cl

And to these woods to seck for food this girl began to roam,
And watching all these gallant ships as they went sailin' by
0 She gave three shouts lor Henery, then plunged her body down
~ She lies asleep beneath the deep and the fishes watching round
~
Think of that l~ue of Caroline li-om Edinburgh Town.

(0)

6 Young Hendry bein' an honest lad and a-lookin' her he came
g The note was in her bonnet found which she left on the shore,

(C)

~

Sayin' 'Cruel-heaned Henery, you'll never see me more,
I lie asleep beneath the deep and the fishes warching round.'
1\ And that's the fate of Caroline from Edinburgh Town.

g

o

(C)*
(0)

The letters in parenthesis indicate which line of music is used.

(B)
(Cl

(B)
(B)
(C)
(0)
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Using the refrain line as the delimiting line of stanzas in
John 1 a song, and disregarding the missed lines indication by the

editor, the strophe forme were .AEBA, BBABA and BBBBA (repeated).
The eucoeeaive phrase grouping, increasing in repetition, vas

a

song form that occurred in one of Ma.rtha's narratives as well.

It

too was a suicide narrative, but with the express theme of moral
shame, "Floating down the Tide" (MC 76, SH 67).

In her song, as in

J obn 1 a, the opening phrase did not recur as the first line of any

subsequent stanza

-

it did not recur at all.

But like John 1 s

sang, the stanzas were progressively more repetitions; the phrase
group CCB' in I
II.

(3) (4) (5)

was repeated and expanded to CCCCB' in

T.he successive phrase grouping corresponded to the builing up

of an emotional climax

-

suicide from moral shame.

!

in effect, a musical interpretation of

See ex. 3.

in this performance was the same

!

in the "Jobnstone and

Gi bson n song above, and it may be noted as a common opening phrase to
other performances by Martha e.g., as the first phrase of "The Task"
in

1977 (see ex. 14 below) and the opening of "Banks o Ai:rd.erie-0"

in

1957.

It was a phrase firmly fixed in her mind.
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Example ;. Ma:rtha Johnatone, ''Floating down the Tide," 55/42;
complete song.

~For

as William l-lent a-walking dovm by the riverside,
For there he spied his ~iolly dear, she 1 d been floating
c
by his side~
For he catched her by thye lily-white ~et"~ he pulled her
C
to the shore,
He catched her by the lily-white hand and saw its life was
gone;
bl

~t' IfJ fJ I ;·!):;:p
IJ;{iJ ll
L
•

Jcty-11'\

"4.'it...

J

God

lt1C:f-<.j

011

~

S'.s'{ I, :C

h AVC ~
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~~"J

.*'

11

(lY].
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Another example of etanzaic irregularity in a traveller's
narrative, shown in MacColl, was the recitation of Child
Charlotte Higgine.

76

by

Ita text was highly irregular and MaoColl noted

the d.ifficul.ty in delimiting ver!See; " • • • • as the piece was recited

sometimes as poetry and sometimes ae prose, we have ended the 'versee'
where pauses were made." ( 1977, p. 73; aee ex. 4)
Example 4.

Charlotte Higgins, "Lord Gregory, 11 in MacColl, p. 73.
0, open the door, Lord Gregory,
0, open and let me in;
For the rain rins doon my bonnie yellow hair,
And the dew falls on your son.
2

0, open the door, Lord Gregory,
0, open and let me in.

3

0 do you mind, 0 do you mind, Lord Gregory
When we sat on the hill together?
We exchanged the rings off one another's hand,
But I vowed that the best was mine,
Ay, I vowed that the best was mine.

4

Mine was o' guid gold,
And yours was o' silver fine.

5

0, do you mind, Lord Gregory,
When we exchanged the cloaks off one another's back,
And I vowed that the best was mine.

6

0, open the door, Lord Gregory,
0, open and let me in.
For the rain rins doon my bonnie yellow hair,
And the rain falls on your son.

7

Go 'wa ·, go 'wa', you ill woman,
Go 'wa', go 'wa', you ill woman.

8

He says, '0 mother dear, I dreamed a dream,
I hope it won't come true;
I dreamed that the lass of Lochinvar
Was knocking at the door for me.
Ay, knocking at the tloor fc>r me.'

g

She said, 'The lass of Lochinvar
Was knocking at the door for you
More than three-quarters of an hour ago.'
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1o

0 woe be unto you, mother,
Wae be unto you again,
And woe be unto you, mother,
That did not let her in.

11

Go saddle to me the black or the brown,
Go saddle to me the grey.
He rode and he rode and he faster than rode
Till he come to the nearest town.
And there he spie~ two men,
Carrying a corpse away,
And the water rirming down,
And the· water rinning down.

12

'0 lay down, 0 lay down this corpse,' he said,
'And lay them down wi' care.
You will drink a strong drink over them,
But you'll drink far stronger over me.'

I

I

I
,.

t
r

They were both buried in the one grave,
There was a red rose grew out of one lover's grave,
And a briar out of the other.

II
iI

They twisted and twined and better than twined,
Till a true-lover's knot they made.

I

f

I.

Textual Improvisations

!.1. Three Perfonnances £f. Child 1
Martha Johnstone also performed a narrative which was between
prose and poetry, which was metred but not in any strict sense
-wersified.

Her recitation of Child

7,

"King William," was no more

regular i:han Charlotte's recitation above.

See ex. 5·

Example 5. fwtartha Johnstone, "King William and Lady Margaret,"
spoken recitation, 75/197/A1.
1

For they did start a battle;
For she had ten bra sons and the auld father grey.
(He wa.s grey in the hair.)
Now you have slain all my sons
And you hold him in your right hand.
(You hold the auld man in your right hand,)
But now I had ten pretty sons
And that left the one to take my part.
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2 Hold on, hold on, Lady Margaret, he calls,
You can neither come nor stay.
For they had rood by the light of the moon
And rood by the brookie stream.

3 Come down, dome down,

Lady Margaret, he cried,
Come down and hold my steed by the head;
Till I get a. drink of that clear crystal stream,
That runs by the brook of aide.

4 Hold on, hold on King William, she says,
! see your very heart's blood goin by the watery stream.
Hold on, Hold on, 1ady Margaret, he cries,
It's only the gliddens of my red scarlet cloak
That runs by the brookie stream.

S

For they rood and they rood and they wee better rood,
And they rood to his own mother's door.
Oh open the door and let me in,
I'm not my lone, Mother, he says.
For they opened the door and let him in.
The one had died through the middle of the night,
And the other by the break of day.

After this recitation I asked Martha, "Could you sing it,"

She wae

willing, "Well, I would tr,y • • • " but was concerned that she
should "spoil my record."

(75/197/A1) I assured her she wouldn't

and after a long pause she sang, ex. 6.

The text was the same ae

the recitation, with slight differences e.g., omission of the
"opening of the door 11 motif,
recitation.

~6o

lines in vs. five of the

'!he song was, however, clearly improvised -

provided.

on request and evidently formulated on the spur of the moment.
was not

~

It

to a standard strophe, but to three variable phrases,

A, B and C which were part of two specific, though fluid, melodic
ideas, the "Airdrie melody," eee ex. 6; and ''MaoPherson's Farewell."
All the phrases can be found in performances of Martha's "Airdrie"
narrative (CH

14) or they can be analyzed ae expanded motives, or re-

canbined motives, from the "Airdrie'' phrases or the '!MacPherson"
~e

Martha used for "King William" in 1957, see ex. 1·
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Example 6. Martha. Jobnatone, "Banks o Airderie-0," improvisatory
opening strophes of three performancee, 1967 - 1978; showing
the variable "Airdrie" melodic idea.

(STANDARD)

1.UL
~~--~~----~------~~~~~~~~~--~~--
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Example 6a .. Martha Johnetone, "King Williem_and Lady Margaret,"
sung vari~t, 75/197/A2. Phrases are numbered consecutively
from beginning to end. The three parte of the drama are labeled
a.a "Acta." Analysis of the phrases corresponds to the "Airdrie"
melodic idea.
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In 1957 Martha sang the same narrative to a fluid

etandard strophe, the tune usually associated with the
text of "MacPhereon' e Farewell" (MC 88).

And after this

perfonnance in 1957 Hamieh Henderaon had asked Martha,

T

H

When did you first hear it, do ye mind?

M

Ob, that wae my grea t-grand£ather again l

H

Was it?

M

Yes.

H

And that wae his tone too, was it?

M

Well, it was his tune at that time, ye see.

H

kf'e·

M

Of course, I havena, ye see, they bavena the same tunes
now as what they had those daye.

H

Himn-mm.

M

Ye see, it's different now.
o stuff.

H

I, I know.

M

Yes.

They've all the quick sort

But, but, that was the tune he sang it to?

That was the tune.

(57/8)
The text of the 1957 "King William" was distinctly different

from the latter song, with half of the total song comprised of
Lady Margaret' a father angrily pursuing his daughter the morning

after she had eloped with ifilliam.
waa ani tted entirely.
Martha's memory
years?

--

Why?

In 1957 thie part of the story

Had the span of eighteen years affected

had she not sung the narrative for eighteen

Or did she no longer remember the full story?

also the case with the tune?

And was this

Had she forgotten the tune?
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Example

7 • Mart ha J ohnstone, "King \lilliam and

Lady

)farga.ret,"

1957/8.

2

4

She's gone away with William last night,
She's gone far away;
Oh saddle ta me my white milk steed
That I may go in search.

AHo-ld on, hold on, lord, he says,

A'r• 11 fet.ch

your daughter fair;
AFor King William and his daughter fair cam there
~Hold on, hold on, King William, she cries,
A'Your sword's a fearful swor';
AA husband, a husband I may well get again,
~But a father I'll never get more.

5 ~For he mounted her ond a. white milk steed,
A'And hisself on a dapple gre.y;

AFor they two lovers cam riding away
AWith a bugle 'n horn hingin down by his side'
(s)A it
( ro) A·
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6

Come down, come dol-m, Lady 1,fargaret, he cried,
An hold my sted be the headJ
Till I get a drink of that clear crystal stream
That runs by the small burnside.

1 ".Hold on, hold on, Kin~ Williams, she cried,
~I see your very heart's blood runnin down by the water
stream;
Art•s a lie, a lie, Lady Margaret)I sayJ
Art's only the glow of my red scarlet clark
6
That runs by the water stream.
8

For
And
For
And

he mounted her on the white-milk steed
hisself on a dapple greyJ
they two lovers cam riding away
they rood by the light of the moon.

9 ~And they rood and they rood and they wee better rood
ATill he came to his own mother's doorJ
~?Sa.yin, MotherJopen the door and let me in,
It•s only your own good son.
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I never questioned Martha directly about her memory of old
songs, although I did dieauea with her her ideas about old songs,

see chapter two.

Martha, herself, offered camnents about remembering

aonge or not being able to remember songs.

She did this often

enough to warrant a diversion at this point in our study of her
improvisations.

Memory is a. very important issue because if we

presume the singer vas· forgetful, then our thesis about the
oogni tion and volition

or

variation ie seriously undermined.

section II, chapter three.)

(See

Martha distinguished carefully between

those songs she could remember accurately and those she knew she
couldn •t.

If she "couldna mind the song," then no amount of

persuasion from a fieldworker could induce her to say "just a
single verse o it maybe•"

(MJ and

ffi4 57 /8)

If Martha had perfo:cned

a song as completely as she could have, according to

~

knowledge of

it up to that point in time, and she knew there was very likely

!.2!! of the

song

that she bad heard or heard about

-

-

then

she would always report the fragmentary nature of her version,

"'!bat' a all that I ken o it," or "It 1 a only a wee bit" (after singing a version of Child

278, 55/51;

and her version of MC

99, 55/48).

Martha 1 s awarenessof the part played by her memory in perfo:cnance

aseiste our understanding

·or

her perfonnancea, for we do not need

to presume she ever forgot part of a song
this as a fact.

--

she would

~

us

And we can deduce from this that whenever she did

not report on a missing or forgotten part, the song she

perfo~ed

wae the song she knew and intended to perform in just the way she
performed it
singing activity.

there was nothing accidental or random in her
When she made mistakes she never hesitated to
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correct them:

i.e., she did not continue as though nothing out of

the ordinary had happened.

It was important to her to get a

performance right.

Thue, in the case of the 1975 ''King Willlam," we shou:ld
understand the singer's different interpretation of the narrative
story as fully intentional; the father did not have a part in
the 1975 song because· it was not important or necessary to the
story aa Martha wanted to express it on that occasion.

The dif!er-

ences in the two texte of the ballad, in 1957 and 1975, would be
defined by Buchan as a shift towarde drama in the later performance,
a. shift away from action in Btl.ohan 1 s theoretical spectrum

-

At one end ~f the spectru!) are ballads which tell
their stories primarily through dramatic confrontation of
characters; at the other, stand ballads which tell stories
with much greater stress on events of narrative action.

( 197 2' p. 134)

1975,

The text in

by contrast to the earlier one, was more dramatic.

Both the recitation and the sung

perfo~ance

their tripartite textual structuree:

were identical in

the scene with the lovers

at the stream was framed by their encounters with their respective
mothers, Lady Margaret's at the start (labeled "Act One" in ex. 6)

and King William's at the end (labeled "Act Three").
It would not be wrong to conclude that Martha had a more
pronounced emotional attitude towards the story in 1975 than she
bad in

1957.

After the p!rfo:rmance I had asked Martha,

L

What is the story?

M

'W-w-v-wuunded, wounded.

1
M

Aha..

Ken, at one time they used ewords 'n that, jaggin one
another. ~ughe~
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1

Yes, yes.

M

See.

1

Aha.

Terrible.

(75/197 /A1)
Such a response is evidence of the singer's emotional attitude
towards the story.

In relation to the singer's attitude towards

the text, the variability of the song may be understood more
clearly.
~illiam"

Martha might have purposely sung the story of ''King

in 1975 to variable phrases so that she could communicate

the feeling of the story to her listener -

I was, after all,

a new acquaintance to her, not only a non-traveller, but an American
as well.

Perhaps Martba wanted to respond moat of all to the

impulee of the story and rather than sing a more statio tune, she
sang variable phrases

-

not unlike the :perfonBances of "rimur"

in Iceland, Norse epic song:
The text is carried by special melodic fo:rmulas which stress
the quail ty of the language and give emotion to the account.

The epic aong 1 s succession of narrative melodic formulas
does not lead to the formation of formalised tunes, structures
which would make the text sequence dependent upon a musical
idea, but intoning of the narrative serves to enrich the
text with the emotional content of music ••••• They Q;he
melodic formul~ are variable: their fo:rm changing in

accordance with the impulse of the story and in keeping with
the singer's attitude to the story's content.
(Thorkild Knlldsen, 1967/1, P• 2)
!,2,

Tlu·ee Perfonnances of Child 10
Nartha's word •terrible,' used to describe the story of

"King 'N'illiam" in 1975, was also used to describe en incident in
another narrative she had sung prior to "King William 11 during that
recording session.
Child 10.

'lbe narrative was "Breastbone," a version of

After singing Nartha gave a synopsis of the story,
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M -

It was an old man that was working on the ecstate,
you see! At the castle ••••• And he went out taen
a stroll down by the damn and he found this bone.
And he says to hissel, 1 I 1 11 take this home and
make a harp for maae1,' you see. And this is w{lat
the harp said, 1 I 1 11 sing a song all alone. 1 You
see it sung to the sister Ann •

.L

Aha.

M

That's terrible, eh?

L

The harp sang the song alone

M

It sung itsel, you see, the harp •

..u

.Aha.

M

The bone just.

L

Aye, aye.

M

Oh yea. You see, she was jealous o her sister
was bonnie you aeel

L

Aba.

M

And then she was frightened for her sweetheart.
was it.

is that it?

But she 1 d been pushed in the river?

she

That

(75/196/B1)
The text of the perfo:rmance before this discussion was very
emotive, a. highly charged argument between two sisters.

See ex. a.

It i.e interesting that this very emotive perfomance was

~

sung

to variable phrases, two of the same variable phrases Martba
used to deliver ''King William," A and B of the "Airdrie" melody;

see ex.

9,

chapter

4,

and discussed below, II.2 4 The two narrativee,

"Breastbone" and "King William," had been separated by performances

of three other songs swng to distinctly different standard strophes
during this recording session, and there may have been some

aignifi~

canoe in the fact that both the ballads were sung to the same
variable melody; but I did not discuss this with Martha.

"King

William" was not recorded again but "Breastbone u was perfo:z:med
on two different occasions in 1977 and 1978, when the song was
again clearly improvised

-

as it had been in 1975.
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Example 8 • Nartha Johnstone, Breastbone," 75/196/Bl. Phrases
numbered consecutively within parte of the music. Indentations
correspond to changes of speakers. CS
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The beginning and end of "Breastbone" in 1975 were sung to the
same four phrases, ABA'B.

The middle of the song was less strophic

than the more definite quadriphrasal beginning and end.

Between the

first four and last four phrases, the music was almost exclusively
alternation of two phrases, A' and B.
can be delineated

~tlhen

A returned a song "part"

labeled in the transcription.

These "parts"

may be tendencies towards strophic organization, but this may be trying to explain too much.

The interior of the song was characterized

by irregular line construction, a high incidence of line repeats and

enjambement.

The text was very dramatic.

The looseness of strophic

organization in the middle of the song conformed to the emotionality
of the argument between the two sisters with the music's extended
phrases, irregular structuring of "parts" and a fluctuating metre.
The singer's interpretation of the story was one good reason why she
sang the song the way she did in 1975.

But other factors might have been responsible for the loosely
formed, improvisatory, middle of the song.

Could Martha have become

more aware of her one listener during the singing, my presence
causing her to increase the emotionality of the text?

Or perhaps

Martha's concentration on a fixed sequence of phrases was adversely
affected by my presence

I was a non-traveller and a relative

stranger which might have distracted her.
~

]2]]_ perf6nnance of "Breastbone."

This second variant of

the ballad recorded from Martha was characterized by regularity, the
addition of eight refrain phrases and ten refrain lines, adopted
from "The Task" (CH 2), sung previously during the same session.
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A standard strophe, the "Ai.rdrie •• quadriphrasal variant, ABA 1 C,
wae

3Uilg

as I and recurred as III, IV, VII and VIII.

II was a

reduced strophe, the "Airdrie" tripbrasal strophe.
The

irregularities in etrophee V and VI (3), with the worde of

the "wind-'11 blow" refrain being sung to the music of (3) rather
than to the music of the refrain phrase (4) ae eetablished in I,
upset the strophic pattern.
Martha 1 s poor

These irregularities were indicative of

concentration on the narrative while she performed it

for her traveller audience.

Three lines before the end of the song

the two sisters' names were mixed up.

This was the only performance

aut of the fifty eonge I recorded from Martha that was not completed
in song, "Ooh, I canna get the finish o it." (MJ,

77/145/E7)

.Ma.rtha 1· s own comments are supportive of my describing thie
perf'onnance a.s an "unsuccessful variant" of "Breastbone."
•

singing

she 1 d complained, "I forget, ye ken, you lose

some," after

I'd told her twice, "I'd like to hear 'Breastbone' again."

B7)

(77/145/

After the perfo~ance she remarked twice, "I had a good wee

song there I wae going to sing •••• but I canna mind it."
BB)

Before

(77 /145/

Martha had been men tally preoccupied with ttyi.ng to recall the

fairy abduction song, "Oh Nancy" (on three other occasions sung to the
AB phrases of "Midland Green," ex. 1a), which she had begun perfo:rming .
earlier in this session and had been interrupted such that She lost
her train of thought.
likewise

~fected

Task" (see ex.

The mental preoccupation with "Oh Nancy" had

adversely the previously sung narrative, "The

11 below and discussion).

Her first priority was to

sing the short fairy song, but she did not want to offend her traveller
visitors and me who were requesting other songs, so she sang in spite
of her frustration at not being able to recall

pz
l
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"Ob Nancy."
~ ~

perfo:rmance of "Breastbone."

The third perfomanee of

this narrative was given for me alone, but it was unlike either of
the other two variants in ita added refrain, "0 ho sae bonnie 0,"
for the last half of the song; the refrain provided an element
of regularity but no regular strophe form was established in the
eong, even when the refrain had been established at V.

VI was a

short three phrase strophe and the following, final, strophe was
expanded to seven phrases (if the refrain delimits the end of

strophes).

See ex. 10.

'!be first three strophes of this :performance were similar in

(1), (2) and (3) to the other

perfo~ances of the narrative.

C and

C' , ( 4) in I and II, of 1978 did not carry refrain line a, but they
can be identified ae the final motive of the "Airdrie" refrain
phrase.

In the 1978 "Breastbone," three refrain phrases from other
songs were incorporated.

The fourth phrase of III in 1978 wae not

a textual refrain, but ita music wae the refrain usually sung in

"The Beggaman came ower the Lea'' (CH 279).3

'!hie phraee, C' ', ie

also sung as part of "MacPherson's Farewell" (MC 88).

Neither one

of these songs were recorded from Ma.rtha., but she had made exclusive
use of two phrases of the MacPheraon
of ''King William," ex. 1 above.

tune for the 1957 performance

The refrain phrase of ".Aird.rie" vas

used to end Martha' a strophes' I, II III and IV in this variant of
"Breastbone;" while strophes V, VI and VII were ended with a
different refrain phrase, the one she ordinarily sang for "The Golden
Vani tyn

(see ex.

9,

chapter three) •
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Exampl.e 10.

Martha Johnstone, "The Breastbone," 78/109/A2.
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in add.i tion to the variable refrain of the 1978 "Breastbone,"

there is a very obvious borrowing from Child 279 in strophes IV and

VI, phrases F and E', see ex. 10.
phrases?

How do we understand these

Are they deviants, not really belonging in this song?

Was Martha mistaken in singing them?

Was she associating the itine-

rant in "13reastbone" with the "begga:rman" in that other narrative?
Was ~he wrong to do this?

4

How is this variety of musical material

in one performance to be interpreted?

There are several possible explanations.

The simplest is that

she forgot the tune of the song and sang the first thing that entered her mind.

Mixing songs is understandable when two different

narratives share similar motifs or when melodic phrases in one tune
are similar to phrases or motives in another tune.
noticed the mixing of tunes and

so~when

Johnnie Wbyte

I played this recording of

Martha's for him, but he did not disapprove

probably because

the practice was traditional among the old travellers

--

see

discussion below.
Another explanation of the perfo:rmance, then, is that Martha
was borrowing phrases from other songs because she thought it was
perfectly acceptable, according to her idea of singing and her
experience.

And Lord noted in h;is study of Yugoslav guslars that

"usefulness in [ora~ compoai tion carries no implication of opprobrium.

Quite the contrary."

(1960, p. 65)

But in this instance was Ma.rtha einging

to?

.!

~

or even trying

Perhaps she simply didn't lalow the song (a third interpretation

of her perfonnance) and she was inventing, improvising, making it up
as she sang it.

The evidence to the contrary is in her testimony
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following the 1978 variant.
she did know the song

-

Martha stated quite positively that
had learned it

-

a.l though she had

only heard it a few times in her childhood and only from her greatgrandfather.
1

And did you hear it from anybody else?

M

Never heard it fae nobody else.

L
M

Aha.

1

Aha •••••

M

I just picki t that up from my great-grandfather.

L

And how many time a do you think you heard it from him?

M

Oh well, a few timee

I

vas awfa quick at pickin up.

--

which I learned, ye ken.

(78/109/ A3)
A fourth

explanation

not singing any tune.

of the perfo:rmance is that Martha was

Instead of our thinking that Martha sang two or

three different refrains and borrowed music belonging to three different songs, perhaps we could think of her "'Breastbone" perfonna.nce
as

~

ballad melody

-

a "fluid combination of variable melodic

ideas" or the "loose combination of a narrative formula followed by
an ending formulan
sung

-

similar in form to those ballad melodies

by Dane Sidsel Jensdatter for Evald Tang Kristenaen.4

In his

article, "On the Nature of Ballad Tunes," Thorkild Knudsen realized
the essential difference between static song tunes and the music
actually sung by a ballad singer:
•••• the Noree ballad • s success of verses with several lines
and appurtenant refrain or burden haa always been tied to a
concept of the tune as a meaningful melodic whole, each part
of which fulfills a specific function in the structure of the
whole. This interpretation can be supported by such evidence
aa the frequency of new words composed to old ballad tunes.
furthermore, it is plain that all ed.i tions of Norse ballad
melodies contain numerous examples that can be considered
solidly constructed melodic entities.
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However, a deeper examination of the vast bulk of material
available will reveal a different pattern: the association of
a ballad text with a set tune is not typical. On the contrary,
true ballad melodies proceed as more or lees fluid combinations
of variable melodic ideas which can be called intonations.
To be sure, some independent musical pieces show a preferred
sequence of intonations and are clearly mode~s for groups
within the material. But it is even more noteworthy that the
variable ideas appear as melodic building units in many
different traditional pieeee.

36 of Sidsel Jensdatter 1 s 70 melodies lend themselves to
interpretation ae loose combinations of narrative formulas
and ending formulas. • •••

(1967/1, pp. 2, 3 and 5)
The tenn "intonation," used by Knudsen in the above passage
was defined in hie introduction to volume eleven of Da.nmarka gamle
Folkeviaer, "J3a.l.lad melodies are built up of intonations:

tradition-

al melodic and rhytbnic figures or phrases, vocal or instrumental in
character ••••• The intonations •••• are variable."

(1976, p. 50)

My identification of phrases in the musical analyses of ballad performancee are equivalent to Knudsen' s "intonations. n

He wrote that,

"the eame intonation can be found in many different connections and
be used in ever new situations."

(1976,

~.)

The concept of

"intonation-insert" is particularly helpful in understanding Martha 1 s
strophic variants, how one melody can be composed of different strophe
sizes as well as of different combinations of variable phrases or
motives, " •••• melodies can be regarded as an indeterminate quantity"
of intonations without fixed mutual functions."

(Knudsen, 1976, p.

51)
Comprehending the variable melodic idea or variable phrases
within a single

perfo~ance

of a "variable text."

by an individual helps clarify the idea

There is not necessarily a single fixed text

of the nB:reastbone" which Martha should have been trying to recover.
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Just as the melody of the ballad was immanently variable, so was the
specific textual compoai tion.

"Text•• is not an inappropriate te:m,

however; for words, phrases and plot were certainly imprinted, had
been imprinted on her memory.

great-grandfather.

She had "learned" the ballad fran her

But Martha could interpret the essentially

unchanging story (cf. Lord, 1960, p. 105 and Bucban, 1972, p. 163)

differently.

Thus in

1975, Martha's account of the story was highly'

dramatic, with both sisters harping at each other, a dialogue of
altercation.

The emphasis in the two latter performances was much

different, with the much bigger part played by the begga:rman and his
activities in the story.

There was a shift away from drama towards

narrative action, opposite to the shift in the variants of

'~ing

William," the perfo:rmances in 1957 and 1975.

li.

Musical Improvisations of Fixed-Text Narratives

In this second part of my study of improvised narratives by
Martha Johnstone, I will focus on two ballads which were clearly
memorized texts --

Child 2 and Child 106.

These narratives are

in a different analytical category from the two presented in the
first part of the chapter, Child 7 and Child 10.

"Breaetbone" and

"Xing William" featured variable texts and it was not difficult to
underetand how melodic variability served the einger'e different
interpretations of an "essential story."

The function of melodic

variability in narratives which had fixed, memorized, texte is
perhaps more difficult to explain.
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11.1.

~~he

Improvisatory Style

--

~

Traditional Mode of Singing

Before studying Martha' e perfo:t'Dlancee of Child 2 and Child 106

in detail, it will be helpful to demonstrate her position a.:s a
tradition bearer.

In previous chapters I have discussed Martha's

performances of narratives sung to a standard strophe, the more
conventional f o:rm of a song tune.

In the se discussions I cited

examples of similar recorded performances from travellers in
Scotland, and from Carolina Hughes of England

to show that

Martha's handling of tunes and her particular performances were not

_2 generis.

She was not idiosyncratic with respect to other

traveller individuals who sang or have sung narratives.

And she was

by no means an exceptional or outstanding singer; rather, ordinary.

(See definition, chapter one.)
It is more difficult to assess her position within a tradition
of narrative improvisation because we do not have much evidence
in print of the traditional practice of improvising narrative eongs.

There are, however, recordings of older tr&vellers singing narratives
to variable intonations, sometimes in a declamatory style described
by traveller Rabble Townaley ae 'mair speaking' (after listening to
Martha Johnatone's perfonnance of "Breastbone" in

1975). Hamish

Henderson's tapes made on visits to the camp sites and winter
lodgings of travellers in the

1950s contain fine examples of ballads

sung to variable melodies and not unusually in a style of delivery
approximating impassioned speech e.g., Maggie Wilson's "Lord Bateman,"

55/75/A2.
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The short span of some of Martha Johnstone's tunes and the
lack of a melodious quality to her singing reminded Duncan 1tlilliamson
of his own mother's singing style:

My mother could go on foreTer and ever and ever on this • • •
we used to call it 'a one-part song.' We used to say, 'For
God's sake, Mother, could you no change itl' • • • as if it
wae 'gibberish.' It was all right to hear it for a wee while.
My faither used to say, 'For God's sake, woman, cuid you no go
any farther than that,' And she would say, 'Well, I canna go
any farther than that because that's the way my father and
mother used ta dae it.• 'Well,' he said, 'I'll tell you one
thing, your fai ther and mother couldna dae it nae worse than
what you're daein itl' Well, she had nae other choice, it
was the only thing she had.

(DW, 83/73/A)
·Duncan's testimony suggests that the practice of 'intoning' a song, or
chanting it to a short repetitive phrase was traditional in certain
families only.

Not enough research has been done on this

subject so it is impossible to conclude how widespread or limited
the practice was.

But it is most· interesting to note that

on :t-1artha 1 s improvisa tory style in general, after listening
to many of Nartha's narrative performances on tape and hearing
her sing in her own home, Duncan gave the following testimony, evidence
of the authenticity of improvisation in traveller tradition:
To me she's rMartha 1 s1 on!y just another auld singer •••• A

heard lnmdrefe o aul~ women like auld Peasie (!1' e nicknam~ ,
hundreds. Auld Lizzie Kelby and ma Auntie, ma Auntie Jeannie
and ma Auntie Mary and Auntie Nellie and auld Katie and auld
Jeannie and auld Belloch -- and all the MacDonald women -just the eame idea. That wae the style, that was the on'y, the
way they done it. If you'd ha' heard two or three other auld
traveller women, compared with auld Peaeie, you wouldnae paid
muoh attention. If you had had heard my mother at one time
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eingin • • • I mean the auld traivellers had their ain etyle o
daein things and eingin things and canterin tunee and music,
their ain types and thei:r ain way o music, see what I mean,
their ain way o daein it ••••• And people would say, 'Ach, I
wadna listen to the like o that~ but the auld pereon who waa
daein it wasna. daein nothing oot o the way, they were only
daein what they done and what they knew and what they heard.

(DW, 83/73/A)
The recordings lodged in the School of Scottish Studiee archivee,
and the testimonies of living travellers, are positive evidence of a
tradition of narrative improvisation among the travellers.

But the

state of the tradition may be lees 'perfect' than it was in the past;
it is impossible to judge at this stage of research.

What is certain

and important is that Martha Johnstone' s performances of ballade and
old songs were 'traditional' to her --

evident from her expressed

attitude towards the old songs and her attitude towards her own family
history.

The topic she discussed most was her family history, and

from her expressions of love and high regard for her forbears, we
can be sure her way of performing old songs was 'handed down;' for
she was faithful to her sources, the singers from whom she'd heard and
learned her songs.

Before 'intoning' "Sir James the Rose" (CH 213) for

Hamiah Henderaon, she told him, "Whether it's right or wrong frame, it's
just as I got it frae, frae the old people."

(57/7) (See ex. 18a)
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II. 2.

Improvising the Husic of Child

,g,

"~ ~~~

"The rrask" was recorded five times from .Hartha between 1955 and
1977.

I shall discuss the variants in reverse order diaclrronically

because the last is least complicated musically.

In 1977 f1artha

sang the text of the narrative to a definitive tune, the "Airdrie"
triphrasa.l strophe.

'llJ'lis tune was not sung until strophe III.

Ill, Marth.a used two other 'tunes' or melodic ideas:

Before

I \-m.s sung

to the A and B phrases of"Nidland Green" (ex. 1a, p. 201), and II
began with a repeated phrase or intonation occurring most frequently
in another of

~1artha's

'l'his phrase,

T ·,

narratives, Child 106, discussed below.

featured in every performance of "rrbe r.rask"

by J.lartha7 but it was subject to more or less variation in the
earlier and latter variants respectively.
As with the "Breastbone" J:erfonnance on this occasion in 1977,
"'lbe Task" was not up to Martha' s usual standard; it was most
unusual for her to sing three different melodies at the start of a
song.

\•le can presume Martha was not in the best frame of mind to

sing the ballad from her testimony given prior to

thr~

perfonnance.

She had a mentalpreoccupation with another song she tried in vain
to recall; on my follow-up visit she remembered it was the song
"Oh Nancy"

also sung to the ''Midland Green11 phra.se s.

Dune an

You promised to sing us, eh, about the shirt,
the Holland shirt.

H

Oh, gosh sake! I had yin there, I was going to sing
that there • • • ye see, they go oot o my hea.d,
Bessie her niece

Bessie

Aye, so they do. She's right enough, they go oot
o yir heid.
Try it, try it, gie us a wee bit o it.

D

(77/145/134)

Example 11.

77 /145/BS.

Martba Johnstone 1 "The Task,"
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f1artha would have preferred singing "Oh Nancy" when she sang "The
Task" in 1977, and she sang this narrative to honour her traveller
guest's request.

Obviously, the opening phrases were pre-empted by

her desire to sing the other song.

''Airdrie" was not sung by r•1artha

on this occasion, but when she 'borrowed' its refrain phrase at the
end of II, this undoubtedly brought forward the rest of the tune.
By cornpa.rison, the

1975 perfonnance of "The Task" was fairly

regular in its melodi9 form: one intonation, T, was repeated and
'ended' by a refrain intonation, R.
occurred at the end of III

The ''Airdr.ie" refrain, C,

but the singer had been disturbed

when I indicated I had to change the tape track.

Thus the first

phrase of IV was a transitional intonation, the opening motive of
C extended, as the singer 'picked up' her lost T phrase.

The

ballad on this occasion did not end with the refrain line, although
a musioal equivalent of the refrain phrase, YR, gave the song a
satisfactory finish.
at the ending

But this hiatus in musical and textual forms

of a performance is not atypical of ~~artha, cf. ex. 3,

chapter four; and we may question its correctness in the context of

the tradition of improvisation.

(See "Yellow Hair" discussion below,

rr.3.2.)
Just before singing "'!he Task" in 1975 Martha bad said,
"I 1 11 say it, I 1 11 say the words."

This testimony expresses clearly

Martha's intention to recite the ballad in song; she was leas intent
on singing.

The narrative in this performance was less a song and

more an intoned narration.

The proximity of the ·narration to poetic

recitation is evident in its metre and rhythm.
duple nor a strict triple metre can be assigned.

Neither a strict
The second etrese

of the iambic foot varies in duration, from a half beat to a full
beat.

This fluidity of metre applies also to Martha's earlier

See exx. 13, 1

recordings of "'!he Task".

are close to the epic style of

Example 12..
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Narrative song in the epic style ie in most areas connected
with a bardio tradition, as in Celtic areas and in Slavic
countries. •••• 'The artist's task was to expound the profound meaning of events to his fellowmen, to make plain to
them the process, the necessity, and the rules of social
and historical development, to solve for them the riddle of
the essential relationship between man and nature and man
and society.' The performance of 1 rimur 1 in Iceland is the
most direct musical manifestation of the epic style in the
Norse countries today. Icelanders do not sing 'rimur,' it
is rather an intoned narration.
(Knudaen, 1967/1, P• 1 )

II.2.1.

~variable

intonation8.

The performance of ''The Task"

eighteen years prior to the 1975 variant did not differ in ita text
apart from a few minor details:

taken together, strophe IV and V

were composed of the same number of lines, although the 3-phraee
IV in 1975 was a quadriphrasal strophe in 1957 with the added line,
"You'll sow it oer wi one grain o corn;" V in 1957 was triphraaal when
Martha omitted the "cut it down ••••" line.
with the refrain; and the girl's

questio~s

The main difference was in the music.
greater variability.

Also, the ballad ended
were in reverse order.
It was characterized by

The opening strophe began with the standard

quadriphrasal strophe· of Martha 1 s "Barbro Allen" tune.

The

second half

of (4) in I was adjusted as Martha neared the first refrain, sung to
the "Airdrie" C' variant.

Martha did not establish the ueual "Task"

refrain, R, until the end of III because the particular modal compos!tion of the ''Yellow Hair" T phrase, II (1) and (2), interfered with
her corre·ot
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formulation of the refrain R.

Thus the refrain at II (3) was

created on the analogy of the "Airdrie" C phrase, but peaking on
the subjective tonic, .Q, the initial pitch of the "Task" narrative
phrase, T, first sung at III (3) •

The modal adjustment was begun in

II, in (2) 's second motive Dlotive, bJ see ex. 13.
Example 13'·.

~

Martha Johnstone, "The Task,"

57/7.
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No phrase in this variant of "The Task" \tras repeated exactly
more than twice; T, which had recurred regularly and simply unvaried
in

1975, occurred only twice without variation in 1957. R, relegated

exclua:i.vely to the refrain position in 1975, occurred without the
refrain in every strophe from III in 1957.

After a difficult start,

1'1artha appeared to favour the tonal implications of T, in

.2•

And

the tonal ambiguity of R, with its decisive final on.£, the subjective
supertonic, was supplanted with variations Rc and Ry more definitely
in

Q,

in IV and VI.

The use of Rc and Ry for the two narrative

phrases (1) and (2) of V was the .definite pronouncement of the
sineer's choice of tnnality; then she sang the R phrase with its
final emphasis on the subjective supertonic.
Was this vacillation between two tonal centres a musical fwnbling?
Was Martha trying to sing the ballad to a melody with one tonality;
but feeling this 'uncomfortable' in the context of an older style
when bitonality was the norm, would she revert to the more ambiguous
(tonally) R

the phrase she did eventually prefer in the latter

perfonnances for the 'ending intonation'
was there a 'literary' reason:

at the end of V?

Or

did she wish to contrast the tonal

emphasis of R with the six preceding phrases, marking the end of the
devil's tasks, a sectional 'division' in the story?

Th.1?

per

musical evidence is non-supportive.

Establishing the pro-

i.e. usual, mode of T was a problem for Martha at the start of

this pe:rfonnance.

So it is not unreasonable to conclude ahe was

probabJ.:r not in control of the song's tonality.

This ballad was one

of the :first Nartha sang on this recording session and she may have
been nervous or excited about perfonning for her non-traveller
visitors.

'!he perfonnance two years prior to this one featured many of the
same intonations, YT, C (from "Airdrie"), R, R0 , RY, T and.XT. It will
be useful to list them for easier reference

many of them recur

in Child. 106. The intonations are closely related to one another
by virtue of their opening and closing motives, labeled with arable
numbers in the figure ( 1).
By comparison with the later performances of "The Task," the

1955 performance was the moat irregular.
melody as

"exceedi~ly

irregular" and

Mr Collinaon described the

"rhapsodic~"

several different final cadence pitches.

pointing out the

(1965, P• s) 5 The irregu-

larity was occasioned by the variable refrain.

Two phraBee,· X and C

(from "Airdrie"), were alternated for the refrain from I! - V; C
occurred first at II (3).

The song ended an R8

the two di a para te phrase e,

R

and C.

,

a synthesis of

See ex. 17 •

The phrasal correspondence with the 1957 performance was oloae
after I; Martha opened the 1955 perfonnanoe with a

two-fold repeti-

tion of "Yellow Hair' e" ·T phrase; it also occurred as ( 1) and (2) of
II.

A refrain line did not end the first strophe, buttR of ~ellow

Hair" ha.a been shown to be a musical equivalent of the refrain

{-r~.
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discussion of the 1975 "Task" above, p. 235·).
Opening Intonations (preferred or usual)

Ending Intonations (preferred or usual)

-

-

f..'"' (s->,w($>1

.

nz..

I

R' [n,n: c,£ .{: 2-

I

1~pp1?2gt ltd ~ llflPaG£ 1t0u·
Figure 1.

Intonatione used in the 1955 and 1957 performances
of "'lbe Task," with analysis of motives.

Example

14.

Martha Johnstone, "The Task,"

55/46. CS
11
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All the lines of the song as Martha ever sang it are present in
this first recorded performance.

T recurs at least once in every

s·trophe after II, as the opening intonation in those strophes
following the end refrain R.

In those strophee following the

C refrai11 (from "Airdrie ")., T occurred in second or third poai tion,

at the Ct!ntre of those strophes finishing with R the phrases XT and XY

Ill and V.

If

are considered variants of T (their first

motives are related because X'e is the retrograde of T's), then
the strophes take on a basic shapes
T alternate from III (2).
As in

apart from the refrain, R and

1957, the definitive "Task" mode, g- a- c- d-e was

-

not established from the start.

'

Because it did not crystallize

until Ill (2), and because it took Martha exactly that same length
to establish it in

1957, we may ask whether the narrative might have

been purposely opened with an introductory i.e., loosely formed
episode?

Was the devil'e first task purposely sung to a different

mode

complying with the singer's conception of a separate

part of the story?

The first part of the story, the devil's first

task (I and II), was sung to a narrative phrase repeated and followed
by a refrain phrase to end the two verses.

The balance of the stoq

was sung to two phrases alternating with each other, one having a
double function as a refrain phrase and a narrative phrase.

The idea

that the story could have had separate parts for the einger shows that
variability and song form were controlled.
But is this explanation right?

There is very good

music~l

evidence to support the contrary, that Martha Johnstone was not
in control of her melodies, their modality, tonality or variability.
She could and would juxtapose phrases from recognizably di!tereat
'tunes' at the start of any one performance. There are sufficient
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counterexamplee to sway the argument to the negative

--

her

melodic variability was undisciplined and apparently unrestrained at
the start of some narrative eonga.
Yet another explanation may be offered about the 'introductory,'
loosely formed or 'ill-formed' beginning of Martha Johnstone's performances of "The Task."

Her version of the ballad varied notioably

from other travellers' versions collected in Perthshire, where Martha
settled in the last half of her life.

In the sung versions I collected

from her oldest son and John MacDonald, cf. exx. 17, 1b, the task set
by the devil comprises the first half of the song; the balance of the

text, referring to the farming task, is the girl's reply to the devil.
The two questione Martha ends her version with, 'the one about the eea
and the wood' (MJ,

75/197/A6), are non-existent in other travellers'

versions of the ballad thus far recorded.

It may well be the case

that Martha'e "Task" is faulty, by comparison with the traditional
text of this ballad as the travellers know and sing it.

Her experience

of this ballad, her listening experience was probably minimal, and
she may well have committed to memory an 'incorrect• text.

This might

be one contributing factor to its variability, why the beginning of

the song as she sang it was always musically different and apparently
always problematic.
The last but not least possiblity to consider, why this particular
narrative was musically 'unsettled' for Martha, is that her experience
of the narrative tradition, though narrow, was deep.

Because this

song's subject is a faim girl's encounter with the devil, there may
be a significant reason -- 'perhaps deriving from ritual' (Lord, 1960,
p. 89)

-- for the persistent irregularit,y, the improvieatory musical

start to this ballad.

For it is a fact, all recordings of this ballad
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Example 15. Alexander Reid (Martha Johnstone'e oldest son),
Child 2, 75/122/!2. (Tocher 20, p. 39)
I

Go mak tae me a Highland shirt
Withoot a sea.m or needle a work,
And the dreary, dreary winds blaw my plaidie awa.

lf.

You '11 wash it in a ne 1 er dry well
Where there ne' er was water nor one drop o dew fell;
You '11 dry it on a thorn haw bush
Where there ne' er was thorns since Adam was born,
And the dreary, dreary wind blaw my plaidie awa.

text

]]Io

devil, o de'il, ye put a task on me
And it's surely I'll put one on you;
You will find to me three acre o land
Between the salt sea and the salt sea strand,
You will plough it up with a tup's horn (spoken] atupdoesn'thaveahorn{?)
You will sow it over with one pea o corn,
And the dreary, dreary wind '11 nae blaw my plaidie awa.

JY.: You

will cut it down with a peahen
feather,
You will stook it up with a tongue of an adder;
You will yoke two spar rows in a match- box':'
And cart it home to our own farm yard,
And the dreary, dreary wind 'll blaw my plaidie awa.

':'"It's sup-posed to be a snuff-box- I said a match-box.''

Example 16. John MacDonald, opening verses and prose introduction
of performances of Child 2, 75/98/!1 and a 1967 variant from
MacColl, P• 49·

.1.21.2.
"This is a song that was made years ago by a farm girl, that was
her father had a farm. And in those days if you went out o your
boundary for a walk or that you were supposed to meet evil spirits
and devils and things. So this winter's day this girl went for a
walk and she went by the sea. And she met the devil on the way.
And he told her that she was out o her bounds, that he was going
t~· take her with him.
So she said that she would come to a bargain
with him. So she made a bargain. And this is the song.
Now."

:I

For between yon salt sea and yon sea strand
Blow, blow, blow ye winds, blow.
For she met the devil by the way,
And the dreary winds did blaw her plaidie awa.

lt

For you'll wash to me three holland shirts .
Blow, blow, blow ye winds, blow.
Aye between yon salt sea and yon sea strand,
And the dreary winds did blaw her plaidie awa.

~ont'~

or
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.1

For there once was a fair maid went a-walk,
Blaw, blaw, blaw ye winds blaw;
Ay, between yon salt sea and yon sea strand,
And the dreary wind's blawed my plaidie awa'.

1L

For as she met a devil by the way,
Blaw, blaw, blaw ye winds blaw;
And to her he did give a task,
And the dreary winds did blaw her plaidie awa'. 0

.DI

For you'IJ make to me a holland shirt (etc.)
Without either seam or needle-work (etc.)

-

from travellers feature irregularities or inconsistencies in
diachronic variants of the eong'a first strophes.

I have discussed

the meaning for travellers and their taboo speaking of the Devil
in connection with another devil ballad, CH 3, where He riddles a
t'

l

mortal opponent as in Child 2, see chapter 2, III.2.
~2:,

It may well be

f

the case that Martha

r·

beginning to "The Task" because according to her belief, pinpointing

(.

not (ever) eing a regular or stable

·:..·.
1
I

or clarifying the musical form might be 'da.ngeroue.'
Perhaps improvisatory beginnings of narrative songs are a sign
from a former practice when the first part of a sung-story was
spoken.

Or perhaps the improvisatory beginning of a sung narrative

is a 'preparatory' passage into the song proper, a time for the
narrator and listener both to get ready for the 'real song'
the world of the story in music.
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Plate 1.

Martha Johnstone einging,

2+8

11.3.

Improvising _!h! Music

.2f.

Child 106

"I'll cut off my long Yellow Hair," Martba Johnstone's version
of Child 106, was one of her 'special' songs.

In 1978 after she

sang this ballad I questioned her what ehe meant by 'special; 1 she
eaid that 'a song made in the olden time,' like

'~ellow

Hair," was

'special' because it wae "well put together, complete, every word
matched each other," and it had something "hearty" which ''makes
you listen."

(78/109/AS)

Martha offered to sing "Yellow Hair"

on five out of six occasions when she was recorded; and judging
by

her reactions and comments after performances, we can be

sure she took pleasure in singing this song.

For these reasons it

· might be called her 'beet song' and criticism of irregular! ties,
ita variability in performances, must be exercised with care.
11.3.1.

Performances

with~

standard strophe subject to

improvisation. · Five of the six perfo:rmances recorded from 1955 - 1978
were sung to a standard biphrasal strophe, the memorized text haTing
been narrated as couplets.

One of these standard strophe performances

wae exclusively a couplet ballad with no strophic irregularities,
sung for me on my first visit to Martha, see ex.

1~.

Four of the

other perfonnances included irregular strophes, but the irregular
strophes were not consistently in the same place within the text
from perfonnance to performance.
irregularity which gives the

It is this variability- in

narrati~e

its improvisatory character.

The improvised strophes are footnoted in the text of ex. 17 and
shown at the end of the transcription.
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Martha Johnetone, 1 "1'11 cut off my long Yellow Hair,"
75/196/B41 standard strophe, memorized text; complete song
incorporating variations and variant phraeee. CS

Example 1'1.

J:

l*Ji J J~l~ J

~'11 ~t off "'1''"' 7,- uv hir

l~And
!I

III
IV

V

't

~e

I'll put myself into men's roparr'l.l

To the king's own hall to do same work;

~~ Say'n, What work, what work, oh laes can you dor

Y1 Sure it' s anything that you put me to, "2...
'~To be a hasher all in your hall.
~li To be a hasher all in your hall,
~ ro please your ladies and noblee all.

tr To

make your beds all both soft and fine,
Y~To please your ladies and 'obles all.

3

VI

VII

~ Sometimes she sang and sometimes she mourned,
'" Say'n, God help, God help, all poor womankind.
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VIII
IX
X

~TFor when ladies and gent

from a-hUnting came,
Y( Say'n, What news, what newe, has sweet William to tell?
~Good news1 good news, that I have to tell,

~( For a gentleman to become a queen.

'tr If that's a lie that you te 11 to me,
Y~ Your head it lies,:all into my gate.

XI

Yt If that~s the truth that you tell to me,

XII

~T For they took her to aye a eilent room,
j~And the, found t~e breast all it give the eook.

y~I shall make you the laird of a high degree.

XIII ~1 Oh fetch to me aa. the robes of green,
To see boo a gent shall become a queen.
XIV

XV

YT

.

~~It's

fetch to me aa the robee of green,
To see boo a gent to become a queen!

Improvised Strophes ,!!! Diachronic Variants
ilq57

-

er
ll J ~1.
Ill~ to~ 1e1-lowhru~
_:

j:~111J r .y, 1fJ.J
A~( I'll a&

off

1\rlli.t'll rllt

-.

~

.

"'r self

- - - - - - - - ---------- -- -

-------- -----·· ----

~
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The improvised irregular strophes in the "Yellow Hair" variants

would have occurred for a number of reasons e.g., difficulty in
establishing the usual or proper form of the standard intonations

(1955/I, 1957/I), distraction from a non-traveller listener (1957/IV ··v), giving emphasis to a meaningful part of the story (1978/XIV), or
varied experiences hearing parte of the song sung or told.

A

detailed discussion of each variant would not yield any new information
about variability in narrative performances by Martha.

What ie

more important at this point in the study is how the improvisations
could arise musically.
The standard strophe featuring in every perfonnance of ''Yellow
Hair" except the
YT and YR.

Why

1977 variant, was composed of two short phrases,
this strophe should b_e subject to impr~visation or

variability is due to its particular melodic form.
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The two phr~see, Y-t and YR, are arch-like but are inversions of each
other.

Each is made up of two motives which were essential "building

units" (cf. Knudeen, 1976, p. 50), capable of isolated developnent
and combination into phrasal variants of the basic Y.T and YR.

Hend.ren

would have analyzed the strophe as a "oiroular tune" or continuous
melody because of the tension between both

f and .s,, and

begins and ends phras YT; K is the final of ~;

~

and .2,1

!..

! was the highest

pitch of the strophe, in YT in the centre of ita full measure; .£
was the iowest pitch of the strophe, in Y(\ in the centre of its full
measure (cf. Hendren, 1936, p.

50). This analysis might clarify the

particular organicity and viability of this strophe, how the phrases
could be varied and retain an essential relationship. to each other,
not disturbing the tension of the melody.
For it is remarkable, in every perfonnance of "Yellow Hair,"
the irregularities or irregular strophee which occurred, were not
unique phrasal variations, but repetitions of intonations occurring
in "The ·Task" and· "Airdrie;" in "Breastbone" and "King William."
In addition to the primary YT and YR, shown in fig. 2 with their
motives brapketed and labeled for comparison with other intonations,
Martha made use of four already identified in "The Task," fig. 1;
they are T, XT, Ry and R8 •

'I.Wo not used in "The Task," T' and

YJ, complete the basic set of eight intonations which featured in
the six performances of "Yellow Hair" between 1955 and 1978.
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Opening Intonations (preferred or usual)

Ending Intonations (preferred or usual)

Figure 2.

Intonations ueed in performances of "Yellow Hair,"
· ·1955 - 1978. Analysis of motives correeponde to
analysis of "The Taek" intonations, Fig. 1.

254II.3.2.

!

performance~~

variable 'standard strophe.'

The 1977 performance of "Yellow Hair" by Martha for her traveller
friends was like the other narrative performances on that occasion, not
up to her usual standard or inconsistent with her singing of particular
narratives on other occasions.

The standard intonations of "Yellow

Hair," YT and YR, were not a feature of this performance
not sung at all.

YT was

Instead, variable intonations T, XT and YJ

occurred where YT might have.

Martha opened the narrative quite

differently from the other five performances, with intonations more
ccmmon to "The Task," a narrative she 'd. sung earlier in the ceilidh.
Like "The Task" perfonnances in the 1950s, Martha began in a different
mode from the usua_l pentatonic melody we have identified as ":rellow
Hair." Martha was 'working' with a heptatonic melody and figurations
not unrelated to her "Alrdrie" melody; the fourth phrase of I was
sung to the "Airdrie" C phrase.

(The "Airdrie" tune had been sung to

"The Task" prior to this performance on this occasion.)

By

(4) Martha

had established a tonal centre, f., which had been obscured at the very
start by her turning phrase (1) back on itself rather than singing the
more usual dominant as the peak of an arch-like construction,

or the

nonnal T'.
Martha was shy singing for her traveller audience.

This was the

only perfonnance of "Yellow Hair" not offered by the singer, and just
before singing she reminded everyone, "It'll not be very good, mind!"
There

art~

probably two reasons why Martha did not achieve her usual

YT intonation after the proper pentatonic mode had
along with YR at (5).

~en

established,

She was tired, after having sung several long

songs, including "Breastbone" and "The Task;" the after noon had been
a full one for her

she'd been telling stories and cracks

earlier
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in the ceilidh.

So, the intonation T was used in place of YT because

it was easier to sing the dominant than the eul:mediant above tonic.

The second reason Martha probably sang T, along with another
intonation characteristic of "The Task" and not a salient feature of
other "Yellow Hair" performances, Ry, is because her recent performance
of "The Task" was still on her mind.

Here again we see a hiatus in

Martha's musical and textual realizationsa

the intonations more

common to "The Task" did not occur to her until after she had sung ita
text.

Her musical memory lagged behind her verbal recall, affecting

songs during a recording session as well as parts of a song during
a single perfonnance, cf. "The Task,"

The most

int~resting

1975, ex. 1'2...

aspect of this variable performance in 1977

is the singer's maintenance of the combination X RY for strophes

VII - XI, and then her changing this pattern to the combination YJ
Ry for the balance of the song.

See ex.1~.

This is probably

indicative of the singer's desire to call attention to the end of
the story, the confrontation between the king and his new queen,
YJ ia certainly the most demanding intonation vocally in the set
of intonations comprising the "Yellow Hair" melodic idea, eo Martha
must have been more full of energy at this point in the story contrary to what we might have expected after her opting for the
easier to sing T and XT in part two, with XT'sfalling pitch
pattern.
The intonation YJ did not occur in other performance of "Yellow
Hair" or "The Task," but it did occur in "Sir James the Rose" (CH 213),
recorded once from Martha in 1957.

Moat interesting was it& singular

occurrence in that performance

at the climax of the narrative
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Example 18 ~

Me.rtha Johnetone, "I '11 cut off my long Yellow Hair, 11
77/146/!2. Three parte of the story are delineated according
to the singer's patterns sr intonation combinations.

J=SO

T

I

.

R'l
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Example 18a. Martha Johnatone, "Sir Jamee the Roae," 57/7J excerpt
from the middle of the performance showing the occurrence of
YJ' at the climax of the etory'- VIII.
j
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when Sir James was at last discovered by his pursuers; see the
excerpt quoted in ex. 1id.. 11 Sir James'' was sung to the same standard
strophe as was "Yellow Hair" on other occasions.
A few critical remarks about the 1977 performance of "Yellow

Hair" should be made.

The division in the transcription between

VI and VII, the labeling of 'Part Two," does not mean the singer
was deliberately structuring the story into acta or scenes.

She was

disturbed at the end of strophe V by' her grandchildren, and this
may have been the reason for the repetition of YR at VI.

YR's total absence after VI is curious.

However,

Did she forget its particular

contour and resort to the easier XT as the ending intonation of
couplet VII?

XT began similarly to YR, but it did not drop the

octave at the end of its first motive; it only fell to the tonic
not requiring as much effort as the lower pitches of YR.

Then,

however, Martha began a new pattern, beginning her couplets with
XT and

ending them with RY.

RY began an oo tave lower than YR

and was easier to sing for Marthas she had pitched this performance

high, by comparison with others she gave in the 1970s.

After repeating the combination, XT RY, three times, Martha
changed XT to YJ --

an intonation comprisel of the highest pitch

of the perfonnance and the highest tessi tllr!! of. ~any. -intonation in
the ''Yellow Hair" melodic complex.

Five times the high dominant was

reiterated in each of the phrase's three occurrences.

Did this

change to the intonation YJ signify anything?
Although Martha had been shy about singing this song for her
traveller audience at the start of the performance, by strophe XII,
part III of the transcription, she was very much involved in the
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story.

And so were her listeners, judging by Duncan Williamson 1 e

comment immediately following the song,
Peasiel"

'~ery

good, that's good,

(78/109/!4) The story had been gathering momentum

by

strophe XII and Martha was well into her song, eo she responded to this
eoene between the king and his new queen with the moat resounding
intonation in the "Yellow Hair" melodic complex.

Martha no doubt

sensed her audience's interest in and enjoyment of the
When

story~

Duncan Williamson requested ''Yellow Hair" from Martha in

1977 she was hesitant to perform it because she did not think her
traveller audience would want to hear an old song they already knew
well, and perhaps better than she did.
heard him ~ca.Ii) at it."

She had said, "I thought I

(MJ, 78/109/.A4)

But when Duncan assured

her he didn't know the song, and when the others in Martha's audience
assured her they wanted to hear her singing it, she honoured their
request and

sang

thing!" (Lord,

the story the best she could.

"The tale's the

1960, p. 68)

Travellers are very inquisitive people •••• They like a story
that they could learn and tell tae somebody else that somebody
else had never heard. They liked always tae tell a new story.
They wanti t to te 11 something new. • • • • And if she ~art~
thought that she was singing something I never heard, then
she would give it more gusto and give it more theme, ye see
what I mean. She would make it more better because I was
hearing something I had never heard before.

(DW 85/1/A2)
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Plate 1.

Traditional tales appeal to the younger generation of
travellers. In a ceilidh (Montrose, 1978) listeners
encircle the storyteller, Duncan Williamson.
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Chapter Six
CONCLUSION
From the formal study of strophic variation in travellers' na.rra.tive singing, two mode a of singing may be deduced:

a) perf onning

set melodies to memorized or re-created texts, and b) improvising
on a variable melody to a memorized or a variable text.

Among the

traveller5' society both modes are acceptable; but today the first is
preferable, certainly by the majority of travellers who have been
heard and recorded by non-travellers visiting them.

In the repertoires

of some na.r::ra.tive singers both modee of singing can be observed:

but

these travellers, Martha Johnstone, John MacDonald, Charlotte Higgins,
Maggie McPhee and the English traveller Caroline Hughes, have all died
since they were recorded and it is moat likely that improvisation of
narratives in song is now obsolete.

While the subject is clearly a

by-gone phenomenon, the details and evidence of ballad improvisation
are on tape and the study should continue.
Martha Johnstone's practice of intoning narratives to variable
phrases can be compared ·to the Danish ballad tradition of singing
narratives to variable melodic ideas; and the concept of melodic
idea can be compared to the "basic f o:rmulas" to which Ice land.ic rimu:r
are chanted.

(Nielsen, 1982)

The melodic ideas to which Martha sang

six of her thirty-four narrative songs can be used as evidence for the
theory of ''oral-formulaic" ballad singing, as proposed by Buch.an in
and the Folk (1972).
-The Ballad ---

But his theory would have to be

amended to account for the memorization of a ballad text
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which can still be variable in sung performance as the singer
interprets the essential story differently by varying the music or
strophic structure. 1

Why same narratives within a singer's ballad repertoire should be
sung to variable melodies and others not; and why some performances
of a narrative should be musically variable and other performances of
the same narrative are not,are two important questions in the study of
improvisation.

What explanations are there for the case of Martha

Johnstone who sang half of her narratives to set tunes and the other
half to irregular strophes or variable melodies?
Martha~s

illiterate.

One common factor in those singers who

were recorded singing narratives to variable strophes within a single
performance of a ballad was age
the century.
if any.

2

all were born around the turn of

As travellers they would have had very limited schooling,

Could literacy or the lack of it have affected their

performances of narratives to regular strophes or variable ones?
Lord, Buchan and Knudsen all concluded that illiteracy was
primarily responsible for the multiformity of oral narrative because
a non-literate person thinks and "sees" reality differently from a
literate person:
text was thus made of the words of song ••••• a fixed
text was established ••••• Of course, the singer was not
affected at all. He continued •••• the tradition went on. Nor
was his audience affected. They thought in his tenns, in the
terms of multiformity. But there was another world, of those
who could read and write, of those who came to think of the
written text not as the recording of a moment of the tradition,
but as the song. This was to become the difference between the
oral way of thought and the written way.
(Lord, 1960, pp. 124-5)
A ·~itten
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•••• where the literate mind would use a straightforward
linear arrangement •••• the oral mind operatee spatially.
The oral poet does not share the print-oriented man•s~elie£
that the words are the story. For him ~he oral poe~ the
story is a conceptual entity •••• 'memorization' is a
process quite antipathetic to the oral mind. Where literate,
print-oriented man is 'visual,' nonliterate man is 'aural.'
(Euchan, 1972, PP• lOO, 158, 163,

165)

The ballad as we know it follows absolutely the noms of
oral tradition, the basis of which ie illiteracy. •••• The
relationship between illiteracy and book-learning has a
counterpart in the relationship between reality and abstraction:
Those who cannot read see the ballad unfold as
pictures • •• •
Those who can read see the ballads before
them as worde, as abstractions.
(Knudsen, 1976, pp. 6o-61)
There is a presupposition in these conclusions about illiteracy:
a literate person because he
tradition authentically.

~read, ~not

respond to an oral

This is fundamentally untrue for the

traveller, for the literate ballad singer. who belongs to an oral
tradition.

Versions of narratives may indeed be memorized, word for

word by ballad singers -

those who can and can 1t read (and several

elderly travellers I know who can sing fixed songs can·not read).
important point is, the sources of these memorized ballads --

The

for

Duncan.Williamson and Johnnie Whyte as well as for Martha Johnstone
were not books, but were oral texts i.e., literally oral, as performed
by.living travellers or tradition bearers.
I had not discussed with Martha concepts of visual or aural
memory.

And how visual or aural memory function in ballad perfonnance

are subjects for future research.

But it ia most interesting and not

unrelated to the point, literate storytellers do indeed picture
their narratives as they are telling them (cf. Williamson, 1982); and
literate Gaelic informants of Donald-Archie MacDonald have testified
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that their memories of narratives depend on their abilities to visualize them in tellings.

(~, 1981, pp. 116-124)

In short, it

would seem that whether or not a narrator can read makes no big
difference to his ability to memorize, his inclination to memorize or
his visualization of pictures in oral performance.
The explanation for Martha•s variability in some of her strophic
narrative songs

and regularity in others, must be sought elsewhere

than in her lack of literacy.
Martha preferred
atabili ty.

~

narratives

12 others1 these achieved

I have argued against memory failure as the cause of

variation in chapters three, four and five.

~

it is most certainly

likely that some of Martha Johnstone's narratives had been heard more
often by her than other narratives; and soma narratives had been sung
by her more regularly and frequently than others.

~Those

she had

performed often or with some regularity were the ones she sang with
less strophic variability.

Thus, "·Lord Randal u (CH 12), "Yellow

Hair" (CH 106), "Golden Vanity" (CH 286) and "Sailor 'a Returnn
(Laws N42) would have been sung consistently to standard strophes
because these were the songs she preferred to sing when she had an
audience.
How preferences are formed is a complex process, but audience
reception, or the lack of it, is one determinant.

Martha's performances

of narratives to a standard strophe would have been favourably received
by traveller listeners in the 1930s and 1940s who were enthusiastic
supporters of the country and western song

genre.

These songs

penetrated the travellers' society in the form of discs by Jimmy Rogere
and Gene Autrey, and "Western cowboy songs" became the most popular en-
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tertainment among the travellers• society when Martha waa in her 30s.
With the more "tuneful" cowboy songs the melodic variability of ballad
singing could not compete.

Singers of narratives in the 1930s and

1940s would have had to perfonn "tuneful" songs if they were to gain
the appreciation of listeners, a majority of travellers, who were
impressed by the new (to their society) American song idiom.
She snng them ~he songs with definitive tune~ really well,
aye. She done really well some o the sangs. These were the
ones that she had, I think, that she liked that she sung
often. The ones that she sung often I think she knew better
than the ones that she just ha.erd her auld folk singin and
then just, eh, sung them noo and again.

(DW, 83/73/B)
Preferences for songs are not necessarily fixed.

The changing

statue of songs within the memory of a perfor.mer was a subject
attended to by Roger Abrahams in his study of Almeda Riddle.

He noted,

''Each song does not occupy an equal place of importance in the :re pertoire."

(1970, p. 155)

Songs can be learned by a singer but may

become "an inactive part of the repertoire" when they are not sung
often or regularly.

And Abrahams noted, "Asking for the song ~hat

has 'drifted into the back of the memory~ may bring it back to the
active part of a repertoire."

(~.,

emphasis mine) This is surely the

best way to understand Martha 1 s improvised performances of "Breastbone"
(CH 10) which progressed towards the regularity of a refrain ballad in
later variants.

It was a narrative sung on request between 1975 and

1978 when I visited Martba periodically; it wasn't sung in any of the
six previous sessions in the 1950s and 1960s because it was probably
donnan t in Martha' s memory.
The role of memory in a narrative singer 1 s perf o:rmance s and why
some songs are remembered, able to be recalled, while others have been
forgotten and cannot be recalled, are issues relevant to the understan-
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ding of a singer's processes of variation.

Future research into

performance may clarify the deepe~ psychological factors of memory.
But at least one narrative Martba improvised on five different
occasions appeared to have never had a set tune.
Child 2, a memorized

The variability of

text , in her repertoire cannot be explained

away by irregular or infrequent performing.

And sane of the other

narratives sung to set strophes, standard strophes, had variable
passages which did not Show evidence of ever having been sung, by
Martha, to a fixed combination of phrases e.g., "Banks o Airderie-0 1 s"
first strophe, and the last strophes of "Queen Jean," "Lady o the
Drum, 11 and "Sailor's Return."

These more or less variable narratives

are evidence of a tradition of melodic variability or improvisation
which could characterize a perfonmance or part of a performance if a
singer either didn 1 t know a set formulation for all or part of a
song, or gave first priority to the imPUlse of the story --imparting
to narrative "the emotional content of music." (Knudsen, 67/1, p. 2)
--------"~ ~ traivellers ~ their~ style 5:_ singin things."
- -----

---------

According to the testimony of Duncan Williamson, Martha Johnstone's
improvisations, her

joining

intonations together in variable

A and B musical phrases could be alternated in one

com bina ti one

song on one occasion and on another occasion the same song could also
be sung to A alone, or a different song might be sung to the' same
musical phrases in an ABBA form followed by strophic patterns of
this protean concept of tune was nothing extra-

BABA and BJ3BA

ordinary for an

....

11

auld person.

She's on'y just another auld singer

daei!'} what she knew and what she heard."

(DW, 83/73/A)

Thus, whether Martha sang a set tune or a variable melody or a
mixture of both in some performances, probably depended on the way
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she had heard the ballad perfonned.

Very likely she heard both modes

of singing to the same extent, and it is not inconceivable that
singers she heard would have mixed the modes for particular narrativee
as they endeavoured to communicate the meanings of stories

"free-

ing" the strophic fonn for the climax, the denouement, the introduction

or the ending

of a story to increase its effect or spur the listener's

interest in a particular part of a narrative.

In MacColl's words,

" •••• it appeared that the main attention of our singers was on the
story and the tune was •••• allowed to go its mm way."

(1977, p. 19)

What is remarkable in Martha's perfonnances is her storytelling
ability, how she could emphasize different parts of a memorized text on
different occasions with melodic variability.

Although other factors

e.g., distraction from non-traveller listeners, musical problems defining a preferred sequence of intonations or lack of vocal energy to

achieve pitch and range, also contributed to the inconsistent irregUlarities evident in diachronic performances of ballads, Child 106
and Child 286.

Between Improvisation

~

!

§!!

Melody

The narrative repertoire of Do.ncan \Villiamson, including over
forty ballads, has yet to be studied in detail.

But the similarity

of some features of his singing to Martha's melodic variability and
improvisation is striking.

In the first instance, Duncan also makes

use of a melodic idea for several different ballads; he can sing different
strophe variants of the "Lady Margaret" tune in one performance.

He has

a concept of "similiar 11 tunes which encompasses the comparative contours
and modes of the standard strophes he sings for Child 37, Child 39
Child 7.

and

His own composition, nThe Hawker's Lament" (ex. 2, Introduc-
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tion) is sung to his "own" tune, but it too belongs to the "Lady
Hargaret" melodic idea; and ao does the standard strophe of uHind
Horn" (CH 17, analyze& as a melodic variant of CH 39 in chapter three).
The difference between Duncan's melodic idea and Martha's is that
the size of the strophe is fixed, always quadriphraeal in Duncan'e
variants of the "Lady Margaret" tune.

For Martha, a melodic idea may

be realized in one phrase, a biphrasal, a triphrasal, a five- or a

six-phrase strophe.

Also, Duncan appears to have only one melodic

idea that he works with, whereas Martha had three.

But, as I have

stated above, a detailed study of Duncan's repertoire has yet to be
made.
A second feature of Duncan's performances similar to Martha's
performances is the inconsistency of irregularities in diachronic
variants of ballads.

Reduced strophes may or may not be present from

one performance to the next of Child 188, expanded strophes may or may
not be present in performances of "Hind Horn" and the refrain burden
in Child 39 may or may not be sung in certain episodes. As with Martha,
the presence or absence of irregularities is dependent upon the
interpretation of the essential story

£2!

a particular audience.

Duncan's first priority is to get the story through to his listener, to
., move his listener to experience the story as it had originally happened; then the story lives, is "kept alive" as the listener is
brought into it.

(See chapter two, p. 64; also my article, 1981, P• 71.)

At least half of Duncan's narratives belong to the "inactive"
part of his repertoire, and it will be an exciting study for some
future musicologist or student to discover these
and perhaps more
when.

eighteen ballads

if they will be performed or not, how, why and

It is noteworthy that
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Duncan prefers rhyming quatrains and standard quadriphrasal tunes;
he does not like the unrhymed songs

-

improvisations

-

of

Martha Jobnstone or the lack of rhyme in Bessie Whyte's verses of
''Young Jobnatone" (CH 88, Tangent TNGM 119/D).

Thus it is highly

unlikely that Duncan will re-create ballads with strophic variability,
the formal characteristic of Martha' s improvised ballads.

Unlike Martha, Duncan has had a. very wide experience performiiJ.g
for travellers, taking every opportunity to perform and participate
in campfire ceilidhs.

Although he has been recently perfonning more

for non-travellers and gaining public recognition, he still sings
primarily for one reason -

to keep the memories of his forbears

intact:
'Will ye tell my wee story or sing my wee song when I'm gone,•
that's what ma faither said to me. As long as you keep their
stories and songs alive, they're not dead. That was
the most important thing in the world.
(DW, Interview, 2/85)
Whether or not Duncan 1 s attitude changes as he continues to appear
in public will be an interesting musicological study, but as his wife

I am not in the beet position to make an objective inquiry.

A comparison

of his earlier performances of narratives, before 1983 when he gained
notoriety with his book, Fireside Tales

2£

~Traveller

vith more recent performances would make a fine

Children,

dissertat~on

topic!

Will inconsistent irregularities become fixed or will Duncan retain a
fluid concept of tune with the options of musical alternatives at the
level of figures,

motives and phrases

-

as Johnnie Whyte had'?
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.§!! Melodies
The ten recorded narratives of Johnnie Whyte were only a part of
his repertoire; his sister-in-law Beesie told me she heard him singing

other "old songs" but I never had the pleasure of hearing these
Johnnie died before I could ask him about them.

It is probably true

to conclude that Johnnie sang his favouri tea during the six recording
sessions we had together with his friends and relations.
There is little in Johnnie 's performances which can be compared
to Martha's atrophic variability.
about his strophic forms
text and a memorized tune.

--

There was nothing improvisatory

every song recorded featured a fixed
Only once did Johnnie have difficulty

recalling the start of a tune, 76/213/A2; and he would not perform a
song without a clear definition of the tune in mind from the start.
TUnes were important to Johnnie and he discussed with me a concept of
"proper air" (78/107 / A2).

Stories of his "long songs" were also

important to him and he had definite interpretations of events in the
narratives which were not always shared by his listeners, re. the
arguments

between

him and his sister-in-law over Child

10

and Child 203, 76/213/A1 and 78/107/AS.
"Fighting" over differing versions of songs was not uncommon
among traveller families, and Bryce Whyte explained, "They would
argue @.f a verse was missed out or a mistake mad~ and this is how
they cam to ken the songs that well; they did that steady."

A4)

(75/191/

This subject of travellers' criticism and the area of aesthetics

is a large topic for research, and one I would hope will someday be
studied in detail.

Here it is sufficient to note that a critical

tradition is very much part of a singer's definitions of versions, how
they become fixed.
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Why Johnnie's narratives were fixed to a much higher degree

than

half of Martha'a

is most easily explained by

the fact that Johnnie perfo~ed regularly and fairly frequently at
ceilidhs in his brother-in-law Bryce Whyte 's house, and in houses of
his other relatives in Montrose.

(Johnnie, unlike Martha. and Duncan,

was "housed upn half his life, re. 76/213/B2.)

Johnnie was a "good

singer" and he was often requested to sing the "old songs" (see
chapters one and two).

With frequent and regular performing, and

in basically the same perfor.ming circumstances year after year,
a singer's narratives will "gel" (Henderson, 1980, p.

74).

This

is especially probable when a singer has not heard many different
versions of songs and when he has learned his songs from a very
limited number of source singers.

Johnnie Whyte had very few

sources; "From my mother and father, that's where I got all my old
songs.

And I got some from my Uncle Bryce. That's hoo I have all

that old songs, is off my mother and my father."

(75/106/!4 and

78/107/A2)
However, it was shown quite clearly in chapter three that
even a fixed tune in performance is not static in structure.

A set

melody, known by a narrative singer, will have musical alternatives
i.e., variants, built into it which the singer may or may not choose
to realize

for a variety of reasons, including social circumstances

of the performance which may affect pitch and tempo.

The occurrence of

variants in a performance may be simply determined by the singer's
relaxed approach to a performance or the opposite, physical strain
when an uncomfortable pitch has been chosen to start the song.

Other

structural variants, at the level of the phrase e.g., in Johnnie's
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"Dowie Dens" tune, were evidently chosen by the singer when he wished
to convey a particularly meaningful part of the story for a select
audience of close relatives.

'!he choice of a variant, and two can

be employed in one performance, for particular stanzas or episodes

shows its function to be similar to that of melodic variability in the
older style of ballad improvisation

it can be a response to the

"impulse of the story" (Knudsen, 1967/1 , p. 2).
The

use of phrase- and motive-variants to communicate the meaning

of episodes or events within a narrative coheres with the occurrence
of strophe variants at crucial points in travellers• narratives
at dramatic climaxes or denouements.

Irregularities may occur

consistently in diachronic perfor.mancea of individual songs.

Three

of Johnnie 1 s memorized narratives and one in five of MacColl's
published narratives (in his 1977 collection of travellers' songs)
featured reduced or expanded strophes.

Within the context of a

regularly recurring standard strophe in perfonnance, these irregular
strophes have specific dramatic or narrative purposes.

Reduced

strophes, from quadriphrasal to biphrasal structures (usually the
second half of a quadriphrasal strophe), occur either at points of
greatest dramatic interest e.g., stressing the emotional confession
of murder in Johnnie W'hyte's "Young Emily" (GR 123), or at points of
least dramatic interest e.g., when the two brothers ride to Dumfries
Jail across the fast-flowing Annan water in Duncan Williamaon's

I

Child 188.

Expanded strophes occurred in several travellers• narratives,

in the majority of examples in penultimate stanzas or episodes

-

heightening the dramatic or narrative climaxes of their respective
stories.
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Refrain Omission in Traveller Ballad;Y
In chapter four on irregular strophes I distinguished a category
of "refrain aniasion" because traveller singers John MacDonald,
Duncan Williamson and Johnnie Whyte all had expressed dislike of the
interlaced refrain for.m of some narratives they had performed.

In

John MacDonald's repertoire, "Lord Randal" and WBanks o Airderie-0"
were ballads which featured less conventional strophic forma
comparison with narratives in print.

)

without the usual refrain

--

by

"Lord Randaln was triphrasal,

for line two of its

stanzas, just

like Martha Johnstone 1 s ""Banks o A.irderie;" John's "Airdrie-0" was
quadriphrasal but without the usual interlaced refrain

-

instead

line two carried part of the narrative and it was repeated for line
three.

According to MacColl, this was a form "unprecedented in any of

the printed texts."

(1977, p. 61) Another example of the same

fonn as John's text was

Ma.ry

Williamson' s "Three Pretty Sisters"

CH 14), the same version of the narrative and the same tune as John's.
See

ex. 1.
The most interesting occurrence in this

perfo~ance,

in addition

to the irregular strophe two which opened with an intonation composed
of the first motive of A and the last motive of the refrain phrase,
wasthe omission of the refrain in the last stanza; in its place was
the brother's confession and then Ma.ry repeated it, giving a five-line
strophe to end the song which had been regularly quadriphrasal
after II with a refrain line ending every stanza.

The omission at the

end was deliberate, just as Johnnie Whyte's omission of the refrain
in the last verse of his "Swan Sweems sae Bonnie-0" (CH 10) was

intentional

(see ex. 12,- chapter four).

The function of the amis-
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eion is to make the moral point of the story more effective, as in
speaking the end or at the end of a long song; cf. sean-nos singing
and my discussion, section two, chapter two.

In chapter two I dis-

cussed the various reasons narrative singers have for mingling
speech with singing in performances, and I think refrain omission
is related to this practice, and the singer's desire to communicate
the meaning of the story more effectively than he could otherwise
do

by continuing with the vocablea of the refrain.
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Example 1.

Mary Williamoon, "Three Pretty Sisters,"
,
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3

Will you be a rankin robber's wife,
Or will you die by my penknife?
Will you be a rankin robber's wife
Comin doun by the bonnie green wood-sidie-0?

4

I'll no be
Or I'll no
I'll no be
Comin doun

5

He catcht the
He gave her a
He gave her a
Comin doun by

6

Will you be a rankin robber's wife,
Or will you die by my penknife?
Will you be a rankin robber's wife
Camin doun ~ ~~~ green w?od-sidie-0?

7

I'll no be
Or I'll no
I'll no be
Comin doun

8

He catcht the
He gane her a
He gane her a
Comin doun by

9

Will you be a rankin robber's wife,
Or will you die by my penknife?
Will you be a rankin robber's wife
Comin doun by the bonnie green wood-sid~e-0?

10

I'll no be
Or I'll no
I'll no be
Comin doun

a rankin robber's wife,
die by your wee penknife;
a rankin robber's wife
by the bonnie green wood-sidie-0.
second sister by the right hand,
whirl for tae make her stand;
whirl for tae make her stand
the bonnie green wood-aidie-0.

a rankin robber's wife,
die by your pen knife;
a rankin robber's wife
by the bonnie green wood-sidie-0.

youngest sister by the right hand,
whirl for tae make her stand;
whirl for tae make her stand
the bonn~e green wood-sidie-0.

a rankin robber's wife,
die by your penknife!
a rankin robber's wife
by the bonnie green wood-sidie-01

2_78
With Duncan Williamson I have discussed the function of the
interlaced refrain in ballads (see section two, chapter four), and
his idea that refrains detract from the story would seem to be consistent with the evidence of refrain omission at climactic points in
narrative performances, or during episodes when a covert meaning
is

!!.2.1

intended, cf. Duncan' a performance of Child 39, ex. 11,

chapter four.
Other narrative singers should be questioned about the refrains
in ballade.

balladry.

I think this ia a key subject for research into traveller
Singers are quite willing to talk about refrains, from

my experience interviewing them.

Whether or not refrains are sung

in performance makes a big difference to the fo:rm of strophes, the
form of the tune and the structure of the text.

And perhaps most

importantly, when refrains are not sung how will listeners participate?
Investigating the reasons in detail, why singers sing or don 1 t sing
refrains or refrain ballads, and examining

mor~

thoroughly

refrain ballads as they have been performed, should provide very
useful information about the tradition of traveller balladry.
intriguing

It is

there is no evidence that the ballads have ever

been danced to by the travellers.

They do dance to mouth music, and

the connection between mouth music and nonlexical vocables in ballad
refrains has been observed by Thorkild Knudsen:
In the dance ballad the ballad singer accommodates the dancers.
He extends the melody of the verse on his instrument with
repetitions, insertions and transitional phrases which fit the
6 steps of the dance and which are especially an offering and a
challenge to the dancers: they can give themselves over entirely to the dance and if they wish they can sing along. rf.he effect
is overwhelming.
When the instrumentalist has gone the dancers, or anyone
who can, must also sing the instrument's part if the ballad is
to continue to be used as a dance ballad. Repetitions, insertions and transitions are now provided with lyrical outbursts
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or meaningless syllables and words -- mouth music.
Instrumental figures or intonations become vocal.

(197 6t

p.

57 )

"It's the same thing repeated aa the time •••• and that's what I
hate about it."

77/139/B1) Why

(Johnnie 'ihyte, in and after performing Child 10,

refrain repetition is dissatisfying to narrative singers in

their performances of ballads is a question well worth asking.

ltow

do they think listeners respond to their repetitions, and haw do
listeners respond?

Do they want to sing along, or do they want to

listen to the story or to the singer, attending silently to the
performance?

Do they have a:ny desire to dance?

"Boring the listener"

is a problem Dancan Williamson has felt regarding refrain ballads;
but do narrative singers in general feel that "boring a listener 11
is something to be concerned about in performances of "long songs?"
L --

Now we •••• don't seem to have so much time for
you get tired of listening to it,
a long song.
Beesie
They [my mother 1 s generatio~ didnae. The story
was actual, it really happened. These old ballads
really happened. And this was tellin the story in
song. They liked itl They would sit greetin,
aw they would listen for boors.
dreary things

(BW, 78/108/A2)
Moving a listener to feel the story hae traditionally been the chief
function of sung narrative.

Whether or not singers will continue to

perform stories with dramatic effect depends not a little on their
attitudes towards songs -

their forms.

~ Traveller~• Narrative Song Tradition

The two moat important subjecte to travellers themselves are
children and ancestors, and it would not be appropriate to conclude
the thesis on their narrative singing without a comment on the
younger generation of travellers and the elderly.
Looking at the tradition of narrative song from the travellers'
view, it is obvious that the first criterion for a healthy survival
of that tradition would be reverence of the younger generation for
their forbears

love for the old folk inspires love for their old

songs and stories and vice versa.

What is the attitude of the youth?

In my eleven years of research among the travellers, in my eight
years of living among the group, and based on what I have learned about
the community from records and oral testimonies, I have seen and
heard nothing to suggest that the younger generation of travellers
revere their ancestors and the "auld yins" any less than the younger
generations of the past did theirs.

And care and love are reciproca-

ted by the elderly for their children.

Grandparents have always

played an important role in child-rearing, and according to Mr and
Mrs Whyte, "Looking after their (!;he youngest members of a traveller
family] health, their manne~s and seein that they cam to nae hai:rmn
are just as important to parents now as they were hundreds of years
ago.

(75/100/B3)
It is certain, strong family bonds permeate traveller society.

But can traditional activities, such as singing and storytelling,
survive on reverence alone?

\-/ould talking about songs and stories

and revering them because they were "my granny's favourite songs"
or "one of ma mi ther 1 s" be enough to sustain a tradition?

Are
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memories sufficient to keep a tradition healthy and prosperous?
Music must be performed for enthusiastic listeners before it
can continue as a tradition.

The destiny of narrative song among the

travellers is the same as its d-estiny among other camnuni ties with a
valuable oral tradition:

its life depends on performance!

And with-

out feedback from potential tradition-bearers, a singer of tales has
no incentive to perform.
has

Let us not forget what a wonderful tradition

evidently been lost

an

older style of singing narratives

with strophic and melodic variability.
travellers preferred something else.

Why did this happen?

The

Was the younger generation

of travellers in Martha Johnstone's time, the 1930s- 1950s, to
blame

--

might they have paid closer attention to the Marthas of

their families, when they sang?

Sympathetic audiences are essential

to ballad singers; they need encouragement to sing their long songs
with verve and dynamic expression, to complete them • • • ca.rry on •
•

In truth, there's a lot more to the ballad tradition

than what I -have studied.

But

in the end let us say,

"I have heard the mermaids singing each to each."

T. S. Eliot,
"Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrockn
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Appendix A
NOTES

Introduction
1

See Jamee Porter, "The Turriff Family of Fetterangus " Folk Life
16 (1978), PP• 5 - 7. The main article on the subject is' "Marriageand the Elementary Family" by F. Rehfiach in Scottish Studies 5 (1961),
pp. 121 - 147.
2
Exceptions are Renfrew and Lanark which are one composite traveller home area; and the Edinburgh-Lothian area. comprising Mid-, East
and West Lothians.
3
The infonnation was given during interviews in October 1983 and
July 1984.
4see David Clement, "The Secret Languages of the Travelling People," Grazer- Linguistische Studien XY: Spra.chliche Sonderformen
(Herbst, 1981), pp. 17 - 26.
5 "Nancy 1 s Whisky" on 75/126/A4 was sung by Cathie MacQueen with
a Gaelic refrain. Cathie's parents spoke Gaelic. "Silly Jack and
the Factor" (AT 1600) is well-known in Gaelic and a transcribed Scots
version by Jeannie Robertson, 54/90/B15, has been published in
Tocher 6 (1972), pp. 172 - 175. Duncan Williamson's repertoire of
traditional traveller tales includes at least fourteen Gaelic stories
told him by four Gaelic storyteller informants (non-travellers) before
he left home in 1942 when he began travelling Lowland Scotland, the
North-East and the Borders ~ess extensively).
6Also noted by Gentleman were strong links between travellers
from the Isle of Lewis and Dingwall, and between those of Kintyre,
Bute and Renfrew.
7"Hawker's Lament" is not a "protest song," according to Duncan,
re. Interview, 3/85. But what other travellers who sing it think of
it requires further research. Edith Townsley, aged 3, sang "The Hawker's Lament" along with her grandmother, Cissie Johnstone, aged 63,
76/221/B3. Duncan's tune for this song is a variant of the "Lady
~1argare t" standard strophe, cf. pp. 117-19, chapter three.
As the
text appears here is the way Duncan sang it during a ceilidh in
the School of Scottish Studies, 79/19/8, transcribed in Tocher 33
(Spring 1980) by Alan Bruford, p. 188. This is the tune
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Chapter One
1According to MacColl, " •••• Betsy •••• is tone-deaf ••••
never sings, cannot sing." (p. 20) But the concept of "tone-deaf" is
ambiguous and riddled with presupposition about what is "proper"
singing. It was wrong of MaoColl to write that Betay "never singe" for
I recorded her singing four verses of the "Moss o Burre'dale" (MC 127)
and four verses of "Sir Hugh" (CH 155) on my first visit to her and
Mr MacDonald in August 1975 when they were staying with their youngest
daughter and family in a farm field near Forfar. After singing "Sir
Hugh" Betsy said, "That's all the verses of that song. I was a wee
girl when I heard it; I've never heard it since; me, John rher hueban~ and his mother were the only ones who eang it." (75{98/ A5)
2Peter Cooke has noted an equivalent category of "hooae fiddlers"
in Shetland. ''The Fiddle Tradition of the Shetland Isles" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Edinburgh, 1983).

3The exact quotation made by Mr Gower was Fred Woods' reference
to Jea.nnie Robertson as "the acknowledged Queen of traditional singers," in l! olk Revival (Poole: Blandford Press, 1979), second page of
photographic reproductions.
1

4"Tell a stocy, sing a sang •••• "is a rhyme I first heard from
Bessie Whyte on my first visit to her in December 1973. But I have
heard the saying often amongst travellers in ceilidhs; it is directed
to the person who is shy or embarassed about performing -- to remind
them of the most important point; it's not how well or poorly one
performs, but just that one does contribute something of one's own
for the enjoyment of all.
5Funeral piping is not a custom exclusive to traveller society,
but was also observed by other Scottish communities. Funeral piping
is also not a universal tradition among travellers. If the deceased
came from a family of pipers or a family which held piping to be a
highly esteemed activity, then the oldest of the deceased's family or

the closest of kin to the deceased would request the best traveller
piper known to play at the funeral. "Funeral piper" Willie McPhee
(Perth) has testified that he does not pipe at funerals unless he is
requested (Interview, 12/83).

6

The word, c~ilidh, is derived from "c~ile. " (companion) and
it means "to give people companionship, to keep company." (David
Clement, Interview, 8/84) Morag MacLeod, lecturer in Gaelic song in
The School of Scottish Studies and author of "The Folk Revival in
Gaelic Song," in A. Munro, The Folk f1usic Revival in Scotland (London: Kahn and Averill, 1984}; pp. 191 - 204; has presented an
excellent account of the original "ceilidh-house, 11 a "feature of
rural and island life" in her chapter on traditional Gaelic music.
"A ceilidh" is defined a.s "topical discussions, story-telling,
singing, reciting poetry," and these activities took place "as long
as the household was hospitable •••• " (p. 195)

7nuncan Williamson has made this point on several occasions and
it is a maxim of travellers' oral tradition. See Barbara HcDe:rmitt's
feature article on Duncan in Tocher 33 (Spring 1980, pp. 141 - 148)
and Linda Williamson's article, stressing the paramount love and
generosity which pervade·: the traveller's act of storytelling
a tradition which shares the same purport as does singing for the
travellers
"What Storytelling Means to a Traveller," .!!!Y. (1981),
pp. 69 - 76.
8

The reason the Kintyre travelling families did not travel north
of Lochgilphead was "for fear of being 'burkit,'" (being murdered and
having their bodies snatched by burkers for medical research in
Edinburgh). For an explanation of burkers and the travellers' fear of
them, see Duncan Williamsonrs story, "The Boy and the Boots" and the
prologue to it in his first collection of traditional tales, Fireside
Tales of~ Traveller Children (Edinburgh: Canongate, 1983),
pp. 127-135.
9Lizzie Higgins has testified soo "is convinced that all her
ornamentation has been strongly influenced by bagpipe music and in
particular by the playing of her father, the piper Donald Higgins,
whom she has listened to from her earliest years." Quoted in
Munro, 1970, p. 156. Ailie r~ro has made a lengthly examination
of Lizzie's ornamentation and singing style in her article on the
ten Child Ballads Lizzie had learned from her mother, Jeannie
Robertson. See "Lizzie Higgins •••• ,"Scottish Studies 14 (1970/2),
pp. 155 - 188. Both Nellie Stewart's father and husband, Tommie
Stewart of Chuttan Hill, were fin~ pipers. Piping is an important
tradition in Nellie's own family -- both her son James and
grandson Haxwell have studied seriously, with well-known teacher
Annie Brown of Banchory, and competed in local Highland games.
There is little doubt that Nellie also imitates the sound of the
pipes when she sings ballads, although I have not recorded any
testimonies from her about the consciousness of her singing style.
See example 3 and plates 4 and 5.
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10

'.rtm.s Martha did not learn songs or narratives from other
travellers, other than her own parents, grandparents, great-grandfather and some from her husband and hi a family. See Appendix c.
Chapter~

1

For further information see Munro, 1984, pp. 217 - 218.

2

Porter's study was of three singers in the Turriff family of
Fetterangus and the relationship between a traveller's repertoire of
songs and her nontraveller husband 1 s. Jane Turriff's mother was
the third singer stud.ied. See ''Turriff Family • • • • Creation and
Re-creation,"~~ 16 (1978),
pp. 5-25 and especially
p. 21 on the formulaic structure of lyric songs.
3"The Broonie of Torquil Glen" will be published in 1985 by
Canongate, Edinburgh, as part of a collection of silkie stories
narrated by Duncan Williamson. Contextual discussion of the
storyteller's source and the related ballad version will be
included in the publication.
4T.he educational purport of the travellers' oral narratives is
described in detail by Duncan Williamson in his Introduction to
Fireside Tales of the Traveller Children (Edinburgh: Canongate,
1983), pp. 17 -:2o:-5Sheila Douglas in her paper, "The Ballad on the Scottish Folk
Scene," presented at the Ballad Conference in Sheffield (July 1982),
referred to "coniach," a word used by "some of the older traveller
singers" to describe a quality of singing in performance
the
singer's emotional involvement in their songs. "Coniach ••••
certainly has to do with the power to move the listener." (p. 8)
6An interview with Duncan on the meaning of storytelling to a
traveller, and its overpowering effect on his father when he told
same of his father's tales, was published by me in ARV 37 (1981),
pp. 69 -~. See especially pp. 73-74 on the narrators• crying.

7 11 Castle Gord.on" (cf. CH 237) is another song recorded from
travellers that has little narrative content, and its status as a
story in the travellers' tradition is puzzling. In a letter
(Aug 1984) Ham.ish Henderson wrote me, "It always seemed curious
to me that certain ballads e.g., "Castle Gord.onn had
become highly concentrated 'singers' digests' with the travellers
so that the action was concentrated into one highly dramatic moment."
8 These two performances have been published in Tocher 20,
pp. 138- 140; and in MacColl, 1977, pp. 48- 49 respectively.
See excerpts, ex. 16,- pp. 245-6.
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9Hamish Henderaon has ventured this theory in "The Ballad, the
Folk and the Oral T.radi tion," ~ People's ~' ed. E. J. Cowan
(Edinburgh: E.U.S.P.B., 1980), p. 106. .
10
My copy of the Child ballads (Dover reprint, 1965) and Bronson'a

Traditional Tunes and Singing Tradition have been at Duncan•s disposal sing 1976. Although Duncan enjoys reading about the international versions of ballad stories in Child, he has said about the
ballads published therein (and also about the ballads in Bronson
and the more recently publiShed Greig-Duncan collection (Aberdeen,
1983)),"They don't get through to you." Between an old song he has
heard sung and its form on paper in a book, the correspondence is
for him practically nil.
11

This song was published in Tocher 19, recorded from the Clachan
Townsleys, 75/43/B13, and identified as a version of CH 248. Hugh
Shields has argued that there is no element of a treacherous cock in
the story and therefore the song should not be classified as a version
of the Child ballad, re. "The Dead Lover 1 s Return in Modern English
Ballad Tradition," Jahrbuch fiir Volksliedf'orschung (1972), pp. 98 114. But the travellers do consider it a narrative and tell it as
a ghost story, re. 75/43/B13. They have arguments about the ghost's
motive for returning, 75/102/B6; and Duncan Williamson calls it "a
ballad" (Interview 2/83) because it is a story.
12

It could be argued that solo singing would be an unlikely
occurrence in this household, the members living in such cramped
quarters, a school bus converted into a kitchen and sleeping area.
But of the forty different songs recorded on two visits in 1975, twenty were sung solo about half by Sandy, John's brother, who sang
mostly pop and country western songs. Isabelle sang two Irish songs
solo and John sang three travellers' songs. Marion sang two rakes'
songs solo.
Chapter Three
1

The age of listeners is a primary factor in a narrator's decision
to sing or tell a story. Duncan Williamson has explained the following:
"Whether a song gets told or sung depends on the audience. If the
audience is a group of elderly folk, 50 - 10 years of age, they will
enjoy hearing his story as a song. Because these folk are already
rich in stories by virtue of their age. They'll listen to a good
song, their voices are old and a good voice reminds them of their
younger days. They will appreciate a sung story because they probably
heard it as a story but had not probably heard it sung. If the
audience is a middle-aged group, 25- 45 years of age, he'll first tell
part of the story and then sing some of it, because the easiest way to
get their attention is by telling a part of the story." This information was part of a paper I read to postgraduates and members of staff
in the School of Scottish Studies inN~·. 1977.
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2
1 gave Eeasie Whyte a set of the Child ballads as a gift in
1976, a copy of the Dover reprint edition, 1965. Bessie's 1975 performance. of the ballad is included in a feature article I wrote on her
for Tocher 23 (~utumn 1976).
3On 29 August 1984 I interviewed Duncan on the everyday work of
his father and mother, how they supported the family on an everyday

baeia. He explained during the course of the interview that
excessive drinking was not common among the travellers as a group
until c. 1960s when they began making large(r) sums of money and
could afford to buy alcoholic beverage. In particular, as children
of large families grew up and could help with the family income,
drinking became a more frequent·aotivity.

~t I have heard travellers singing different songs simultaneously as they travelled together in a van. Also, Duncan Williamson
has talked about travellers singing different versions of one song
together sometimes episodes did not synchronize but this did not
interfere with their enjoyment of the "ha.monioua" performance,
the fun of singing together.
5The "gel" concept of singers• versions of ballads is discussed by
Hamish Henderson in "The Ballad, the Folk and the Oral Tradition"
in Cowan, 1980, pp. 74, 86.
6 Tbis improvised perfonnance is shown in part in 'l,ocher 33
(spring 1980), pp. 157 - 159. But unfortunately, the editor,
Alan Bruford, collated it with an earlier performance of Duncan's,
76/48/B3, five verses of which were substituted in the transcription.
7The article is included in Bronson, ~Ballad~ Song (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1969), pp. 144- 161.
Chapter Four
1

The subject of "tonality" in travellers' songs is more complex
than I have indicated here. My tenn "kinetic energytt is borrowed from
Leo Stein's glossary in Structure ~ Style: The Study and Analysis .2£
Musical Fonns (Illinois: Summy-Birchard, 1962},p. 237, "kinetic
qua.li ty. "

According to Bu.chan, "The Sound of the Ballads," in The Ballad ~
the Folk (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1972); "Normally a
~;a-contains two essential ideas •••• To carry the essential ideas
he ~he oral poe~ uses non-rhyming lines one and three •••• , "
pp. 147' 150.
2
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Chapter~

1

"Strophe," The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, revised
3rd ed., 2 vols., ed. C.T. Onions (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984),
II, p. 2156.

2

Suicide is not a topic I have researched among the travellers,
but I have listened to the subject as it was discussed by a few
members of different families who were relatives of suicide victims.
The general attitude is that the act of taking one's life is "a sin
in the eyes of God," just as it is "a sin" to take the life of any
living creature
the tiniest insects are treated with respect
by travellers
and they often talk about this "respect for
life."
3"The Beggarman came ower the Lea" (CH 279) is a popular ballad
among the Scots travellers. Maggie McPhee 1 s version in MacColl's
Travellers' Songs (1977, ;p. 105) is typical of the usual text sung,
but her tune is not the one I have heard most often and not the one
Martha was attracted to while singing "Breastbone." The refrain phrase
of III in her 1977 perf orrnance and the phrase at IV ( 2) can be traced
to the refrain of "The Beggar Man" as was sung by James Greig for
Gavin Greig's Folk-Music collection in Aberdeenshire, 1910; re. The
Greig-Dunca.n Folk~ Collection, 8 vols., ed. P. Shuldham-Shawaiid
E. Lyle (Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 1983), II, p. 311, J.
Martha's incorporation of ;phrases from different songs was not
atypical of traveilers' performances recorded by MacColl. He wrote about the "free association 11 his traveller informants were wont to do
when singing songs: 11 • • • • a singer may dart with bewildering ease
from one song to another -- without sto;p;ping singing. • ••• Mrs
Hughes, in 'The Famous Flower of Serving Men' (CH 106), uses focal
points in the plot to swing from one ballad to another and back
again without stopping singing." (1977, pp. 24, 82- 6)
4Evald Tang Kristensen was described by Thorkild Knudsen aa
"our fuenmark Is] greatest folklore collector" in nnFS Information"
(Dansk Folkemindesamling, 1967/1), p. 5. Later, in "Editorial Principles and the Composi tional System of the fvlelodies~" the introduction to Danmarks gamle Folkeviser, 12 vols. (Copenhagen, 1863 - 1976),
XI, 1976; Knudsen
contrasted Kristensen with the ballad collector,
Svend Grund tvig, pp. 41 - 44. Grund tvig was s;poke sma.n of Denmark' s
"educated culture," while Kristensen was spokesman of the "popular
culture," specifically the "poor people of the heath." (p. 44)
Sidsel Jensdatter was Kristensen's "first important ballad informant."
(Knudsen, 1967/1, P• 5)

~artha Johnstone 1 s singing of "The Task" in 1955 was transcribed
and published by Henderson and Collinson in Scottish Studies IX/1
(1965), pp. 6 - 8. My transcription differs from Collinson's
because I do not try to reproduce nuances in the singer's metre.
·
If the metre is comprehended. as a plastic discipline for tne singer's
text, then'there is no major problem finding regularity in the strophes
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There is basically one metre, duple, but the length of the second
beat may be prolonged, J ~. • The short foot of the textual
iamb, generally half a beat, may also be lengthened to a full beat,
giving rise to an occasional triple metre measure.

Chapter Six
1Flemming G. Andersen and Thomas Pettit in their article,
"Mrs Brown of Falkland: A Singer of Tales? Journal of American
Folklore 32 (1979), pp. 1 - 24; have presented an 11 entirely
negative study 11 of fllXs Brown 1 s ability to re-create ballad
stories. (p. 23) They have analyzed some passages in Mrs Brown's
texts as "improvisatory" but they conclude that she had memorized
the songs as fixed texts and the improvisations were due to "lapses of
memoryn (p. 19) or "the impact of extraneous circumstances which
disturbed Mrs Brown's normal transmission mechanisns." (p. 20)
Andersen and Pettit have pointed out paradoxes and inconsistencies
in Buchan' s "oral-fo:r:mulaic" thesis, but I think all three scholars
are only working with half of Mrs Brown's perfor.mances • • • the
other half was the music -- its structure would provide the necessary
evidence for a positive appraisal of both theories, oral-formulaic~
memorization, which could very well be applicable to the Brown
corpus. What is needed is a new theory which can accommodate both
re-creation and memorization -- music is the key.
2The schooling of travellers at the time of World War I is
discussed by Duncan Williamson in the Introduction to Fireside Tales
(Canongate, 1983), pp. 14 - 15. Literacy was not important to
the travellers in the early decades of this century. "No-one
cared if the children weren't in school,for they were helping their
fathers and mothers. That's all the education they needed -- to
learn how to survive." (Williamson, 1983, p. 15)
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Appendix B

LIST OF INFORMANTS
Each entry includes the informant's name, birth, £ather and mother,
relationship to others in the list and number of children when the
details are known.

The informant's travels or address at the time of

recording is also given.

For the eight main infonnants, narrative

songs they recorded are itemized.

Informants• occupations are not

given because none engaged in single trades; rather, they all worked
at a variety of jobs on an occasional basis

hawking, dealing,

agricultural labour, whelk gathering, some piping, singing and storytelling.
Higgins, Jock.

Born c. 1910, Skye.

Father, Isaac Higgins; mother,

sister to Alec Stewart's father, Blairgowrie.
staying at

In

8/75 was

5 Cargill Pl., Blairgowrie. Also informant to Ewan

MacColl.
Hughes, Jimmie.

Born 1916, Paisley.

Hughes; mother, n~e. Garry.

Father, non-traveller Bill

11 children.

Recorded at Marshall's Green, Blairgowrie,
near Ardrishaig,

Was reared in Islay.

8/75; and in caravan

5/76. Narrative repertoire includes versions

of CH 114, CH 199, CH 214, CH 279 and CH 280; "Banks o Cladich,"
''Kevin J3a.rry," and ''13onnie Bunch o Roses."
Johnstone, Mrs Katie Townsley.

Born May 1912.

Father, Sandy Townsley

(Blairgowrie); mother, Mary Johnstone (Pitlochry).
to Bessie Whyte (Montrose).

Older sister

Resident at 83a Christie's

Lane,

Montrose, 1974 - 1983.
Johnstone, Mrs Cissie Burke Johnstone Brown (prefers her father's
surname).

Born c. 1913, Dundee.

Father, Hendry Jobnstone (Pit-

lochry); mother's surname, Townsley (Angus).

Full cousin to
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Bessie Whyte; 2nd cousin to Duncan Williamson.

11 children.

Travels length and breadth of Scotland with sons and daughters.
Recorded in camps near Cupar, 11 and 12/76.
Johnstone, Mrs Martha Johnstone Reid (preferred second husband's
surname) •

1901 - 1980.

Father, Sandy "Green Hen" J ohnstone

(Killin); mother, Katie Whyte (Aberdeenshire).
cal details in Appendix

c.

Full biographi-

At time of death resident at 60

George Street, Coupar Angus where I recorded her on four visits.
Narrative repertoire included versions of the following Child
ballads

-

2, 3, 7, 10, 12, 14, 23, 52, 57, 84, 106, 170, 199,

200, 203, 213, 214, 232 (appendix), 233, 236, 243, 275, 286;
also traditional narratives, Laws K12, Laws I4, Laws N42, Laws
035 and Laws Q20; and lesser known (internationally) MC 76, MC
99, GD 22, "Young Densmore," n1ord Uillin's Daughter" and
"The Tailor and the Ploum.an."
Johnstone, Mrs Rachel Williamson.

Born Pi tlochry.

Williamson; mother, Katie Johnstone.

Father, Sandy

Full cousin to both

Bessie Whyte and Duncan Williamson; sister to Cathie MacQueen,
below.

In 9/75 was living on The Manse, Kenmore.

'llidowed

c. 1980.
MacDonald, Mrs Betsy.

Born c. 1911.

lshire MacDonalds.
in 1978.

Father and mother were Argyl-

Wife to John MacDonald, below, but widowed

11 children.

Since death of John has been staying

with youngest daughter Mary Johnstone and family who are
frequently on the move in their caravan, staying on farms in
Fife and Perthshire.
MacDonald, John.

Born T.arbert, 1916; d. 1978.

Father, John Mac-

Donald of Tarbert, Loch Fyne; mother, Maggie HacDonald (Argyllshire).
shire.

11 children.

Travelled mostly Perthshire and Lanark-

Was recorded in a farm field 3 miles n.e. of Forfar in

8/75 and in Airdrie site, Lanarkshire in 3/76.

Narrative reper-

toire included CH 2, CH 12, CH 14, CH 214; also traditional
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narratives Laws M11 and Laws P27; and lesser known (internationally) MC 72, MC 88 and MC 97.

Informant of ~wan MacColl also.

Born c. 1942.

MacDonald, Mrs Nanny Stewart.

Father, Tommie Stewart

(Chuttan Hill); mother, Nellie MacDonald Stewart, below.

Was

residing in Christie's Lane, Montrose in 8/75.
Born c. 1920.

MacKenzie, Martha "Mattie".

Father, Sandy MacKenzie

(Perthshi:re); mother, Betsy MacDonald (Perthshire).
permanently with brothers Johnnie and Jimmie.

Stays

In 9/75 was

camped in a barricade near Ke 1 tneyburn, Perthshire.
Born c. 1936.

McPhee, Mrs Isa Townsley.

Father, Sandy "Sapps"

Townsley (Campbeltown); mother, Katie ¥lacDonald, Argyllshire.
Second cousin to Duncan Williamson.

Travels regular circuit

Was working at potato howking in 9/75 at

around Renfrewshire.

Hally 1 s Farm, Crieff, Perthshire.

1907- 1981. Father, Jock 'Whyte (Aberdeen-

MacQueen, Mrs Logie Whyte.

shire); mother, Jean McLaren (Stirling).

7 children.

Johnnie Whyte, below.

Sister to Bryce and

Before death was resident at

9, Shore Wynd, Montrose.
MacQueen, Mrs Cathie Williamson.

Born 1930, Argyllshire.

dy Williamson; mother, Katie Johnstone (Pitlochry).

Father, SanSister

to Rachel Johnstone, above; full cousin to both Bessie Whyte and
Duncan Williamson.

Cathie and husband Jock o'Wil the pony-trekking

stables, Pitlochry, where they stay.
MacQueen, Harry.

Born 1958.

Reid, Alexander "Shells."

Oldest son to Jock and Cathie, supra.

Born 1922, Kennoway, Fife.

Father, Sandy

Reid (Perthshire); mother, Martha Johnstone, above.

In

1975

and 1976 was living on Burnside Road, Pitlochry; has since moved
to Perth. Died June 1985.
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Raid, Mrs Jean Jobnatone.

Bo.rn 1.924, near Dunkeld.

Father, Davie

Johnstone (Killin); mother, Nellie McPhee (Argyllshire).
Wife to Sandy

Raid, supra.

9 children.

Resided with husband

at Burnside Cottage, Pi tlochry in 1975 and 1976 but may be
separated from him now.
Stewart, Douglas.

Related to Inverness and Highland Stewarts.

At time of recording was visiting Bryce Whyte, Montrose;
then living at 112 Sheddocksley Drive, Aberdeen (1/1/76).
Born c. 1910.

Stewart, Maggie.

Aberdeenshire traveller.

at 8 Lowsan Avenue, Forfar in 11/75.
Henderson as well.
Stewart, Mrs Nellie

5 children.

Infonnant to Hamish

1910 - 1985. Father, MacDonald;

~~cDonald.

mother, Newlands (Aberdeenshire).

supra.

Was living

Mother to Nanny MacDonald,

Travelled mostly Aberdeenshire but

resident at Pine Cottage, Black Hall, Banchory, Kincardine
until her death.

Narrative reperto±re included Child ballads:

11, 12, 114, 210, 226, 236; also Laws 035 and lesser known
(internationally) "Jimmie Foyers" (MC 84), "Sonny Hard" and

GD 92.
Stewart,

Mr~Roberta

mother, ?

Watt.

Born 1943.

Father, Banff traveller;

Daughter-in-law to Nellie Stewart, above.

Was

visiting Nellie and Tommie Stewart for a ceilidh in 8/75; then
living in Banff.
Townsley, Mrs Isa Williamson.

Born 1956.

Father, Jock Williamson

(Lochgilphead), below; mother, Mary Tmmsley Williamson, below.
Niece to Duncan Williamson.

Present address is Hunter's Cres-

cent, Perth.
Townsley, John "Clachan Jake."

Born c. 1934.

Father, Duncan Townsley

(Kintyre); mother, Bella Williamson (Kintyre).
Williamson, below.

4 children.

Sister to Mary

Used to travel Perthshire and
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Inverness-shire; was living in abandoned school bus on Corran
Fa~,

Clachan, Kintyre in 2/75; now housed in council house,
Clachan.

Townsley, Mrs Isabelle Tow.nsley.

Born 1?

Father, Sandy Townsley

(Kintyre); mother, Rachel Townsley (Kintyre).
Duncan Williamson; wife to John, above.

Second cousin to

4 children.

Townsley, Marion.
John above.

Born 1959.

Daughter (oldest) to Isabelle and

Townaley, Robbie.

Born 1912.

Father, Sandy Townsley (Kintyre);

mother, Katie MacCallum (Stirling).

Was recorded in my home

during a two-week extended visit, 10/82; now staying in a
home for the elderly, Stirling.
Born c. 1925.

Turriff, Mrs Jane Stewart.
Stewart (Aberdeen).

Father,?

Mother, Tina

Had travelled Deeside, Lumphanan, Keith,

Bakenside; at time of 1975 recording was resident in Fetterangus;
now lives in ·t'\intlaw, Aberdeenshire.
of Hamish
Whyte, Bryce.

~enderson

Remarried in 1975. Informant

and James Porter.

Born 1914.

Father, Jock Whyte (Aberdeenshire);

mother, Jean McLaren (Stirling).

Brother to Johnnie, below.

Resides at 66 South Esk St., Montrose.
Whyte, Mrs Bessie Townsley.

Born 11/1919

near .Dunkeld.

and mother same as Katie Johnstone, above.
above.

4 children.

Father

Wife to Bryce,

Used to travel Perthshire and Angus

mostly; now housed in fw!ontrose.

Narrative repertoire includes

CH 7 (fragment), CH 88, CH 203, CH 210 (fragment), CH 214, CH
226, CH 232 (appendix), CH 210 (fragment), CH 274, CH 275; GD 84,
and "Lord Uillin's Daughter."
Whyte, J ohnnie.

Born Aberdeenshire; 1910 - 1984.

same as Bryce Whyte's above.

Father and mother

Had travelled mostly Perthshire

2.95

and Angus.

Second half of life housed in Montrose area.

N~

tive repertoire included CH 3, CH 10, CH 199, CH 203, CH 214, Laws

035,

Laws

K43, GR 123 and "John Ba.rbro" (CH 100).
1923 - 1984.

Williamson, Alec.

Father, Willie "Old Duffy" William-

song; mother, Sarah Williamson.

Originally from Ross-shire, but

was staying on Heathery Knowe caravan site, Coatbridge in 3/76.
Williamson, Duncan.

Born 4/28, Furnace, Argyll.

Father, Jock

Williameon (~llshire); mother, Betsy Townsley (Argyllshire).
See Appendix C for fuller biographical details. 9 children.
Travelled Perthshire, Aberdeenshire, Fife, Ayrshire.

Present

address Kincraigie Farm Cottage, Strathmiglo, Fife.

Narrative

17, 20, 37, 39, 58,
114, 170, 188, 210, 243 (fragment), 274, 277, 281, 286 (two
versions); also traditional narratives Laws J5, Laws Q13, Laws ·
Q20, Laws N39, Laws N42 and Laws P20; and lesser known MC 88,
and MC 97. Duncan also sings "John Barleycorn" which he considers
repertoire includes following Child ballads:

a "story in song, " a fragment of "Kevin Ba.rry, " "Lord Ui llin' s
Daughter,"

11

The Tramp and the Farmer" and "Lord Thomas and Lady

Grey."

Williamson, Jock.
above.

Born 1/1917.

Father and mother same as Duncan's,

Travelled the same shires as brother Duncan.

Now housed

in a cottage on Duncholgan Travellers' Site, Lochgilphead but is

regrettably in hospital frequently for

bronc~~tis

and related

problems.
Williamson, Mrs Mary Townsley.

Born c. 1919.

Father and mother same

7 children.
Narrative repertoire includes CH 7, CH 14, CH 170, Laws N42 and
as John "Clacha.n Jake's" above.

Wife to Jock, above.

Laws Q20.
Williamson, "Red Willie". Earn c. 1960. Father, Sandy Williamson
(Stanley); mother, Betsy Townsley {Tarbert, Loch Fyne). Nephew
to Jock and Duncan Williamson, above.

2 children to Martha

granddaughter of Martha Johnstone,.
Hunter's Crescent, Perth.

above.

Housed at 16B

Mother Betsy has many narratives

not yet recorded; she is one of Duncan Williamson's source
singers, see Appendix

c.
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Appendix C
THE ORAL SOURCES OF MARTHA JOHN STONE'S AND DUNCAN WILLIANSON' S

NARRATIVE
Martha Johnstone's

SONGS

~Sources

After singing "Queen Jean" (CH 170), "The Task" (CH 2), "Banks o
Airdrie" (CH 14) and "Sir James the Rose" (CH 213) for Hamish Renderson, and having each time been asked by Hamish to identify the

origin~

al singer; in the last instance Martha revealed her awareness of a
song category:

"Oh, I

it was, it was, ye ken, it was the auld

auld folk that I heard at these.
an-an-and I just mind o them!"

Ye ken, they're so old, ye see,

(57 /7)

Later that night in March

1957, after having sung the "Golden Vanity" (CH 286), "King 'w'illiam"
(CH 7) and the "Road to Castle Gordon" (fragment from CH 237), she
explained the provenance of the material,
that I heard at that ~Gordon~ tae.
yins singing these, ye ken."

'~ell,

it was the

aul~

yins

I never heard any o the young

(57/8) The "older peoples" (55/48)

from wham Martha said she had learned the fairy abduction song,
"Oh Nan.cy, a Fairy Queen Stole me away" (not a fragment of CH 39),
recorded first in 1955, was the older generation of her own people,
the Scottish travellers.
That "these songs," referred to in

1957, synonymous with old

songs, traditional ballads or oral narrative songs, were the singing
domain of a particular kindred group within an extended traveller
family, became clear in a discussion with Martha during my last fieldwork visit to her in 1978.

After she had sung "Lady o the Drum"

(CH 236), "The Breastbone" (CH 10) and "Banks o Airdrie,u I asked her
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if her brothers and sisters had sung these songs.

She replied,

"No, it was my grandfather and my grandmother I heard singing them.''

(7B/109/A3b) Martha did not deny that her brothers and sisters had
probably "picke<;l them up" as she had:
You see, because the old songs -- the people sung them,
they were easy picked up, the young people easy picked
them up. If you were willin to learn, ken? And I likit
the old songs although I was young, little.

(78/109/A3b)
The person in her past about whom. Martha spoke most on tape
was her great-grandfather, David Whyte of
born in Nairn, Highland Region.

Aberdeenshire.

He was

1957 Martha answered Eam.iah Hen-

In

derson' s question after her performance of "Banks o Airdrie, "
you learn that one?

Who had it?"

11

Where 'd

"Well, as long as I can mind, as

long as I can mind I've heard that."

When Hamish pressed her for an

individual, mwas it one of these, was it Donald Reid ~artha's first
father-in-la~ or-"

Martha.

urt was my great-grandfather I heard," replied

Hamish asked her more about him and she explained,

He was • • • yes, he needed to move around for his job,
you see, he was aye sellin pictures. They wis, ye ken in
the olden days they used to •••• but when I remember him
he was aye sellin [round th~ doors, pictures. People
framed them. Ye see, they were great big pictures and they
were rolled up, ye see.
H

Oh aye.

Were they religious pictures like?

M

All kinds.

He sellt all kinds, all kinds of pictures.

(57/7; see plate 1)
In

1977 after Martha had sung the

strophe of the 1957 variant of
had sung that song to her.

11

same

text and standard

Airdrie," I asked her twice

who

First she replied, "Oh, that was years

and years ago, dear;" and then she admitted, ''No, I ca.nna tell you
the personal singer o that, A can't tell ye where I heard that

(77/142) Martha

from~"

had probably had a memory lapse, because a year later
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the narrative was closely associated with the memory of her greatgra.ndfa ther when I asked her a:t::ter her performance of "Huntingtower"

(re. CH 232),
1

Did somebody sing that, how did you learn that one?

M

Oh, oh I heard that from my grandfather, my greatgrandfather.

L

Your great-grandfather again.

M

Ye, ye sometimes loss wee bits.

L

Yeh, yeh.

M

Eh?

1

When, when was it that you would listen to him -in the evening or in the morning or what was he doing?

M

Well, eh, sometimes he'd be sittin workin with his
pictures or anything, ye ken. He'd be si ttin singing
and I was aye pickin it up.

When was it that you would listen to him?

(77/142)
Another ballad David Whyte had sung was the "Breastbone"

·(cH 10),

and Martha explained after singing it during my last fieldwork visit
to her in

1978 when she was seventy-six, that she "was very, very

very young when she heard that song:
I was like wee Willie there [her grandso~ when I heard it
from my great-grandfather • • • I was awfa quick at pickin
up •••• I never heard nobody else singing it • • • I just
pickit that up from my.great-grandfather.

(78/109/A2)
I asked her how many times she thought she'd heard it from him, if
she had stayed with him or had he stayed near her?
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Oh well, a few times, which I learned, ye ken • •
Well, you see he used to stay a while with us and
with others of the family, ye ken at the New Year
was a ·widower. He was a lovely singer! A lovely

•
a while
•••• he
singer.

(78/109/A2)
"Queen Jean" (CH

170), "The

"'Bonnie Hoose o Airlie" (CH

Task" (CH 2), "Young Densmore," and

199) were four other ballads she said she

had learned from her great-grandfather.

(CH

Another was 1'King William"

7), recorded first by Hamish Henderson in 1957. After her per-

formance he said, 'Tine, Martha.
mind? 11

~fuen

did you first hear it, do ye

She replied, noh, that was my great-grandfather again!"

Then Hami sh que sti.oned her about the source of her tune,

H

And that was his tune too, was it?
Well, it was his tune at that time, ye see.
Ba.t, but that was the tune he sang it to?

M

Yes.

H
M

....

That was the tune.

(57/8)
David 1,o/hyte 's son, Martha' s maternal grandfather, was traveller
Johnnie Whyte born in Forres, Grampian Region.

He was a tinsmith who

travelled Inverness-shire and Aberdeenshire with his wares.

His wife

was traveller Martba MacKenzie born in Strathpeffer, Highland Region.
"Lord Randal" (CH 12) was one ballad Martha remembered hearing them
sing

"Oh, long ago".

(55/50) Her grandmother Whyte 's favourite

song was "I'll cut off my long Yellow Hair"

(CH 106) and Ma:rtha sang

this ballad on six of the ten occasions she was visited by fieldworkers, five times without request or prompting.
Mr and Mrs Whyte had twelve children and one, Katie, became
Martha's mother.

Katie lived until the age of eighty and before she

died at Keltney Burn near Callander, Perthshire, she stayed with
Martha in the house at Birnam, north of Perth.

)01

On Martha's father's side the men were pipers, some of them
outstanding.

An uncle was a member of a pipeband during World

War I and oousin Andy Whyte played in the Coupa.r Angus Pipeband.
After diddling the "Pap o Glencoe" for Hamish Henderson in

1957

Martha said, laughing,
Ye ken, I used to diddle with my father, he used to play
the practising chanter. That's when I was a wee tot, ye
ken, I lost all that now •••.• My father, my grandfather
and aa M7 generation on my father's side were pipers.
My father used to go, engaged for to play, at lords'
suppers\ And I mind on the tune that the man asked him
oh, this lord oouldnae get it for, oh, fra anybody -it was 'Moladh Mairi. 1 Oh yes, oh yes, he could play
it • • • • No, he never learned off a book, it was just
off the ear.

(1957 /8)
Martha.' a father, Sandy Johnstone, was born in Tayvallich,

Strathclyde Region and his father was J ohnnie J ohnstone, born at
Inveraray.

After singing "Golden Vani tr' in 1978 Martha talked about

her paternal ancestry:

My father's people belonged to the west oountry, Argyllshire. Johnstonea. My great-grandfather -- do ye ken
the Crinan Canal? Well, there 1 s looks at the top and
that's what my great-grandfather kept, the looks. Johnstonea, there's lots of em over in Argyllshire yet, has
hotels an tea rooms an boarding houses an fishing
fleets. And some of them has boats that go out,
tugboats, ower to a.n island. And they got, at that time
when I was there, they got a hundred pounJ go in and a
hundred pound oomin back and they had seven runs a
day. And if there were more people they had more. And
then in the winter and that they went away fishing. I
expect ther're no many o them left now but at one
time -- there's some o them has places yet, you know,
over there. You wouldna know them. No, just like toffs\
Yes. I could pass my own people in the street and
no ken them.
(1978/109)
"Reid" is the name of another Argyllshire traveller clan and
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Martha's paternal grandmother was one of this family.

Her son,

Martha's father, preferred to stay in Perthahire, as Ma.rtha said,
"He was aye workin,

ye see.

Farm work." (57 /7)

distinctly remebered having heard sung,
Argyllshire, was the "Golden Vanity:"

One ballad Martha

probab~y

en route to or fram

"'Ihe first time ever I heard

that was on Loch Lomond-side from my own parents."

(78/109/B3b)

On no less than four occasions Martha 's answer to, "Who sang it

when you first heard

it~"

was "the old. folks."

It might be inferred

from this reply that Martha could not remember the one person who
sang it first for her.
truth.

Another inference might be closer to the

The individual tra.nsmi tter of a song was not as important to

Martha as it was to the

fi~l:dworker;

but the idea that a particular

type of song had been sung by a certain membership in her society was
knowledge worth expressing to interested learners from outside
traveller society.
Duncan Williamson's Source Singers.

An account of Duncan•s oral sources will show clearly how ballads
straddle both singing and storytelling traditions.

A description of

his early life and travelling years, from 1943 - 1980, is given below,
emphasizing the large number of source singers from whose singing
Duncan has derived his repertoire of more than forty narrative songs,
for

a few of which he can sing two or three different texts, re.

"Banks o Red Roses" (MC 72) and "The Golden Vani tyn (CH 286).
From his father, Jock Williamson, Duncan heard nA Bonnie Bunch
of Roses" (HC 85), "Jimmy Foyers" (MC 84),

11

Bonnie Hoose o Airlie"

(CH 199) and "The Shanghaied Sailor" (see ex. 3, chapter two).
Duncan heard these narratives regularly from the age of five until he
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left home, the age of fifteen.

Duncan'e father, Jock, was born

in '.I.anguy Glen near Campbel town in 1892.

He worked as a tinsni th,

basketmaker, quarry labourer and woodcutter.

Every winter for thir-

ty-seven years, from 1925 (three years before Duncan was born), Jock
returned to the wood on the Duke of Argyll's Estate at Furnace where
he built a "barrikit," a large dome-shaped tent to shelter his
family, re. (Williamson, 1983, p. 10).

Summer months, March to

October, were spent travelling Argyllshire on foot when the entire
family would be temporarily employed on various farms thinning turnips, autting bracken, gathering cloverstones, digging ditches,
cutting hedges and harvesting the corn.

From 1932 to 1941 Duncan went

to school in Furnace because his illiterate father was strict about

his children receiving education.
With his schoolmates Duncan used to

~ther

under a road

workmen's canopy after school when he was twelve.
told stories, jokes and sang songs.

There the boys

"Wreck of the Hesnerus" and

"Lord Uillin's Daughter" were two narratives Duncan learned as a
schoolboy in 1941.

(Interview, 2/84)

From his mother Duncan heard ''more love stories," like
"Queen Anne" (C"H

170), "Come all ye Perthshire Folk" (See Greig,

FS 88) and "One Day in Kilmarnock"
and Sharp CEF

67).

(See Tocher 21, pp. 181-2,

(Interview, 2/84)

Duncan has recalled his

mother singing "Queen Anne" to his younger brother often from the
age of five.

She was Betsy Townsley, daughter of wandering piper,

Jock Townaley, and Bel la

f~ac}ona1d

Muasdale, Kintyre in 1895.

and was born in a cave at

Betsy hawked the village houses while

her thirteen children attended school in Furnace, Argyll.

Her
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mother came to stay with her sometimes during winter months
.

Duncan 's

'

when

father would enlarge the ''barriki t" by building another

bow tent on to the kitchen.
and it was

Granny MacDonald was a fine storyteller,

her narration of "Lord Thomas and Lady Grey" in prose and

verse which has since inspired Duncan to attempt the whole story in
song, 84/36/B6.
In Tarbert, Loch Fyne, Grandmother Bett MacColl stayed in a bow

tent.

While Duncan did not visit her very often, after she died he

came at least once a month to visit her two unmarried daughters, Nellie and Rachel who each had bow tents next to Bett MacColl's.
and Nellie sang their mother's favourite songs:

Rachel

"Hind Horn" (CH 17)

and "Lady Margaret" (CH 39) were two she sang well and Duncan said
he'd heard her sing "many many times."

(77/149/A5 and c.f. 77/202/A1)

'Bett MacColl was six-foot-two and was abnormally strong, "wore men 1 s
boots and was a real warrior of an auld wumman."

(77 /149/B2) Duncan

remembered her identifying with "Young Inverey" (CH 203)

the

powerful head of the clan Campbell who was "entitled" to plunder
houses and land wherever he wanted.

(DW, Interview, 10/84)

Bett

MacColl also liked the story of "Sweet Ellen of Kirkconnel. Lea," re.
a woman who was accidentally shot by one of her lovers when he tried
to waylay another of the woman's lovers.

(DW, Interview, 2/84)

According to Duncan, Bett used to hum the tune of this narrative sor_g
but when he asked her, "Granny, sing that song, that's a nice wee
tune;" she replied, "I cannae sing you the song, but I'll tell you
the story."

After telling the story of "Sweet Ellen," she'd go on

humming the tune.
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When Duncan was only two years old he accompanied his father to
the hill fann at Achinagoul between Furnace and Inveraray.

The

farmer, Duncan MacVicar, occasionally employed Duncan's father when
he required domestic help.
for Mr MacVicar,

From 1935 to 1955 Duncan himself worked

and because MacVicar never married he enjoyed

Duncan's company and "treated him as a son."

(Interview, 2/84)

Mac-

Vicar liked to have a dram when the farm work was not pressing, and
then he would sing "Ronald MacDonald" (MC 28),
and "Golden V ani tyn (CH 286).

11

Jimmy Foyers" (i4C 84)

Duncan has sung MacVicar's version

of the "Vanity" and noted its difference from the ones he's heard
sung by travellers, DC/T 10.A/2.
At the age of fifteen Duncan left Argyll with his older brother
Sandy who had secured a regular winter camping place for himself and
his family on Whi telea farm, Stanley, Perthshire.

\Vhen Robbie

Townsley, a cousin of Duncan's mother, came for a visit to the
Stanley camp, Duncan was anxious to travel and he went with Robbie
along to the traditional trav.eller camping place near Dundee, "The
Hoolit's Neuk."
also

There Duncan met three MacDonald sisters who were

his mother's cousins

f·1acDonald.
(CH 188).

Bella, Jeannie and Katherine .

Katherine told Duncan the story of "The Three Brothers"
Her husband, Sandy Townsley, was Robbie's half-brother,

and he received Duncan very warmly.
For two years, 1943-1945, Du.nca.n walked with Sandy, "Sapps," and
Katie with a hand barrow from Angus through Perthshire to Invernessshire and Aberdeenshire.

They camped at scores of

traveller camping places where

~can

traditior~l

made it a point
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to hear the old songs, to find more ver·ses of stories his father
had partly sung, from the many travellers he was introduced to by
Sappa.

From Katie and her sister Jeannie Duncan heard two differ-

ent versions of "The Banks o Red Roses" (MC
with the

makin~

72):

Jea.nnie's ended

of a family, Katie's ended with a murder.

\fhile

camped on the "Two-Penny Moor" near Aberdeen, Duncan heard Sanps
speak about the fairies and "True Thomas,n a version of Child

37

Nhich Sappe had probably heard his stepmother, Katie McCallum,
a

well-kno~m

the 1920s.

non-traveller folksinger from Stirling, sing in
(See Duncar.'s testimonies about the source of this

ballad in oral tradition,

76/79/B3, 77/147/B3,4.)

From time to time Duncan left Sanps and Katie and
stay with his Aunt Bella. Ma.cDonald.

~rent

to

She returned to "The Hang-

man's Strip," a traditional camping place, near Dunfermline on a
regular basis in the 1940s.

One of her daughters eventually

became• .Dun can' a wife in 1949, but before then, in 1946, Duncan
returned to his brother Sandy in Perthshire for a three month
stay.

He distinctly remembers his sister-in-lal·1 Bets:v, old Bett

McColl's first .grandchild, singinp,- narr8.tives to her children,
to entertain them when they were restless and to
sleep

"Hind Horn," "Lady

Kirkconnel Lea" her

~andmother

Bett.

i

l

Mar~aret"

~ut

them to

and "Sweet Ellen of

the so.me narratives which had been sung by
Bett McColl; for Detsy had been reared by old

See plate 2.·

The winter of 1947 was severe, many travellers camped in the
highlands of Perth shire were snowbound.

Duncan had been staying with

Sapps and Katie in Kirriemuir and when the weather broke, they moved to
a house in Fraserburgh.

Nearby lived traveller Sandy

'~yte

who told

Duncan he knew "Johnnie o Monymusk" (CH 114) , but when Duncan asked
him to sing it he replied, "Laddie, God kens I'm no singer, but I'll
tell you the story."

(Interview, 2/84)

In 1949 Duncan married his cousin Jean Townsley, and until 1967
Jean's mother, Bella MacDonald, stayed with them

--

travelling in

the warm months of the year and staying in a gelly ( a bow tent
enlarged to accommodate an internal fire fashioned from a dairy urn
and tin chimney, see plates 1 and 2, Preface) or a house in the colder
months.

From his mother-in-law Duncan heard many narratives sung, some

of which he endeavoured to learn:

"Lord Uillin's Daughter," "Dowie

Dens 11 (CH 214), "Death o Queen Jean" (a favourite of Bella's; CH 170)
"Roose o Airlie, '' "Hind Horn" (with a different refrain from his
grandmother's version), "Ronald MacDonald" and "Lord Ronald" (CH 12).
"'llie Three Brothers" (CH 188) was first sung to him when Duncan had
said to Bella, "That's a good story your sister told about the three
brothers."

She had replied, "That's not a story, that's a song-

I'll sing it to you."

(Inte:rV'iew, 2/84)

Bella MacDonald had introduced Duncan to many more travellers
on their travels through Ayrshire, Angus, Renfrewshire, Kincardine,
the Borders (Peebles and Dumfries), Wigtownshire in the summer months,
Perthshi:re and Fife.

In 1953 in Ayrshire Duncan met his uncle Sandy

Reid while thinning turnips.
the

11

From him .Duncan heard "Jimmy Foyers 11 and

Hoose o Airlie," also a few verses of "Sir Patrick Spens" (CH 58)
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which Sandy had learned from his mother, Bella Cameron of Dunbartonehire.
(Interview, 2/84)

Parts of "Golden Vanity" and "Wexford County" were

also sung by Uncle Sandy for Duncan.
Des-pite the jealous nature of his Hife Jean, Duncan persevered
in joining campfire ceilidhs for the nurpose of adding to his
repertoire of sonP,s and stories.

From 1954 - 1962 he says he

did not learn anv new songs or hear
what he already knew.

a~ything

(Interview, 2/84)

much different from

Because he had a good

voice, according to the travellers, and enjoyed singing, he was
often asked for a song.

He had made an effort to remember and

learn songs since he was seventeen, for "he felt embarassed if he
couldn't ,q:ive a traveller what they wanted to hear."

(Int., 2/84)

From 1963 - 1968 Duncan bought a Phillips tape recorder to
collect

son~s

from the old travellers.

His puposes were twofolds

to give traveller singers the enjoyment of hearing themselves sing,
and to add songs to his own repertoire.

Mrs Williamson became serious-

ly ill with heart disease and when hospitalization became necessary in

1967, Duncan had to give up song collecting and take care of their
young children.

The tapes he recorded are in the possession of Dr

Helen Fullarton, see Preface, p. v; and the author.

But many of

the hundreds recorded have been lost or loaned to friends who have
not returned them.
From 1968 - 1975 during the months, August - October, Duncan
was camped near Muthill, Perthshire, for the potato harvest.

There

Robbie Townsley, the man who had first taken him to Dundee in 1943,
kept Duncan company during his wife's texminal illness.

Robbie

knew many narrative songs, a "better" version of "The Three Brothers,"
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"Green the Ganger," "My Son Ronald" (CH 12), "Lady Margaret" (CH 39)
and "Sir James the Rose." (CH 213)

Some of these he only sang in

part and narrated a part in prose.

Robbie's sister Rachel also sang

for Duncan, to his surprise she sang "King John and the Bi'shop"
(CH 45), which Duncan had come to regard only as a story -

the

way his father had narrated it but never sang.
Since marrying the author in 1976 Dunca.n has not learned any
new narratives, apart from "Bonnie George Campbell" (CH 210),
memorized from the author's taped recording of Nellie Stewart's
performance, 75/131/!4.

In 1982 Duncan invited Robbie Townsley to

stay with him for a few weeks, so the two of them could collaborate
on some narrative fragments Dunca.n lmew.

The result was the

completion of Duncan' s "Lady Ma.rgaret," discussed in chapter four.
Until 1982, the song had never been more than a partially sung and
spoken fairy story in Duncan's repertoire.

The majority of Duncan's

twenty-two narrative song fragments are in a state of suspension
because he is, at least temporarily, leading a settled life and does
not have regular sing-songs or ceilidhs with older traveller singers.
Hopefully a travelling life may one day be resumed; Duncan's
narrative fragments may then be completed.
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Plate 1.

Martha Johnstone shows off one of her great-grandfather's
pictures, "Young Densmore." Coupar Angus, 1977.

Plate 2.

Betsy Townsley Williamson listens to her brother-in-law
sing "Lady Margaret," an old song he originally heard
from her. Strathmiglo, 1984.
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